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ANALYTICAL METHODS IN BACTERIAL KINETICS 

Victor Henry Edwards and Charles R. Wilke 

Lawrence Radiation IBboratory 
University of California · 

Berkeley, California 

January 27, 1967 
"~ . 

ABSTRACT 

Thls three part report ls mainly concernedwith the dl?.velopment 

of methods useful :In the study of the kinetics or bacterial growth and 

rnetaboli sm. ·In. the first part of this work, a comprehensive review of 

the l:Ltcroture of mathematical models for bacterial growth is given. 

A computerlzed method for the analysis of batch culture kinetic data is 

presentcrl thBt fits a generalized logistic equation to the dnt8. The 

n-tted ':·quAtlons are useful for interpolation, integrAtlon, dlfferen

t;iatlon, ::md. other manipulations o~ the data. 

Inthe second part of this work, experimental data obtalned wt•.h 

n sa] t toJerant strain· of sulfate-reducing bacteria grown in both batc:n 

~nd crn1tlnuous culture is presented and a novel continuous culture 

~;pporatns i.s described .. The date' which were taken for use in evaluation 

uf UH: f0~asibility of projects using these bacteria, are analyzed using 

'the computer program developed in the first part of this work. The 

rr~sult.:::; nre correlated and discussed in relation· to some of the proposed 

modc.lf> d.Jscussed in the first par,t of this work •. 

In the third part of this work,·· a sophisticated apparatus for 

measuring bacterial cell size-concentration distribut;tons is described. 

'l'he technique, based on a resistance principle, is shewn to differentiate 

between normo.l cells and heat-killed cells, a result that sbould be of 
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considerable use in the study of bacterial sterilization kinetics. The 

apparatus is calibrated and used in obtaining information on the cell 

size under a variety of experimental conditions. A.. computer program 

for the analysis of the computer-coupled output is presented. The system 

described will provide a powerful tool in the study of microbial kinetics. 

. '/~ ', 
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GE1~RAL INTRODUCTION 

Living organisms consume, produce, ·and modify a very large nu."llber 

of chemical compounds. Microorganisms in general and bacteria in parti

cular tend to have much more rapid metabolic rates ~han macroorganisms 

because of their high surface-to~volurne ratio. Because of their high 

conversion rates at ambient conditions, their rapid grow~h rates, their 

·Hide range of chemical activities, and the rapid progress in biological 

research:bacteria are becoming progressively more important to man as an 

alternative to conventional chemical processes in chemical conversions. 

The three areas of greatest potential for commercial microbial activities 

are food production, production of complex chemicals such as the anti-
. . 

biotics, and the purification of polluted water. For the engineer to take 

fullest advantage of bacterial conversions, he must know the bacterial 

llietabolic rates and how they are affected by the environment and history 

or physiological state of the culture. These kinetic studies are 

important to the design and operation of processes for the production of 

microorganisms or their products. Kinetic studies can also lead to a 

better und.erstandin_g of the mechanism of the process under consideration. 

Such fundamental information may then suggest techniques to the engineer 

for controlling the process to increase the yield of the desired product(s). 

A. final advantage of modeling the kinetics of a given system is that the 

model may be used to predict -the kinetics. over a broad range of variables 

into regions where no data has been taken. Optimal conditions of 

operation ofthe process can be predicted with the model and verified by 

experiment. 

'In the first part of this three part dissertation, our purpose 

is to review the equations and models proposed to describe the rates of 

growth and metabolic activity·by bacteria. It is also our purpose to 

present a computerized technique for the analysis of batch culture 

ldnetic data that fits equations to the data. The fitted equation can 

then be used for interpolation, extrapolation, integration, differen

tiation) and other manipulations. of the data. 
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In the second part of this work, experimental data obtained with 

a salt tolerant strain of sulfate-reducing bacteria grown in both batch 

and continuous cultures is presented and a novel continuous culture 

apparatus is described. The data, ivhich iVere taken for use in evaluation 

of the feasibility of projects using these bacteria, are analyzed using 

the computer program developed in the first part of this ·work. The re

sults are discussed in relation to some of the proposed models discussed 

in the first part of this work. 

In the third part, a sophisticated apparatus for measuring 

bacterial cell size-concentration distributions is described. Calibra

tion of the instrument and the meaning of the results obtained with the 

system. are discussed. A. computer program for analysis of the computer

coupled output is presented. The system described iVill provide a powerful 

tool in studies of microbial kinetics. 
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PART I: MODELING AND ANALYSIS OF BACTERIAL KINETIC DATA. 

I. SUMMARY 

For engineers to design eg_uipment for the production of bacteria 

and their products, they need models that relate the rate of production 

to the important variables of the system. Modeling is difficult because 

there are many potentially important variables in a culture, and it is 

necessary to select a few crucial variables to make the model mathe

matically tractable. 

To assist in the development of a co:r1ceptual view of a bacterial 

cell culture, various schemes for the classification of fermentation 

processes are present~d. 

The development of the modeling of bacterial kinetics is outlined 

with a literature survey of mathematical models of bacterial kinetics. 

A. generalized version of the logistic eg_uation is proposed for 

use in the measurement of rates of growth and metabolism in batch culture, 

and a computer program to fit the eg_uation to the data is presented. 

The program is shown to successfully fit both synthetic arid real batch 

kinetic data, including correct prediction of the derivatives of the 

fltted dependent variables. 
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II. PROBLEMS IN. ANALYSIS OF BACTERIAL KINETICS 

Kinetic analysis of bacterial growth and metabolism is diffi

cult because of the complexity of the chemical and physical processes 

that constitute.life. A. typical bacterial cell contains approximately 

1000 enzyme molecules, 1000 ribosomes, between one and several chromo

somes, and many smaller molecules. An idealized bacterial cell, shmm 

in Fig. 1, is surrounded by a polysaccharide-protein-lipid cell wall: 

comprising about 20% of the dry weight of the cell. Between the cell 

wall and the cytoplasm is a double layered protei~-lipid membrane that 

acts as a semipermeable barrier to many of the molecules and ions impor

tant to the survival of the celL · The membrane is capable of selectively 

absorbing some nutrients in the ceil to a point ~here they are at a much 

higher concentration inside the cell than outside. This means of absorb

ing nutrients from the environment is referred to as active transport 

or aided transport. It requires energy to function. Normal diffusion 

also ocurrs with some compounds and is referred to as passive transport. 

There is also evidence indicating that the membrane plays an active 

nart in the oxidative metabolism of the cell. Molecules and ions passing 

through the membrane arrive at the cytoplasm inside the cell. rne 

nuclear region, containing the blueprints of the cell: is located in 

the cytoplasm although there is now considerable evidence that the 

nuclear material may be also associated with the cell membrane. Protein 

is synthesized by a complex mechanism involving amino acid building 

blod:s connected to transfer-RNA(ribonucleic acid) molecules that work 

i-Ti th the ribosomes, messenger RNA, and an enzyme to form new protein. 

In some of its metabolic pathi·mys, the cell prevents. over-production 

of products of a given pathway by either stopping production of one or 

more enzymes or by direct inhibition of one of the enzymes in the 

pathway. These control mechanisms increase the .difficulty of modeling 

bacterial kinetics. 
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Growth of cells in a culture may be either balanced or unbalanced, 

as rr~y be the culture itself. In balanced culture growth, the culture 

is in a steady state and the distribution of the physiological states of 

individual cells thus remains constant even though some individual cells 

are not in a steady-state cyclic condition themselves. A chemostat 

culture (i.e., a culture grown in a continuous stirred-tank reactor) at 

steady-state and low feed rates gives a steady-state culture in balanced 

growth although a significant percentage of the cells may be in a non

viable, unbalanced growth leading towards a 'non-growing condition. 

Batch culture at lmv- cell concentration, on the other hand, are unsteady

state cultures of cyclical steady-state cells in balanced gro-vrth that 

are limited in growth by the constantly changing medium in which they are 

suspended. Kinetic analysis of both types of-culture is thus complicated 

by an unsteady-state, non-cyclic phenomenon in individual cell growth 

processes in continuous culture and in the environment of the cells in 

batch culture. 

_Another complication in modeling is caused by the many couplings 

of different metabolic pathways, and the many side reactions important 

to the life of the bacterial cell. Also, many reaction mechanisms to 
2 . 

the life of the cell are not completely understood. Finally, because a 

large n~~ber of processes can be limiting it should be apparent that a 

rigorously complete kinetic model is far beyond our reach at this point. 

Tnus we try to select the crucial variables of greatest economic interest 

and study their relation to kinetics while holding other variables 

e:onstant. The choice of crucial variables will depend on the nature·of 

the need for a kinetic study and one must be very careful to select all 

crucial variables in such studies. 

The most common crucial variables up to the present are cell 

dry weight concentration, concentration of the limiting nutrient, and 

concentration of the desired product(s). Other variables that are now 

beginning to be recognized are average cell composition, more detailed 
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a.nalysis of the cells' environment and the distribution of cellular 

properties among the individuals in a population. One such important 

variable is the cell size concentration distribution. Measurement of 

this variable by an electronic ~echnique will be discussed in detail 

in the last part of this dissertation. 

·..;.·. 
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III. CLASSIFICATION SCF.EMES IN BACTERIAL KINETICS 

Different organisms show different types of kinetic behavior, and 

a n~mber of authors have approached the problem of classification of 

kinetic behavior of different microbial processes as a first step in 

kinetic analysis of the processes. Table I shows the scheme proposed 
4 

by Gaden .. He suggested that three types of relationships between carbo-

hydrate (or substrate) consumption and product formation existed, ranging 

from direct coupling as in the ethanol fermentation to no association 

as in penecillin production. 

At about the same time, ~!B.xon proposed classification by the 

scheme shown .in Table II. The relation between growth and product for

mation formed the basis for his method of classification. 

Deindoerfer points out three approaches to classification: 

phenomenological, thermodynamic, and kinetic. 7 The methods of both 

Gaden and Maxon fall into the first category. The studies of Calam.et al., 

into the penecillin process are cited by Deindoerfer as an example of 

the thermodynamic approach.7 Calam et al., measured activation energies 

of rate-limiting steps for growth, respiration, and biosynthesis.
8 

'I'hey argued that rate-limiting steps for each of the three functions 

studied represented three different enzyme systems·; ·However, as pointed. 

out by Deindoerfer, the evidence is strongly presumptive but not con-
. 7 clUSlVe. ' 

The model proposed by Luedeking and Piret is an example of a 

kinetic approach to classification of microbial product formation.
10 

Deindoerfer also proposed a new method of organization shown in 

Table III. 7 Fermentation type reactions are classified according to 

the kinetic relation between product formation and substrate consumption. 

More recently, Tsuchiya et al. have proposed a new vl8Y of 

classifying mathematical models. 11 Table IV shows the proposed scheme. 

In their system, a segregated model is one which recognizes the distri

bution of different physiological states among the cells in the population, 

while a distributed model treats .the culture as if it were a continuum 
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Table I. Classification of microbial processes according to Gaden. 
4 

Type 

I 

II 

III 

Specific rate relationships 

Product forma.tion directly related to 
carbohydrate utilization 

Product formation indirectly related to 
carbohydrate utilization 

Product formation apparently not associated 
v1ith carbohydrate utilization 

Example 

Ethanol 
fermentation 

Citric acid 
fermentation 

Penecillin 
fermentation 

Table II. Classification of microbial processes according to ]'fJBxon. 5 

Type Specific rate ~elationships Example 

I Product formation and growth are synonymous Propagation of 
microorganisms 

II Product formation associated with growth Ethanol 
fermentation 

III Product formation not associated with Penecillin 
growth fermentation 
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Simple 
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Classification of microbial l2_rocesses by type reactions 
by Deindoerfer'( · 

Description . 

Nutrients converted to 
products in a fixed 
stoichiometry ~ithout 
accumulation of inter
mediates 

Example 

Gro~th of yeast 

Simultaneous Nutrients converted to pro- Conversion of sugar 

Consecutive 

Step-'Y7ise 

ducts in variable stoichio- "· into cell protein and 
metric proportions ~ithout cell fat during batch 
accumulation of intermediates gro~th of Rhodotorula 

Nutrients conyerted to pro
duct(s) ~ith accumulation. 
of intermediate(s) 

Nutrients completely con
verted to intermediate 
before conversion to pro
duct or nutrients selectively 
converted to product 

glutinis 

Gluconic acid fermen
tation by Ps. ovalis 

Diauxic gro~th 
of E: coli 
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Table IV. Classification of mathematical m~~els of microbial growth 
. by Tsuchiya et al. 

I. Model takes explicit account of organism-environment interactions 

A. Segregated· 

L Structured 

2. l}nstructured 

B. Distributed 

1. Structured 

2. Unstructured 

II. Model does not take explicit account of organism-enviroTh~ent 
interactions 
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l·!i th all cells in the culture assumed to have the same properties. A 

structured model is one that does not treat cultures as if they were 

simply constant composition) but rather recognizes at least two different 

compounds that make-up the cell and affect its metabolic activity. 

Terui has also proposed a method of classifying fermentation 

processes. He first &ivides fermentations into the following three 

categories:
12 

(1) Product formation via energy-producing reactions; 

(2) Product formation via·reactions not acting as energy sources; and 

(3) Reactions not falling in either of the above categories. He then 

divides each category into three more classes: (a) simultaneous multi

plication and product formation; (b) non-simultaneous multiplication 

and product formation; (c) those cases not classified by (a) or (b). 

Terui thus divides fermentations into 9 separate'categories by this 
. .J-" ' 12 me ~.,J;.oa • 

In Table V) we propose a method of classification of the kinetics 

of microbial cell systems. In this new scheme) distinctions are made 

between different systems on the basis of which step (or steps) is rate-

limiting in the gross metabolism of the cells in the culture and hence 

limiting growth or product formation. Thus the transport to and from 

the cell of nutrients and products respectively may be rate-limiting, 

as may transport thro~gh the cell membrane for both nutrients and pro

ducts. Rate limitation may also be caused by slow reactions within the 

cell or by product inhibition within the cell. In a state of balanced 

grov1th) the cells would simply be limited by the rate of one or more 

reactions in the cell ~hen given an.excess of all.nutrients. Our method 

of classification differs from the other proposed schemes because it is 

quite possible that a given culture could'p~ss through several phases 

with a different limiting step for each phase) thus falling ur1der several 

different categories of classification. An example would be a myceliaJ.. 

culture. Just after germination of spores) one would expect a mycelial 

organism to reach and remain in balanced growth. HOV1ever) as the myceliu:'n 
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Table V. Classification of microbial processes on the basis of mass 
transfer and chemical reactions as limiting steps for metabolism. 

Type Limiting step 

I Transport of nutrient to cell 

Example of limitation 

Diffusion of oxygen into 
pellets in cultures of 
mycelial organisms 

II Reaction outside cell with outer Decomposition,of cellulose 
surface of cell or with exoenzyme . by microorganisms 
produced by cell 

III Transport of nutrients into cell 

IV Reaction(s) in cell 

v Product inhibition within cell 

VI Transport of products out of cell 

VII Transport of products away from 
cell 

Uptake of ~-galactose by 
E. coli 

Balanced growth in dilute 
cultures with excess of all 
nutrients 

Lysine) threonine) and 
methionine production vTi th 
Micrococcus glutamicus) 
inhibited by threonine and 
methionine in excess 

Accu."Jlulation of inhibitory 
product within pellets of 
mycelia 
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began to develop into pellets) the increasing mycelial mass would tend 

to cause limitation by inadequate mass transfer to the innermost 

mycelial material to replace balanced growth. However) these conditions 

might at the same time stimulate antibiotic formation. 
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IV. PROPOSED MODELS 

A. Reviews 

In this section, a number of mathematical models that have been 

proposed will be reviewed critically. Literature reviews of bacterial 
• • .L • . l . . t 4, 5, 6, 7, 11, 12, 13 Th l , . .L • 
Kln,e t-lCS a reaay ex2s . ere are a so tnree :;_nteres vlng 

reviews devoted or related to microbial growth. 14 ,l5,l6 Thus it is not 

our purpose to make an exhaustive study of kinetic models, but rather to 

trace the steps in the development of the field of bacterial kinetics. 

I 

B. Monod~Hinshelwood Period 

1. General Remarks 

T'ne Monod-Hinshelwood period of bacterial kinetics extends from 

the late 1930 1 s to the early 1960 1 s. Both men played an early role 

during the period, establishing a method of modeling bacterial growth 

kinetics. Most of the kinetic models of this period treat cell growth 

and product formation for the cases limited by a single nuirient or 

p:c·oduct and none of them explicitly. include the cell composition in the 

enalysis. Also, in models of this type, no account is taken of the 

differences between individual .cells. The.models of this type can be 

arranged in the form 

d.X 
f(X,S,:P) dt = 

dS g(X,S,P) dt = 

dP h(X,S,P) dt = 

where X = cell mass concentration or cell n~~ber concentration 

S concentration of limiting substrate 

P = concentration of inhibitory product 

(l) 

(2) 

(3) 
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and, f(X,S,P), g(X,S,P), and h(X,S,P) are the kinetic parameters of 

grm1th, substrate consumption, and product formation respectively. 

Division of these equations by X gives the equations for the specific 

rates of grm1th, substrate consumption, and product formation. Specific 

rates are the rates per unit dry mass of cells or per cell. The three 

eq_uations e.re usually simplified by assuming the follm1ing equations 

apply 

dS. 
dt 

dP 
dt 

dX - K1 dt = - K1 f(X,S,P) (4) 

(5) 

The assumptions inherent in these equations are that substrate consumption 

and product formation are directly proportional to growth. ~~ese 

assu..'ilptions hold only for growth-associated processes. i (Simple type 

reaction according to Deindoerfer). 7 Thus this simplification (of 

constant yields) limits the usefulness of the equations to be described 

in this section to a restricted nRmber of bacterial cell systems. The 

sb:plest form that could be assumed is that of a constant specific 

groHth rate, thus implying that the effects of substrate and uroduct 

concentrations-do not affect the specific growth rate. Such an e.ssurr~

tion is best applied to the region of exponential growth of a culture 

· and may not apply to periods before or after exponential growth. 

2. Substrate-limited Models 

These models are of t\he first type, substrate-limited, which 1-1ere· 

first proposed byMo:hod in 1942. Monad proposed .that the specific gro1·1th 

rate, f.!., was related to the concentration of limiting nutrient, S, by 

h t
. 17 t e equa ~ons 

J.l = 
ldX 
X dt 

dJ..L = ex dS · (l - J.l) 

(6) 

(7) 

-
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He tilen asswned the following approximate solution to the differential 

EC1_. (7) 

fl 
fl s m 

(K + s) 

i·lhe:re flrn = maximu.'Yl specific growth rate, constant 
..... 

K constant 

(8) 

!1 similar :result, commonly known as the Michaelis-Menton eq_uation, maybe 
., . ' ' -'-h b • f k • t ' lSb ' Th • • t . n CLerrveo. on. " e a.srs o enzyme . rne rcs. rs -cwo parame er rorm 

gives an almost linear dependence of the growth rate on the substrate 

c:oncentration at low substrate or nutrient concentrations, changing to 

a constant maximu..rn growth rate at high substrate concentrations. 

Teissier proposed that a more general solution of Eq_. (7) be 

used. 19 The eq_uation had the form 

fl = fl (l - exp(-S/K)) m . ( 9) 

20 
An empi:cical, but more general form was proposed by Moser. 

(10) 

Note that Moser has added a third parameter to be used in fitting the 

data. More re-cently, two workers have proposed kinetic models that re

late cell concentration as well as limiting substrate concentration to 
21 22 

the specific growth rate. ' Contois showed that·the following model 

\vas superior to the Mtmod eq_uation in fitting his data. 21 

u s ·m 
~ = BX + S (ll) 

This eq_uation was suggested by the fact that regardless of the reactor 
. . 

feed concentration of the limiting substrate, S , the same maximum grm·1tD. 
0 
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rate in continuous culture was obtained. Because the Monod eq_uation for 

specific grmvth rate at washout has the form 

f.l s m o 
K + S 

0 

(12) 

Ii can be seen that K must be proportional to the inlet substrate concen-

tration S as follows: 
0 

and 

K 

cs 

= 

= 

b s /.•. 
0 

(13) 

cso -X (14) 

By rearrangement and substitution) Eq_. (11) is the result. As pointed 

out by Contois) this eq_uation could result from production of inhibitory 

products) because the concentration of ~nhibitory products produced 

v!Ould probably be directly proportional to the amount of cells produced. .. 

On the other handJ higher cell densities might increase the energy 

expended per cell in the uptake of nutrients) giving the same fo:rrr.. It's 

also possible that this population term is a different way of acco~~ting 

for endogeneo~s metabolism. 

More recently) Fujimoto has proposed another model that relates 

the rate of substrate consumption to both the concentration of limiting 

substrate and the population density by the following eq_uation 

o.s s/x 
dt = KmS 1/K + xjs (15) 

!:men the cell yield f:rom substrate is constant J the grov1th rate is given 

by the eq_uation 

dX 
dt -

x _sft_ 
- JJ.m k+SJX (16) 
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The model is attractive because in different limiting cases, it reduces 

to.the Ivlonod equa"tion (Eq. (8)), the model of Contois (Eq. (11)), or to 

the Verhulst-Pearl equation (Eq. (22)). However, Fujimoto did not per

form the experiments necessary to demonstrate the overall superiority 

of his model, although :he did perform several batch experiments to shoH 

that his model -vwuld fit batch data and also would account for inoculuin 

size. Because the Monod equation is widely used at this time, it -vrould 

be advisable to perform experiments designed to test the various 

different models. 

Deindoerfer has pointed out that (1) var.ious models for enzyme 

.kinetics can be simplified to give the Monod equation and (2) that in 

many industrial fermentations, no single compound limits gro-v1th or pro

duct formation during the entire course of t:he fermentation. Tnis s:hould 

oe .kept in mind during modeling of cellular processes . 

3· Product-limited Models 
. 

Several models have been proposed to describe the case of pro-

duct-limited cultures. Hinshelwood first proposed the following equation 

to describe inhibitory effects23. 

where N = 

,urn = 

D = J. 

a = 

cells/ml 

maximwn 

ldN 
N dt 

specific 

concentration of 

constant 

!-' (1 - aP) m (17) 

growth rate 

inhibitory product 

He further assumed that the specific rate of formation of inhibitory pro

duct was a constant23 

Reid integrated Eqs. 

ldP 
N dt = r 

(17) and (18) to give the following 

(18) 

'. 24 equa-c2ons 



\·Jhere 

N - N = 1-L /2 a r m o m 

N
0 

= initial cell concentration 

N maximum cell concentration m 

(19) 

(20) 

Recently, Finn has shown.the if N
0 

is negligible, these equations simplify 

to give25 

! dN - 1-L (1 - N/N )1/2 
.. N dt - m m (21) 

Another model used in the general area of population growth and in parti

cular in bacterial growth is the simple logistic equation, 'which was 

originally used by Pearl to model the population of the United States. 26 , 27 
It has the form 

1 dN I - -- = 1-L (1 - N N ) 
N dt m m 

·which when integFated gives the fo~m 

N m 
N = 1 + exp(-J-L (t 

m 
t ) ) 

0 

.(22) 

(23) 

The model of Luedeking and Piret for product formation is now in 

wide use for the case of product limited cultures. They proposed the 

following form
28 

dP = a: dX + P X ( 24 ) 
dt dt 

The first term on the right hand side of Eq. (24) is meant to account for 

growth associated product formation ~nd the second term for non-growth 
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associated product formation. Rearrangement with insertion of the de

finition of the specific growth rate gives the following equation 

ldP 
--=O:!J.+i3 X dt (25) 

Equation (25) predicts that a graph of the specific rate of product 
-"' t• 1 dP 1 dX b ~orma lOn, X dt , versus the specific growth rate, X dt , should e 

linear. This was observed to be the case with the lactic acid fermen

tation.28 A relation between specific growth rate and cell concentration 

is also needed to use the model to predict culture behavior. As a 
. correlation 

second relation, Luedeking and Piret used the graphical7technique of 

Jl.dams and Hungate (simply a plot of cell number versus specific growth 

rate) as measured from batch culture growth data). 29 Prediction of 

continuous culture performance from batch data by this method is not 

always successful, as was shown by Humphrey.30 The equations for specific 

growth rate that were discussed earlier could also be used, with the de

gree of success dependent on the system. 

4. Models in ltlhich Both Product and Substrate Control Rates 

Chen et al. have demonstrated that product and substrate simul

taneously affect product formation by Septomyxa affinis during the 

dehydrogenation of steroids.3l Working with non-growth systems, they 

sho1·1ed that dehydrogenation rates could not be fit with a simple sub

strate-limited model, requiring instead the following equation 

where Ks 

K p 
E 

0 

K r 

adsorption equilibrium constant 

= inverse of Monad constant 

= desorption equilibrium constant 

= total mass .of enzyme 

= reaction rate constant for rate 

formation 

(26) 

of enxyme-substrate complex 
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They showed that assuming constant yields, Eq_. (26) could be integrated 

to give the following ·form 

ivhere a initial substrate concentration 

x == amount of substrate reacted at time t 

P
0 

== initial product concentration 

More recently, Maxon and Chen have successfully simulated com

plicated fermentations, including some with semi-continuous substrate 

addition using models again based on enzyme kinetics .32 For example, 

growth rates on glucose with inhibition by neomycin,can be modeled by 

the eq_uation 

d(cells) == 
dt l 

(28) 

Also, they model catabolite repressions in the conversion of glucosamine 

to compound Z, a reaction which is first order with respect to glucosamine 

but inhibited by glucose,· with the eq_uatioh 

(29) 

Their models., which are oriented towards describing product formation, 

have been used successfully tn a number of important industrial 

fermentations. 
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C. More Elaborate Approaches 

1. Remarks· 

The models just discussed all treated substrate consumption, 

cell proliferation, and product formation as variables 

dependent only on cell concentration, substrate concentration, and 

product concentration. No attempt was made to include such important 

variables as the cell age distribution or the cell composition. By 

eliminating these variables from consideration, the resulting unstructured, 

distributed models were much simpler to use;·being easier to manipulate; 

they also have fewer parameters to evaluate· and thus re~uire less experi

mental data for the evaluation of the parameters. Along with the progress 

of the last 15 years in underst'anding of the processes of cell growth, 

proliferation, and metabolism came advances in modeling of these processes. 

2. Culture Age . 

One noteworthy approach was started by Shu. 33 He_proposed a 

model that accounted for what he called the physiological age of culture 

and its effect on the metabolic activities of the culture by use of an 

equation for the rate of product formation of the following form:33 

where 

dP 
dt ::: L: A. exp(-K.9) 

i l l 
(30) 

e = cell age defined as the time elapsed since birth by ' 

division of an existing parent cell 

A,i ,Ki = constants 

His model distinguishes between mother and daughter cells; the age of 

the mother cell continues to increase after formation of a daughter cell 

by birth, while the daughter cell has age zero at the time of separation 

from the mother cell. His model is thus more appropriate for the budding 

of yeast and the growth of mycelial organisms than for binary fission of 

bacteria, although 'recent work by Maruyama and Hayashi with B. megaterium 

suggests that a portion of the bacteria in a culture may be aged by 
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division, eventually becoming non-viable.34 Shu developed his model for 

both batch and continuous,culture systems and showed that it would apply 

to batch cultures in both the lactic acid and lysine fermentations _33 

Kobayashi has.shown recently that the model could also be applied 

to a variety of batch and continuous culture systems, including multistage 

systems. 

3· Statistics of Cell Division 

lmother important type of a·pproach to kinetics of bacterial 

grov1th was begun by Kelly and Rahn in 193.2.36 Theymeasured the distri

bution of times between successive divisions in individual bacteria. 

As they and many others have shown, there is often a wide distribution 

of cell division times in a culture of bacteria. Rahn proposed that 

cell division occurs after a group of cellular elements, pictured as 

genes, have been replicated.37 Each element was modeled as replicating 

by a first-order reaction and was therefore random in time. Finney and 

V~rtin refined the statistical aspects of Rahn's model~3S Kendall 

treated the process of cell division as resulting from the completion 

of a numb"er of necessary step's, each a random Markov. (stochastic) pro

cess.39 The convolution or concatenation of those steps determines the 

division age distribution that cells achieve before dividing. 39 Later, 

previous model with Rahn's model in a general 

considerable research has gone on along both experi-
41 h2 45 46 and theoretical lines. · ·' · ' ' 

Powell analyzed the affects of cell age distributions on continuous 
41 as 'tlell as batch culture. . He showed that the age distribution in 

continuous culture must in general be different from the distribution in 
ln 

batch culture. He also showed that younger cells will' always be present 

in the greatest nu..'Tlbe·r in growing cultures. Correlations between sister 

cells does not affect the growth rate of a culture, but mother-daughter 

correlations do. 41 ·In 1958 Powell published data and observations on 

the patterns of bacterial generation times of four species of bacteria 
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. d . 1 "'- f d. t . - 42 H bt . d . t . 1 t . un er severa sevs o con ~ ~ons. · e o a~ne pos~ ~ve corre a ~ons. 

betv1een the generation· times of sisters, cousips, and perhaps second 

cousins, showing that the effect of an ancestor is felt through two or 

three generations. Correlations between mothers and daughters were small, 

partly he points out, because af bias due to the i-nterval between fission 

of cytoplasm and fission of cell wall. He found that the coefficient 

of variation vias not constant for a given species, but that it was stable 

under given conditions, possible being related to the chemical complexity 

of the growth medium. 

Kubitschek has showri that E. coliB/r, Hela cells, yeast, and a 

protozoan had cell generation rates (reciprocal of generation time) that 

could be treated as normal distributions when these populations were in 

balanced growth. 43. Sister rates are thus correlated, while mother and 

daughter are not unless daughter cells divide unusually soon after birth. 

These daughter cells usually had mother cells with long generation times. 

The correlations negate the hypothesis of Rahn and Kendall, which assumed 

independence of cell divisions. 43 

Schaechter et al. made measurements of growth, cell, and nuclear 

division in bacteria.
44 

They found tpat the size at division was cri

tical, in the sense that the coefficient of variation of size was smaller 

than the coefficient of variaticn of age at division. They found further 

that the critical size of bacteria at division changes monotonically, 

and vlithout increase in its coefficient of variation, throughout the re

organization that accompanies' a. shift of a growing culture from one 
' 

medilli~ to another medill0 in which the growth rate and bacterial size are 

different. This last fact is an interesting contrast to Powell's finding 
. ' t 42 

that the coefficient of variation of generation times were not cons~an . 

Koch and Schaechter proposed a model based on their measurements and the 

measurements of others that assumes that cell growth is deterministic., 

~ that the mean cell size at division is under cellular and environmental 

control, that the distribution of sizes of cells at division has a small 

coefficient of variation, and is independent of size at previous divisions, 
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and that the cell divid~s into nearly equal halves .
45 Their model explains 

the e}~erimentally observed sister-sister generation time correlation and 

the negative mother-daughter generation time ·correlation. The rnagni tude 

of observed coefficients of variation of generation times result from the 

fact that the rr~ss variable enters twice ,into determining the generation 

time, once l·lhen determining the cell size. when the cell is formed and 

again when the cell divides. Deviations from the model are explained as 

being due to deviations from equal partition of cell components on 

division. Another likely source is the inherently statistical nature of 
I 

many cellular processes which depend on small numbers of molecular events 
-. ' , 11 42 as cu.scusseu oy Powe . 

Powell and Errington made further measurements of bacterial gene

rati.on times and showed that complex media gave rise to a greater dispersion 

of generation time than simple media and that there is positive· association 

between the generation times of second cousins. 46 They disputed the 

earlier observations of Kubitschek that generation rates are normally 

distributed. 43. 

J, ._,.. Segregated Models of Culture Kinetics 

Some recent models of bacterial kinetics have included the differ 

ences in the rates of growth and metabolism of individual cells and have 

modeled these effects by making assumptions about their statistical dis

tribution among the members of the population. One of these models was 

proposed by Frederickson and Tsuchiya. 47 They model the kinetics of 

grov;th of bacteria that are assumed to divide by binary fission and produce 

no spores. Cell age is defined as the time elapsed since the cell was 

formed -oy separation from another cell by binary fission. Cell age and 

its distribution, clock time, and dilution rate in the case of continuous 

culture are considered as .the only independent variables and other vari

ables such as metabolic rates and the cell size distribution are derived 

from these independent variables. An important feature of their model is 

that cell death is included as a possible event in the life of the cell .. 
·, 

i' ./ 
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The relation of their model to other models and the stability of the 

model system in continuous culture is discussed. TsuchiyaJ Frederickson} 

and i'lris have recently refined their derivation of this model and have 
. 11 

proposed a newJ more general model. 

Terui has proposed a simpler (and more easily applied) model for 
12 . the adaptation of yeast to maltose. By assuming that the adaptation 

lag time of the cells in the population has a normal distribution} a 

sigmoidal form (as in an autocatalytic reaction) is obtained from the 

time integral for the probability of adaptati·on in any cell.. Good agree-. 
. 12 

meni j_s obtained with experimental results. The model is consistent 

vii th the observations of Benzer J ·who did phage tests on the production 

of galactosidase by~· coli.
48 

He observed a random distribution for the 

adaptation when the adaptive substrate was.the only carbon source. 

Currently J Teruj. has offered further experimental evidence for 

high model for adaptation by sh,owing that the distribution of times of 

volume increase of yeast cells (resulting from adaptation to maltose) 

are normally distributed as had been postulated. 13 Using the standard 

deviations obtained with these optical measurements on individual cellsJ 

he v1as able to predict the gross kinetics of the adaptation of the culture. 

~n this recent workJ he has also produced a model that works well 

for describing glucamylase producing activity in a 3-stage continuous 

reacto:c· system. The first ves~el was used mainly for growth} the second 

for glucamylase production} and the third for recovery of residual 

activity of mycelia. Rates of increased glucamylase activity in batch 

culture were found to be fit well by the form for monomolecular catalaysis 

f(8) = 
E - E m o 

l + a exp ( -k8) + Eo 

where :.f(8) = activity of glucamylase at age e 
e = time elapsed with mycelia in glucamylase producing 

environment 

(31) 
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E = initial glucamylase activity 
0 

E = r..aximurn glucamyla se activity m 
a,k = constants 

A similar model is applied to the shift-down of glucamylase activity in 

the third vessel. Predicted steady-state values were in good agreement 

with observed values and further good matching was obtained for the. 

unsteady-state values in the second vessel. Good agreement in predicting 

the unsteady-state values was not obtained in the third vessel, possibly 

due to averaging of mycelia in that vessel. ''' 

5. Structured Models of Microbial Populations 

In the last section models .were pre·sented that took cognizance 

of the effects of the cell age distribution. In this section several 

models will be discussed that deal with the e·ffects of the cell compo

sition. The first model to be discussed was proposed by Yeisley and 

Pollard and differs from the other models discussed in that it models a . 4 
single cell rather than a culture. 9 A set of seven differential e~ua-
tions is pr9posed that represent the processes of ribosomal, protein, 

and nucleic acid synthesis in the bacterial cell and one base in part 

on measurements of real systems. The model cell is simulated by an 

analog computer model of the set of e~uations and five steady-state 

solutions were found by trial-and-error. These solutions are defined 

as a combination of rate parameters which yields simultaneous doubling 

of all components of the cell. Such a definition is probably not 

operationally correct because some components are probably doubled 

before others in the living cell. One example is DNA (deoxy-ribonucleic 

acid), which in some cases is known to be replicated in considerably 

less than one generation time in grqwing cells. Yeisley and Pollard 

considered this alternative behavior in their model and in fact showed 

that it increased the stability of the.model to disturbances in initial 

composition of the model cell. Stresses were modeled by changing the 

initial concentration of one or more components and following the system 

through several generations to see if the system returned to the steady-
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state concentra-tions of all components. Fast· readout and decay of 

messenger fu~A was found to give greater stability. The study showed the 

value·of the analog computer model approach to studying kinetics of 

cellular grmvth, 

Ramkrishna, Fredrickson, and Tsuchiya recently proposed two 

models of microbial culture growtJ:l. 9 Their first model was considered 

to be 'unstructured because it did not recognize different components 

of the composition, but it is considered here because·it distinguished 

between viable and non-viable cells. They call it the Staling effect 

model because inhibitor is assumed to be produced by cells during growth 

and thus is further assumed to combine with viable cell mass to produce 

non-viable cell mass. The eq_uations thus have the form 

V + aSS -7 2V + a T + .•• 
T 

V + T :4 N + (1 + aT1 )T + •• • 

\vhere V = viable cell mass 

· N = non-viable cell mass 

S substrate 

T inhibitor 

a8 ,aT'I'!Tl= stoichiometric coeffients 

(32) 

(33) 

The dots in the reactions represent byproducts released to the medium. 

They assume growth rate to be related to the substrate concentration oy 

the Monod eq_uation and death to be given by a second order expression, 

the product of viable. cell concentration and inhibitor concentration. 

Batch grovrth, substrat.e consumption, and inhibitor production shm·l all 

characteristics shown by real cultures except a lag phase. The model 

gives different effects for different inoculum sizes and for different 

initial substrate concentrations. The model is shown to predict 

, oscillatory behavior in continuous culture under special conditions of 

high feed substrate concentrations and long holding times. 
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The second model presented b~ Ramkrishna et al. ~as structured. 9 

The cellular mass ~as vie~ed as being composed of t~o classes of compounds 

that could be thought of respectively as nucleic acids and the rest of 

the viable biomass. Both components ~ere inactivated by inhibitors in a 

manner similar to that in their previous model. Second order kinetic 

expressions ~.ere ~ssumed for reaction rates of formation of both components. 

Their second model could explain most phenomena observed in batch and 

continuous culture that were not predicted by their earlier model in

cluding the lag phase in batch culture and stability limit and unstable 

·behavior·near ~ashout in·continuous culture. 

' .i 
i. 
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V. DATA.ANALYSIS 

A. Introduction 

As can be seen from the foregoing literature survey, time de

rivatives of batch culture .data are very often needed for kinetic 

analysis of the data. While graphical differentiation of the data is 

straight forward, it is tedious and relatively inaccurate, the results 

often depending on the brand of french curves used in drawing the lines 

through the data. Nwnerical differentiation through interpolation 

formulae offers an improvement, but is very;"sensi tive to scatter in 

the data and assQmes nothing is known about the functional form Of the 

equation(s) describing the system studied. Also, data must be taken 

frequently for interpolation to wor.k. 

For the measurements of slopes of batch culture kinetic data, 

i-::. appeared logical to adopt a generalized, integrated form of a popu

lar kinetic model. Most mathematical models can not be integrated to 

give the dependent variable in an explicit form. Use of the equations 

from th6se models is thus very inconvenient for either curve-fitting 

or application of the fitted curve. An exception is the simple logistic 

equation discussed earlier. It has the integrated form 

K (34) 

where y =dependent variable, e.g., cell concentration 

K = final value of dependent variable ' (if final value is not 

zero 

t· = time. 

a
0

,a1 = constants 

As pointed out be Dewitt,'a generalized form of the ·logistic equation 

provides a very flexible form for fitting of sigmoidal data. such as 

that obtained in filtration.5° The generalized form is 
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(35) 

Vi here F(t) = a polynomial in time 

= ao+.altl + t2 · a2 1 + ... + tn an 1 
(tl) = t - t L 

t = time 

t
1 

= length of lag phase 

TVIO additional advantages· of this model with regard to bacterial kine

tics are that. first, the value of y at la'rge values of time is K or 

zero and second, at low values of · yjK, . exponential growth is well 

approximated, gradually going over to product-inhibited growth at 

large time values. Equation (36) shows the dependence of the specific 

grm.Jth rate on values of y and t . 

+ tn-1) na 
1 ·n (36) 

Because our batch culture kinetic data came from a system known to have 

product inhibition (sulfide) the generalized logistic equation was 

attractive and itwas selected as the model of choice for representing 

the batch data. 

B. Properties of the Model 

Properties of the proposed model were discussed by Dewitt.5° 

An outline of the properties will be given here. 

Equation (36) can be rearranged to give the following form 

dy 
dt y(l- y/K) F'(t) (37) 

Because y is always greater than zero and less than K, the sign of 

the first derivative, dy/dt, is determined by F' (t), which may take on 

successively positive and negative values at various times values. 
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Points of inflection of Eq. (35) occur at intersections with Eq. (38) 

F'' (x) 
y = K/ 2 ( l - 2 ) . 

(F' (x)) 
(38) 

0 

Depending on the number of terms in F.' ( t) and their signs, a number of 

relative maxima and minima may be obtained. For example, for F(t) a 

fifth degree polynomial, F(t) = a
0 

+ a
1

t + a
2

t
2 

+ a
3
t3 + a4t

4 
+ a

5
t5 , 

and up to 3 relative minima and 3 relative maxima may be obtained, as 

shown in Fig. 2. In Fig._ 2, at low values of the independent variable, 

10\·Jer order terms predominate, with higher order terms becoming the 

determining factors at high values of the independent variables. For 

the case shmm, a
1

, a3' and a
5 

'have negative values while a
0

, a2 , 

a4 have positive values. Of course, the. values of a
0

, a1 , ... an 

take on any values desired to obtain curves of the desired type. 

curve just shown demonstrates maximum degree of flexibility for a 

fifth order polynomial. In general, the maximum number of relative 

and 

.can 

The 

minima and maxima in t~e first quadrant may be at most one greater 

than the degree of the polynomial. The highest order term ultimately 

determines the asymptotes of the curve. Thus there are four possible 

results because a may be positive or negative and n may be odd or 
n 

even. Figure 3 shows the four possible cases. Note that all values ·of 

the dependent variable lie between y == K andy= 0. For the modeling 

of bacterial growth, n was always chosen as odd, values of l, 3, and 5 

being chosen, so that only curves of the second and the fourth types 

shmm in Fig. 3 were used. Because ,the microbial growth is limited to 

the first quadrant, these two cases proved.adequate to give the two 

desired alternatives of an asymptotic approach to a constant at large 

values of time and the case of an asymptotic approach to a zero value 

at large values of time. The first case could repr~sent product con

centrations versus time, while the second case could represent viable 

cell count versus time, which would approach zero-concentration at 
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Fig. 2. Typical plot of fifth degree fitting eg_uation versus t:i,me. 
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Fig. ). Possible limiting cases for fitting m9del at large positive 
and negative values of independent variable. 
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very long .incubation times. · The flexibility of the model thus appears 

to be adequate to fit all types of batch culture data including data 

from complex fermentations. Hoviever, the non-linear least squares 

technique does not always succeed in fitting complex data," as will be 

discussed shortly. 

C. Computer Program 

To reduce the labor of fitting the equation to the data, a 

computer program in Chippewa Fortran was written for use with a Control 

Data 6600 Computer. A method of non-linear least squares curve-fitting 

i-u~s used to fit the equation to the data. The method is that given by 

Scarborough. 51 A 'linear least squares method will not work because the 

generalized logistic equation is non-linear in the coefficients to be 
(· 

computed. The non-linear method consists of making initial-guesses for 

the values of the coefficients and correcting these initial guesses by 

repeated iteration until a desired degree of convergence is reached. 

The techn:i..que of making initial guesses i.s given in Appendix I. Correc

tions are obtained by assUming a Taylor series expansion of the fitting 

function .in its coefficients, analogous to the Newton-Raphson technique 

. of seeking roots of a non-linear equation. The method and a detailed 

outline of the computer program is given.in Appendix II. A brief 

description of the program is presented here. Figure 4 shows the pro

gram in outline form. Several groups of data may be analyzed in 

sequence. During analysis of a group, the following sequence of events 

is follm1ed: First, the data to which a curve is to be fit are read into 

the computer, along with standard deviations of the data, a time lag if 

required, and equally-spaced estimates of dep'endent variable for use in 

making estimates of the initial values of the parameters of the fitting 

equation. Weighting functions are calculated from the standard devia-

. tions and the data, standard deviations, and the weights of the data are 

printed out. 
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l~ead nU!nber of data rJcts to be analyzed 
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out and compare to data. Compute and print out 
Chi-soynr0 an(l te:>t to st.-~e jf C!i18.11 enonr:~1 

Prepare graph comparing calculated anc: observed 
data. Tncrcase nU!aoer of coefficients o;:r 2 

'/eS 

variable by 0:1e 

XBL 671-246 

Schematic outline of· curve-fitting computer program 
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If the time lag is not zero, the coordinates are shifted so 

tha't in the new coordinate system, . t 1 = t - ·tv where t 1 = new time 

scale, t = real time scale, and tL = length of the lag phase. The 

value of the dependent variable at t = t 1 is assumed to be the average 

of all data .values for t ~ t 1 and the fitting of the equation to the 

remaining data is done in the new coordinates . 

. Estimates of the corrections to the estimated values of the 

fitting parameters are computed for F(t) =.ao + a1t' and the values of 

the parameters are corrected. This process ,,is continued until the sum 
' of the absolute magnitude of the ratio of.the changes in the coeffi-

cients to their absolute value is -less than . 001. The values of the 
I 

, corrections and the corrected parameters are printed out at each step .. 

At each tenth ~tep, the values of the data and the corresponding values 

calculated lvith the fit equation are· compared in a table. A maximwn of 

100 iterations is a+lowed to reach the desired convergence on the fit 

parameters. After the fitted values are obtaine'd, the data and the 

values computed with the fitting equation are compared. Then the calcu

lated derivatives and specific rates are calculated at regular intervals 

and printed-out also. Finally, a graph is prepared comparing the ori

ginal data points with the line connecting the values calculated using 

the fitted equation. The process, starting with estimation of para

n:eters and optimization by iteration, is repeated for third and fifth 

degree polynomials, provided that the number of data warrant it and 

that the additional terms are necessary to improve the· fit to the data. 

The next variable in that group of data is then analyzed by the same 

procedure, until the last variable has been analyzed. The next set of 

data is analyzed. Cell concentration data must always be analyzed 

first be caus·e the fitted values of cell concentration are needed in 

computation of specific rates of change in later variables. Tne graphs 

prepared by the computer are very helpful in ._decisions about the ade

quacy of the equations fitted with the program; Chi-square values are 

also computed to assist in judgment of the goodness of fit. 
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D. ·Tests of Curve-fitting Model 

Both synthetic· and experimental data were supplied to the 

computer program to test the curve-fitting techni~ue. The tests are 

discussed in this section. 

l. Test //1 (: 

To test the effectiveness of the computer program in obtaining 

a good fit of the data, data were. calculated with the following e~uation 

.Y = 1 + exp(3.33-:-1.47(t-'l)) 

1.04 X 108 

y = 1 + exp(3.33) 

·. t > 1 (39a) 

t < 1 (39b) 

Note that a time lag of 1.0 time Units was assumed. Representative 

points were calculated from E~. (39) and. are listed in Table VI under 

"O~iginal dependent vari~ble". ~ese data were then supplied to the 

curve-fitting program, which fit the following e~uation to the data 

y = 
1.045 X 108 

t > 1 1 + exp(3.331-1.391(t-1)) 
(40) 

y = 3.60 t < 1 

The results calculated with Eq. (4o).are compared with those obtained 

with Eq. (39) in Table VI a~d in Fig. 5. Agreement is good in both 

the figure and the table, signi.fying correct itera.tion to the desired 

result.. Note also the good agreement betw·een coefficients in E~. (39} 

and E~ . ( 40) . 

2. Test #2 

The second test was achieved by use of data for an imaginary 

. system that had a period of exponential increase of cell concentration 

followed by a phase of constant cell concentration. Data values are 

listed in Table VII. The exponential data were from a table of ex

ponentials. Plotting specific growth rates on semi-log paper, the first 
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Table VI. Original and calculated values,. dummy data 

Independent. 
variable 

0.0 

1.0 

2.0 

4.0 

5.0 

6.0 

Original dependent 
variable 

3.6. Xl06 

3.60 X 106 

1.32 X 10 7 

3.80 X 107 

7.34 X 107 

9.45·~·107 

7 10.1, X 10 

. ' 

.'. ·/ 
i •. 

Calculated dependent 
variable 

3.600 X 106 

3.600 x. l06 

1.314 X 10 7 

3.829x107 

7.307 X 107 

9.440 X 107 . 

10.180 X 107 
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Fig. 5· A comparison of originai and fit values, test #1. 
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Table VII . . -Data of test #2 
. 

Independent Dependent variable 
variable 

Calculated, Calculated 
Given F(t) first degree F(t) fifth degree 

0 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
1 1.6487. 1.5838 1.6773 
2 2'. 7183 2.7022 2.6915 

3 4.4817 4 ·5952 ;i;, ~ ~ 4.4136 
4 7.3891 7·7706 7.4159 
5 12.182 ."13.019 12.406 
6 20.086 21.485 20.194 

7 33.115 34.615 32.395 

' . . ). 
8 54 ·598 53.794 53·921 
9 90.017. 79.486 93.892 

10 148.41 . •110.19 138.12 
11 148.41 142.24 150.88 
12 148.41 171.30 151.47 
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period was a straight l_inE! of positive slope and it was followed by a 

period 1d th a horizontal· straight .line •.. The slope discontinuity pre

vented the continuous function from fitting the curve perfectly and 

provided a stress on the model. These hypothetical results would never 

be achieved in practice, but a close approach would be made by a culture 

gro1·1ing on a synthetic medium limited by a carbon source if the inoculum 

were a young adapted and exp-onentially growing culture that would give 

a zero lag phase. Cell mass versus time would' most likely follow a. 

course ivell approximated by ~:~n exponential a-nd a resting phase, although 

cell number might not, there being a tendency for cell division to 

continue for a short period evenafter exhaustion of the carbon source. 

Figure 6 and Table VII compare the exponential model to the curves fit 

by the co~puter for the' cases of a first. degree polynomial, equivalent 

to the_Verhulst-Pearl equation and a fifth; degree polynomial in the 

generalized form o~ the equation. The first degree equation is satis

factory in the low values of cell concentration, but it is inadequate 

at high cell concentrations~ In the case of the fifth degree polynomial, 

the fit is good. The equations fit to the data are, respectively, 

N 

N ~ .1 + exp(5.5530-0.5389) 
239.966 

(41) 

151.473 

1 +exp (5. 01945- .60037t'+ .10757t2-. 040219t3+. 0059485t4- .00031375t5) 

(42) 

Use of Eq_. (42) is clearly inconvenient without use of a computer or desk 

calculator. The fit of the specific growth rates calculated by computer 

are compared to the exponential model·in Fig. 7 and Table VIII. As can 

be seen, the,first degree equation again fails, particularly at high 

values of time and cell concentration, but the fifth degree equation 

_does a good job of representing the general form of the variation of 

the ·specific growth rate with time. In the fifth degree case, better 

results could be obtained by smoothing of the specific growth rate data 

obtained by computer. 
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Fig. 6.' A comparison of expone:I?-tial test data with first and fifth 
degree fitted curves. 
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Fig. f.. A comparison of 't:he specific growth rates of the exponential 
model with values'calculated from the first and fifth degree 
fitted equations. 
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Table VIII. · Specific growth rates, test If .2 

Independent Time derivative of 
variable dependent variable 

Given Calculated, Calculated, 
F(t) first degree F(t) fifth degree 

0 0.5 --
1 II ·535 .478 

2 II .533 .479 

3 II .529 :;l:.o. .510 
4 " .52,1 .522 

5 " •' -510 .503 
/ II .491 .474 0 

7 II .461 .481 

8 II ;418 .544 
.), 

·.360 9 II .526 
10 . :291. .212 

11 0 .219 .0162 

12 0 .154· .00012 



3 •. Test -/,'3 

1--+?-

To further test the computer program, a composite model system i·it:S 

devised in w'hich the cell concentration was chosen to vary vlitb t-:me in a 

manner described by three different functional forms in three diff'e::"<~nt 

regions of time. In this way, it ~~as possible to have a lag phase, an 

'e),._--ponential phase, and a phase of decline. Also, the true derivatives :Jf' 

the composite model could be directly calculated and compared l·ii th the 

co!nputer fit results. The following functions were chosen:· For times of 

0 to 2 hr, the cell concentration was given· by the equation 

(43.., ' / 

representing the lag phase. From t = 2 h-r and t = 8-3341 hr ,_ the exponen

tial phase, an equation of the following form was chosen 

For a decline phase, an equation of the following form was used 

N = 
3 1 

8 1.2507 X 10 
+ 0.02798/(t-8)2 

(44) 

(45) 

Besides giving periods of lagging, exponential, and declining growth, the 

constants were chosen so that the functions and their first derivatives 

would match at the points of contact, with t = 2 hr for the contact of 

lagging and exponential_growth and t = 8.3341 hr for the interface between 

the exponential and declining phases of growth. Thus 

dNl dN2 
-- = dt dt at t = 2 hr (46) 
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N 2 = N3 

dN2 dN3 
at t 8 ·.3341 hr . (47) 

dt - dt = 

The constants were also chosen to r'epresent those that one might obtain 

,.lith a typical bacterium such as ~· coli, having a lag and acceleration 

phase totaling 2 hrs and an exponential growth ~oubling time of 34.6 

min. The composite model is plotted versus time in Fig. 8 and compared 

to the curve obtained by the computer fit~ Agreement is very good for 

. the fifth degree polynomial curve .shown. Agreement is also in evidence 

in Table IX. It was tiot as good for first and third degree polynomials 

\olhich are not shown. The fifth degree equation was. as follows: 

8 
N I 1.2571 X 10 

= l+exp(9.4819+.o4694t-.5605lt2+.ll04lt3 -.oo83856t
4

+.oool32399t5 ) 

(48) 

Figure 9 compares original and fitted values of specific .growth rate. 

The 'results are also· listed in Table X. Fitted values are shown as 

points while the curve represents the. values for the composite model. 

Agreement is good, particularly in the phases of lagging and declining 

gro-v1th, 1-1hich were introduced to serve as stresses for the fitting 

equation. 

Again, sm?othing of the calculated specific growth: rates for 

intermediate values of time _improves the accuracy of the calculated 

specific grov1th rate. 

·Eye-balling of.slopes was compared to the original data to 

.test the accuracy of graphical methods. Three persons ~ere corr_rnissioned 

to calculated specific growth rates graphicaliy for comparison with 

the computer calculated data." The data are plotted in Fig. 10 and are 

listed in Table XI. Agreement is about equal to that obtained \oli th 

the computer curve·fitting program at high and low values of time. 
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Independent 
variable 

0.0 

0.5 

1.0 

1.5 

2.0 

2.5 

3·0 

3·5 
4.0 

... ·/ 4.5 

5·0 

5·5 

6.0 

'6.5 

?.0 

7·5 
8.0 

.(:. 

8.334 

8.5 

9·0 
I 9·5 

10.0 

10.5 

11.0 

11.5 

12.0 

12:5. 

13.0 

13.5. 
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Table IX. Data of test #3 

Dependent variable 
·~~~~~~-----------------=--~~~~---------Original data Computed fit 

1.0 X 10 
4 

1.0625 X 10 
4 

1.5000 X 10 

2.6875 X 10
4 

. 4 
5.0000 X 10 

4 
9.1106 X 10 

1. 6601 x· 105 

3.0248 X 105 

5.5116 X 105 

1.0043 X 106 

1.8299 X 106 

. 3·3343 X 10
6 

6.0755 X 106 

1.107 X 10 7 

2.0171 X 107 

3.6755 X 107 

6.6972 X 107 

8 1.0000 X 10 
8 1.1248 X 10 

1.2167 X 10
8 

1.2353 X 10
8 

. 8 
1.2420 X 10 

8 1.2451 X 10 
8 1.2468 X 10 

1.2479 X 10
8 

8 
1.2485 X 10 

8 1.2490 X 10 
8 

1.2493 X 10 
8 

1.2500 X 10 

(5th degree polynomial) 

1.0 X 10 

1.1135 10
4 

1.5879 X 10
4 

2.6050 X 10
4 

4.662 x'1o4 

8.7284 x104 

1~6566 X 105 

3.1200 X 105 

5·7599 X 105 

1.0393 X 106 

1.8419 X 106 

3.2450 X 106 

5.7817 X 106 

1.0611 X 10 7 -

2.0248 X 107 

3·9253 X 107 

7.0529 X 10 7 

9·3358 X 107 

1.0291 X 108 

1.2004 X 108 

.1.2482 X, 108 

1.2562 X 10
8 

8 
1.2571 X 10 

1.2571 X 108 

1.2571 X 10
8 

1.2571 X 10
8 

8 
1.2571 X 10 

8 
1.2571 X 10 

1.2571 X 10
8 
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Fig. 9,. · Comparison of specific growth rates calculated from the 
composite model with values calculated from the derivative of 
the fitted·curve. 
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Table X. Specific growth rates, test #3 

Independent Specific growth rate 
variable Original data Computed fit 

(5th degree polynomial) 

0 

0.5 ·3529 ·5287 

1.0 1.0000 .8695 

1.5 1.2558 1.0928 

2.0 1.2000 ,;. ~ 1.2214 

2.5 II 1.2767 

3·0 
II 1.2793 

3·5 
II 1.2486 

4.0 II 1.2031 

.,) 4.5 II 1.1596 

5.0- 'II 1.1335 

5·5 
II 1.1375 

6.0 II 1.1792 

6.5 11 1.2534 

7.0 II . 1.3250 

7·5 
II 1.2923 

8.0 II 1.0002 

8.5 .4027 .5056 

9-0 0.0544. 0.1540 

9·5 . 0.0164 0.0295 

10.0 0.0069 0.0036 

10.5 0.0036 0.00027 

11.0 0.0021 0 

11.5 0.0013 

12.0 . 0.0009 

12.5 0.0006 

13.0 0.0004 

13.-5 ' 0.0003 

14.0 0.0003 

14 ·5 0.0002 
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Fig. lO. Comparison of specific growth rates calculated from the 
composite model with values determined graphically. 
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Table XL Specific growth rates obtained graphically, test #3 

Independent Original Specific growth rate 
variable data lst 2nd 3rd 

person person person 

0 

0.5 0.3529 0.501 0.362 0.322 

1.0 1.0000 1.212 0.961 1.036 

1.5 1.2558 1.212 1.212 1.215 

2.0 1.2000 1.212"' 1.212 1.215 II> 

8.0 1.2000 1.212 0.982 1.215 

8.334 1.2000 .. '· 1.212 1.215 

8.5 0.4027 0.428 0.436 0.366 

9.0 0.0544 0.054 0.161 0.068 

.. / 9·5 0.0164 0.020 0.021 

10.0 0.0069 0.0095 0.007 
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At intermediate values of time, where the exponential function dominated, 

graphically calculated data were at least as good as smoothed computer 

fit results. Computer calculated of slopes should compare more favorably 

'"hen used with data without a true exponential form. The computer fit 

also has the advantage of summarizing the data in the form of an equation. 

A final advantage is that no bias is introduced into the results from 

the subj~ctive errors of judgment in graphically measured slopes. 

4. Test #4 

As a further test, the program was applied to the batch culture 

kinetic data of Luedeking.52 Luedeking had studied the lactic acid pro

ducing Lactob~cillus delbruckii system, which was product-limited. 

Because the Verhulst-Pearl equation was derived assuming product limi-
' tation, one expects good results in fitting the model to the data. A 

comparison.of the fit made by comparing both the cell concentration 

versus time and the growth rate versus time in Figs. 11 and 12, respec

tively, shows good agreement between observed and calculated values. 

The points in the two figures are the data values and graphically cal

culated .slopes, respectively, of Luedeking.52 The line in Fig. 11 is 

the locus of the equation 

N . 9.4906 . 

== 1 +exp (4 .6029- .4622t+.l0374t2-. 03135t3+.003279t 4·-1.192x10 -
4

t 5) 

(49) 

The line in Fig. 12 is the first time derivative of Eq. (49). The 

observed and fitted values are also compared in Table XII. Good agree-
' 

ment can be seen in both figures between the experimental data and 

graphical slopes and the computer fit equation and its derivative. 

5· Test #5 
The first four tests were made using data that approached a 

positive, non-zero constant at large values of the independent variable. 

However, as was pointed out in the section on the mathematical properties 
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Fig. 11. Comparison of cell concentration data (run 13) of Luedeking
52 

vii th fitted fifth degree curve. 
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Fig. 12. Comparison of graphically measured growth rate of Luedeking5
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with values calculated as derivatives of the fitted curve. 
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Table XII. Comparison of observed and graphically measured values with 
computer calculated values 

I 
(observed data is from run of Luedeking52) 

Time Observed Calculated Graphical Computer 
(hrs) cell cone. cell cone. growth rate calculated 

(UOD/ml) (UOD/ml) (UOD/ml/hr) growth rate 
(UOD/ml/hr) 

1.0 0.123. 0.138 0.046 

2.0 0.139 0.190 0.061 

2.5 0.10 0.077 
3.0 . 0.283 0.268 'b.l3 0.099 

3·5 0.16 0.130 

4.0 0.442 0.400 
.. 

0.19 0.172 

4.5 0.24 0.228 

5.0 0.30 0.300 
.. 

. J 5·5 0.'82 0.802 0.37 0.389 

6.0 0.45 0.496 

6.25 1.12 1.154 

6.50 0.56 0.618 

7.0 0.71 0.750 

7.17 1.77 . 1.773 

7.50 0.88 0.885 

7.70 2.24 2.23 

8.00. 1.04 1.019 

8.25 2.73 2·.79 

8.50 - 1.17. 1.147 

9.0 3·77 3.67 1.31 1.271 

9.50 1.43 1.393 

9·53 4.43 . 4.38. 

10.00 5.00 . 5.07 . 1.55 1.512 

10.50 5.72 5.85 1.63 1.612 

11.00 6.78 6.67 1.68· 1.653 

11.50 7.51 7.48 1.56 1.578 

12.00 8.23 8.22 1.29 1.340 

, 
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Table XII (continued) 

Time Observed Calculated. Graphical Computer 
(hrs) cell cone. cell cone. growth rate calculated 

tuon/ml) (UOD/ml) ( UOD /ml/hr) growth rate 
(UOD/ml/hr) 

12.33 8.63 8.62 
12.50 1.06 0.965 
12.67 8.78 8.95 
13.00 9.27 9.18 

'·• 
0.76 0.564 

13.50 9.49 9·38 0.17 0.257 
14.00 9.}8 9.46 

.. ) 
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the model can approach zeroat large times. This property is important 

because variables such as viable count tend to fall off to zero values 

in the post-exponential phase. Also, intermediate products can accumu

late in the early phases of a culture and then be consumed before the 

fermentation is complete. An example is the diphasic biooxidation of 

glucose to 5 ketogluconic acid by Acetobacter suboxydans, -which shows 

an.accumulation of gluconic acid. 

Synthetic data were assumed -with a lag phase of 10.5 time units 

and having a bell-shaped curve. The data -were then analyzed. Table XIII 

and Fig. 13 com~ares the test data and the fit equation. The fit 

equation has th~ form 

(50) 

t 1 = t - l0~5 hr 

Good agreement between the test data and Eq. (50) is evident. 

Thus the bell-shaped curve may be added to the list of curves 

that the model is capable of fitting. 

6. Test 0~6 

Because the model has the capability of glVlng complex curves 

(as sho-vm in the section on the mathematical properties of the model), 

it -was decided to test the model with data from complex batch culture. 

The data of Hosler and Johnson for the penecillin fermentation provide a 

suitable example.53 In their experiment, mycelial nitrogen sho-wed 

diauxie at intermediate incubation times and fell off at long incubation 

times. The computer program fit a third degree model to the data -with 

the follO"Wing form: 

(51) 
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Table XIII. Comparison of synthetic data and computer fit values, 
bell~shaped curve 

. Independent Dependent variable 
variable ·•.Original Fitted 

data values 

0 2.1000 X 106 2.1000 X 106 

10.5 If II 

11.0 If 2.5397 X 10
6 

11.5 5.0210 X 106 ::. 5·6976 X 10
6 

12.0 1. 5620. X 10 7 1.4531 X 107 

12.5 4.2250 X 107 3.6143 X 107 

13.0 8.1530 X 107 7.2110 X 107 

8 8 
1:!·5 1.1090 X 10 1.0516 X 10 

14.0 
. 8 8 

1.2440 X 10 1.2308 X 10 

14.5- 1.2950 X 10 
8 1.3048 X 10 

8 

15.0 
. 8 

1.3140 X 10 1.3317 X 10 
8 

15.5 
. 8 
1.3140 X 10 1.3364 X 10 

8 

16.0 1.2970 X 10
8 1.3202 X 10 

8 

16.5 1.2260 X 10 8 1.2492 X 10 
8 

17.0 9.0400 X 107 9·6335 ~ 107 

17.5 2.9880 X 107 ).1074 X 107 

18.0 2.3310 X 106 2.3806 X 106 

18.5 6.8590 X 10 
4 

6.5128 X 10 
4 
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Fig. 13. Comparison of bell-shaped data with fitted equation. 
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Table XIV and Fig. 14 compare observed and fitted data. Agreement is 

poor. The bad results are partly due to the paucity of data points, 

partly to the irregular shpae of the data, and partly to the low 

number of coefficients in the fitting curve. There were too few points 

for fitting of the data sa.tisfactorily with a higher order equation. 

7. Test #7 

The seventh and last test was made with data measured by Monad 

growing Escherichia coli in a medium containing glucose and.sorbitol 
._. 

both a concentrations of 100 mg/1. -First, cell growth was on only 

glucose; Then,_ after all glucose had been consumed, a short lag and 

then grm-1th on ~orbi tol ensued. This phenomenon of consecutive utili-
' 

zation of subst.~ates with an intervening lag is called diauxie. Figure 

15 and. Table XV. compare the observed data with values calculated from 

1-:hat are referr;ed to as the one part: model and the two part model. The 

one part model fitted the data with a single equation. The equation 

obtained had the form 

' 66.374 
Y = 1 + exp(3.2298 - o.8449t) (52 ) 

The locus of Eq. (52) is the solid curve in Fig. 15. As can be seen, 

the one part model did not give a good fit, showing no plateau at 

either intermediate or large times. To increase the quality of the 

fit, the data were broken into two parts and two separate equations 

·Here used to describ'e the two parts. With this approach, results were 

very good. For times less than 3.6 hrs, Eq. (53) was applied 

(53) 

For times greater than 3.6 hrs, Eq. (54) was used to fit the data 

y ::: 29.0+ 29.500 . 2 . 
l+exp(4.0603-.0597(t-3.6)-1.626(t-3.6) -1.1903(t-3.6) 3 ) 

(54) 
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Table XIV. Comparison of fitted curve with data of Hosler and Johnson52 

'J;'ime Mycelial nitrogen 
(lj.our~) ·Observed Calculated 

(m€;/~i ter) (mg/liter) 

0 . 100 100.0 

16 200 235·7 

28 

30 900 508.5 

40 920 ,r..•. 804.3 

45 920 871.0 

50 

53 1010 1235.1 

67 1690 1603.8 

' 75 2000 1738.1 
.-:) 

90 1800'' 1849.4 

115 1600 1598·3 
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Fig. 14. Mycelial nitrogen concentration in the penecillin fermen
tation compared with values calculated from the fitted curve. 
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Table XV. Comparison of diauxie data of Monod13 with fitted data . 

Time OJ2tical density 
(hours) Data of·Monod 1-part model 2-part model 

0 2.5 2.50 2.500 \ 
1.00 5.0 5.60 5.100 l 

~. 

1.40 7..8 
! 

7·59 7·565 
1.90 11.0 10.92 11.444 

2.10 13.5 12.55 13.179 Part 

.. 2.50 18.0 16.36 
_1,\ 

17.964 1 
•; 

2.80 23.5 19.68 23.614 I 
3.15 29.0 24.oo· :~8.820 J 3.60 29.5 30.07 {29.621 

29.500 

4.00 30.0 35.67 30.000 
. . ) 

4.25 32.0 39.11 32.000 

4.60 40.0 43.71 40.000 

4.90 48.0 47.33 48.000 
t 

1 
Part 

5.05 53.0 49.00 53.000 
2 

5·25 58.0 51.08 58.000 l 

5·50 58.5 53.42 '58.500 

5·85 58.5 56.23 58.500 

6.10 58.5 57 ·92 58.500 
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Excellent agreement was found between model and data, as shown by Fig. 

15, where the two part model is represented by the dashed curve , and 

in Table XV. 

8. Conclusions 

The preceding results demonstrate the usefulness and flexibility 

of the generalized form of the Verhulst-Pearl equation in fitting a 

variety of real and synthetic batch culture data. Agreement between 

·data and fitted equations is particularly good for simple fermentations 
.;~ 

such as those discussed in the. first four tests. Lag phases are 

handled quite effectively by the program as could be seen in the fifth 

test of the program, which also showed that the program could represent 

results with zero value asymptotes at large values of the independent 

variable. Adequate fit was also obtained in the second test, despite 

the discontinuity in the slope, although improv~ment in the measurement 

of slopes would result from smoothing of the rate versus time curves 

calculated with the fitted model. 

The definition of closeness of fit is on a well-defined quanti

tative basis provided the 'standard deviations of the data to be fit are 

known, because the program automatically computes Chi-square values for 

all distributions. The closeness of fit can then be read from a set of 

statistical tables. However, in the results presented here, the 

standard deviations were unknown so the Chi-square values were not used 

in evaluating results. Instead, the subjective method of visual in

spection was used. 

9. Recorrrmendations for the use of the Curve Fitting Computer Program 

The computer program is listed and the functions of the various 

parts of the program are discussed in detail in Appendices I and II. 

Table XVI lists the order in which data are read with the curve-fitting 

program~ Details of the input format of the data are given in Appendix 

II. Standard deviations for each dependent variable are read·as co

efficients aj, ~j' and ~j in Eq. (55). 
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Table ~!I. Order of reading of data for computer curve-fitting program 

A. Initially, 

B. 

l. Read-in table of Chi-square values for testing closeness of fit. 

2. Read labels for axes of computer plotted figures. 

3. Read number of runs to be analyzed .. 

For each run, ;: 

1. Read number of runs now being analyzed, number of samples in 
"'-'• 

run, and number of dependent variables in ·run. 

2. Read (independent variable, dependent variables) for each sample. 

3· Read coefficients of variance -equation (Eq. (55)) for each.de-

,pendent variable in run. 

4 .· Read estj_mated numerator of Eq. (35) for each variable in run. 

5- Read length of lag phase for run. 

6.. Read three equally spaced data and value of spacing for each 

dependent variable (see Appendix I). 
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(55) 

2 
where cr (yij) =variance of jth dependent variable at ith datum 

yij = ith datum of jth dependent variable 

aj, pj' ~j = coefficients of jth dependent variable 

Equation (55) is used by the computer program to calculate standard 

deviations of each datum. The calculated variances are then used to 

compute the weighting factors for each datum with Eq. (56). 

W .. = l/cr
2

(y .. ) 
J..J J..J 

(56) 

= weighting factor of ith datum of jth dependent variable 

These weighting factors determine the relative weights given the various 

data in the fitting of an equation to the data. Weighting factors are 

also used to calculated values of Chi-square for the comparison of the 

actual data to the values calculated from the fitted equation, using 

Eq · (57) 

(57) 

* where yij = calculated jth dependent variable at value. of independent 

variable corresponding to the ith datum 

It is clear that the values of aj, p., and ~. thus strongly affect the 
J J 

resulting fitted equation and the judgment of the cioseness of fit (i.e., 

values of Chi-square). Therefore, accurate values of the coefficients 

are important to the curve-fitting techniq_ue. When such values are un

available it is customary to assign arbitrary positive values to aj for 

data with a moderate range of values of the dependent variable. When 

the range of dependent variable is large, as in cell counts, it is 

customary to assign an arbitrary positive value to~- instead. 
J 
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When the culture to be analyzed shows a lag phase, the length 

of the lag phase is estimated by eye and read into the computer along 

with the other data. The program then shifts the abscissa of the data 

to coincide with the end of the lag phase before performing the curve

fitting of the data. Data taken during the lag phase is averaged. T'ne 

value of the dependent variable at the end of the lag phase is then set 

equal to the mean value of the data taken during the lag phase and is 

treated as a datum in, the subsequent curve fitting. The weight assigned 

to this lag phase datum is then proportional 'to the number of data 

averaged. 

Equally-spaced values of each dependent variable and the spacing 

are also read into the program for each run. These values are then used 

along with the initial value of the dependent variable by the program to 

make initial estimates using the equations of Appendix I. These esti

mated coefficients are then used as a starting point for iteration to 

the best-fitting final values. Because the convergence of the iteration 

to the correct values is dependent on the starting point of the iteration, 

it is suggested that the estimates be made from a smoothed curve through 

the data to be fitted and that the spacing be chosen so that most of the 

range of the data is covered by the selected points. 

As was shown, fit of the modified logistic equation to simple 

fermentation data is straightforward. For more complex cases, fit is 

often bad. If such is the case, good results can sometimes be obtained 

by breaking the obs~rved data into two or more parts and analyzing each 

separately, as was done with the diauxie data of Monad. It has been 

found that the second and higher parts· .. of a multi-part model are fitted 

best if the coordinates are shifted prior to fitting equations to the 

data. For example, see Eq. (54). However, the initial value of the de-_ 

pendent variable should not be absolute zero, although it may be as s~Ell 

as desired. 

As a final note, these computer fit equations should not be used 

to extrapolate outside the range of variables to which the equations 

were fitted. 
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APPENDIX I . 

:ESTIMATION OF COEFFICIENTS IN THE GEl\lERALIZ:ED LOGISTIC :EQUATION . 

Accurate initial guesses for the values of the coefficients in

crease the likelyhood that the iterative curve-fitting technique used 

will converge to the correct values and reduces the number of iterations 

required. Assuming that a fairly good estimate can be made for K, we 

define 
. K - y) 

G( t, y) == ln (-.--"
y 

2 3· 4 == a + a t + a t + a t + a4t + 
0 1 . 2 . 3· . 

Assume that the initial value G(O ,y 
0
), and three equally spaced values 

G(t1 ,y1), G(t2 ,y2 ), and G(t
3

,y
3

). are known (t
3 

== 3t1 and t 2 == 2t1 ). 

Then the ,following equations may be derived to make initial guesses of 

the coefficients a o' al, etc. 

For F(t) := a + a + 
0 . 1" 

a :::= G 
0 0 

al := (Gl - Go)/tl ' 

For F(t) a + a
1

t .... t2 := , a 
0 2 . 

a :::= G 
0 0 

a, := (4(G1 - G ) - (G2 G
0
))/2t1 .L 0 

( ( G2 Go) - 2(G G
0

))/2t1 
2 

a2 := - -1 

' + .._2 +a t3 For F(t) == a +a t 
0 1 a

2
v 

3 

Defining Bl := Gl - G 
0 

B2 := G2 - G 
0 

B3 := G2 - G 
0 
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al .= (3B 1 - 1.5 B2 + B
3
/3)/t1 

a2 = (4B - B -2 3 5B1 )/2t1
2 

a7. = (B
3 

- 3B2 + 3B1 )/6t1
3 

:J 

These eq_uations were used in the computer program to ma.ke initial 

guesses of the coefficients from given eq_ually-spaced data. For 

fitting of F(t) for fourth and fifth degree case~, zero values of a4 
and a

5 
were used for the initial guess. 
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APPENDIX II 

DESCRIPTION OF CURVE~FITTING COMPUTER PROGRAM 

The method and computer program to be described here is designed 

to fit equations to the sigmoidal curves obtained in batch culture 

kinetic expe~iments. The eq_uations to be fit belong to a class that Yle 

call generalized logistic equations. The equations have the form of 

Eq_. (35) 

K (35) Y = 1 + exp(F(t)) 

where K = constant 

y =dependent variable, e.g., cell or substrate concentration 

F(t) =polynomial in'time 

+ t +. t 2 + ·a tm 
= ao 8 1 8 2 · · · m 

t = time 

Dewitt proposed that equations of this form be used in the analysis of 

filtration data and any other data for which the dependent variables 
. . "dal f' 50 occur J.n sJ.gmoJ. orms. 

Determination of the constants in Eq. (35), K,a
0

,a1 ... am is 

very tedious by hand because Eq. (35) is not linear. in the constants. 

~~e equation can be rearranged to the following form, which is linear 

in the constants a oJ a 1 .... am but not in K 

(58) 

Equation (58) was the form we first used for least squares curve fitting, 

estimating the value of K from graphs of the data, thereby making pos

sible calculation of z from the data. Fitting of the new dependent 

variable z to t thus became a simple linear least squares· problem to 

determine a
0

, a,,· ... a . However, this proved unsatisfactory for two .... m 
reasons. First, the value of K could not be esti~8ted accurately when 

there viaS a significant amount of experimental error present. Second, if 
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data had not been obtained for the stationary phase of the culture 

grm~th) it was almost impossible to choose the best value for K by eye. 

To avoid these difficulties) the program was rewritten using a non

linear least s~uares techni~ue) thus permitting calculation of optimal 

values of K as well as a Ja,J'''a . , o .L m 

The non~linear least s~uares method was derived from the general 

method proposed by Scarborough. 5l It is first assumed that random 

errors occur in the measurement of the dependent variable only and thus 

that the independent variable (time) is always measy.red with absolute 

accuracy. The dependent variable' is expanded using a Taylor series in 

terms of corrections to the coefficients to be determined. Optimal 

corrections are then determined. using a linear least squares technique) 

the coefficients are corrected) and the procedure repeated until all 

corrections have become very small compared to the coefficients them

selves. .. 
Reviewing the procedure in more detail) let 

y ~ f(t)a)b)c) . .. 1) . (59) 

represent the equation to be fit to the data with y the dependent 

variable) t the independent variable) and a)b)c)'' .1 the coefficients 

to be determined. If a )b )c)' •• 1 are the approximate values of 
0 0 0 0 

the coefficients 'to be determined then we can write 

a ao +o; 

b ~ b + f3 
0 

c ~ c +-y (60) 
,0 



f(t, a , b , ... 1 ) 
0 0 0 

E~uation (61) can be written for each of then data values of (t.,y.). 
~ ~ 

* f(tl, b J ... 1 ) yl = a o' 0 0 

' +:· 
f(t2, b ·, ... 1 ) y2 = a o' 0 0 

-)f 

Y == f (t , a , b , •.• · .1 ) , 
n n o o o 

The residuals or errors, v. that we want to minimize are of the form 
~ . 

vl = +>(-'-... "1' a' b· J c, ... 1) yl 

v2 = f(t
2

·,a, b, c J ••• 1) y2 

.. (63) 

v = f(t ,a, b, c, ... l) •y n n n 

where y. is the value of y obserVed at time t.. Combining E~s. (6o)·with 
~ ·~ 

E~s. (63), we obtain 

v. = f(t., a·+ ex, b + 13, c. +'Y, ... 1· + ;) - y. 
~ ~ o o· o o ~ 

E:>.-panding the right-nand side of E~ .. (64) by Taylor's theorem 

~f. ~f. ~f. 
vi+ Yi = f(ti,ao,bo''" 1o)-+o:da~ lo+i3~b~ lo+ ... ;(n~.lo 

~f. ~f 
where l I o r 

~a o= ~ It = t. 

and so on. 

~ 

a =a 
.0 

1 = 1 
0 

(64) 

(65) 
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Rearranging! neglecting higher coefficients, and substituting for 

f( t.' a o' b , ... 1 ) using Eq . (61), -we obtain 
.l 0 0 

cf
1 

. cf1 dfl 
vl = a~f +~~r + ... + scrr-fo +r oa o o o 1 

df2 df2 df2 
(66) .v2 =a-[+~~~+ ... + s&fo + r . oa 0 ob 0 2. 

df df. df 
v = a~f +~~r + + s n f + r 

n oa o ob o dl 0 n 
-X-

-where ~ = yi - y. -1.. 

l l 

Equations (65) are linear in Ci, ~' -y, ... £·and the problem has thus been 

reduced to a simple least squares problem that can be solved with a 

standard program library subroutine. 

Applying this technique to the generalized Verhulst-Pearl equation, 

the coefficients K, a , a1 , ... a are the coefficients to be determined 
o m . 

and the derivative of the dependent variable -with respect to each of these 

coefficients is needed. Thus 

?Jy I dK = y K 

~~. (y - K) (y/K) 
0 

oy 
oa 

n 

--._ 

= oy t oa 
0 

cy 
ca 

n-1 

( 67) 
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The residual equations for this system arise when Eqs. (67) are sub

stituted into Eqs. (66). Weighting factors for each datum are calcu

lated as the reciprocal of the variance calculated for that dat~~. 

A computer program was written in Chippewa Fortran to use this 

method to curve-fit. A block diagram in Fig. J6 of the program, called 

BATFIT, shows the relation of CULT, the main program to its various 

subroutines. The majority of the calculations pertaining to the curve 

fitting is done by CULT. Subroutine CHI is used to tabulate values of 

Chi-square for up to 100 degrees of freedom for use in testing the good

ness of fit of the fitted curve. CULT calls on the second subroutine 

LSQS to do the least squares determination of the corrections to the 

coefficients. The subroutine IP is used by LSQS. Subroutines CCNEXT 

. through CCUNPK comprise a standard. set of library subroutines that are 

used to plot any g'iven set of data. In BATFIT, CULT uses this so-called 

Cal Comp plotter to compare calculated and observed values by plotting 

them together versus time. Our explanation of the programs used 1-1ill 

be limited to the main program CULT and subroutine CHI because LSQS, IP, 

and CC1~XT through CCUNPK are subroutine available from the Computer 

Center, Lawrence Radiation .Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley, 

California. 

CULT and CHI are listed in Table XVI. The important variables 

in the computer program are defined in Table XVII. The definitions are 

given in order of appearance in the program except where it is helpful 

to change the order. In Table .XVIII, the function of each part of CULT 

is discussed in turn. By referring first to the brief outline of the 

program in the text and then studying Tables XVI, XVII, and XVIII, it 

should be possible for the interested reader to understand the workings 

of the main program. 
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CULT 

~~~in Prog~~=m_) _ _._ 

r-----__..;.r;·--:S:!-____:·~~..;~,--·---------·--·-·-----•~::,,. 
! CHI I . ' LSQS j '!B:--KY-: -C-'C"'-'J\1E= ....... XT ___ C_C_UNP_l -K--;1 
!subroutine to ilibrary subroutine for linear ~library subroutines l 
[read-in and store 1least squares curve-fitting /or plotting results [ 
ivalues of Chi- I . . , I 

1

1of cu;rve-fitting I. 
!cauare 
~~ ~ I. 
i-i ------'- I 

!auxiliary 

IP 

subroutine for 

.I 

LSQS I 

·. Fig. 16. Relataonship between main computer program and its subroutines· 
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G C.C'1 4 '< 
G CL'< 4 7 
.CI.C4 ~4 
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fltAU2.~l TLAG 
HlAL U, Sli l !ttX(I"i ,Jl .~=lo4 l oJ=l,NVARl.-

~~ rCKMAT("<llC.Jl 
!.UJ l=l,N~AI( 

·CL~ J= I,NvAR 
!>lli(l,Jl=C. 
rd!,Jl=C. 
lFL A(l,Jl .tu. u.Cl GC TO 8 
!> i" ( l , J l-= .II L P liid J l • B t T .II L J l t~-A ( I , J l + G AMI',A ( J l *A ( I , J l *" 2 
X£ = XII(J)~¥L 

~(!,JJ;I./SIG(I,Jl 

Cl.l\lll\ut 
i>lll HU ,3C4 l 
FLK~AJ(/.//,lU.X, £h lo 3Xi 21i Jo ,jX, 7H A(!,Jl, bXo 9H SiG(I,Jlo 

J.i:: X, 7 h Vi (1 , J l , 13X, I l 
LL.::H.J 1= l, f\SAM 
CGJLJ J=loi\VAR 
... H!Tt(J,J(.;!)) I• J, A(!,Jlo S!G(!,Jl, W(I,Jl 
t'Lt<~.lli(IUX, 215, 3(El3.6; 2Xll 

.j\lJ 
c 

CCf\ II I'>L E 

1LAI,j I:, Trll !:Sl !MAHU LENl>TH Uf THl: LAG PHASE:. THE fiT c 
c 
(. 

c 
c 

lS APPLlEU C~LY TO l~E CATA FOK TIM!: ~REAlER THAN TLAG 
Al~ll(J) IS lhl: lNillAL VALU~ Uf THE JTH VARIABLE AND 
~u{Jl !S THl: VAKIANCl: Uf THt INITIAL VALUl: 

cc (;(: J=l,l 
Sl,j!Jl=C. 
lSJllJJ=G. 

i:o AIN!l(Jl=L:. 
~,;c u Jl=l,o 
lf(ll..ACU,.X(lf)l (;IJ TL bJ 
lHILAu.ll.X(Ifll Gu H. lC/3 

132 I.. Lid Ll\ul: 
· l.C tJ l l = I I- l 

tU H ( 1 l • Ll:. ll I. G T 0 Hl4 
cc c4 r~1.11 
L:L t4 J=1,1\\1Ari 
!fUdl,JJ.l:~.O.J GU rc; 84 
:~(A( &,J).GT.O.l I!>!T(Jl=1SlT!Jr+l 
AlNll(Jl•All\ll(Jl+A(I,Jl/fLCATIITl 
:, c ( J).::," ( J) .+ s ... 'l I J l /. f LUA T ( l I ) 

c4 LCI\ lll\ut 
Cl LH J= l ,NVAR 
lf(11.t~.!S!T(Jll GU TL 131 
lA L L~ F L U A l ( l T J/ H CAT( l S IT ( J ) l 
A lid I (Jl=CALL*AiNlT!Jl 
~l,j(JJ=l.AlC*SGlJl 

l.H (.LJ~ 1l~UE 
GC I G I(. 5 

1~4 C~ lC~ J=l,~VAK 
Alr..!ll~l=A(l,Jl 

SG!Jl=SlG! l,Jl 
lG'> LGI\1!1\Ll: 
lC5 CU cl J-=1,1\VAN 

Hl,Jl~Ali\!J(Jl 

J(ll=O. 
J\SA/'1;f\SAI'-lf+1 
t;G Cl J.=~,I\SAKT 

ITJ=lH.l-1 
f(I,Jl=A(llT,JJ 
l(ll=Xl!1ll-TLAG 

EQUATION 



(;(. (.4 !11 
0a'tcJ 
c .:.c•. 1 i 

.<: c.cs (. 3 
oc..:~.c 

GG.LS 1C 
c t.l5 1 ( 
u C..C:i 1; 
o-:o1s 
cc.o 2<: 
CC.l.~~~ 

vv.c;.u 
( 

L 
c 
(. 

t 1 

(; 

c; 
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c·CI\ 11/\uc 
h K I T C: D , '> li J ( A I N I T ( J ) , X K ( J ) , J= l , NV A k l 
lFI H>G .GT. lJ GO Tu <; 
hRllU3,6) 1\ 
fLRM,TLlhJ., LUX, 1~, 22H RUNS kiLL 8~ ANALYZED//) 
ct..~liNUc 
~il !Tc 13 .lC l !IW/'; 

l\J FLAMAT(!HC, lOX, ijh KU/\ f\Q.,I51 
bRlfdJ,J.ll NSAM 

lJ. 

1$1 

FLili'A I L /, l()X, .llh NUI'ticR C.f- !:iAMPLcS !So I4l 
~<H11t(3,dll TLALi 
rl.iRI'Al (I,LQX,L::>H u:NvTI-. OF 'LA!; PHASE Is· ,ElL.4) 

CYCLe IHkUU~M THI:i LOUP ~NCE fOR ~ACH UEPENUENT YARIA~LE 
ll\ A PAATICULAK KUN 

COl3 J= 1,1\vAK 
XKCLC=XK(J) 
I< = G 

· Ltl~~MII\t fHE 1'11\LMUM ANU·~AXIMUM fUNCTIONAL VALUES WHICH 
hiLL U& /\~tUtU fUK 1HE CALCCMP PLUJS. 

L=l 
'Oil/\ = A(L,JI 
YMAX = A(L,Jl 
CL39 L=2,1\SAM 
lf( ALL,Jl .c.:/. 0.01 GC fC 39. 
K = K+ l 
lF L A (l ,Jl .LT. Yl-:11\il. \'MIN A(L,J l 
J.f( A(L,Jl .~T. YMAX). VMAX ~ A(L,J) 

39 CCf'<lll\l..i: 
/\.PIS = I< 
¥1'.11\=0. 
lLL = ( YMAX-YMlf\) /J.U. 0 
YMAX=YMAX+~.~LLl 

• YfV.AX= 'fl'oAX/2. 
~M~X=1.•FLCAf(IY~AXl 
IIMii'; = X(ll 
XI~AX = Xlil:iAM) 

IH'~ PANT MAK~S INillAL ESTlMAT~S Uf COEFflClENTS 
FNCM E~UALLY ~PACE~ CATA EXIl,JJ,tX(2,Jl,ANU EX(J,Jl 
ll.U L:i THl NUNUtk CF W~f.FlUtNTS IN THt PuLYNOMlAL OF THf: 
l~LATII..I\ UEII\G FIT IC Tht OATA 

1\.Ht:R =·c 
J.l..u= ~ 
!.i.=ICC-1 
ALP=ALUGI LXKLJl-All\lTIJJ)/AlNlT(J)) 
cul=ALU~((XI<(Ji-lXIlrJi)/tX(J.,Jll-ALP 
bU~=ALCGILXKLJJ-lXL2,Jll/tX(2,JlJ-ALP 
eo3=ALC~((XKIJJ-tX(j,Jil/EX(j,J)l-ALP 
AC(li=ALOGIXK(Jl/AINLTIJl-l.l 
AL(2J=cu2/(2.*EX(4,J)) 
Gc lu c;c 

HJv 1\1 '1 tx=C 
1\ht<l r&=o 
lfit&cU.tU.jJ ~u rc 101 
lf(l\.G.ti.J. 4J GC Tv lG2 
IH !Cli.lt.,l Gu Tu 103 · 

1U1 ALI2l=(~.•uul-.~•bU2l/tXI4,Jl 
ALLll=ALU((XK(Ji/~INll(JJ-l.) 



u~:o~ 7l::l 
(;tAO 2L 
Cl.C.U~ 

l-LU33 
Cll.l4C. 
(; L•U ~ 1 
(.(...C/c 1 
CL( "It l 
CG.lltJ 
C t.L H ~ 
(;(.("lot 

C.t..lC.:C.t, 

c 
c 
c 
c 

(;(. j(;{ 4 

c Llu 1 ~ 
OC1U11 
CCHll3 
GL HJ1:0 
(.(. hi2~ 
UC.iU24 
C C l 0 .< i 
CGlUJi 
CClU'<l 
cc il).t, 3 
L~lJ4t 

C\.10~3 
otlu:>o 
CCJU5i 
() C AUt l 
CG10t3 
0L1t."ll 
CC10i3 
L~!Ol 
CC.. lH 7 
cuut 
G( Jl.<L 
(,(.!.i.d 
\.1..1U3 
ccu.<t 
OC U5J 

c 
c 
G 
c 
c 
~ 
(. 

c 
Gl1l~3 
c.:c ll !J; 
CLH5c 
(;(.1J.t2 
CLllc4 
cr..un 
.c c l i i;: 
<..Clli~ 
CC UO'< 
C.LlLlC 
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AC(iJ;(b~~-~·*bdl)/(2.*EX(4,JI**~I 
Gu l (.j YC 

10~ ACl~J=ll.*tbl-l.5*bB2+.333333*083l/E~.4,Jl 
AL(ll=ALUG(XK(Jl/AlNIT(Jl-1.1 
ACl3J=(2.*Ed2-2.~*Util-.5*UU31/tX(4,Jl~*2 
ALl4l=iu~3+J.*bol-3.•ut21/lo.*cX(4,Jl**3l 
GC 1 C '1C 

1·C 3 C U c !: L = 5 ,7 
AC!Ll=C. 

Sb CLI'\Jli'<ut 
SO wi<l1c(3,·Sll ll,XK(J),(AC(LJ,L=l.lCOl 
91 fi.Jk/',/d(//,lQX,27rl f-OK ~ POLYNC~lAL OF DHiKcE,l~,l6H ESTlMAftD XK 

lS,clJ.o,27n cSflMATtU CUEfFICltNTS ARE,/~X,7(El3.6,4XIl 

lH15 PtHT CALC0LAT~S f~~CJlOI'<AL VALU~S ~ASED ON THE LATEST 
C.SllMAib Llf, THt (.lJHrlCHNI$ 

~J( loJl"l./'::.G(Jl 
'¥Y=G. 
CC SJ L=lrH .. U 
K 1= L-l 
~Y=Y~<AC(Ll*Tlli**Kl 

'd CCNTI~li~ 
If( l(l).Lc.uJ YY=AC!ll 
L(l,Jl=XKIJJ/(l.+EXP(YYll 
1\:,A/'. f=NSA/'-1 T+l 
LG S':i 1"2 .~SAMT 
lll=l-+1 t-1 
hl(l,J)=!./SIG!ITT,J} 
lf(t(J,JJ.EU.O.l ~T(l,Jl•O. 
'tY=C. 
Cu <;2 l=l.ICO 
Kl=L-l 
n=n+AC (L l"'l ( LJ"'*Kl 

S2 CCN1lNLf 
lf!l(IJ.Lc.O.) YY=AC(ll 
'¥Y=A,AXI!-6QU.,AMlNll6CQ.,YYJl 
L!1,JI=XK!J)/(l.+EXP(YYil 

t':l CLI\ 111\l.E 
1\~x 1 It-= Nlok 1 Tt:+l 

. !f(~nRlTc.LT.lO) GO TO 110 
~KlTCU,2ol 
,Klft(3,.2dl (l(1),f(J,,Jl,WT(l,J),Z(l,J),l=loNSAI',Tl 

LlC (.C.N111\l.lo 

ll\ T~c LCUP &Jl6, AI\ OVERCt:TEKMlWED S~STEM OF EQUATIONS 
!5 Stf LP Of fHt FOHM B*~C =C. 

e 15 A l\SAKT*1 MATRIX 
l. IS A 1\:,A/'T*l VcClOK 
lC ~~~L dE CuKKECTlCNS TU X~ AND COtfFlClENfS AC 

Cu 16 l=l,l\SAMT 
CU 12.l K=lrti 
Ulrt<l=O. 

l~j l.L.Nlll\lJt: 
lf(f(I,JJ.t~.u.OI l.lll=O. 
IHF! l,J).cQ.O.OJ GU TC lo 
k~lJ=S~I{ll~l(l,Jil 
C. ( I I = H " 1 J * ( f I 1 , J 1-l ( l , J ).) 
(: ( 1 , l l = H 1\ I J * l l I , J I I Xt< ( J J 
1:(!,2.l=IH1rll*IL(l,Jl-~K(J)l 



CU.d5 
GUd7 · 

.(J ClLL i 
()( 1d 1 
(,( 1..!34 

"' lL.:J!i uc 1231 
C(JlL~l 

()(.li-46 

Ct U<d; 
CUL41. 
ull.i5C 
GUL~~ 

UClJ~~ 
ClL25t 

{i(l.i~c 

c l !261,; 
OClLoc. 
CC.l~ol 
()l,;lLI~ 

(; l !..i i 2 
(,)(.12 74 
cc 13 Lt.' 
CC.L!U 
GC.Ul.5 
CC B 15 
CL D 1~ 
Cd~! i 
OCB.l3 

ccu~~ 
CCUJ7 
0CU~1 

CC U~2 
GLU"t3 
Cl Ll4t 
OL U4i 
G (. 13: 3 
O£.U5o 
Ol.lJCl 
<JCLH~ 
OC.Uc ~ 
ccun 
CC14.0~ 

C.t14.C~ 

Cl,; h.Ut. 
C.C i4 C I 

, OG14Ll 
CCl'<H 
GC14H 
Gll417 
CCl42l 
()(, 14 ..:.< 

. 9't 
1o 

3ti 
41 

(.~ S4 ~~~3,8 
e I l , K ~~ c I 1 , K-ll H ( l) 

Ltil'illl\l.t. 
CC.i'>lll\l.E 
J£:1'\C = l 
1fii\~Kllc.LT.lul GO T<O 40 
lFI J .H. ll GO TO.Hl 
ioRllE:!Jodl J 
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FUkrAT(!Hl,lOX, 2CH FIT OF VARIA~LE NO., l21 
1\ .,,.; llt:=u 
G(; IG '<C 
hllllcl3,4ll J 
FUR~AI (!Hl,lOX,ZOH FLT LF VARIA8Lt NO.,l21 
1\1\K !ltx=O 

J,C 
c 

.\..l.l'il 11\l.l: 

l<lll MA~c F!T5 UF~CEGRl:E TWO TO SlX UNLESS A CHI-SQUARE 
G(.~UI\!:5~ OF fiT ItSl iS PASSE~ aY A FIT U~ DtGKEE LESS 
lhAI\ :.!X 

c 
c 
c 
(. 

c 
c 
c 

L~~S SC.~vl:S THE OVE~~tTERMII\EU SYSTEM UF EQUAllONS 6 * CC • C. 

Hli..L=ICC+1 
CALL .L.:.~S(b,CC,t;,I\~AMT,lDCO,l,KERK,91 
IF( KtRi< .EC... ul GG TO l!> 
ltlill£13.171 

17 f~R~Af(//, ~OX, !>5h The SYSlcM kA~ FUUNU TU ~E SlNGULAk.WHEN OF TH 
lt FLRI' -, /1 

L;LJl'> ~=1,1\SAM 
klllltl3o211 IU(K,L), L=l,ll, CIKI 

"J.l FCR/'.AI(i:{H, t:lJ.b)l 
l'li (.Gil: ll~t;E 

Gt. H. 13 
l !:1 Ccl'< lll\ul: 

ll=ICL-l 
~ k 1 1 t u.s 5 i u, <c.: 1 u, L= 1, I ocu 1. 

y, FL~MATI/J,1UX,27H FUR A POLYNOMIAL UF OEGREE,l2~45H THE COEFFICIEN 
11 CUHRECTlLN~ WERE FOUNV TO b(,/4X,8(El2•5t2XI I 

XK(JJ=XKIJ)+,35*l.C(lt 
1\l TErl=l'd Tl:R+l 
ChECK~C. 

LC So i.=l,!CCJ 
AL(Ll=AL(L)t.35*CC(L+ll 
lri~LILl.c~.O.JGU TO 96 
l.Hl:LK=C~ElK+AbS(CLIL,li/AC(L)) 

Sb .l.Ci\1II'it..t: 
ULUO:.iCP=AbS(XK(Jil 
x~=nCll.i/5. 

ex=2.*XKuLD 
lf(eLCSIGP.Gt.dX.OR.X~.GE.~LOSTOPI GO TO 120 

. LLtLh=2.*ALCGLXK(JJ/AII\lT(JJ-l.l 
A\..K=LAESIAC(lll . 
1fLALK.Gt.C.£ELHl·GC TG 120 
GU 1C 121 

l21J IH H .. C .(.£:.51 GU TC U 
Wf=Nt>l s-rcc-1 
IH ICF .LE .d GU 10 l3 
1\..G=ll..L+i 
ll~lCG-1 

;<t< ( J I=XKLLC 
Pkll\1 1~2,8LU5fUP 



() c 14 2 7 
(j ~ 14 2l 
.\;(1434 
.c c 1lt.34 
0' 1lt j 5 

00 l4,J 5 
.<; £ l4 4(. 

. (;(. 1"14.< 

.OL: 14 lt.< 
G.l146C 

C(i<ocC 
Cll4e1 
<H.l4c~ 

c c 14 6 3 
CCJ.4c' 
<JLJ.4611 
cc 1'<61 
cc l't~~ 
CO<ti!: 
CC141C 
C (l;iOC 
(;(.15J.l 
(;( l5~ J. 
C(.l.~.!t 

Cl l5Jt 
(j( 1~d i 

,c C 15 3 I 
L..l154l 
l.lwl~43 

GCl5~!l 
G l l5 !:it 

.(.j (. 1 !)(; c 
CC!:>al 

(.;(1~61 

Cll:>/2 
()(. 15 2 ~ 
Gll!:i~5 

CC J.Sil ~ 
L..Uo<!C 

1.. Uo<:C 
O~lc;.24 

Cl...lb~l 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
(. 

c 

c 
c 
.:: 
(. 

~ 

c 
c 
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. 12i f~HM~l[22~ ~HOA U~SSlE,&LCSlOP •,El6.61 
,PKJ.I\l 124 ,ACK 

124 fCHMAT(13h AU~'AC,lll •,El6.6l 
GO lC · UlO 

1.21 CuNl H<l .. E 

ElCSlGf IS AI\ INDEX Of OlV~RGENCE IN THE ITERATION 
1\111:~ 1~ THE NUM~bH OF lllRATlUN~ PERfORMEU SO FAR IN 
lHI: NOI\-LINc~R LEAST S~UARES FJ.T PRESENTLY tiliNG MADE 
~Nl,;· Chi:1.K l~ Af\o J.NUEX Of THe Ut:GKH Of CONYEK\iENCE Of THE 
1TEMATICN GN THI: COEfFICIENTS AC AND XK 

lfl~lltR.GE.lUOl GOT~ 107 
. lfl~ftCK.GI: •• 0011 GO TO 90 

H.7 CCNl INI.JE 
~R1ltl3,2c;J ll,XKIJ), IAC(Ll ,L=l,1(.;lH 

20CfGR~Allt/,10X,27H FU~ ~ PGLY~OMIAL OF DEG~EE,l2,5H XK •,El3.6,38H 
lA~~ THt C~tff!~1ENTS hcRt FCUNO IO bt,/5X, 71tl3o6 0 4Xll 
Sl.~ -~ C. o 
Sl.M1 = 0.0 
H.(.l) = l.lw(ll 

JN ThE LCUP U02~, FUNCTICNAL VALUE~ ARE OETtRMlNED ACCORDING TO 
lrt flT JU~T MAuE- FUNCTIONAL VALUES COkki:SPUNOlN~ TO bOTH THE 
C.Ot<IGiNA!- OAfA (Z.CI ~NO Tt-<E TkANSFORMf:D DATAIYCI • 
tKKlH .~UMS Uf S~UAIUS AHI:. Lji:H:KMIM:u FllR 60TH THt URlGINAU SUMl 
AN~ IH£: lKANSFCHMtD(SUM11 OATA. 

liU ;~~ 'L=1,NSAM 
'n.(Ll = o.o 
HUl = 0.0 
If( AILoJl .t~. O.Ol GC TC 22 
lf(X(LJ.~f:.ILA~l GG TO 56 
DG 4!3 ~=l.ICU 

~1 = K-1 
2j YCILl=Y(.Ill+Al(Kl*IIXILl-TLAGJ**Kll 

'I(. ( Ll=AMAX 11-oUC. , AMI I\ l ( 600. I YC ILl 11 
Li..lll = )ii<{JJI(l:XPIYCIUI+l.l 
~C~=Si.Jl"+.l Zl. IU-A( L.J~ ~~*2/SIGIL,Jl 
(iG Il a 

5o CCNJH;(,.f: 
. i'l(Ll=A<.Ill 
LtiU=t~11\1TlJl 

SUI"=~U,.+ILC(Ll-AILoJ~l**2/SlG(L,Jl 
n LC~J Jl\\t: 

c 

u;I-=~I'IS-Il..U-1 

l!i<llt(3,:.!'<JSUM, luf 
~40fGI<~AJ (l0X,3ln AN~ THt VALUE Of CHl~SUUARE l~,Elo.9,7H ~lTH ,I5,2 

lX,l~h CI:G~EE~ UF FHtED(~l 
~I<J.lE(3,l.5l 

25 1-GK,.Afl~/, lOX, 3oH T.ASLE Of. DATA AND THE FITTED POINTS/I 
1oiUTtL;,26l 

~ciUFGRMAII15X,lOH. 1NC.VAR.,1GX,l0h Uf:P. VAM., lOX,llH POLYNOM1AL,9X,l7 
1h ~ALCU. C~P. VAR.,/l 

"Ill II: l 3 , 2 t l I X I 1\ l , A I~, J l , Y C I K l , ZC ( K l , K = 1, N SAM I 
Zd fUR~AI(l5X,'t(~1o.9,'tX~l 

' lH~S PANl (.-L(.ULAl~S Th~ G~U~TH RATE ANU THE SPECIFIC GROWTH RATE 

1fiJ.Gl.ll GU TU 7~ 
~r.UAYS=2.*X(N$AMI+2. 
Cl,.t~SlG~ uYDll1uGl,¥CCilCOl,Z~C,100l,DlUfllUOl,SRAfEil00),XDAYSil 



CG!od. 
CC!u21 
01.:H;:C 
u.; !o.J5 
~.:Uc4~ 
C (. lu4 1 
c ~ 1 <>'< :< 
C(.lu'<2 
£.(.164'< 
CCH:4c 
(. (. l<i t 4 
OCH :i 7 
CC1oc7 
''lti4 
"li>)(; 
CU7C<. 

"l7'~ OCllll 
CUll'< 
cc 1/ . .::J. 
(,(1723 
CClU3 
CC1125 
CU7d 
(,(17.31. 

cun 1 
CCll3:C 

c ( 1 7.3 ~ 
(.;Cl7'd. 
(;(;l]t,C ' 

(,(.l74J 

OC1743 
0(;17t3 
(;Cl1t3 

cc 1764 
OC!7cc 
DCllil 
. cc i1 i ;(. 
CClli3 
cc; !1 14 
cuns 
CCl7'17 
(.L .<C (. 5 
(; UUlC 
(.(~0.2G 

C.C-<0~5 
C<.20.i I 
vc .102 1 
.c c 2\J 3 3 

. (.(; ~0 44: 
oc;,:o45 
cc:c~.:5.< 
cc,o:4 

c 
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!GCI,VCCllCOiolCCilOOl 
C<.O ou L=l,i'<liCAYS 
1\C=I. 
)CAV~(ll=r.G/2.-.5 
lFtaCAYSILI.lt~TLAGI GC TO 77 
~tCILI=C.. 
(;YOIILI=C. 
lCCILJ=O. 
i.l~ o 1 K= 1, feu 
1\l= K-1 
~<.<.; ( l I-" YCC ( Ll +AC I K I*(,Xi:AY SIll- TLAG I **K 1 

61 CCI\ lli'•Uc 
~<.Ctl.l=AHAXl(-uuO.,AM1~1(600.,VC~ILIII. 
lCCILl=XKIJI/ltXP(YC.,~(Lil+l.l 
iJG c.2 i<=lolCO 

.AI\1=1<-l 
K2=K-2 
(;Y~I(LJ=DVUl(LI+AKl~ACtKI*(XCAVSILI-TLAG~**K2 

6.2 CllNlltll..c -
S~Aitlll=llCC(LJ-XK(JJI•CVOTILI/XKIJl 
CLUI(li-"ZCCILI*S~ATtiLJ . 
G(; IU cO 

77 'r£.CIU=ACI1l 
.I.CCILI-"AINIT(JI 
CYCitli=C. 
CLCJ(L).o:U. 
S~AHILJ=C:. 

C THLS PAHI ~~l~lS CALCCLAf.fC G~U~lH RAlES 
c 

~~~llU3,5ll 
~1 fu~ffAI(/~iH TAbLe Cf CALCULATEU UER111ATlVES ANO SPEC1FlC RATESI 

~Rllt (J,,l) 
5i!UfuRfrAl(/1,XolOH I~C. vAR.,lOX,lOH OEP. VAR.o9X,l5H OER. DEP. VAR., 

l~X,14h ~P~ClF1C KATEll 
IIK!Tc (.3,531 (XlJA'tSILl,lCCILioLl.OT(LI,SiiATE(Liol=loNHOAYSJ 

5J PGM~Al(15X,4(clbo~t4Xll 
GG l C 1C 

c 
C JtdS PAKT CALCulAltS UtlUV~TIIIES A~O SPECIFIC RATI:S. fOR All OTHI:R 
C· ~cPE~D~Nf VAR!A~LES. 

c 
10 CO 25 l=l,t.HCAY!) 

lf(XGAVS(Liolc.ILAGJ GC TG 7d 
~i.C (LJ=G • 
I,;~Cl(L)=O. 

l(.;Ctli=C. 
Cu 71 1<=1 ,!CO 
Kl=h-1 
YCutLI=YCUILI+ACIK~t(XLAVSILI-TLAGI**~l 

?!.CCi\UNUc 
Yl.ll (!:I =A~AX!l-1>00. ,AM11\l 1600 .. VCDI U.H. 
Z£.C(L)=XK(J)/(tXP(V£.0(ll)+l.l 
uu U 1<=2,1Cll 
.OKi=K-1 
K<i=K-<i 
CYC 1 ( L l=l.lYOT (L) +AKl*AC IKl *I XOAVSIL 1-TLAGI**KZ 

72 C.Cl'ti!NUC: 
LL~llLI=LCCILl*IZCClll-XK(Jll*DYUTILI~XKtJI 
SRAlt(LJ=OlDl(Ll/ZCC(ll 
c.L H. 15 



cc;.;o~: 
0 <. .dl !:>I 
GC .<C t 1 
C.<.;.;ut:<: 
CC:ut 3 
(.(,,ll)t4 

-LC~~c 1 
{,(,4:1)7.1 

- (.(. ~O'l; 
.OC.dJ..5 

c; c.; 1 15 
OC.d 0 
C.(..lld 
O~d~~ 

CC.a3;: 

OC.d 35 
{;(.,d) 7 
OG.d42 
LJ(.,dL,/ 

C.Cd!.l: 
C!..:d:; 
(.(.d!:>!: 
CCdl: l 
vC<ll3 

_(. (.~ lt; 
GC.: 1<:5 
L<.nt: 
.CC.do'l· 
C{.d lC 
CCd i2 
Cl..d/5 
(. C:d 7(; 

GC ~.d.d 
OC~.£G::l 
cu..:c~ 

"cnc.1 
G<.<d1 
CC.i£J.1 
GC.<..ili, 

(. (, ·~ 1 !:> 
cn . .<<:17 
''~nc 
.(JC;,;".a 

c 

78 YCO (l):i\C I l) 
lCOtli-"Alt'd Tl J) 

'Yi.JliLJ=C. 
i,;ZCllll=O. 
SilATULI=C. 

1!:> C.G!'. I H\U.C 

C JhlS PA~T PKl~JS CALCULATEL RATtS FC~ VAklABLES UTH~R THAN CELL CONCN. 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 
(. 

c 

31 

~ll111:(3,5U 

111lllEU,52) 
,llli 111: I 3 ,.53) I XOAYS I U olCD IU,OlDH ll ,s KAtf.(L) oL=lo NHOA YSl 

Jo CC!'.UI'.UE 

ltST IG LJcJERMlr-.E T~E GOODNESS Of FlT 

C.C/\HI\L.c 
CALL CC"RHlllU, io, 6HLAtH:LSo 10, .10) 
~lllli:(StJ, 32) VAKl(Ji, VA~2, VS 
FLJR~~IIlU~, 3AJ.0) 
C.ALL CC.LT~I200., 10., C, 21 

JhE LCCP OO~J, PLOTS The ORlGlNAL NONZERO DATA AS DIAMONDS. 

CC>33 I=l,NSAM 
lf( AIL,Jl .EiJ. u.OI GC. TC 3J 

'CALL CCPLC.J(Xl!J, AI!,Jio 1, ohNuJOlN,· 6, 11 
33 CiJNlll\l.E 

c 
C f'J..GJ HE l..AIE:>J HT MADE. 
c 

l = l 
3!i lH i:C.!ll .tl,j. 0.01 GO TO 34 

CALL CCPUHIXIllo L~o!llt lo 4HJ01illt 1, .1.1 
l = l + l 
G·L IG 36 

3't. l = l+! 
CiC lu 3S 

3b LU37 ~=l,/\SAM 
.lt-1 LC(Kl .r:~.~. 0.01 liO 10 37 
CALL CLETCIXIKio ZLIKIJ 

3l CL.I\li.I\UE 
CALL LCI\f:IIT 
lfllCf.Lt.2l GU TC 13 
lf I I L C. • (, E • 5 ) GiJ T U 13 
lF!5u~.LT.TtSl4lUF))~0 TO 13. 
JCC=lCC.+2 
ll=IC.0-1 
GC lu !GO 

.U CGI\llf\Lt: 
I.Gu .c lGU+l 
lfl lGL .LE. 1\ I GL TO 7 
C.ALL c;c<:t-tc 
51Uf 
1:.1\0 
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.C.I.:l T 

fL/\1.1 H.t\ ASS lG/\~1:1\ 1 S 

~IJlltl'.l:l-.1 ASSll.ii\~HlS 

7 00.0!:;4: 8 000267 fj ... 000.3!>1 10& 000.34 7 

1<.~ OWJ42" c4 OIJG4u0 131 00(}417 10~ 000433 

',1 - ,\Ji.JU:>ll 3':l U00!>6o 90 OvO 71.7 100 OOOoo7 

Hi GCCo7 7. 102 CvO 7.l3 103 000 71.2 110 001154 

lC 0\JlL!~ 4C W012!i7 38 001251 1!> OOD1b 

.13 CG2.2J.2 'ic 0013!>4 1ZO 001410 121 00143.6 

1 (. i C~.;.1t.4 3 L2 001:'>54 5b .,. (JUl ::>40 70 0017bj 

7 i .co 1724 (;(. 0017 .H 7o OU2 116 "1 tl 00205b 

15 o~.Wc!1 31 U02U6 33 ou2150 34 0021b4 

3!> .OI.id54 j(l 00216o 37 002173 

Itt HlJliilt AS!> lGI\I'.tNJ ~ 
A C02o41 ALPHA 004 .1.3~ I! EtA 004144 S!G 004153 

" - .lhJ!14'< I IlK 00674J VAIU 001:1752 OEkl 006 761 

c OOo7Hi 0 vo7u4 cc .010!>74 y(. 010b04 

X C107!>0 l(.; 011114 GAMMA Oll2oO z OU267 

ItS 1 Ol.i!lO A 1Nll 012733 f 012 742 T - 01423 6 

M I C14'<C2 A(.; 015o7b Sli 01570!1 EX 015714 
I -l.S l. .C157!iC ll.iU 0157!17 1 01!1 71.0 VAII.l. 0157o1 

I.H: 1<2 ~ 1!1762 v.s 0157o3 /\ 0157o4 lHUN 015765 

e;SilM 1.)1:) 7toJt. 1\V/ok 015167 J 015 770 TLAG 015771 

M ..;;. Oi!i772 x.z 015 7 B 1T 015 774 CALC. 015775 

1\~AMl .C15171i llT U15771 XKOLO 01o0u0 K 016001 

L - .Cl6UQ~ 'tl'.!f'; 0026JZ YMAX 0026H NPlS 016003 

lU C1ollv4 l YIIAJI• l.i16U05 XMIN 002630 XMAX 002631 

1\ l ltH .Cl6CCo 1cw ()16007 11 0 lb 010 ALP 016011 

d~l - .o 1601..: cltl.t Ul6Ul3 6tH 016014 Nwii.ITE - 016015 

't~ .0 loll 1:6 1<1 U16017 ll.l'llJ 01o0l0 ll:NO 016021 

aca .£,1o022 KtllR v16023 ChECK 0160~4 llLOSTOP- 01o025 

.xe - ,o 160.2t ell\ 01o027 CLECH. 01o03U AC.K 01o031 

Ht -Cl603<! SuH Gl6033 SUM1 Olb034 NHOAY S - 01o03!> 

!HLI C1oOH 'ICC 016202 lCC ulo346 DZlJT 016512 

!)"ATe · - .c 166)(1 XCAYS 017022 YCO Ollloo lCO 017332 

.r. L Cl741t AKl Gl1477 K2 017 soo 

SlAHI Lf CCI\SfA/\IS 
oc..:n; · 

SIAHl Cf 1£1'\i'uRARli:S 
GC~5!i.t 

SIART GF Il\ult(li\.1S 
OC46ll 



Cl7%5 
c !i!>(.5 
.G~IHt 

(.l.i!lLC 
.c J l!i :.!4 
(., l l5 .i-1 
un5u 
QJj!:iJC 
~U53C 

l 

SviJHGUllNE Cl'il( TlSH 
ClMt~Sl'N TESJ(l041 
ll = 1 
ll .. ll+7 
R£AGl2,!} lltSf.l1J, ~•ll,IZJ 
I'URI(Al l &flO •• U 
ll .z 1.2+1 
!f( J2 .Lr. 1001 GO TO Z 
lltiTI.H~ 

tNU 



SlAlt~t~l A~SJC~~t~TS 

2. .Cl1507 

vt~IAc~l ASSl~~~c~lS 

Tt~l - .CU503 11 

~lAH1 'f CC~STA~JS: 
.c li53 3 

SltNf Lf 1~MPUKANllS 

01/!l:n 

SlANT ~f i~UJNtClS 

c J.i~ "" 

i. 
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Table XVII: 

Symbol 

A(I,J) 

SIG(I,J) 

ALPHA.(J) I 
BETA(J)** f. 

GAMMA.(J) ) . 

W(I, J) 

XK(J) 

VARl(J) l . 

DERl(J) l· 
VAR2.:Y.·* I( 
DER2** 

vs ) 

C(I),B(I,J) 

CC(J) 

X(I) 

· YC (I) 

ZC(I) 

IDF-** 

NPTS** 
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* Definition of variables in computer program 

· Definition 

Array of dependent variables, with I index running over 

all samples and J index running over all dependent vari

ables (e.g., cell concentration, substrate concentration, 

etc.) 

Variance for each data point for same array as above 

Coeffici.PY.It.8 for calculation of variance by the eq_uation 

SIG(I,J) = f\LPHA.(J)+BETA(J) ~A(I,J)+GAMMA.(J) 'A(I,J)
2 

Weighting factor for Jth.variable of Ith sample 

Value of numerator of right hand side of fitting eq_uation 

(:::: K in Eq_; (35)) 

Labels, for coordinate axes of graphs prepared by computer 

Parameters calculated from data and fitting eq_uation using 

approximate values for coefficients. For use by subroutine 

LSQS in calculating corrections for coefficients 

Value of independent variable (time) correspon~ing to Ith 

. sample 

Values of fit polynomial and fit eq_uation (Eq_. (35)) for 

the Ith sample time, respectively 

Number of degrees of freedom of fitted eq_uation (~NPTS-IC0-1) 

Number of non-zero data points for Jth variable 

In order of appearance in program e'xcept where noted othewise ( **) 



Symbol 

ICQ*l<· 

TEST(IDF) 

SUM-** 

TLA.G·X* 

AINIT(J) 

SG(J)** · 

IT 

ISIT(J) 

ITT 

T(I) 

WT(I,J) 

AG(L) 

EX(M,J) 
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Definition 

Number of coefficients in polynomial to be determined in 

fitting equation 

Chi-square value for 95% confidence at IDF degrees of 

freedom 

Weighted error sum of squares. 

Length of lag phase 

Initial value of Jth variable; averaged value of all ob

servations taken at X(I) :S T.LA.G 

Variance of initial value of Jth variable 

Value of index I for the last (in time) datum in the lag 

phase 

Number of data, points of Jth variable observed· during lag 

·.phase; used for weighting initial. value of Jth variable 

during curve-fitting 

Index used in shift df coordinates in case of a non-zero 

.TLA.G ITT = IT + I -1 

· Ith ·value of independent variable (time) shifted for lag 

phase (T(I)=X(ITT) ·- TLAG) 

Ith value of Jth dependent variable in new coordinate 

system (F(l,J) = AINIT(J), F(I,J) + A(ITT,J), I>l) 

. Weighting factor of Ith datum of Jth dependent variable 
'· Current estimate of Lth coefficient in fitting equation 

. For M ~ 3;. Mth estimated (or observed) value of equally 

· spaced data. For M = 4, spacing in time between estimated 

dependent variables 

XMIN, XMAX, Minimum and maximum expected values of independent and 

YMIN, YMAX, dependent variables for·use in plotting by computer 

CCXMIN, CCXMAX, 

CC:;LMIN,CCYMAX 

N 

IRUN 

Number of runs (groups of data) to be analyzed 

Run now being analyzed 



Symbol 

NSAM 

NVAR 

IGO-l<-* 

NWRITE 

CHECK 

BlOSTOP, 
ACK ., 
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Definition 

Number of samples in IRUN 

Number of dependent variables in IRUN 

Number of runs:being.analyzed 

Number of iterations performed since last write-out of 

observed and calculated values of dependent variable 

Parameter to estimate degree of con':ergence of iteration; 

total sum of fractional changes in all coefficients 

Indices of divergence of iterative procedure 

Weighted error sum of sg_uares (i.e.·, Chi-sg_uare value) of 

difference between observed and calculated values of de

pendent variable 

c 
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Table XVIII: Detailed outline of curve-fitting computer program 

Storage Locations Function of section 
(in octal base 

number system) 

66-70 Provision of space in program for subscripted 

variables; Common and Data assignments; read-in 

of Chi-square values for 1 through 100 degrees 

of freedom at the 95% confidence level 

70-124 

124-131. 

131-241 

241-273 

273-327 

330-431 

432-462 

463-527 

527-2211 

527-605 

607-765· 

766-1004 

Read-in labels for axes of graphs (to be prepared 

for visual comparison of data and points calculated 

with the fitted equation) 

Read-in number of experiments or runs to be 

analyzed 

.Read-in of data for a given run 

Calculation of variances and weighting factors for 

each data point for all variables under consideration 

Write-out table of A(I,J), SIG(I,J), and W(I,J) 

Determine: (1) IT, the value of index 1 for the 

last datum in xhe lag phase; (2) all AINIT(J), the· 

mean initial values for the different dependent 

variables; (3)·All SG(J), variances of initial values 

· Perform transformat-ion of coordinates from X(I) 

base to T(I) base : 

Write-out N(if first run), IRUN, NSAM, TLA.G 

Do the fOllowing instructions once fbr each (Jtb) variable :iri t11e ]h run 

Calculate XMIN, XMAX, YMIN, and YMAX 

Calculate first estimates of' coefficients if number 

of terms in denominator. polynomial (F(t) in text) 

is less than or equal to 4. For coefficients above 

the fourth, set initial estimates to zero 

Write-out newly estimated coefficients 



Storage Locations 

1004-1117 

1120-1153 

1153-1231 

1233-1256 

1256-1315 

1315-1333 

1333-1353 

1355-1435 

1440-1441 

1442-1462 

-93:.. 

Function of section 

Compute new values of calculated dependent variable 

Z(I,J) using newly improved estimates of coefficients 

in fitting equation 

Write-out the calculated results of every tenth 

iteration 

Calculate 'values of functions C(I) and B(I,K) for 

use i.h performing least-squares determination of 

"corrections to coefficients 

Write-out J value if number of iterations, NITER, 

is greater than or equal to ten 

Call least squares program to calculate corrections 

to coefficient, test system of equations for 

singularity. Transfer to fitting of next variable 

if singularity exists. 

Write-out coefficien~ corrections 

Increase NITER by one, add .035 x coefficient 

corrections to coefficients, and calculate CHECK,. 

a variable used to measure the rate of change of 

the coefficients 

Check for divergence of iteration by. determining if 

absolute values of .calculated coefficients are far 

removed from expected values 

If number of iterations, NITER is greater than or 

eq~al to 100, stop iterations and proceed to write

out· part of program 

If CHECK, convergence criterion, is larger than 

.001, perform another iteration 

Write-out degree of polynomial and final estimate 

of coefficients. Set zero initial value for error 

sum of squares, SUM 



Storage Locations 

1463-1555 

1556-1620 

1620-1734 

1735-1763 

1764-2066 

2026-2115 

2115-2134. 

2135-2147 

2152-2174 

2175 

2i76-2211 

2214-2216 

2217-2222 

! . 

Function of Section 

At each data point where non-zero data exists, cal

culate value of polynomial and of dependent variable; 

compute weighted error sum of squares 

Write-out Chi-square and degrees of freedom; write

out table of independent variable and calculated and 

observed dependent variables 

Calculate at every 1/2 time unit for the first 

variable (some index of cell concentration) and 

write~out independent variable, dependent variable, 

growth rate (time derivative of cell concentration 

equation) and specific. growth rate ·(growth rate 

divided by cell concentration) 

Write-out table of calculated values 

Calculate at 1/2 time unit intervals the values of 

the dependent variable for J ~ 2, the time derivative 

of the variable, and the specific rate of change of 

the variable 

Write-out calculated values 

Plot grid on plain paper and label axes 

~lot original'non-zero data as diamonds 

Plot o~ same grid calculated dependent variables of 

latest fit by joining adjacent::-points with straight 

line sections 

Advance plotter to prepare to plot next graph 

Start on next variable if number of degrees of 

freedom less than or equal to 2, or if number of 

coefficients greater than or equal to five or if 

Chi-square is sufficiently small. If none of above, 

increase number of coefficients by two and return 

to statement 100 

Increase IGO by one and go on to next run unless·have 

.finished all runs 

Complete graphs! stop, end 
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PART II: SULFATE REDUCTION BY BACTERIA 

I. SUMMARY 

This section is primarily concerned with studies on the rates of 

growth and sulfate reduction by a strain of Desulfovibrio able to 

tolerate high concentrations of sodium chloride. Effects of all compo

nents of the growth media on batch culture growth were studied to deter

mine optimal concentrations of each component. A computer was used to fit 

equations to the batch data, thus permitting more accurate determination 

of the metabolic rates • . 
Mixing, reduced sulfide concentrations, and pH control were 

shovm to increase rates of growth and sulfide production. A continuous 

culture system was built and used to measure the growth kinetics in con

tinuous culture. Anomalous specific growth rates observed during washout 

of the continuous reactor system could be explained by postulating wall 

grm.rth by bacteria~ Most batch and all continuous culture data could be 

correlated well by the logistic equation. 

Batch culture and continuous culture data were correlated by plot

ting specific rate of sulfide production versus specific growth rate, but 

the straight line predicted by the Luedeking-Piret model gave only rough 

correlation. · Instead, the data seemed to be divided into three distinct 

regions: (1) at low specific growth rates, a region involving unusually 

large mean cell size due to accumulation of cell reserve material; (2) 

at intermediate specific growth rates, a region of constant rate of specific 

sulfide formation per cell dry.weight; J (3) at high specific growth rates, 

a region of very high specific sulfide production rates, presumably due to 

uncoupling of energy.production (sulfide production) and biosynthesis 

(specific growth rate). 

It was not possible to obtain a completely satisfactory and general 

correlation of specific growth rates and specific sulfide production rates 

with the system variables. However, the Luedeking-Piret type of linear 

correlation seems satisfactory over a sufficient range to be useful for 

preliminary scale-up of systems using these organisms for sulfate reduction. 
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II. INTRODUCTION 

Many bacteria reduce sulfates during the synthesis of sulfur-con-. \ 

taining amino acids ("assimilatory" sulfate reduCtion). But by sulfate-

reducing bacteria one usually means only those bacteria whose major energy

yielding metabolic reactions are linked to the reduction of the sulfate to 

the sulfide ion ("dissimilatory" sulfate reduction). Only a few specialized 

bacterial species are capable of this dissimilatory sulfate reduction, but 

they occur widely in nature, being found in deep marine deposits, in lakes, 

rivers and streams, soil, sewage, swamps, oil and sulfur deposits, indus

trial wastes and cooling waters, and particularly around buried iron 

structures. The versatility of sulfate reducing bacteria is evident from 

the different types of environments in which they can live, withstanding 

wide ranges of pH, temperature, redox potential, salinity, and hydrostatic 

pressure. 

Until recently, sulfate-reducing bacteria were classified under the 

·genus Desulfovibrio, with the exception of a few sulfate-reducing clostridia. 

Three species were· recognized: £.:_ desulfuricans (Beijerick) was the name 

given to common. fresh-water strains; Marine and salt tolerant sulfate.

reducers were called ~~ aestaurii (van Delden); ~ rubentschickii (Baars) 

was the designation given to a strain able to utilize acetate as a sole 

carbon and energy source. The original culture of D. rubentschickii was 

lost and all efforts since to isolate such an organism have failed to find it. 

Other sulfate-reducing bacteria have been discovered recently and 

buoyant density measurements of the DNA of these and the other sulfate

reducing bacteria has led to a revised taxonomy. 1 Sulfate-reducers are 

now classified as either Desulfotomaculum species or Desulfovibrio spe

cies, the former. being comprised of spore-forming sulfate-reducing bacte

ria. · Further subdivision of Desulfovibrio into three distinct groups is 

proposed on the basis of buoyant density measurements on DNA and on the 

results of inhibitor studies. This second part of this thesis will be 

concerned with a salt-tolerant strain of Desulfovibrio • 

. ' 
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Desulfovibrios are gram negative, obligately anaerobic vibrio or 

$piriloid organisms, usually motile with polar flagella. Their metab

olism is analogous to that of the aerobic acetic acid bacteria in that 

both have a cytochrome electron transport system, the major difference 

being that sulfate is the terminal electron acceptor in one case and 

oxygen in the other. Thus just as in aerobic metabolism, a physiological 

separation occurs between the metabolism of carbon and the reduction of 
2 

sulfate. 

Strains or species differ somewhat as to the type of organic 

compounds they can utilize as the en~rgy-yielding oxidizable substrates. 

Hmv-ever, as a class, sulfate reducers utilize a large variety of organic· 

compounds, including lactate, malate, citrate, pyruvate, tartrate, fatty 

acids ranging from formic to stearic, amin'o acids, peptone, simple alcohols 

above methyl, glycerol, monosaccharides, certain disaccharides, possibly 

petroleum hydrocarbons, and some others. 3' 4 

Complete reviews of the metabolism andecology of Desulfovibrio 

have been presented previously by Leban and Wilke, 5 and mor~ recently by 

Postgate. 1 

Because of their widespread occurance, sulfate-reducing bacteria 

make important geochemical changes such as the formation of sulfur, sulfide, 

and soda deposits. They also perform important biochemical duties in the 

sulfur and carbon cycle and in the creation of reducing environments. 

Though man has often been dismayed by their presence in the past, usually 

because of the foul odor and corrosive action of hydrogen sulfide, more 

recently he has made use of their biochemical abilities. Applications to 

data include purification of wastes, production of elemental sulfur, and 

release of petroleum from shale formations.
6 

A new application for the sulfate-reducing bacteria was proposed 

by Leban and Wilke. 5 They suggested use of sulfate-reducing bacteia for 

the removal of sulfate from sodium chloride brines. Sulfate is usually 

the main impurity in natural .salt brines and it interferes with many of 

their uses. Leban and Wilke isolated a salt tolerant culture of sulfate-
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. . . . 

reducing bacteria that they identified as a strain of Desulfovibrio 

aestaurii. They also obtained important :Lnformation on some basic aspects 

of the physiology of the organisms in batch culture and estimated their 

performance in continuous culture. 

This paper reports further research into the physiology of these 

bacteria in batch culture and preliminary results of continuous culture 

experiments.· To obtain higher growth rates, a chemically defined medium 

for culture of a fresh-water sulfate-reducer developed by MacPherson and 

Miller7 was tested and modified for use with the salt-tolerant strain 

used here. 

The effects of variables such as concentrations of nutrients and 

products on the growth kinetics are also neede~ to evaluate potential uses 

of these organisms. These effects were studied and the results were cor

related for a number of important variables. 

·-
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. III. METHODS 

A. , Organism 

The salt-tolerant sulfate-reducing bacteria isolated by Leban and 

Wilke were used throughout this work. A detailed discussion of the isola

tion of the organismmay be found in their work. 5 T~ntative identifica

tion of the organism as Desulfovibrio desulfuricans is proposed, pending 

reorganization of the taxonomy of suifate-reducing bacteria. This clas-

sification is discussed briefly in Appendix I in relation to current 

findings. 

In the early part of this work, stock cultures were maintained in 

bottles with ground glass stoppers and stored at room temperature with 

monthly transfers to fresh media. Present practice .is to store the cultures 

at l0°C 'in test tubes sealed with vaspar (50% paraffin waxes, 50% petro-

i_eum jelly). The cultures were grown in Medium E. Prior to kinetic ex

periments with media other than Medium E, the culture was adapted to the 

new medium by one or more transfers through a medium similar or identical 

in composition to the medium to be used in the experiment. 

Crude electron microscope photographs of the organism have been 

taken using the negative staining technique of Zwillenberg. 8 (The method 

is described in Appendix IIG) The two photographs shown in Fig. l 

were made at a magnification of about ll,OOOX. The stain had penetrated 

the cell membrane in all photographs studied, as shown by the uniformly 

dark appearance of the .cell. The penetrati"Ort of the dye is probably due 

to the fact that the culture photographed was an old one. Figure l(a) 

shows a cell with one long polar flagella and a second flagella that may 

be associated with"bhe other end of the cell, although that cannot be de

termined from this photograph. A layer of material about 0.1-~ thick 

can also be seen to .cover parts of the cell. It is possible that the un

known material is the polysaccharide gum known to be formed by sulfate

reducers.9 Figure l(b) shows a dividing cell next to a polyvinyltoluene 

latex sphere (supplied by the Dow Chemical Company, Bioproducts Division, 
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XBB 671-395 
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Fig. 1. Electron microscope photographs of sulfate-reducing bacteria. 
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Midland, Michigan) with a diameter of about 1.3 ~· Measurements of these 

and other photographs taken with the electron 

fixed cells had diameters of 0.47 to 0.59 ~, 

in length, and had flagella as long as 8 ~. 

microscope showed that the 

ranged from about 3 to 4.5 ~ 

(Cell length was measured 

from septwn to either end when a cell was seen to be dividing.) 

B. Batch Culture Methods 

Batch kinetic experiments were usually performed in 65-ml glass

stoppered bottles using the technique described by Leban and Wilke. 5 

Briefly, the method consists of preparation of about a liter of sterile 

mediwn (method described in App~ndix II), followed by inoculation v:ith 

an adapted culture of sulfate-reducing bacteria. The.normal inoculum size 

was 1 to 2 ml of a young culture (about 5 X 107 bact~ria per ml) for 

each 100 ml of sterile medium. After mixing to insure uniformity, the 

inoculated medium is distributed to a number of sterile and chemically 

clean glass reagent bottles fitted with ground:..glass stoppers. Each bottle 

is over-filled before fitting the stopper to .be certain that no g~s phase 

exists in contact with the culture liquid. Aseptic technique is used 

throughout to prevent contamination by other organisms. The bottles are 
0 0 

stored in an incubator that maintai!ls the temperature within 0.1 of 30 C. 

During kinetic experimentq, each bottle was shaken at least once a day. 

At about daily intervals, one of the bottles was removed and measurements 

made on its 'contents. The sulfide content was determined by titration, 

and a bacterial count was made with a Petroff-Hausser counting chamber, 

as described in Appendix II. A cumulative amount of sulfide produced in 

any incubation period was obtained as the difference between the sulfide 

concentration measured after that period and the concentration of sulfide 

in the sample taken immediately after inoculation. Dry weight concentra

tion of cells, sulfate concentration, pH, and redox potential were also 

measured with some samples. 
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A ~imited number of batch experiments were conducted in the reactor 

system discussed in the next section. The techniques of these experiments 

were identical to continuous culture techniques to be discussed}_except 

no medium was supplied to the reactor after filling. and inoculation. ' 

c. Continuous Culture Methods 

Continuous culture was .the other type of experimental procedure 

used to obtain information about kinetics of growth and metabolism. The 

continuous culture method differs from batch culture methods in that when 

operating normally} sterile nutrient is continuously added to the reactor 

vessel while cells and spent nutrient are· removed from it at the same 

volumetric rate. The first continuous culture experiments discussed here 

were performed with an apparatus that had a number of disadvantages so 

the. evolution of the apparatus used will be discussed concurrently with 

the method of operation. _ 

1. Early Continuous Culture Apparatus 

The reactor is constructed of glass and contains 2.3 liters of 

liquid when operating. The reactor is jacketed to allow temperature con

trol. Stirring is achieved with a Teflon~coated bar magnet. Baffling 

is achieved by vertical crimps in the walls. Mixing was sufficient to 

completely disperse an ink drop in about four, seconds. 

Figure 2 is a flow diagram of the system. Separate supplies of 

hydrogen sulfide and nitrogen gas were used to control the sulfide con

centration in the reactor. Regulation of the flows was achieved by mon

itoring rotameters_while manip_ulating pressure regulators and needle 

valves. Gases entering and leaving the reactor were passed through a 

sterilized glass-wool filter. Fresh medium was fed to the reactor with 

a peristaltic pump. Rates were monitored with rotameters and by collec

tion. Feed was introduced close to the liquid level to reduce splashing. 

Level control was maintained in the reactor by an overflow line. 
"-
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Fig. 2. Flowsheet of.ear.ly.continuous reactor system. 
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Temperature control was maintained within ±O.l°C in the reactor by flow

ing constant temperature water through the water jacket of the reactor. 

All lines were constructed of glass or polyvinyl chloride tubing with 

Teflon stopcocks. ·sterilization of the system was accomplished with 

ethylene oxide gas. 

After sterilization.and rinsing with the medium, more sterilized 

nutrient solution was added to the, 20-liter feed supply and a continuous 

culture experiment begun by filling the reactor to the 2.3-liter mark 

and inoculating with a culture of sulfate-reducing bacteria. The cell 

concentration was allowed to reach a sufficiently high value to indicate 

exponential growth had begun and continuous addition of nutrient solution, 

nitrogen gas, and hydrogen sulfide gas to the reactor was begun. Cell 

concentration and sulfide .concentration, as well as flow rates and tem

perature were monitored several times daily until steady values were 

reached. At the steady-state, pH, cell concentration by optical count, 

cell dry weight concentration, sulfate concentration, sulfide concentra

tion, and flow rates were measured. At the completion of the measure

ments, the liquid feed rate ·was changed to.a new value and the procedure 

begun again. All experiments were performed at a temperature of 30°C. 
' Difficulty was met in obtaining and maintaining steady-states because of 

the lack of pH control and because of difficulties with flow and tem

perature controls, so t~at measurements at only three true steady-states 

were made before modification. 

2. Improved Continuous Culture Apparatus 

The improved continuous culture apparatus was designed to allow 

continuous measurement, control, and recording of pH, continuous rec.ord

ing of redox potential and optical density of the culture, control of car

bonate concentration, and improved control of temperature and sulfide con

centration. A flow diagram of the improved system is shown in Fig. 3. 

The reactor is the same cylindrical glass vessel of 2.3-liter 

capacity fitted with a removable ground-glass top, with pH and redox 
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Fig. 3· Flowsheet of modified continuous reactor· system.· 
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electrodes added. . Water at a constant temperature is circulated through 

a jacket on the reactor. An inoculating culture may be added through 

either or two serum caps. Samples may be withdrawn through the serum 

caps or by opening of Teflon stopcock in a glass sampling line. Similar 

stopcocks are on the gas inlet port and the medium outlet port. (Stop

cocks, serum caps, and similar details are not shown on the. flow diagram.) 

Using ground-glass joints, electrodes for pH and redox measurement are 

mounted through the wall of the reactor at a 45 deg angle with the wall. 

Acid and base for pH control are introduced.through capillary tubing 

sealed into a serum cap in the top of the reactor. Gases are brought in 

through a porous glass sparger near the bottom of the reactor. Agitation 

is effected by a 3-in. magnetic' stirring bar. The stirring action also 

pumps a stream of the fluid in the.reactor through a spectrophotometer 

cell in an external leg. The output of the spectrophotometer is displayed 

on a potentiometric recorder, providing a continuous record of cell con

centration. 

The level in the reactor is controlled by an ·overflow leg connected 

to the lower part of the reactor. Spent medi.um can be collected in either 

~f two 20-liter bottles. 

Four 20.:.1iter glass bottles serve to supply the reactor with 

medium. Each bottle can contain a ~edium of different composition so that 
I \ 

the composition of the react~r feed may be varied. The bottles can be 

filled quite rapidly through a permanently-installed filling system with

out disturbing the operatic~ of the reactor. Medium is sterilized by pas

sage through a sterile stainless steel Millipore filter assembly directly 

into the appropriate medium bottle. Details of the filling system are not 

included on the flow sheet. In order to retard growth of any contaminating 

organisms in the medium prior to use, it is kept at about 8°C by passing 
-

refrigerated water through cooling coils in each medium bottle. 

The medium is pumpea from the bottles to the reactor through one 

or both of two Sigmamotor peristaltic pumps. One pump is used when low 
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flow rates are required, while the other is used for delivering higher 

rates. By adjusting the rates of the two" pumps, the two streams may be 

blended to give a medium of the desired composition and flow rate. Flow 

rates are monitored with rotameters. The entire medium supply system: 

including the filling lines, is sterilized in place with ethylene oxide. 

In preliminary tests, no contamination was encountered. 

Gaseous nitrogen, carbon dioxide, hydrogen sulfide, hydrogen, and 

ethylene oxide can be introduced singly or in combination through a porous 

glass sparger near the bottom ~f the reacmr. The sparger breaks the 

gas stream into fine bubbles, providing good mass transfer with the liquid 

in the reactor. The flow rate of each gas is controlled with a. needle 

valve and a rotameter. All rotameters are mounted on a single panel for 

quick reference. Before entering the reactor the gases pass through a 

bacteriological filter and through a water saturat~r, which helps reduce 

evaporation l~sses in the re~ctor. Exit gases are vented to a hoqd through 

a bacteriological filter. Samples of the exit gas may be readily taken 

for analysis. 

The . pH and redox potential of the reactor solution are measured 

continuously. The redox potential is measured with a Beckman Zeromatic 

pH Meter and-recorded on one channel of a 2-channel redorder. 

A Leeds and Northrup Model 7501 expanded Scale pH Meter with 
' Beckman pH electrodes is used for pH measurement and control. · The 

output of the meter is sent to the second channel of the 2-channel re

corder for recording of a 2-pH unit span fU:ll~scale. 

The output_ from the pH meter is also used as the control signal 

for a bidirectional controller that was built following the design appearing 

in an article by Cotman and Smith, 10 who reported control to within '±0.02-

pH units. The controller governs the on~off actions of solenoid valves 

which allow acid or base to flow into the reactor for pH correction. 

The set point and control span are selected by the turn of appropriate 

dials. 

Figure 4 shows the equipment as mounted in the laboratory • 

.. 
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Fig . 4 . Photograph of continuous reactor system . 
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D. Data Analysis 

Most of the batch experiments were analyzed by computer fit of 

the data to·the generalized logistic equation discussed in Part I of 

this work. · The generalized logistic equation, Eq. (35) of Part I, has 

the following form 

where 

y 

y = dependent variable 

t 1= t - tL 

t = time 

K 

tL= length of lag phase, chosen by eye 

a
0

,a
1
,a2,a

3
,a4,a

5 
= constants. 

( 1) 

All or some of the batch data of Figs. 7, 8, 13, 21, and 44 were 

analyzed prior to development of the generalized logistic equation. · The 

growth curves were drawn by eye and rates were determined by graphical 

differentiation. The remaining batch culture curves are based on the 

logistic equation and are shown in the figures in addition to being sum

marized in Tables XXIII and XXXI. The generalized logistic equation 

was found to fit the data well in most of the cases studied. The rate of 

change of.each variable was then computed at regular time intervals and 

the results tabulated. Chi-square values were computed to test the close

ness of fit of the equations. When the probability that the Chi-square 

value was due to chaJ;lce was greater than or equal to 95%, the computer 

program stopped with a generalized logistic equation of the degree just 

fit. Otherwise, the program fitted the generalized logistic equation for 

first, third, and fifth degree polynomials. The probability that the 

Chi-square values obtained were due to chance are listed in· Tables XXIII 

and XXXI. Probabilities were greater than 50%· in all but three of the 

.. 
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batch cultures in which the logistic equation was used to calculate rates. 

When the probability of fit was low, the highest degree equation fit to 

the data was used if visual inspection showed that the data seemed to be 

fairly represented by the fitted curve. 

I . 

\ ' 
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IV. RESULTS 

A. Development of Medium M 

In a nutritional study of a fresh-water strain of sulfate-reducing 

bacteria, MacPherson and Miller reported thedevelopment of a chemically 

defined culture medium that did not form a precipitate on autoclaving as 

did Medium E, 7 which was used in earlier studies. 5 The compositions. of 

MacPherson's Medium and Medium E are given in Appendix II. A nonprecipi

tating medium is important in a kinetic study because it is desirable to 

know the concentrations of all chemical species present. Experiments were 

designed to test MacPherson's Medium with the salt-tolerant strain isolated 

by Leban and Wilke~ 5 Because the medium had been developed for a fresh

water of sulfate-reducing bacteria, some changes in the medium composition 

were anticipated and a study of the effects of each component of the medium 

'"as made to obtain a medium giving optimum growth and sulfate reduction. 

In the first set of experiments, ten sets of culture media were prepared 

with different compositions and each were inoculated with an identical 

quantity of a single culture adapted to grow in MacPherson's medium modi

fied by the addition of 10% (w/v) sodium chloride. One of the ten sets 

of media had the same composition as that given in Appendix II. In each 

of eight of the nine other sets, the concentration of one component had 

been reduced by one half. In the remaining set, the concentration of yeast 

extract was reduced to zero. After inoculation, total counts and ·sulfide 

concentrations were measured daily in each set of media until full growth 

and high sulfide concentrations were reached. Tables I through X, which 

are given in Appendix III, list the results. Cell yields were calculated 

by averaging the counts made for each culture after cell concentrations 

had about reached their maximum valu~s. The values obtained are listed 

in Table XI. The interpretation of these data follows in Sections l 

through 5. A second set of experiments was performed to obtain addi

tional information about the effect of the concentrations of lactic acid 

and yeast ext.ract. The results of the second set are listed in Tables XII 
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Table XI .. Cell yield for reduced concentrations of various components 
of MacPherson's medium 

no 

effect 

moderate 

effect 

greatest 

effect 

Modification 

none 

[ 1/2 KH2Po4 
l 1/2 NH4Cl 

1/2 Feso4 
1/2 CaC1

2
. 

· 1/2 Mgso4 
. 1/2 Na2so4. 

1/2 lactic acid 

{ 
.1/2 y~ast extract 

no yeast extract 
. ~'; . 

yield 
( 108 cells/ml) 

-

1.09 

1.08 

1.10 

0.90 

0.99 

0.97 

0.93 

1.35 

0.45 

0.01· 
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through XVII and yields of sulfide and cells are listed in Tables 

XVIII and XIX. Tables XII through XVII are in Appendix III. The 

results are discussed in Sections 4 and 5. A third set of experiments 

was performed to study the effect of pH. The results are listed in 

Tables XX, XXI, and XXII in Appendix III. Section 6 discusses the 

effect of the initial pH of the me~ium, and the last section summarizes 

the changes made in MacPherson's medium as a result of the experiments 

discussed. 

1. Effect of Potassium Phosphate, Ammonium Chloride, and Ferrous Sulfate 

Sulfide concentration is plotted versus time in Fig. 5 for. the 

first four batch experiments (unmodified, Table I; l/2 KH2Po4, .Table II; 

l/2 NH4Cl, Table III; 1/2 Feso4, Table IV). As shown by the graph, sulfide 

produc~ion was ?ot significantly reduced during the period of the experi

ment by halving the concentrations of potassium phosphate, ammonium chloride, 

and ferrous sulfate in MacPhe.rson 's medium. 

Also, cell yield for reduced concentrations of potassium phosphate 

and ammonium chloride was not significantly different from the value ob-
' . 

tain~d in unmodified MacPherson's. medium, as shown in Table XI. Table 

XI a{so shows that cell yield was reduced from 1.09 X 10
8 

cells/ml (for 

the unmodified medium) to a value of 
' 8 . . 

0.90 X 10 cells/ml by halving the 

initial concentration of ferrous sulfate; 

Because the effects of halving the concentrations of potassium 

phosphate, ammonium chloride, and ferrous sulfate were slight, the con

centrations of these components were kept at their original va1ues in 

future experiments. 

2. Effect of Magnesium Sulfate and Calcium Chloride 

Figure 6 is a graph of sulfide concent~tion versus time for the 

first, fifth, and sixth batch experiments (unmodified medium, Table I; 

1/2 CaC12, Table V; 1/2 Mgso4, Table VI). By comparison to the sulfide 

curve for unmodified medium, it is clear that lowering the concentration 

of either calcium chloride or magnesium sulfate reduces the rate of sulfide 
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Fig. 5· Sulfide concentration versus incubation time. 
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Table XVIII. Cell yields in modified medium M 

Modification 

O.lojo yeast extract 

100 mM lacttc acid 
O.lojo yeast extract 

0.2ojo yeast extract 

0.3% yeast extr.act 

O.)ojo yeast extract 

l.Oojo yeast extract 

Initial pH = 7.60 
0.25% yeast extract 

Initial pH = 7.99 
0.25% yeast extract 

Initial pH = 8.60 
0. 25% yeast extract.· 

Cell yield Sulfide yield 
8 (10 cells/ml) (mM) 

1.23 24.1 

1.28. 2).6 

2~ 52 .. 27.6. 

2.54 32.0 

2.34 28.8 

3·69 31.9 

2.77 23.6 

2.67 23·3 

2.83 -,., 
24.8 
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production. Also, reference to Table XI shows that cell yield was 

moderately reduced.by the.reduced concentrations of calcium and magnesium 

salts. Therefore, to prevent limitation of growth by either of these 

components, they were added at twice their concentrations in MacPherson's 

medium in future experiments. This change decreased the maximum rate of 

sulfide production, as shown in Fig. ll by comparing rates obtained 

with 100 mM lactic acid before the change (circles) with the rates after 

the concentrations of calcium and magnesium salts were doubled (triangles 

with apices down). Figure 12 shows that the maximum specific growth rate 

was increased by the change in the concentrations of calcium and magnesium 

salts. 

3· Effect of Sodium Sulfate 

Figure 7 shows the effect of reducing the initial concentration 

of sodium sulfate by one half inthe seventh culture. Both cell yield and 

sulfate reduction were decreased, although the change did not seem to have 

an effect on the rates of growth and sulfate reduction until a sulfate 

concentration of about 4 mM/1 was reached. An attempt was made to fit 

the Michaelis-Menten
11 

model for substrate-limited enzyme kinetics to 

the specific rate of sulfate-reduction by graphically measuring .slopes of 

the sulfide production curve and estimating sulfate concentrations from 

·sulfide concentrations and the initial sulfate concentrations. The model· 

was fit to the data in the conventional manner of plotting the reciprocal 

of the specific rate of sulfate reduction against the reciprocal of the 

sulfate concentration. The best line through the data is given by Eq. (2) 

as shown in Fig. 8. 

l d(so4--). 
= specific rate of sulfate reduction N" dt 

-10 (804--) 
= -:2•5 X 10 ------

17 + : (804-- ) 

N = cell concentration in cells/1 

(804.-.-) = sulfate concentration in mM 

t = time in days. 

(2) 
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Fig. 8. Specific rate of sulfate reduction versus sulfate concentration. 
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. Agreement with the observed data is best for low sulfate concentrations, 

as would be expected. Specific rates calculated from the data for the 

unmodified medium are much lower than those for the case where sulfate is 

initially present at a lower concentration. Possible causes for failure 

of the model to apply at higher sulfate concentrations include the effects 

of yeast extract, of sulfide concentration, and of the phase of growth of 

the organisms (because the data were calculated with data from both ex

ponential phase and post-exponential phase cultures). Further discussion 

of these other effects is given later in this report. 

4. Effect of Lactic Acid 

·Figures 9 and 10 show the effect of the initial concentrations 

of lactic acid on sulfide production. A longer lag phase in the produc

tion of sulfide occurred at a lactic acid concentration of 100 mM as 

shown in Fig. 9. Figures 11 and 12 show the effects on the specific 

rate of sulfide formation and on the specific groWth rate. The curves in 

Figs. 9 and 10 and tpe rates in Figs. 11 and 12 were calculated by 

computer analysis of the data as described in the Methods Section. The 

coefficients are given in Table XXIII. 

An initial concentration of lactic acid of 100 mM inhibited 

growth slightly. As shown in Table XI, a cell yield of 
. 8 

1.09 X 10 . 

cells/ml developed in the same medium with an initial lactic acid con

centration of · 50 mM; Table XVIII shows that no significant changes in 

cell yield or sulfide yield occurred when initial lactic acid concentra

tions of 85 and 100 mM were compared in the second.set of experiments. 

Rates of sulfide production were higher at the reduced lactic acid con

centrations in both sets of experiments as shown by Fig. 11. Growth rates 

were also higher at lower lactic acid concentrations, as shown by Fig. 12. 

In all other runs during the second set of experiments and in all 
. . . 

experiments.afterwards, an initial lactic acid concentration of 85 rru'1 

was used because it gave high rates of growth and sulfate reduction with

out a loss in the yield of sulfide. 
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100 m M} Initial concentration 
50 mM of lactic acid 

rs--J = 21.33 
I+ exp[3.599- 1.07 8 t] 

-·. 

20.09 
= I+ exp [3.897- 1.123 t] 

2 3 4 5 6 7 . 8 
Incubation time (days) 

XBL 671-254 

Fig. 9· Sulfide concentration versus incubation time. 
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v 100 mM lactic acid 

[s--J • 25.5o 
I+ exp [5.254 -1.700 t. 

+0.1407 ~z-o.00425t.3] 

c 85 mM lactic acid . 
24.01 _..:_ __ cs-·J = [ 

I +exp 6.154-2.373 t. 
+ 0. 2402 t.2- 0.00927t.3] 

Incubation time 
XBL 671-255 

• Fig. 10. Sulfide. concentration versus incubation time. 
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Fig. 12. Specific growth rate versus incubation time. 
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5. Effect of Yeast Extract 

In the first set of experiments with MacPherson's medium, ba.t.ch 

growth was monitored at .initial concentrations of yeast extract of o, 
0.05, and 0.10% (w/v). The results are listed in Tables I, IX, and x. 
Sulfide production for those three experiments is shown in Fig. 13. Sul

fide production was reduced in both quantity and rate of formation when 

yeast extract was present at one ha.lf the normal initial concentration. 

No measurable sulfide formation occurred when no yeast extract was present. 

Cell yields were also stron_gly dependent on yeast extract concentration, 

as shown by Tables.XI, XVIII, and XIX .. Because the kinetics were strongly 

affected by the yeast. extract concentration, the effects of yeast extract 

were investigated further in the second set of experiments. Batch growth 

data in modified MacPherson's medium* were obtained at initial concentra

tions of 0.1, 0.2 1 0.3, 0.5, and l.O% (w/v) yeast extract and are given 

in Tables XII, XIV, XV, XVI, and XVII, respectively. Batch sulfide curves 

at the different concentrations are compared to 0.1% yeast extract in 

Figs. 14 and 15. Overall yields of sulfide are increased·as can be seen 

from the graphs and from Table XVIII. Table XIX shows that cell yield 

increased with increased yeast extract concentration when measured by either 

dry weights or optical counts. Dry weight measurements were made after 

four days of batch growth. However, they do not represent the maximum 

yield obtainable at o. 5. and l. O% yeast extract because growth was still 

continuing in those cases four days after inoculation. Specific growth 

rates, however, were reduced by increased concentration. This is shown by 

Figs. 16 and 17. Specific growth rates were calculated with the computer 

program discussed in the methods section of this report and showed a reg

ular pattern when plotted versus time in Fig. 16, with the exception of 

·:<-
Calcium and magnesium salts were present at t~ice their concentration 

in the first set of· experiments for the reasons given in Section A.2 

and lactic acid was· reduced to 85 mM as explained in Section A.4. 
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Fig. 14. Sulfide concentration versus incubation time. 
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Fig. 15. Sulfide concentration versUP incubation time. 
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Table XIX. The effect of yeast extract on yields in 
modified VacPherson's medium 

Maximum Cell Dry weight 
growth yield after 4 
·rate days 

days -1 8 
10 cells/ml g/1 

o.o11 
0.45 

2.50 1.23 o.o66 
.2. 41 ,, 2.52 o.l4o· 
2.27 2.54 0.180 

l. 59 2.34 0.174 
0.76 3.69 0.286 

nuvt 

23.7 
27.1 
27.7 
27.2 

28.7, 
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Fig. 16. Specific growth rate versus incubation time. 
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Fig. 17. V2ximum specific growth rate versus yeast extract concentration. 
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the curve for a yeast extract concentration of 0.2%. The coefficients 

of the fit equations are given in Table XXIII. The irregular behavior 

of that case (yeast extract= 0.2%) may be due to a,poor fit to the data 

by the equation used to calculate specific rates. The maximum grovruh rates 

correlate well with the yeast extract concentration when plotted on log

log paper as shown in Fig. 17. Maximum growth rates are fairly constant 

at 0.1, 0.2: and 0.3% (w/v) yeast extract, but fall off rapidly at higher 

or lo1-rer concentrations. 

Another apparent trend is the increasing lag in growth and sulfide 

formation with yeast extract' concentrations above 0.2%. This trend can 

b~ seen in Figs. 14 and 15 and also in Figs. 16 and 18. The lags 

~re most pronounced at yeast extract concentrations pf 
. of. 

0. 5 and l.Oto. 

Figure 18 is a graph of the rate of sulfide formation versus 

incubation time, and Fig. 19 is a: plot of the maximum specific rate of 

sulfide formation versus yeast extract concentration. Figure 18 shows 

that sulfide production rates for'concentrations of 0.2 and 0.3% were 

the most similar of any two of the experiments. 

It can be seen that yeast extract at all concentrations has an 

important effect on the kinetic behavior of sulfate-reducing bacteria. 

Increasing concentrations of yeast extract. led to increasing values of 

cell yield and sulfide production. But specific grm-rth rates were near 

their maximw~ at 0.1% yeast extract and appreciable reductions in specific 

growth rate and sulfide production rate were observed at concentration of 

0.3% and above. On the_basis of these results, it ~~s concluded that 

changes in the yeast extract concentration would have the smallest effect 

at a value of 0.'25% ( w/v), and that concentration was adopted in all 

future experiments. 

6. Effect of pH 

The hydrogen ion activity is known to have an important influence 

on rr~ny biological rate processes. The next experiment illustrates the 

effect of pH on growth and sulfate-reduction in Medium M. Five liters 

/ 
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Fig. 18. Rate of sulfide formation versus .incubation time. 
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of medium .was prepared and divided equally among five bottles. After 

sterilization, the pH of each bottle was adjusted to a different value 

using aseptic technique. The initial pH values chosen for the experi

ment were 6.40, 6.95, 7.60, 7.99, and 8.60. As before, optical count 

and sulfide concentration were monitored after inoculation and distribu

tion among smaller bottles. Growth was obtained only at the three highest 

initial values of pH. The results are listed in Tables XIX, XX, and XXI 

in Appendix III for initial values of 7.60, 7·99, and 8.60. Figure 20 
compares optical counts for these three cultures. The curves shown in 

Fig. 20 are those calculated with the equations given in Table XXII. In 

each case, the pH declined during the experiment, as shown in Fig. 22. 
Figure 21 is a comparison of sulfide production in the same three cultures. 

As is evident from the low probability of fit shown in. Table XXIII, good 

fits were not obtained for the sulfide data, so the curves in Fig. 21 
were placed by eye. The paucity of data and.the high initial values of 

sulfide concentration are responsible for the poor· fit by the logistic 

equation. It should also be noted that for short incubation times, the 

compute~-fit growth curves are unreliable for initial pH values of 7·99 
and 8.60. Values of the variables and rates .of change at regular time 

intervals are shown in Tables XXIV, XXV, and XXVI. Values of optical 

count and specific growth rate in these tables were calculated with the 

appropriate equations in Table XXIII. Curves for sulfide production, and 

rate of sulfide production were determined graphically. Values of pH 

for intermediate incubation times were estimated by graphical interpolation. 

Specific growth rates are plotted versus time in Fig. 23 and 

versus pH in Fig. 24. Maximum specific growth rates were lower than 

those dbserved in the preceding experiments with yeast extract. The high 

sulfide concentrations in these experiments may have caused inhibition. 

Specific growth rate is nearly independent of the initia.l pH for the 
;' 

data shown in Figs. 23 and 24, ·except for a shorter lag phase at an 

initial pH of, 7.88. · The shortened lag at the intermediate pH is also 

apparent in Figs. 20, 21, and 25. Sulfide production rates are plotted 
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N-· 2.6450xi06 

- I+ exp [4.8654- 0. 22131 t + 0.11812 t2- 0. 019439 t3) 

N= . 2.4254XI06 
I+ exp [4. 7915 + 0.10016t + 5.5119 X I0-4 i.2-0.013057 t3) 
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Fig. 20. C_ell count versus incubation time. 
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Fig. 22. pH value versus time. 
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versus time in Fig. 25. Sulfide production rates achieved somewhat 

higher values in the culture having an initial pH of 8.60, as shovm in 

Fig: 25, and a slightly higher yield of sulfide was also obtained in that 

case, as shovm in Fig. 21. The. shorter lag phase obtained at an initial 

pH of 7.99 appeared to offer convenience in reducing required experi

mental time, and therefore Medium M was adjusted to an initial pH of 

8.0 before use in all subsequent experiments. 

7· Medium M 

The preceding experiments with MacPherson's medium showed that 

several changes would improve growth and sulfate reduction by a salt tol-
" 

erant strain of Desulfovibrio. The.medium was therefore modified corre-

spondingly for future work. This modified medium is designated as medium 

M throughout the remainder of this report. The changes in medium composi

tion are summarized by a comparison of the original MacPherson's medi-um 

with medium M in Table XXVII. Medium M is probably still not completely 

optimal in all component concentrations for the strain of Desulfovibrio 

used here, because of the limited number of .concentrations studied for each 

component of the.medium, but the preceding experiments show that it is a 

good approximation to the optimal medium, with no single component strongly 

limiting growth or sulfate reduction at the chosen concentrations. 



Table XXIII. Mediwn optimazation experiments: Coefficients of the generalized logistic equation 
corresponding to the growth and sulfide formation curves. 

• · Data of 
table number 

I 

VIII 

XII 

XIII 

XIV 

K 
y == 2 4 

1 + exp (a +a t +a t +a t3+a
4

t +a t5) 
, t 1 == t - tL 

Variable 

cell 
concn. 

sulfide 

cell 
concn. 

sulfide 

_cell 
concn. 

sulfide 

cell 
concn. 

sulfide 

cell 
concn. 

sulfide 

0 1 1 2 1 3 ~ 1 5 l 

K 

1.054} X 10
8 

cells/rnl 

20.09mM 

8 
1.3699 X 10 
cells/ml 

21.33mM' 

. .. 8. 
1.2483 X 10 
cells/ml · 

24.01mM 

1.5309 X 10
8 

cells/ml 

25.50mM 

8 
2.166 X 10 
cells/ml 

27.62mM 

ao/al a2/a3 

3·3528 
-1.;5118 

;.3.8967 
-1.1234 

3.6296 
-1.7834 

3-5991' 
-1.0784 

6.9053 
-2 ·5125 

6 .1~538 
-2.3731 

6.1428 
-2.0897 

5·2535 
-1.7001 

l~ .6671 
-2.0485 

8.304) 

-50269 

.2402 
-.009275 

.14071 
-.004245 

.. 89492 
- .lW934 

1.1192 
-.1387 

al/a5 tL 

0.0 

;... o.o 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 
.. 

0.0 

0.0 

0 

0.0 

0.5 days 

.008788 0.5 days 
-.0002223 

P(~) 

> 70% 

50% 
·' 

.. > 70% 

> 95% 

> 95%. 

> 70% 

> 70% 

> 50% 

> 10% 

> 98% 

I 

~ 
~ 
I 



'I'able XXIII. (continued) 

Data of ao/al a~/a 3 a~_Ja 5 tL P(X
2 ) 

table nwnber Var:i,able K 

XV cell 2.596 X 10 7.4853 - - 0.0 > 85% 
concn. cells/ml -2.2743 

sulfide 32.93mM 11.622 ·77709 .0~2~179 ::-5 0.0 > 90'fo 
-.51167 -.05817 -2 ·9o7'/X 10_,_ 

cell 
8 4.6006 1.1 days >5% XVI 2.197 X 10 - -

concn. cells/ml -1.6172 

sulfide 28.33mM 4.5557 .015233 . - 1.1 days > 5% 
-1.0869 7· 7657 X 10-5 . -

. 8 
> 45% XVII cell 4.73 X 10 5-5022 - - 0.0 

conch~ cells/ml --7654 ·- . - I 

~ 
---l 

sulfide 3l-55mM 21.9980 1.9084 - 0.0 . > 30% I 

-10.3017 -.13018· 
. . ·. 8 

4.8654 .1181 > 98% XX cell 2.645 X 10 - 0.0 
cells/ml -.2213 ·. -.01944 

sulfide 32-59mM .8330 .01348 - 1.5 < 1% 
-.02836 - .00470l, 

XXI cell 2.43 X 10 
8 

4.7915 5-512 l0-4 - 0.0. > 95%. 
cells/ml .10016 -.01306 

sulfide 32.12mM .8371 .2091 - 0.0 < lrjo 
-.5031 -.02112 

8 
!~ .8859 -)W02 > 8o% XXII cell 2.586 X 10 - 2.0 

concn. cells/Inl .. 01954 
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Table XXIV. Estimated concentrations and rates, initial pH= 7.60. 

t pH N jJ. [S -- J d[S --] _! d[S--] 
·Time Optical Specific sulfide dt N dt 
(days) count growth . (moles/ Rate of Specific rate 

(cells/ml) rate 1 liter sulfide of sulfide 
(days- ) moles/ formation 

liter (moles/cell 
day) day) 

4.0 7.38 2.57><106 0.207 10.7 0.32 

4.5 2.94x1o6 0.335 

5.0 7.31 .3.60Xl06 0.491 :1.1.1 

5·5 4 .. 82Xl06 . 0.674 

. 6.0 7.24 7 .loxlo6 . 0.879 12.1 0.59 

6 ~-5 7.20 1.16Xl07 1.099 12.2 

7·0 7.16 2.13X~07 1.311 12.7 2.0 0.938 

7·5 7.12 4.27Xl07 1.451 13.6 

8.0 7.07 8.77x107 1.380 . . 15.8 5·2 0.593 

8.5 7.03 1.60x1o8 0.962 18.2 6.2 0.388 

9.0 6.98 2.25Xl0 8 0.424 21.8 . 5.4 0.240 

9·5 6.94 2.55x108 0.122 24.2 

10.0 6.72 2.63x108 0.025 26.2 3·7 0.141 

12.0 2.65Xl08 0 31.1 1.44 0.543 

14.0 2 .65x1o8 · 0 32~4. 0.31 0.0117 

18.0 2.65x10 8 0 33·3 0.14 0.0053 
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Table xz:v. Estimated concentrations and ·rates, initial pH = 7-99· 

J.. pH N ll [S--] v 
d[S --] i Ci[s--J ' Time Optical Specific Sulfide . dt N dt (Days) count growth rate concentration Rate of Specific 

(cells/ml) (Days -1) (moles/liter) sulfide rate of 
forma- sulfide 
tion formation 
(moles/ (moles/ 
liter cell-day) 
day) xlo-13 

.... 

).0 6 0.247 2.09Xl0 . 
4.0 7.68 ' 3.04xlo6 · 0.516 10.2 0.39' 1.28 

6 
0.852 1.67 5.0 7·59 6.00X10 10.7 1.0 

5.5 9.El2x10
6 ' 1.036 

6.0 7.50 1.69x1o7 1.213 12.1 2.1 1.24 

6.5 7.45 3.21Xl07 1.343 13.1 . J 

7.0 7.40 6.33X107 1.339 14.8 4.5 0.712 

7.5 7-35 ~.17X108 1.082 17.0 5·3 0.453 

8.0 7.30 l.80Xl08 0.618 20.7 7.0 0.3B9 

8.5 ?.25 2.21Xl08 0.240 24.8 

9.0 7.20 2.37X10
8 0.068 28.0 4.3 0.181 

9-5 7.14 2.41X10
8 

0.015 29.7 

10.0 7.09 2.42X108 · . 0.003 30.5 1.31 0.0541. 

11.0 2. 43X:Lo
8 0 

12.0 6.88 2.43Xl08 0 0.36 148 

14.0 2.43Xl0
8 0 0.25 103 
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Table XXVI. Estimated concentrations and rat'es, initiai pH = 8.60: 

t pH N f.l. [S --] d[s--J d[S--] 1 
Time Optical Specific 
(days) count growth :. . sulfide dt N dt 

( cells/ml) . rate (moles/ Rate of Specific rate 

(days"'1 ) .liter) sulfide of sulfide. 
(moles/ formation 
liter (moles/cell 
day da 

. ~-.0 8.08 1.32Xl0
6 

0.447 11.0 0.31 

4.5 1. 76x1o
6 

0.713 11.2 \ 2.35 

5.0 '7.95 2 .67Xl0
6 

0.947 11.4 0.42 1.57 

5.5 4.52Xl0
6 

1.1~7 11.7 

6.0 7.82 
6 .. 1.304 12.0. 0.74 0.886 8.36x10 

6.5 7·75 · 1.65x1o7 1.403 12.4 

7.0 7.69 3 ·35Xl0 7 1.411 13.0 2.2 0.656 

7.5 7.62 6.60Xl07 1.276 13 .8' 

8.0 7.55 l.l7Xl0
8

. 0.976 16.8 '8.0 0.684 

8.5 7.48 . 1. 73Xl0
8 0.601 21.6 8.0 0.462 

9.0 7.41 . 2 .1)><108 0.303 25.5 5.8 0.270 

9·5 7.34 . 
.. 8 
.. 2 ·39><10 0.135 27.8 

10.0 7.27 2.50x108 
0.057 . 29.5. 2.9 0.116 

11.0 2.57Xl0
8 0.010 

6.99 
8 0.84 0.0326 12 .. 0 2.58Xl0 0.002 

I 

2 ·59><io
8 

14.0 0 
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Table XXVII. Comparison of Mac Pherson's medi~~ and medium M, 
concentration (grams/£)~·· : · : · : · · · 

component 

Lactic acid 

CaC12 
Mg 504 ·?H2o· 
Yeast extract . 

(Mac Pherson's ined"ium) 

9.01 

0.056 
0.0616 
1.0 

pH= 7.2-7.4 

.(Medi"~'n M) 

7.66 
0.111 

0.123 

2.5 

pH = 8.0 

The other components· of the media,are present in identical concentrations. 

J . 

I 



.B. ·Effects of Mode of Cultivation 

1. Effects of Sulfide Concentration, Mixing and pH Control 

Inhibition by high sulfide concentrations has been postulated to 

explain reduced rates of growth and sulfate reduction in this work, as well 

as in other reports. 5' 12 
The hydrogen ion concentration was also shovm 

' to prevent initiation of growth at pH values below 7..0. Finally, sedi

mentation of some of the cells in old cultures in the polysaccharide gum 

forrned on lactate medium has been observed in our· experiments and by other 

workers.
8'9 This phenomenon may be partly responsible for the erratic 

counts obtained at high cell concentrations. Removal of cells would re

duce sulfate reduction rates and dec'rease final yields of cells. It -vJOuld 

also introduce an error in the kinetic analysis of the data. To minimize 

settling in bottle CU:,lture experiments, bottles had been shaken at daily 

intervals during experiments, but continuous stirring might give superior 

results. Three experiments were performedto test the effects of sulfide 

concentration, pH control, and mixing on batch culture kinetics. Two 

experiments were performed in the continuous reactdr with mixing and with 

crude pH control (an electrode failure at the beginning of the experiment 

prevented use of the pH controller). In the third experiment, stripping 

.with nitrogen was used to keep ~he sulfide.concentration below 22 mM and 

sulfate reduction was followed by measuring sulfate concentrations gravi

metrically. One deviation in technique from earlier ~xperiments is that 

bottle experiments were started by rapidly filling the bottles with mediu."'Tl 

from the reactor that had been prepared by diluting an exponentially 

growing batch cultUre with fresh medium just before the start of the 

experiment. This technique is .responsible for the shortened lag phases. 

The results of the three experiments are given in Tables XXVIII, 

XXIX, and XXX. Coefficients of. equations fitted to the data are given 

in Table XXXI. Batch growth data are compared in Fig. 26 and batch sul

fide production curves (measured as decrease in sulfate concentration in 

the third experiment are plotted in. Fig. 27. Sulfide concentrations in 

the third experiment are also shown in Fig. 27 by the inverted open tri-
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·angles denote sulfate removal for the same experiment. In both figures, 

the curves shown were calculated with the equations and coefficients 

gi':en in Table XXXI. Note that the sulfide concentration in the second 

experiment was always about 10 mM or ~ore greater than iri the other two 

experiments at corresponding incubation times. 

Figure 28 .shows pH profiles. and Fig. 29 shows profiles of redox 

potential for the three experiments.· The irregularity of the ·pH profile 

for the reactor culture is due to the crude pH control exercised by 

periodic addition of sodium hydroxide and the removal of hydrogen on the . . 

third and fourth days. The redox potential profiles. in Fig. 29 reflect 

t}::le trends in sulfide concentration in the respective cultures. Sulfide 

was never below 12.8 mM in the second experiment, and the redox potential 

"Yias accordingly low at a value of about -500 mv; showing only a slow de

cline with additional increase in sulfide concentration. In the other 

two experiments, redox potentials decreased steadily, approaching values 

of - 500 mV at about the same time that ~ulfide concentrations of about 

12-16 D1J.\f were reached, leveling off afterwards. 
" Specific growth rates for the three experiments are plotted 

versus incubation time in Fig. 30. Rates of sulfide formation and 

specific rates of sulfide formation are shown plotted versus time in 

Figs. 31 and 32 for the three experiments. Specific growth rates' under 

conditions of low sulfide concen~ration (circles and. inverted trian~les) 

\·I ere definitely higher than the rates obtained at high sulfide concentra.:.. 

tions, as shown in Fig. 30. · Note that the maximum specific growth rates 

obtained in the two experiments at low sulfide concentrations (2. 33" days -l 

fo:r reactor cultured.and 2.47 days-l for bottle cultured) agreed well 

with the correlation in Fig. 17, which predicts a maximum specific growth 

rate of 2.36 days-l at 0.25% (w/v) yeast extract. Sp~cif~c growth rates 

-were also slightly higher and.coritinued to slightly higher levels in the 

reactor cultured case (sulfide kept low, crude pH control, mixing) than in 

the experiment copducted in bottles at low sulfide concentrations. Specific 

rates of sulfate reduction, shown in Fig. 32, lead to similar conclusions 
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about the inhibitory effect of sulfide. ·Comparison of the maximum 

specific rates of .sulfide formation with the values obtained in the 

yeast extract experiments shows fairly good agreement. Figure 19 pre

dicts a value of 1.26 X 10-l3 moles/cell-day and values of 1.21 X 10-l3 

moles/cell-day and 0.907 .x 10-l3 moles/cell-~y were obtained in the two 

experiments at low sulfide concentrations discussed here. Improved rates 

were also obtained on mixing and controL of pH, as is also apparent from 

Fig. 27. 

Summarizing, sulfide was shown to be inhibitory at an initial con

centration of 12.8· mM, and the combination of mi~ing and the control of 

pH and sulfide concentration was shown to give slightly improved cell 

yields, higher growth rates, and higher rates, of::,sulfide formation than 

culturing in bottles. The inhibitory effects of sulfide have implications 

for the rates obtained in the pH experiments discussed earlier, in which 

initial sulfide concentrations were about 10 mM. Although the conclusions 

drawn there are still valid, the absolute values of rates of growth and 

sulfide formation are probably lower than they would have been at lower 

sulfide concentrations. Further evidence for inhibition in the pH experi

ments lies in the good agreement between the maximum specific growth rates 

measured in these experiments and the values obtained in the experiments 

on the effect of yeast extract. Also, the improved rates in the reactor 

suggest that comparison of results obtained in the experiments conducted 

in bottles with rates obtained in continuous culture may not be completely 

quantitative. Finally, comparison of the maximum specific growth rates 

obtained in the two experiments at low sulfide concentrations with those 

obtained in the yeast extract experiments show good agreement, and fair 

agreement with maximum specific sulfide formation rates. 

2. Materials of Construction 

During the course of continuous culture experiments, inhibition of 

growth was encountered and several possible causes were investigated by 

adding:: excess amounts of the suspected compounds to medium M and comparing 

batch growth of Desulfovibro in the. test media with unmodified medium M. 
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6. 9779 X 106 

l+exp(6.6544- 2.3194 t) 

4.4715 X 106 

l+exp[3.7027-2.1597t + 2.9925 t2-3.1485t3 

+ 1.0852 t 4 - 0.12132 t5 J 

5.4091 X 106 

N : 2 3 
l+exp [5.0069- 3.02741.1 + 0.574631. 1 -0.1159411] 

t.l: t-0.5 

Low·[s--] Bottle cultures 

-~--- High [s--] 
-o;o.--- Low [s--] Reactor culture 

'106 ~-----~~---~------~------~------~------~---~ 
0 2 3 4 7 

' 
Incubation time (days) 

XBL 671-267 

Fig. 26. Optical count versus incubation time. 
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Low [s--) Bottle cultures 
High[s--J 11 .. 

Low [s--] Reactor culture, cumulative sulfate removal 
II II II . 1 SUlfide 

29.4395 
l+exp(5.9309-1.8067 t.) 

60.897 

l+exp [3.3729- 0.20301 t.1 

-0.3575 t~ + 0. 06557 t.?J 

2 3 4 5 6 7 
Incubation time. (days) 

XBL671-26B 

Fig. 27. · Sulfide concentr~tion versus incubation time. 
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28. pH versus incubation time. 
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Fig. 29. Redox potential vers~s incubation time. 
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Fig. 30. Specific growth rate versus incubation time. 
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Fig. 31. Rate of sulfide formation versus incubation time. 
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o Low [s--] , Bottle culture· 
D. High " • " II 
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Fig. 32. Specific rate of sulfide formation versus incubation time. 
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' 
Table XXVIII. Batch gro"Wth at lo"W initial sulfide concentrations, bottle 

cultUred. 

.Time Optical count Sulfide pH Redox potential 
(days) (cells/ml) : :(mM) (pH units). . (millivolts) 

0 4.40xl0 2.09 . 7.85 

0.2083 3 .4axlo
6 1.88 7-76 

0.6667 4.80xl0
6 

2.25 7-65 -360 
0.9792. 1.30xl0 7 2.20 7.43 -358 
1.2083 2.94 

1.6271 6.30x10 7 3.41 7.06 -246 

2.2188 14.47xlO 7 5.64 

2. 7292 26.30xl07 8.34 

3.0625 42.70Xl07 9-93. 6.68' -448 

3.7500 51. 90><10 7 14.32 6.70 -510 

4.0417 50.60><107 15.38 6.63 

. 
' ' 
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Table XXIX. Batch growth at high initial sulfide concentrations, bottle . . '. 
cultured. 

Time Optical count Sulfide pH Redox potential 
(days) ' 7 (mi1limo1es/ (pH units) (millivolts) (10 ce1ls/m1) 

r liter) 

0 1.08. 12.85 7-83 
0.5625. 2.10 12.84 7-85 -486 
0.8854 3.44. '13-31 
1.1667 5-30 13.47 
1.5521 11.27 14.96 7-32 -498 
1. 9167 27.87 17.18 
2.1042 26.90 17-71 ·7.13 

2.5625 45.20 21.02 7.00 -498. 

2.8750 35-90 22.82 6.95 -478 
3.1042 42.00 24.·46 

3-5729 44.27 26.75 6.89· -508 

4.1146 '28.64 
4.6250 . 44.70 29·91. 
4.9583 31.82 6. 73 -508 

5.6458 33-36 6.78 . -528 

5-9375 34.26 6.75. 
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Table XXX. Batch growth at four initial sulfide concentrations J reactor 
cultured. · 

Time Optical 
(days) count 

0 

0.2604 

0.7917 

1.2917 

1.8958 
2.2708 

2.9792 

3.2917 

3.7083 
4.1667 

5.2083 

(l07cells/ 
ml) 

0.24 

0.55 

0.43 

1.88 

6.98 

13.76 
44.80 

58.67 

53.33 
43.67 

36.00 

Sulfide 
(milli
moles/ 
liter) 

Sulfate 
reduced 
(mil1i
moles/ 
liter) 

0.0 

1.5. 0.6 

.. 11.4 11.0 

13.3 

18.7 .20.83 
. 16 . 5 . 23 . 28 . 

22.2 29.06 

pH 
(:pH units) 

8.08 

7.10'.--J. 7.63 

. 6.81 7·30 

7.24 

7.23 

7.95 

7.45 

Redox 
:potential. 
(mi1li volts) 

-198 

-318 

-418 

-428 

-498 

-473 



Table XXXI. Coefficients of gro'..·th and sulfide formation curves, made of cultivation experiments. 

Y=Y t<t · 
0 - L 

y = 
K 

t > t 2 3 4 h L 1 + exp[a +a t+a t +a t +a
4 

t +a t::;] 
0 l 2 3 5 

Data of y· K a . al a2/a4 a3/a5. TL/Yo P(X
2

) 
table number 

0 

8 
5.0669 -3.0274 ·57463 -.11594 > 8o'% XXVIII,bottle cell 5.4091 X 10 -5d 6 

grm~th, low· [5-] con en. . :/.9 X 10.: 
-

sulfide ·60.8974 3-3729 -.20301 .:...35753 .065571 -5d >800/o. 
1.985 

XXIX, bottle cell 4.47~5 x1o8 .· 3.7027 -2.1597. 2.9925 -3.1485 . 0 . > 90% I 

1.08 X 107 
1-' 

grov1th, high con en. 1.0852 -.12132 0'\ 
VI 

[5-] I 

sulfide 34.3926 -51666 - .01~4170 .20571. -.29189 0 > 8o% 
.080748 -.0069833 12.85 

. ·. 8 
6.6544 -2.3194. > 75% XXX, reactor, cell 6.9779 X 10 - - 0 

low [5-] concn. - - 2.4 X 106 

sulfide 29. 1~395 5·9309 -1.8067 - - 0 
.01 

'· 
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The results are shown in Table XXXII. Cured epoxy putty added as small 

(0.8 em) balls did not affect growth or morphology, while a one hundred

fold excess of the antifoam agent, Alkaterge C (Commerical Solvents, 

Terre Haute, Ind.), reduced growth only slightly, and did not alter mor

phology. Nickel powder, sterilized by dry heat and suspended in a culture 

inhibited growth and caused a change in cell morphology. The cooling 

coils in the nutrient supply bottles in the continuous culture apparatus, 

which had been nickel-plated, were replaced with stainless steel coils. 

C. Continuous Culture Experiments 

Continuous culture of sulfate-reducing bacteria is of value in 

either the study of their kinetics or the development of an industrial 

process using them. In the kinetip study, the continuous culture techni

que is valuable because greater accuracy can be obtained by the use of 

repetitive measurements on a steady-state culture and by computation of 

specific rates of growth and product formation without depending on the 

use of estimated slopes of experimental curves. In industrial applica

tions of bacterial pr6cess~s, the techni~ue is important because no means 

exists of predicting with certainty the behavior of a continuous culture 

from batch culture data. 

Steady-state and unsteady state continuous culture data were ob

tained using medium M and the reactor system described in the methods 

section for comparison with batch- culture-results. These results will now 

be described. 

1. Maximurn Growth Rate Experime~t 

An experiment was designed to measure the maximum growth rate of 

Desulfovibrio in both batch and continuous culture in medium M. The 

experiment-was performed in the continuous reactor following the customary 

procedure outlined in the methods section. In the batch culture phase of 

the experiment, the reactor vras filled with sterile medium M and inoculated 

with a young culture of Desulfovibrio. Cell concentrations were monitored 
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XXXII. Effects of antifoam agent and materials of contruction of reactor 
system 

Material Tested 

Control 

+Nickel powder) 2g/1 

+ Cured epoxy putty 

+ Alkaterage C (autoclaved 
separately)) 5ml/£ • 

Growth after 2 days 

+ + + + + 

t + 

+ + + + + 

+ + + + 

Cell morphology 

Normal 

Smaller 

Normal 

Normal 
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after exponential growth had begun. The reactor feed was off until a 

cell concentration of about 3.5 X 107 cells/rnl was reached. At that.time, 

the feed of medium M to the reactor was begun at a rate of 5.86 ml/min, 
-1 

corresponding to a dilution rate of 3.52 days· The results are shovm 
' 

in Table XXXIII and Fig. 33· The high dilution rate caused washout of 

the cells and it was possible to determine the growth rates in the two 

periods from the following equations: 

Batch gr01-1th period 

\-lash-out per1.od 

dN -=II N dt r- . 

dN dt = (f.!. D) N 

N 
ln -(*) = (f.!. - D) (t * - t ) 

N 

where t = time since end of lag phase 

* t -'-. vJ.me at which feed to reactor was started 

= specific growth rate 

D dilution rate during wash-out 

N = cell concentration at time t 

No = cell concentration at the end· o;f the lag phase 
-)(-

N cell concentration at beginning of wash-out 

(3) 

(4) 

The foregoing equations depend on the assumption that the specific growth 

rate was constant. The growth rate' would have been constant and at its 

maximum value provided that the cells were adapted to the medi~~ and that 

the cell concentration was low enough so that the cells did not cause 

much change in their environment. Both conditions v1ere met. The maximum 

cell concentrations attained in the experime~t was less than 5 X 107 

cells/rnl, which. is only about lO% of' the final cell yield obtained with 
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Table XXXIII. Results of maximum growth rate experiment. 

Rate experiment Optical count 
time (cells/ml) 

0 5.45 x'1o6 

4.5 7.78 

7·5 10.10 

20.5 30.30 

21.5 

25.5 38.40 

28.5 25.50 

32·5 25.20 

44.0 16.60 
~·· ·' 

50.5 15,.10 

56.0 15.40. 

. ·: 

Reactor feed rate 
(ml/min) 

0 

0 

0 
-._.. 

5.86 
II 

II 

II 

II· 

II 

II 

Dilution
1
rate 

(days- ) 

3·52 
II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 
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mediw~ M. Tnus the kinetic properties of the cells' environment should 

not change much during the experiment, and the use of an exponentially 

growing culture eliminated the lag phase. 

Both Eq_. (3) for batch culture and Eq_. (!+) for wash-out predict 

that semi-logarithmic plots of cell concentration versus time should be 

linear vlith slopes of iJ. and (~J.-D) respectively. Figure 33 is a semi-

1ogarith~ic plot of the data. Lines were drawn through the data for both 

portions of the experiment. The growth rates were computed from the slopes 

of the lines representing the'two periods of the experiment. T'nese growth 

rates are as follows: 

u. ' 'W. 

= specific growth rate during batch growth phase 
-1 

== 2.02 days 

rate during wash-out phase specific gro'Wth 
-1 3.52 days - 0. 71 days -1 

-1 
= 2.81 days 

Thus the gro'Wth rate calculated from the wash-out eXperiment is 39% 
greater than .the value for batch growth on the same medium, and neither 

-1 agrees well with the value of 2.36 days obtained in earlier bat'ch 

experiments. An eXplanation could be based on the hypothesis that during 

vlash-out, a limiting factor that had been quickly consumed during batch 

gro'Wth is present in the feed and allows a higher growth rate. However, 

such a hypothesis is hot consistent w.ith the observations that the grmvth 

rate 'Was constant during the batch phase, when the cell concentration 

varied from 5.4 x. 106/rrJ.. to more than 3.0 x 107 cells/rrJ.., and second, 

that the cell concentration during the v1ash-out measurement was greater 

than 1.5 X 107 cells/ml, or nearly three times as large.as the.cell con-

centration at the beginning of the batch measurements. T'ne constancy of 

the growth rate during batch culture suggests that any limiting factors 

could be acting only at higher or lo'Wer cell con~entrations, i.e., greater 

or lesser degrees of nutrient consumption than were observed. T'ne concen

tration of any hypothesized limiting factor during the wash-out portion 
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should have always been within the range of the values encountered during 

the batch experiment; Thus the growth rates should have been the same 

under both conditions. 

A more plausible explanation is that a portion of the cells stick 

to the i-7alls of the reactor and that during the period of falling cell 

concentration in the wash-out phase) some of the cells on the walls are 

resuspended and contribute to a higher cell count and thus an apparently 

higher growth rate. Although no visible wall growth developed during 

this experiment) at low dilution rates) it was co~~on for an opaque 

greenish-black film of cells and precipitated ferrous sulfide to coat 

parts of the 1·18lls of the reactor after long periods of continuous opera

tion at low feed rates. Problems of wall growth are not uncomrn.on. 

Contois suspended small rubber disks in hif3_:;reactor to prevent wall 

growth from forming. 13 w. D. Maxon has indicated that wall growth occurs 

in many industriai fermentations. 14 Munson and Bridges found that pro

totrophic revertants of ~· coli WP2 could "take-over" a continuous culture 

because the revertants could. stick to the walls. 5 .In most of their work) 

the -v1all growth was sparse enough that it could not be seen unless the 

reactor was emptied. 

~ne higher apparent growth rate observed during wash-out could be 

explained by the hypothesis that some of the cells stick to the -vmlls :of 

the reactor and that some of the cells formed by division of the cells 

attached to the wa·ll are resuspended in the solution. The reactor will 

not wash-out as long as some cells remain attached to the wall. Because 

the mechanism and kinetics of adsorption of the bacteria to the wall is 

unknown) the simple hypothesis that the concentration on the wall is 

directly proportional to the concentration in the solution will be assumed. 

Then as shown in Appendix IV) the following equations would apply to the 

"Wash-out phase: 

N = k N w 

. N 
ln(N) ·= (flap -D) t 

0 

flap = fl(l + Ak/V) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 
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Applying Eq. (7) to the 1-1ash-out phase, a value of 0.768 em vias obtained 

for 1<::, ~Jhich ivould predict from Eq. (5) that the reactor wall vrould be 

about 75% covered by a monolayer of cells at the maximum cell concentration 

obtained, which v/Ould not be unreasonable. 

The original purpose of this experiment was to determine tha maxi-

mum. gro1vth rate under conditions of both batch and continuous cultivation 

and to shovr agreement bet·Heen the two methods. Instead of agyeer.'tent, a 

higher apparent growth rate v1as observed during wash-out conditions. \-Tall 

gyo--:.rth offers one explanation for the results and the possible effects of 

\vall growth on the results of other continuous culture measurement will 

be discussed in the next section. 

2. Steady-State Continuous Culture 

Continuous culture kinetic data were obtained at five different 

gr01-1th rates by adjusting the flow rate of medium to the reactor to a de

sired value and moni taring· cell concentration, .sulfide, and· other vari

ables until constant values were obtained, or w~til at least 3 1/2 mean 

residence times had elapsed at constant feed rate and growth conditions-. 

As in eaYlier experiments, 30°C 1-1as the cultivation temperature. 

Cell concentration versus time is shown in Fig. 34 for the un-

steady-state portion of a continuous culture experiment conducted at a 

dilution rate of 1.07 days-
1

, and the data are listed in Table ::OCXIV. 

The reactor had been sterilized, rinsed, filled with sterile medium and 

inoculated •,;ith a culture of Desulfovibrio. The reactor iWS operG.ted. as 

a batch reactor until the culture was well into the exponential phase. 

The reactor we.s then partly emptied, refilled with fresh medium, and flOI·i 

to the reactor begun e.t a rate of 1.85 ml/min. FlO"I-i sloV~ed daVIn slightly 

e.fter 22 :hrs because of replacement of worn tubing in the finger pwnps, 

giving the slig:ht inflection in the curve after 22 hrs. Steady-state values 

of varie.bles V~ere calculated as the averages of values observed at 68, 75, 

and 93·5 hrs after the initiation of the feed to the reactor and are 

shown in Table XXXV along with steady-state values obtained at four other 

reactor feed rates by similar techniques, V~ith the exception that the 
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Table XXXIV. Data of a typical continuous culture experiment. 

Time Cell count Dilution. Sulfide ETT n n1-T 

I' ) (cells/ml) rate1 concentration (milli-,nrs 
(days-) (ml:'l/li ter) volts) 

0 4.6 X 107 ·1.11 7.49 

6 5.25 II II 2.1 -380. 7·55 

22 7.83 II II 2.5 -380. 7.92 

48.5 1.68 X 108 
1.07 

53·5 l. 75 w II 2.3 -460. 

68.0 1.93 .II II 7·5 -560. 7·75 

75·0 l. 70 II 11 7.6 -540. 7.80 

93·5 1.95 11 II 8.7 -, -



Table XXXV. Steady-state continuous culture dah;. 

* Dntc Dilution eR cell count Dry 1-1eight Hcan cell Fe.e1 sulfate Re:actor · Specific Sulfide pll 
rate (1o7cclls/ml) concentration dJ.·y weight concentration sulfate rate of conccn-

(days -1 ) (g/ l) (l0-12gfcell) (rn1'1/liter) concen- sulfnte tration I 
t!·ation rccluction (rn!1/litcr) I-' 

(nl1f1 iter)· (r:J·t'ccll-tlay) 
--....:] 
0\ 
I 

llfl>/61• 0.1)0 3-5 31.9 0-395 1.21, 31.5. 0.2 1.27 X lO·ll 17.2 7-8 

10/3/6'• o.i% 1,.2 32-6 0.195 0.60 31.5 5-2 2-39 " 15-5 8.2 

9/8/61• 0-695 5.1• 18.1> 0.172 o.9'• 30-3 19-9 3-9'> " 8.2 

12/31/65 1.07 3-3 18.3 0.228 1.25 30.9 J~ .. ~'{) " 7-9 '{.80 

1/7/66 1.53 G.) 5-5 0.09 1.61• )0.9 27.8 8.65 n 7_.0 7.80 

~-

liwnbcr of mean residence ti1:1es to reach steady-state. 
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values obtained at the three lowest dilution rates were made in a s~ngle 

run in order of decreasing dilution rate. A fourth set of data (D = 
-1) 0.387 days taken in the same series of runs was not included in Table 

XXXIV or in the kinetic analysis because the sample was t13.ken prematurely, 

before a steady-state had been reached. 

In addition to averaged optical counts and sulfide concentration, 

Table XXXV lists values of cell dry weight concentrations, sulfate concen

tration, number of mean residence times at constant flow .rate prior to 

final sampling, and specific rates of sulfate reduction. Data at the 

first three growth rates in Table XXXV were obtained with the early ver

sion of the continuous culture apparatus; data at the two highest dilu

tion rates were obtained at controlled pH with the improved continuous 

reactor system described in the methods section. Sulfate formation rates 

were calculated from measured sulfate concentrations in the steady-state 

reactor culture and the reactor feed using the following equation: 

(specific rate of = 
sulfate reduction) 

((SO~-)feed-(SO~-)reactor) D 
N 

where 

= rate of sulfate reduction per cell per 
unit time 

D = qilution rate 

(8) 

. -1 
The data measured at a dilution rate of 1.07 days did not include a 

relia-ble value of sulfate concentration. Therefore, sulfate reduced '\vas 

~quated to the concentration of sulfide produced by the culture in calcu~ 

lating the specific sulfate reduction rate in that case. 

A correlation of continuous data is shown in Fig. 35, a graph of 

average cell mass versus specific growth rate. At specific growth rates 
-1 greater than 0.29 days the averag~ dry cell weight is a linear runction 

of specific growth rate .. Similar correlations of dry cell vreight. with 

h 
' -'- . 16) 17) 18 

specific growth rate have been observed by others using ot er oacuerla. 

The point of lowest specific growth rate deviates widely from the corre-

. lation. It is our opinion that sulfate, vlhich is di'rectly coupled "'c,o 
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Fig. 35. Mean cell mass versus specific growth rate in continuous culture. 
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energy production, may be limiting cell growth at the lo;;est specific 

Gl"Ovith rate and that accumulation of carbon reserve material is responsible 
. -L 

for the large increase in mean cell dry vi eight. Herbert..Lo and Ecker and 

Schaec:hter
18 

have shmm that nitrogen-limited cultures accw-nulate carbon 

as reserve material at low growth rates, giving results similar to Fig. 

35. At higher specific growth rates, some other substrate is probably 

limiting grov1th. Also, endogeneous metabolism is probably an important 

facto:r· at the lower growth rates. 

3. Effect of vlall Growth 

At the steady-state 1 in continuous culture, the specific gro1-1th 

rate is e~ual to the dilution rate provided that the reactor is perfectly 

;-:,ixed. Vlith 1-1all growth of the type hypothesized in Sec. C.l, the 
: . . 

speci:i:·ic gro1-1th rate would be less than the dilution rate 1.:.nder steady-

state conditions. vJall growth of the type hypothesized in Sec. C .1 v/Ould 

affect observed rates of sulfate reduction in addition to affecting 

grO'.-Jth rates. The correction factor is the same for both the specific 
; 

grO\<'th rate and the specific rate of sulfate reduction and derives frurr 

"che greate:c- number of cells in the reactor than is predicted by the 

product of the reactor volume and the cell concentration in the effluent. 

It is of interest to assess the possible error in the present experiments 

due to -v;all growth. The results of the preceding wash-out experiments 

rr:ay be employed for this puTpose. The apparent number of cells, Tl, in e. 

perfectly mixed end homogeneous reactor is as follows: 

VN ( 9) 

In e. reactor with ·Hall growth following Eq. (5), a ·term must be added for cells 

adhering to the walls. 

Tlm = V N + A k N 
.J.. 

= (V + A k) N 
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V = reactor volume 
'· 

A = surfe.ce· area of ree.ctor in contact with culture. 

k = stickirig coefficient 

A correction factor TJ/TlT may be defined as· the ratio of the e.pparent cell 

concentration in absence of wall growth to that with v7all growth for a 

given reactor. Combining Eqs. (9) and (10) gives: 

VN 
= (V + A k) N .. 

(11) 
1 

= 1 + A k/V 

For this system, it is assumed that k = 0.77 em, as determined from the 

1·18 sh-out e}:periments described previously. T:'lerefore for the reactor 

used. j.n these studies with A= 1200 cm
2 

and V = 2400 cm3, A k/V :=: 0.384, 

and the correction factor becomes 

(12) 

Apparent specific rates of growth and sulfate reduction deduced from the 

experimental data were corrected by the factor 0.72 from Eq. (12), and 

are compared to the apparent values in Table XXXVI. T'ne correction factor 

is some-;vhat uncertain, because the hypothesized well growth equation has 

not been tested by experiment. In view of the relatively small estimated. 

effect of wall growth in relation to the various uncertainties involved. 

in development of the correction and of other experimentel factors it 

1-1as decided. to neglect well growth in further treatment of the experimental 

results. 
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Teble XXXVI. Specific growth rate and specific rate of sulfete reduction 
corrected for wall growth. 

Dilution Specific Specific rate of Corrected specific re.te 
rat-:l growth rate sulfate reduction of sulfate reduction 

(days -) (days -1) (rrJM/cell/day) (m:..V../ cell/ day) 

0.130 0.094 1.27 X 10-11 0.92 X 10-11 

0.296 0.21 2.39 11 1.7 11 

0.695 0.50 3·94 11 2.8 11 

1.07 0.77 4.56 11 3·3 11 

'-

.1.53 1.11 8.65 11 6.3 11 
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D. L(inetic Analysis 

In this section, the batch and continuous data discussed in the 

preceding sections are compared and correlated -where possible. The cor-

relations are useful in design of systems employing sulfate-reducing 

bacteria. In addition, further interpretation of the experimental re-

sults is possible in some cases. 

Figure 36 sho-ws a correlation of cell yield versus • J>. ..L, 
spec~.L~C grovJ ~...n 

rate for batcb and continuous culture data. Cell yield is defined as the 

cell concentration at the given speci;fic gro-wth rate minus the initial 

cell'concentration for batch cultures, and 

tration in continuous culture. To produce 

as the prevailing cell concen

vield 
a given cell ~c~~~, corres)Ond-

ing &mounts of nutrients must he consvmed, and metabolic products produced. 

Regardless of -whether the rate of cell gro-wth is limited by concentrations 

of required nutrients or of inhibitory products or both, the rate of 

gro~1th should therefore be related to the cell yield produced in a given 

gro1vth medium, because all changes in the concentrations of nutrients and. 

inhibitory products result from cell gro-wth. Data from any one run seems 

to correlate -well by this method, but the results of different e}~eriments 

are different from.one'another although similar in nature; Failure of the 

data from different runs.to correlate -with one another may be caused by 

differences in variables such as mixing, pH control, and sulfide concen-

tration. Also, continuous and batch data may not necessarily correlate 

with one another because of the differences in the cell age distributions 

resulting from the t-wo different means of culture. 
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Models for product-limited cultures were discussed in Part I of 

this thesis. ~vo of the models discussed were the Rinshelwood-Reid 

equation and the simple logistic equation. Equation (1), the generalized 

logistic equation, reduces to the simple logistic equation -when a 2 , ay 
a4: and a5 are all z~ro, giving Eq. (13). 

(13) 

For possible correlation of the data, graphs of ~~~ versus (l - N/N ) m m 
could be use~ to determine -which of these t-wo models fitted the data 

best. Equation (21) of Part I, representing the RinshelviOOd-Reid 

equation, has the form, 

l/2 = ~ (l - N/N ) m m 
(14) 

Equation (22) of Part I, -which may be derived from the simple logistic 

equation, has the form 

Equation (1), the generalized logistic equation, -which was used in this 

v1ork to determine rate.s from batch gro-wth data, gives the form 

(16) 

When the three parameter form of Eq. (1) was used, a = 0 for n = 2, ren 
ducing Eq. (1) to the simple logistic equation and Eq. (16) to Eq. (15) 

-with J..L == -a1 . The generalized logistic equation (Eq. {16)) is capable 
m· 

of apprqximatir;g the Hinshel-wood-Reid equation (Eq .. (14)) v1hen the latter 

is appJ.icable. 
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A plot of ~~~ versus (1 - N/N ) should correlate data described m m 
by either the Hinshe1wood-:-Reid equation or the simple ;Logistic equation . 

. Equation (14) predicts that the data ivill be correlated by a line with a 

slope of 1/2 on a log~log plot. Equation (15) predicts a straight line 

with slope of unity on'a.log-log plot, as does the three parameter form 

of Eq. (16). The more general·Eq. (16) can be plotted in this ffianner for 

any individual expetiment, but the relationship depends on the experimental 

.time; and is thus unique for any single experiment. Several experiments 

~~der different 'conditions would not necessarily fit a single curve of 

iJ./f.l.m versus (1- N/N~). True exponential growth would give a horizontal 

··line with value ~~~m = 1. 

Log-log plots of ~/tJ. versus. (1·- N/N ) are shown in Figs. 37 and m .. m 
38. The points shown for the batch data "\-Jere calculated from equations 

of the form Of Eq. (1) that were fit to the data by computer as discussed 

earlier. Continuous culture data .were computed from the data of Sec~ 'C · 

neglecting the effects of wall growth. T..11e points shovm in Fig. 37 ivere 

calculated from the data of the pH experiment discussed in Sec. A.7. 

The points correlate well for all three cultures with best agreement be

tvleen cultures having initial p:H values of 7.60 and 7.99. Neither Eq. 

(13) nor Eq. (14) fit the points, although the points seem to have a 

slope parallel· to the ~imple logistic equation over much of the rang~. 

Fig. 38 shows the continuous culture data and points calculated from the 

batch data of Sec. B .1.. Agreement w'ith the simple logistic equation is 

good in all cases but for the bottle cultures at high sulfide concentra

tions, v1here it i·las only fair. With the exception of the batch reactor 

experiment., which was fit with the three parameter form of Eq. (1), the 

data .were .fit with five or more parameters and thus iWUld not necessarily 

be expected·to follow the simple logistic equation. That they do to a .· 

fair approximation suggest the production of some inhibitory compou..'1d as 

postulated in the model. Sulfide is a lik~ly·candidate, because it is 

knovm to be an inhibitor as discussed in Sec. B.l. Specific grov1th rate 

is plotted versus sulfide concentration in Fig. 39 for ~ata from the 

· · continuous culture experiments and the six batch experiments sh6v1n in 
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Figs. 37 and 38. Correlation is best within the three batch runs in the 

pH experiments, but it is clear that· other variables are also operative, 

because the specific growth rates cannot be correlated in a satisfactory 

mc:nn.:::r by sulfide concentration alone. Another possible means of corre

lating the specific grovrth is by plotting it versus sulfate reduced as in 

Figs. 40 and 41. Reactor cultures, both batch and continuous, gave con

siderably higher sulfate reduction at lovr specific growth rates. A 

possible explanati'on of this behavior is that control of pH would permit 

longer sulfate reduction and mixing would help prevent precipitation of' 

cells in old cultures by mucin formation. Agreement between batch experi

m.ents conducted in bottles was fair. 

Productivity in batch and continubus culture in medium M are corre

lated 1-1ith specific growth rates in Figs.. 42 and 43. Productivity is de

fined as the rate of production of desired product,. in this case sulfide, 

per ~~it volume per unit time. In the case of batch culture, this is 

simply the derivative of the sulfide versus time curve. In steady-state 

continuous culture, the productivity is the product of the dilution rate 

(specific grbvith rate) and the difference between the sulfide concentration 

in the inlet and the concentration in the outlet. The highest productivity 
} 

v1as obtained in the batch culture. experiment conducted in the reactor. 

Productivities· in continuous culture were higher than in batch cultures 

conducted ;in bottles, with:.the exception of the run at an initial pH of 

8.60 in the pH experiment. 

Another means of correlating kinetic data also discussed in Part I 

is the method proposed by·Luedeking and Piret.
24 

They proposed the 

following eg_uations be·used: 

dP dN 
dt - a: dt + l3 N (17) 

where p is the concentration of fermentation product; a: and ~-are fermen

tation constants fixed by the organism, substrate, temperature etc. 
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The form of Eq_. (17) was suggested by the fact :that the energy 

deTived from the product formation is consumed in two main processes: 

growth and basic metabolic activities. Growth rate per volume of culture 

is given by dN/dt, and the-basic metabolic activities are proportional-to 

_the q_uantity of bacteria present, N. 

In the case of lactic acid fermentation at constant pH, Eq_. (17) 
was found to apply over the entire batch fermentation, except possibly in 

the lag phase and at the very end of the fermentation. 25 Similarity of 

the sulfate reduction process:to the lactic acid fermentation lies in the 

formation of a single end product 'Which is also toxic. In sulfate reduction 

the pH 'Was not controlled in all experiments, but its variation is not as 

great as in the lactic acid fermentation. In the case of sulfate reduction, 

Eq_. (17) can be written 

. d(H2S) = acL.TIJ' + 
dt dt ~ N_ :· (18) 

Since the rate of product formation is proportional to the rate of sub

strate utilization, 'We have 

dt 

d(S04-) 
E dt .. '· (19) 

where E is the efficiencyof a fermentation process expressed as the ratio 

of product formed to substrate consumed, and is, for the present, assumed 

·to be. unity. 

By substituting Eq_. (19) in to Eq_~ (18) and rearranging one obtains 

N 

1 d(S04-) 
__ d_t_ = CXIJ. + ~ (20) 

1 d(S04-) 
'Where N dt is the rate of sulfate reduction per bacterium. 

By plotting sulfate reduction rate per ba<;terium versus growth 

rate, and by fitting the data with a line, the constants a and ~ can be 

obtained as the slope and the intercept of the line. Continuous data and 
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' batch data .o:f the three runs in the pH experiments are sho-ym in Fig. 44. 

The solid line corresponds to that obtained by the authors in an earlier 

correlation 9ased on a smaller number of data. The dashed line represents 

e. possible more general correlation at higher specific growth. rates. 

~nploying the non-linear relation at the higher growth rates gives a fairly 

good correlation of both the batch and continuous data with a single curve 
.::.1 

over the range. Below. a specific growth rate of 0.6 days ) the data v1ere 

in agreement with a linear relationship corresponding to the Luedeking

Piret model expressed by the equation: 

1 d(so4-:) , 
--- = 10::.13 (0.069 + 0.505 !J.) dt N (21) 

. -1 
Above a specific growth rate of 0.6 days it appears necessary to employ 

the non-linear function. It should be noted that while the linear function 

appears to give a poor overall correlation) that · the deviation from the 

line at high specific growth rates would have little influence in the 

e~ployment of this correlation in the sizing of·a continuous culture appa

ratus for sulfate reduction. 

Figure 45 shows additional data taken approximately one year later 

than those described above. Although Medium M was used) a different stock 

of yeast extract was employed which may account for the somewhat lo1ver 

rates of specific sul:fide formation. These batch data do not agree well 

with Eq. (21) or with the continuous data. However) fair agreement ~~as 

obtained with an earlier correlation obtained by Leban and Wilke for 

grov1th of the same strain of sulfate-reducing bacteria in mediurn E. 5 

Their correlation had the. form 

1 
d(S04-) == 2.2 X lo-14 II + 7.0 X 10-l5 -· i\f dt ,... (22) 

-1 
Agreement is best for. speci.fic growth rates b.elow a value of 2.0 days 

' 
Tt is interesting that both Figs. 44 and 45 show the same intercept at 

zero grO\·Ith rate indicating that the sulfate requirement for cell maintain

ence is independent of the medium compositi·on. 'I'he .Luedeking-Piret model 
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does not appear to be adequate to correlate data at high specific growth 

rates, as discussed previously. Figure ~6 is an idealization of the ·data 

of Figs . 44 and 45. The straight dotted line is predicted by Eq. ( 20) 
I 

and the curved solid line· represents typical observed data. The results 

may be interpreted as being due to several factors. Partial uncoupling 

of energy production, and cell division lead to the rapid rise in the data 

at high specific growth rates, corresponding to the early phases of expo:

neritial grov1th. .For these systems energy production per organism is 

assumed to be directly proportional to the specific rate of sulfide pro

duction. As specific growth rates decrease, the average cell size becomes 

smaller and maintainence energy requirements become more significant ·,in 

comparison to biosynthetic energy requirements. These assumptions are 

supported by examination of the relationship between the specific rat·e 

of sulfide production per dry mass of cells and specific growth rate as . 

shovm in Fig. 47. Assuming the energy production to.be related to specific 

rate of sulfide production region 2 of Fig. 47 reppeserits a constant 

energy consumption per dry cell mass. ·At higher specific growth rates 

(region 3) energy consumption per cell increases in a manner which sug

gests that energy uncoupling takes place, i.e., that more energy is .. being 

produced by the cell than is required for normal growth and maintainence. 

The Luedel~ing-Piret model thus appears to be an over.-simplification of 

the cellular processes occurring, at high specific growth rates for these 

organisms. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

2 = surface area of reactor in contact with culture, em 
. -1 

= dilution rate, days 

= fermentation efficiency 

= polynomial in time 

= sulfide concentration, moles/liter 

= sticking coefficient 
' -1 

specific .growth rate, days 

- number of bacteria per liter 

= number of suspended cells in reactor 

= total number of cells in reactor 

= product concentration, moles/liter 

= sulfate concentration, moles/liter 

time, days 

V ::::volume of culture in reactor, ml 

y :::: dependent variable 

a,a:,I3,C,k,K :::: constants 

Subscripts 

a = apparent 

B :::: batch growth phase 

:n :::: maximum 

0 = initial, end of. lag phase 

T := total 

vi = on wall; wash-out phase 

Subscripts 
-)(· = at begi'nning of wash-out 
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APPENDIX I. 

CLASSIFICATION OF THE SULFATE-REDUCING BACTERIA 

The salt-tolerant sulfate-reducing bacteria isolated by.Leban and 

Hilke from San Franciso Bay VJas used throughout this \Wrk.5 They identi

fied the organism as Desulfovibrio aestaurii and discussed its character

ist:i.cs. 5 Littlewood and Postgate have studied the sodium chloride 

tolerance of a variety of fresh-VJater and salt-VJater sulfate-reducing 

bacteria of the genus Desulfovibrio and have proposed that the species 

distinction bet-v1een D. desulfuricans and D. aestuarii i.be removed because 

no viell-defined level of tolerance for sodium chloride existed between 

fresh-water and salt-water varieties studied. 26 While the strain isolated 

here shm.1ed_ a high tolerance for sodium chloride equaled only by one of 

the strains studied by LittleVJood and Postgate (the strain wa~ Canet 41), 
the organism should be classified as Desulfovibrio desulfuricans to be 

consistent VJith their proposal that the species Q· aestaurii be eliminated. 

However, more recent VJork on the base composition of the DNA of 30 strains 

of sulfate-reducing bacteria has shmm that the organisms currently classi

fied under the genus ~· desulfuricans fall into three separate and well

iefined groups, iDdicating a need for ~ev1s1on of the current method of 

classification of sulfate-reducing bacteria. 27 In spite of the present 

1.IDcertainty in the taxonomy of sulfate-reducing bacteria, we \vill refer 

to this strain as Desulfovibrio desulfuricans. 
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APPENDIX II· 

METHODS 

A • . Preparation of the Media 

~ll the ingredients of a particular culture medium, except Fec1
3 

and. Feso4 (NH4)2so4 ·6H20, v1ere dissolved in an appropriate amount of dis

tilled vJater. The solution -was then sterilized in a steam-autoclave at 

17 psig for twenty to thirty minutes. After cooling, '<lhich was normally 

done in the sterilizer itself, the pH and redox potential of the solution 

v1ere measured with a Beckman Zeromatic pH Meter. From 0.5 to 0.8 g/liter 

of' Na2s·9n2o were then added to obtain a pH of 8.0 to 8.2 and a redox 

potential of -100 to -120 mV .. Sometimes it was necessary to add from 0.05 

to 0.2 g/liter of ascorbic acid. The ascorbic acid l01-1ered the pH wit:,out 

r2ising the redox potential. Such a medium contained from 0.001 to 0.003 

.. .-,·L--- ·.-- l ·t· of H S ., ..... _ e:o !:'c::r -1 er 2 . The medium was then filtered to· remove any preci-

9.:. wt,; i'ormed during sterilization, and a trace of Feso4 )2so4 '6H20 or 

FeCL vJas added. All the v10rk described was done under sterile conditions. 
:; 

The prepared medium was stored in sterile, completely full, glass-

stoppered, Pyrex reagent bottles of various sizes. All of the gro"Wth 

experiments we::ce done in 60 ml bottles. 

B. Composition of the Media 

The compositions of all the media mentioned in.the report, in which 

they are referred to only by their letters, are given below: 

The values given are for one liter of medium after dilution; dis

tilled -water was used in each case. 

l. Medium A Weight {grams) 

K2HP04 0.5 

NH4Cl - 1.0 

Caso4 
1.0 

MgS04 ·7H20 2.0 

Sodium lactate (90% syrup) 6.0 

Feso4 (NH4 ) 2~o4 ·6H20 trace 

NaCl . 100.0 
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Some variations of Medium A used as enrichment media also contained 

39~ NaCl arid 13% NaCl. 

2. Medium B 

K
2

HP04 
m11~ Cl 

Mgso4·7H
2

0 

Na2so4 . 

C:::iCl2 ·2H20 

Sodium lactate (60% syrup) 

Caco
3 

Feso4(NH4)2so4·6H20 
NaCl 

3· Mcd1.um C 

K:~?IP04 
J\1}!,, Cl 

Lj. • 

Caso4 
Mc;so4 ·7H20 
Sodium lactate (60% syrup) 

FeCl 4H 0 3. 2 
Na2so4 
NaCl 

l.~. Medium D 

K2HPo4 
. m-r~.cl 

Caso4 ·2H
2

0 

MgS04 ·}H20 

FeCJ.2 ·4H20 

FeS04·(NH4)2so4·6H20 

Sodium lactate (60% syrup) 

Peptone 

Yeast extra'ct 

NnCl 

. vleight. (grams) 

·o.5 
1.0 

2.0 

18.25 

0.1 

21.0 

1.0 

trace 

10.1 

Weight (grams) 

0.5 

1.0 

1.0 

2.0 

6.0 
trace 

1.5 

100.0 

Weight (grams) 

0.5 

1.0 

1.4 

2.0 

trace 

trace' 

6.0 
1.0 

1.0 

100.0 



5· Medium E 

K2RPo4 
. :NH4Cl 

M~so4 ·7H20 
Na so4 2 
Cs.Cl2 ·2H

2
0 

FeCl2 ·4H20 

Sodium lactate (60% syrup) 

Peptone 

Yeast extract 

NaCl 

6. :t.iedtum F 
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Weight (grams) 

0.5 

1.0 

2.0 

1.0 

.0.1 

trace 

6.0 

1.0 

1.0 

100.0 

. Same composition as Med:i,tun E, except no peptone and yeast extract. 

,7. Medium G 

8. 

Same compositon as.Meditun E, but no Mgso4 and Na2so4 , and 40 grams 

sodium lactate instead of 6 grams. 

MscPherson's Medium Weight ~grams) 

Lactic acid 9.01 

KH2Po4 0.340 

CeC12 0.056 

MgS04 ·7H20 0.0616 

Na2so4 4.26 

l\TJ14 Cl 0.535 

Yeast extract 1.0 

Sodium chloride 100.0 

Feso4 ·7H20 0.007 

Ne2S·9H20 0.240 



9. Mc;cliu.-rn i-:1 

Lactic acid · 

CaCl2 
Mgso4·7H20 

Yeast extract 
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\>Jej.r;ht (grant~:) 

7.66 

0.111 

0.123 

The other components of MacPherson's Medium are present in the same 

concentrations in Medium M. 

10. Yeast Dextrose Agar Medium Height {grams 2 

K1{2P04 1.0 

Mgso4 ·7H20 0.5 

Dextrose 20.0 

Yeast extract 5.0 

Agar 2.0 

11. N.I.H. Thioglycol1ate ·Broth Weigbt ~grams) 

Yeast extract 5.0 

Casitone 15.0 

Dextrose 1.0 

Sodi ma. chloride 2.5 

£-cystine 0.05 

Thiog1ycollic acid 0.3 ml 

Agar 0.75 g 

\ 
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C. Chemical Methods 

In the determination of sulfide, a measured quantity of culture 
' 

medium, usually 10 ml, ~as added to 5 ml of 0.1 normal iodine solution in 

a 50 ml Erlenmeyer flask. We added 5 ml of 10% acetic acid and the mixture 

1·Jas allm1ed to stand for about t1w minutes .. The excess iodine v1as then 

back titrated 1-1ith 0.1 normal thiosulfate solution, using starch as an 

indicator. 

Ii' the solution to be analyzed contained substances other than sul

fide capable of reacting with iodine, t~o samples ~ere analyzed. The first 

sample \ola s analyzed in the manner described above. The· second sample ~as 

first boiled for a few minutes .~ith 5 ml of one normal sulfuric acid, 

cooled, then reacted ~ith iodine and back titrated ~ith thiosulfate in the 

~:e:me ,.;ay as the first sample. Boiling the sample ~ith sulfuric acid drove 

out sulfide before the addition of iodine. By subtracting the iodine con

swned in the second sample from the iodine consumed in the first one, the 

iodine that reacted ~ith sulfide only \olas obtained. 

Sulfate was determined by precipitation as barium sulfate, follov1ed 

by disgestion, ignition, and ~eighing of the precipitate. 

Hydrogen ion activity ~~as determined ~ith a Becl<'.rnan Zeromatic pH 

meter equipped ~~ith glass and calomel reference electrodes (manufactured 

by Becl\:man Instruments, Inc., of· Fullerton, California). 
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D. Total Counts 

Cell concentrations were commonly determined by conventional 

optical co~~ting techniques using a Petroff-Hausser counting cham?er 

viith an improved Neubauer ruling (manufactured by C. A. Hausser and Son, 

of Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.). The same counting chamber was used through-
,..,. (i 

out the v1ork and the precautions suggested by Norris and PovJell co Dnd by 

Cook and Lund
2

9 v1ere followed, short of mea suring the chamber depth. In 

counts on successive slides of the same sample gave a standard deviation 

of 11.9%· In measurements during kinetic experiments, three successive 

slides v1ere prepared and counted to minimize the random error. 

E. Dry Weights 

Dry weight measurements were made by passing a measured volQme of 

culture, usually 30 to 50 ml, through weighed cellulose acetate filters 

vlith an average pore size of .45 ~ (manufactured by Millipore Filter Cor

poration, Bedford, Massachusetts, U.S.A.). The filter and collected 

o:cc;anisms v1ere then dried at 95°C for 48 hrs and weighed again. As a 

contTol, a similar procedure 'vas followed with a second filter pad and 

the fil"cered culture fluid. The dry weight of organisms present in the 

sc:mple 1·1as calculated as the v1eight increase of the experimental filter 

pad less the weight increase of the control filter pad. A precipitate 

of' ferrous sulfide was present during all measurements but calculations 

show that it could not contribute more than 1% to the dry weight of the 

organisms at the cell concentrations studied. Unfortunately, the preci

pitate did prevent meaningful optical density measurements or dry weight 

measurements at low cell concentrations. 
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F. Culture Purity 

Cultures were periodically checked for purity following the pro

cedures recommended by Postgate. 30 Additional precautions· included aerobic 

plating on yeast d.extrose agar and medium E to test for facultative 

o.naerobes and anaerobic· stabbing into N. I. H. Thioglycollate broth to test 

for clostridia. 

G. Electron Microscopy 

1. Preparation of Support 

Thin films of carbon were prepared by depositing graphite on 

glass slides 25 x 74 x 1 mm that· had been chemically cleaned, 'rinsed '.·lith 

a dilute detergent solution} and air-dried. The deposition i<~as accomplished 

by using two graphite rods as electrodes in an electric arc in a bell jar 

to a pressure below one micron of mercury. The tips of the graphite 

electrodes in contact with the arc evaporated and condensed on striking 

the \·Jalls of the bell ~ar. ' The specially-prepared glass slides v1ere 

placed about 150 mm below the arc on the base of the bell jar c:nd thus a 

portion of the evaporated carbon condensed cin the slides. After a darkening 

of the slide surfaces had been obtained, the arc 111as shut off and the 

slides were removed from the apparatus. The carbon film on each slicie 

vJS.S "chen cut into small squares about 2 to 3 r:un on a side using a scalpel 

o.::ld th(~ squares of carbon floated off the slide onto the surface of a 

l:1rc;e 00vll of \-later. Each floating sg_uare was then picked-up with a cir

culo.::::- copper grid (3 mm diameter, 200 mesh, Ernest F. Fullam, Inc., 

Schenectady, N. Y.) in such a manner that each sg_uare of carbon film lay 

um1rin~.::led on the grid, covering the maximum possible number of holes of 

the grid. Capture of the films with the grids was accomplished more 

easily if·the grids were first dipped in ethanol just prior to manipu

lati.on. 
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The carbon'films on the grids ~ere allo~ed to dry in a dust 

free petri dish and then .examined ~ith a lo~ m.agnification light micro

scope to be usre that the film had remained intact during the manipu

lations. The carbon film covering opening in the grid is relatively 

transparent to electrons and thus se1~es ~ell as a support for the 

electron microscopy of small particles such as latex beads. or bacteria. 

2. Prenaration of Cells 

The cell suspension to be photographed v1as centrifuged and 

washed in a filtered 0.4% sucrose solution and the concentration adjusted 

to give a slightly turbid suspension. A drop of the cell suspension vJas 

put on the surface of the grid-mounted carbon film and alloHed to rerr,ain 

there for 10 sec) during which some of the· cells settled. After that 

timc;J the bulk of the residual liquid was drawn off by touching the edge 

of the grid vlith the edge of a tissue. A drop of 2cjo solution of phos

photungstate buffered to pH 7 was then added to the grid before it dried; 

the phosphotungstate was removed in the same manner as the first drop 

after 30 sec contact ~ith the grid. The grid ~as allowed to dry in air. 

3. Microscopy 

The grids ~ere mounted in a Hitachi HU-llA.electron microscope 

3nd photographs ~ere made at magnifications of 8JOOOx and llJOOOx. 
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APPENDIX III 

TABLES OF SUPPLEMENTARY DATA 

Table I. Batch growth in MacPherson's medium. 

/ 

Optical count . 
(cells/ml) 

0.36 X 107 

}.95 X 107 
. 7 

.7 .85 X 10 
13.20 X 10 7 

9.30 X 107 

10.20 X 107 

Sulfide concentration 
(r.rM/li ter) 

1.1 

2.6 

7.2 

12.9 

16.7. 

19.1 

Table II. Batch growth in MacPherson's medium, inittal concentration of 
potassium phosphate reduc~d by one half. 

'rime Optical count Sulfide concentration 
(days) (cells/ml) (mN/liter) 

0 0.36 X 10 7 1.1 

1.94 4.60 X 107 2.2 

3.01 9.20x1o7 6.4 

4.03 10.60 X 10 7 l).O 

5·07 9.40 X 107 15.8 

. 5·93 11.70 ~ 10 7 18.4 

7.01 12.20 X 107 20.3 
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Table III. Batch growth in MacPherson's medium, initial concentration of 
ammonioum chloride reduced by one half. 

Time Optical count Sulfide concentration 
( duys) (cells/ml) ( rrlv1/1i ter) 

0 0.36 X 107 1.1 

2.17 4.20 X 107 2.3 

3·15 9. 70 X 107 
1·9 

l~ .17 14 .. 10 X 10 7 14.5 

).20 8.70 X 107 16.9 

6.87 10.10 X 107 19.5 

1·90 8.70 X 107 22.2 

Table IV. Batch growth in ~BcPherson's medium, initial concen~ration of 
ferrous sulfate reduced by one half. 

Time Optical count Sulfide concentration 
(days) (cells/ml) ( rll!\1/lit~r) 

' 

0 3~" • 0 10'7 1.1 

2.20 5·67 107 3.0 

3.18 8.80 107 7.6 

L~ .25 11.20 107 14.6 

5.20 9.00 lo7 · 16.3 

6.87 8.00 107 . 20.1 

7.90. 7.7o· 107 22.2 



Table v. Batch growth in MacPherson's medium, initial concentration of 
calcium chloride reduced by one half, 

'.:.Time Optical count Sulfide concentration 
(days) ·(cells /ml) (mM/1iter) 

0 0.36 X 107 1.13 

1.93 3.07 X 107 1.90 

3.00 5.67 X 107 5.00 

4.00 8.90 X 107 9.40 

5.06 8 . '7 9· 0 X 10 13.50 

5·93 9.50 X 107 16.10 

7.01 11.20 X 10 7 18.50 

Table VI. Batch growth in MacPherson's medium, initial'concentration of 
magnesium sulfate reduced by one half. 

Time Optical count Sulfide concentration 
(days) (cel1s/ml) (mM/1iter) 

0 .36 X 107 1.1 

2.18 3.70 X 107 2.0 

3·17 4.07 X 107 5·7 
4.18 10.30 X 107 12.1 

5.20 7:;oo x 1o7 14.6 

6.87 12',50 X 107 19.1. 

7·90 8.80 X 107 20.·3 
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Table VII. Batch growth in MacPherson's medi~, initial concentration of 
sodium sulfate reduced by one half. 

Time Optical count Sulfide concentration 
(days) (cells/rnl) (mM/liter) 

0 0.36 X 107 1.1 

1.95 2.60 X 107 2.2 

3.02 8.30 X 107 7·5 
4.03 10.60 X 107 13.0 

5.08 7.90 X 107 14.6 

5·93 9.00 X 107 15.2 

7.01 9.80 X 10 7 ' 15-9 

Table VIII. Batch growth in MacPherson's medium, initial lactic acid con
centration reduced by one half. 

Time Optical count Sulfide concentration 
(days) (cells/rnl) (mM/liter) 

0 0.36 ~ 107 1.1 

1.93 5.80 X 107 ).8 

2.92 8.1 

).03 15.60 X 107 

3·92 14.1 

l+ .08 13.10 X·l07 

5.01 14.30 X 107 18.3 . 

5·93 11.40 X 10 7 20.1 

7.01 15.10 X '107 20.9 1. 
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Table IX. Batch growth in.MacPherson's medium, initial concentration of 
yeast extract reduced by one half. 

Time Optical count Sulfide-concentration 
(days) (cells/ml) (ml-1/liter) 

o· 0.36 X 107 0.9 

2.19 1.85 X 10 7 2.6 

3·17 6.30 X 107 5.0 

4.24 4.65Xl071 
9·9 

5.20 4.70 X 107 10.7 

6.87 4.40 X 10 7 13.7 

7·90 4.25 X 10 7 15.4 

TQble X. Batch growth in MacPherson's medium with no yeast extract present. 

Time 
(days) 

0 

2.21 

5.20 

7.90 

Optical· count 
(cells/ml) 

0.36 X 107 

0.15 X 107 

0.10 X 107 · 
7 0.125 X 10 

Sulfide concentration 
(mM/liter) 

0.5 

0.7 

0.6 

0.6 



Time 
(days) 

0 

. 93 

1.35 
2.25 

).18 

4 .2L~ 

6.16 

7.20 

8.12 

10.16 

12.24 

14·.12 

16.08 

26.20 
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Table XII. Batch growth in modified MacPherson's medium. 

Optical count 
(cells/ml) 

.21 X 10 7 

.11 X 10 7 

.44 X 107 

2. 70 X 10 7 

9.67x107 

. 12.90 X 10 7 

12.04 X 107 

12.10 X 107 

Sulfide concentration 
(m.M/li ter) 

·5 

1.9 

12.0 

18.2 

20.3 

2l.O 

22.6 

2).0 

24.1 

24.1 

2).9 
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Table XIII. Batch gro~th in modified MacPherson's mediurn, 100 rru~ lactic 
acid. 

Time 
(days) 

0 

.1.20 

2.17 

).11 

4.16 

6.31 
7.20 

8.95 

10.16 
12 .21~ 

14.12 

16.08 
26.20 

Optical count 
(cells/m1) 

.21Xl07 

.)2 X 107 

3.07 X 107 

9.71 X 107 

13.90 X 107 

7 . 14.80 X 10 

Sulfide concentration 
(mM/liter) 

0.4 

2.0 

6.1 
11.1 

17.9 

20.1 

21.4 

22.5 

2).4 

23.7 
21~. 5 . 

25.6 
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Teble XIV. Batch growth in modified MacPherson's medium, .2~~ (':~/v) yeast 
extract. 

Tirae 
(days) 

0 

·97 
·1.39 
2.29 

).20 

4.25 
6.17 
7.20 
8.13 

10.16 

12 .21+ 

16.08 
26.20 

Optical count 
(cells/m1) 

.21 X 10 7 

.40 X 10 7 

. 94 X 10 7 

3.72 x 107 

22.10 X 107 

37.30 X 107 

19.95 X 10 7 

18.20 X 10 7 

Sulfide concentration 
(rrJ~/li ter) 

.4 

2.8 

9.8 
17.5 
2).4 
24.8 

25.3 
26.5 
26.8 

27.5 
27.6 
27.6 
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Table xv. Batch gr01-1th in modified MacPherson's medium, .. )% (VIjv) yeast 
extract. 

Time Optical count Sulfide concentration 
(days) (cells/ml) (rrJv!/li ter) 

0 .21 X 107 
·3 

1.02 . ;140 X 10 7 

1.95 1.42 X 1(} .2 

2.97 8.29 X 107 4 .. 4 

3·97 26.)0 X 107 13.0 

6.25 26 .. 50 x1o7 25.8 
I 

7.20 2{.0 

. 8.25 2).40 X 107 27.6 

lO.l6 28.4 

l2.24 28.5 

11+.12 28.7 

16.08 28.6 

26.20 32.0 
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Table XVI. Batch growth in modified MacPherson's medium, .5% (1v/v) yeast 
extract. 

Tin1e 
(days) 

0. 

1.10 

2.02 

2.99 

4.00 

6.24 

7.20 

8.26 

10.16 

11.08 

14.12 

16.08 

26.20 

Optical count 
(cells/ml) 

.21 X 107 

.16 X 107 

2.19 X 107 

5.04 X 107 

8.92 X 10 7 

26.20 X 107 

r· 

22.60 x 1(} 

21.50 X 10 7 

Sulfide concentration 
(m.lv1/li ter) 

'·3 

5.0 

18.0 

23.8 

. 25.8 

27.8 

27.4 

28.6 

28.6 

28.8 
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r.rable XVIII. Batch grovrth in modified MacPherson'.s medium, l.O% (vJ/v) 
yeast extract. 

Time 
(duys) 

0 

1.17 
2.10 

3·09 
4.15 

6.30 
7.20 
8.94 

10.16 
11.08 
14.12 
16.08 
26.20 

Optical count 
(cells/ml) 

.21 X 10 7 

.50 X 107 

.92 X 107 

1.88 X 107 

3-47 X 107 

~8 .. 90 X 10 7 

7 41.50 X 10. 

.40.30 X 10 7 

Sulfide concentration 
(mi-1/liter) 

·3 

1.8 

13.5 
27.2 
30.8 

31.9 
31.8 

31.7 
31.4 
31.7 
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l 
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Time 
(days) 

0 

2.04 

).87 

."5.9+ 

7.69 
7·75 
8.67 

10.06 

11.96 
14.03 

17.98 

Table :XX. 
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Batch growth in medium M, initial pH= 7.60. 

Optical count 
(cells/ml) 

· .10 X 10 7 

.24 x:: 10 7 

.24 X 107 

.67 X 107 

6.55 X 107 

17.10 X 107 

25.40 X 107 

'28.20 X 107 

27.20 X 107 

Sulfide concentration 
(mM/liter) · 

9·7 

10.8 

21.8 

25.4 
31.0 
32.3 

33·3 

pH 

7.60 

7.40 

6 .. 73 



Time 
(days) 

0 

2.04 

3·87 

5·93 
7.69 

7·79 
8.66 
8.79 

10.09 
11.98 
14.05 
17.98-
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Table XXI. Batch growth in medium M, initial pH= 7.99 

Optical count 
(cells/ml) 

· .10 X 10 7 
7 .18 X 10 . 

.29 X 107 

l.53 X 107 

21.70 X 107 

22.20' X .107 

27.70 X 107· 
25.60 x/'10 7 

·-

Sulfide concentration 
(mJ.VI/li ter) 

9·7 

10.0 

18.1 

. 26.8 

30.7 
31.9 
32.4 
33.0 

pH 
(pH units) 

7·99 

7.69 



' .. Time 
(days) 

0 

2.04 

j.87 

5.9l~ 

7·73 
8.66 

8.77 

10.09 

11.97 

14.04 
( 

17.98 
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Table XXII. Batch growth in medium M, initial pH = 8.60. 

Optical count 
(cells/ml) 

.10 X 107 

.18 X 107 

.13 X 107 

.73 X 107 

9·53 X 107 

18.80 X 107 ' . 
22.'40 X 107 

27.70 X 107 

28.80 X 107 

' i 

; "': 

Sulfide concentration 
(mM/liter) 

9·1 

10.9 

14.4 

23.4 

30.0 

32.8 

33·9 
34.5 

-oH 
(pH u~its) 

8.60 

8.10 

7.00 
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APPENDIX Dl 

DERIVATION OF WALL GROWTH EQUATIONS 

For a perfectly-mix continuous stirred-tank reactor, the following 

material balance applies: 

Accumulation = Input + Generation - Output 

where 

I dN . • 
V dt = F Ni + V 1-1. N + A 1-1. Nw - F N (23) 

V = reactor volume 

F = feed rate to reactor 

A = wall area in contact with reactor culture 

N = cell concentration solution 

N. = 
~ 

cell concentration in feed (assumed zero) 

1-1. 

N w 

= 

= 

specific growth rate (ass~ed same on wall as in suspension) 

cell concentration on walls per·unit wall area 

= k N 

Substituting and rearranging Eq. (23), 

dN ( Al-lk ) 
dt = 1-1.+--DN v 

where D = dilution rate 

= F/V 
k :;;; sticking· coefficient 

separating variables and integrating 

where 

and 

ln N = ln N + (1-1. + Akf.l. - D)t. 
0 v 

= ln N + (1-1. - D)t o a 

f.l.a = appa·rent specific grO\-lth rate of culture during washout 

= J..l(l + Ak/V). · 

k = (V/A)(!-1. /1-1. • 1) 
. a 

(24) 
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In the maximum growth rate experiment, ~ = 2.81 days-l (measured 'from 
. . 1 a 

washout data), ~ = 2.03 days- (measured fro~ batch growth data, V = 2.4 
2 liters, and A = 1200 em • Substituting into Eq. (24) 

k .= (2400/1200)((2.81/2.03) - 1) 

= 0.77 em 

cells unit wall area = -c-e-::-11-::--s 7un-i::-':t_v_o-:::l-um_e_o-;;:f-c-u-:1-:-t~u-r-e 

At the maximum concentration in the reactor, N = 4.13 X 107 cells/ml 

N. = k N 
w 7 

= 0.77 X 4.13 X 10 

= 3.2 X 107 cells/cm
2 

8 2;. 2 
and Area/cell = 10 micronscm 

).2 x lc} cel1s/cm2 

= 3.2 square microns 

From photomicrographs, typical dimentions of the cell are .6 microns by 

4 microns = 2.4 square microns/cell. Thus this model of wall growth 

predicts wa·11 coverage of about 75% by cells at suspension concentrations 

corresponding to the maximum observed during the washout experiment • 

• i 

\ . ' 
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PARr III: ELECTRONIC SIZING AND COUNTING OF BACTERIA 

I. IN'I'RODUCTION 

Among the most crucial variables in bacterial kinetics is the cell 

concentration. Also of importance is the distribution of properties 

among individuals in the cell population. One such property is the size 

distribution, which onemight expect to.have a strong influence on· 

. kinetics. Both the cell concentration and the distribution of cell size 

. in a culture can be measured rapidly and accurately with the system to 

be described here. The technique was originated by W. H. Coulter. 1 The 

method consists of drawing a measured volume of a dilute suspension of 

particles in an electrolyte through a small hole in a dielectric material. 

The electrical resistance of the hole or aperture is increased each time 

a particle is drawn through the hole. The electrical resistance change 

is seen·as a current change when the voltage across' the hole is kept 

constant. The maximum.puls~-amplitude is roughly proportional to the 

volume of the particles generating the pulse. The current pulses are 

electronically amplified, analyzed and sorted according to s:l.ze. ·The 

system is shown in Fig. 1. The preamplifier and amplifier magnify and· 

shape the pulses generated in the aperture by particle ~assage. The 

pulses are displayed on an oscilloscope to be sure that the aperture is 

not plugged. The ampl:l.fied pulses are sent to a pulse-height analyzer 

that sorts the pulses according to amplitude and remembers pulses of 

different sizes in· its 128 memory channels. .The resulting size distri

bution can be displayed. on an osiclloscope, an x-y recorder, and electric 

typewriter-paper tape punch. 

Part III of the dissertation will first review the literature on 

electronic sizing and coun~ing. Next, the counting system and its 

calibration with suspensions of small plastic spheres will be described. 

Then the system will be evaluated as a technique for counting and 

sizing bacterial cells. Finally, the results will be discussed in light 

of a theory of the electrical conductivity of bacterial cells and its 

· im:t>lication. 

·. 
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DIAGRAM OF PARTICLE COUNTING SYSTEM 
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of sizing and counting system. 
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I:L LITERATURE REVIEW 

A comprehensive literature survey was made of the theory of 

electronic sizing and counting of small particles and of its application 

·to the sizing and, counting of bacteria:. The theory will be discussed 

first, followed by a discussion of the application of the technique to 

bacteria. 
I· r;t -··. 

A. · Theory of Electronic Sizing and Counting of Particles 

1. Response to Particle Size i 

By making several assumptions,· Kubitschek derived the following 
. 2 

equation: 

- ! ~ 1. '·- ~ ~ . 

( 

. . ) -1 
V P2 - A_ P2 . 

(1) 

where R = electrical resistance of aperture in the absence ~f any particles, 

t::p = j52 - pl 

;52 = resistivity of the particle, 

p1 = resistivity of electrolyte, 

.A= cross-sectional area of aperture, 

. V = volume of aperture, 

· ·. v = volume of particle, and· 

a = cross-sectional area of particle. 

Equation (1)' is based on the following assumptions: · 

1. The greatest cross-section of the particle, a, is much smaller. 

than A, and the particle is shorter than the aperture depth. 

2. The particles are right circular cylinders of volume v. 

When p2 .>> p1 the change in resistance with respect to volume is linear 

to one percent for right cylinders with diameters less than ten percent 

of the aperture di~eter • 

. . 
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Recently, Gregg and Steidley have advanced the theory of sizing 

by a ·theoretical and experimental examination of the effect of particle 

shap·e and orientation on the system response. 3 They showed 'that :.for 

spheres small relative to the aperture, the resistance change in the 

aperture was 

(2) 

where 1 ~ aperture length, 

13 = 47Tr 2
3 /3LA., and .; 

·. r 2 . = radius of the sphere. 

For particle sizes not negligible with respect to the aperture, 

they showed that the following equation applied to spheres: 

(3) 

where K = r 1/r2 , 

r 1 = radius of sphere, and 

r 2 = radius of aperture. 

For small K, Eq. (3) reduces to Eq. (2). For long thin rods, end effects 

are negligible and Eq. (3) applies e.xcept ·that the _;right-hand side of · 

the equation must be multiplied by 2/3· 

For discs passing through the aperture with their axes of circular 

symmetry parallel to the axis of the aperture, the signal is approximately 

three times that for a sphere of equivalent volume because of the sharp 

edges of the disc •. For a disk passing through the orifice with faces 

parallel to the axis of the,ap~rture, Eq. (4) applies. 

(4) 

where 5 = particle volume • 
.. 
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All equations were tested byexperiments using two model ori

fices and model particles of various shapes. One model orifice was 

short compared to its diameter and the other model was long compared to 

its diameter, thus allOwing study of both extremes in or.ifice construction. 

Gregg and Steidley further showed that membrane capacities 

could be neglected. An equivalent circuit of the orifice-electrode .;J 

\i 
. system was ·analyzed to show that resistance ~hanges could be converted: 

current pulses that were independent of solution conductivity through : 
~· 

the use of a constant current source and a zero input impedance amplifier •. 

In more recent work, the performance of an actual sizing and 4 . ~ 

counting system has been studied by the same group. They suggest tha~ 
particle dimensions be limited to one third or less of the diameter of 

·the orifice. Increased count rates where shown to shift the measured 

size distribution toward longer particle sizes due to increased coinci-

dent passage of parti~les through the aperture. System response was 

shown to be almost independent of electrolyte conductivity except at 

lower values. Most important of their findings was the result that elec-

. tronic volumes averaged about 2o% lower than optically measured volumes 

in the case of mammalian cells and 4o% lower when polle~ suspensions 

were analyzed. They suggested that bulging of the mammalian cells while 

resting on the slide d~ing optical sizing could cause erroneously 

large values for optically determined volumes. The rough, wrinkled sur- . 

face of pollen particles was proposed as a reason for their low elctronic .. 

volume. As pointed out be Adams et al., this behavior is an advantage 

in the electrical measurement of the volume of particles of irregular 

shape. 

2. Coincidence Effects 

(a) Primary effects. The primary effect of coincident passage 

of particles through the aperture is loss of total count. Mattern, 

Brackett and Olson were the first. to treat this effect. 5 They pointed 

out that coincident.passage of two particles would produce a single 

pulse of variable . amplitude, depending on whether the particle_s passed 
.. 
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through the aperture close together or far apart. They proposed that ~ 

Poisson distribution would describe the distribution of single and 

multiple passages to particles. Th~y derived the following equation to 

describe the ratio of instrument count to actual count.: 

1 - p n o 
N = 1 - p 0 + (P 2 + 2P 3 + ••• 

"Where n = instrument count, 

N = actual count 

+ (n- l)P + ••• 
n 

-m P = e = probability of no cells in critical volume, 
0 . . 

m = average number of particles pe~ unit critical volume of 

the aperture, 
-m P1 = me = p~obability of one cell in critical volume, and 

n 
m -m Pn = ---, e :·probability of n cells in critical volume. n. 

~5) 

It can be seen that the variable m will be a function of the aperture 

size, coincident passage limiting the maximum allow~ble cell concentra

tion for a given coincidence level and aperture volume.· 

As pointed out by Harvey and Marr, differentiation of the pulses . 
instead of measurement of pulse amplitude will reduce coincidence effects . . 6 

.bY shortening pulse lengths. They showed that with differentiation and 

integration of pulses from a 30-micron-diameter aperture allowed accu-
. 4 6 

.rate counts between concentrations of 10 to 2 X 10 particles per ml •. 

This is in agreement with a calculation based on an equation proposed 

by Adams et al. which predicts a 2% leve~ of coincidence at a particle 
6 . 4 . 

concentration of 4 x 10 particles/ml for a )O-micron aperture. 

(b) . Secondary .. effe'ctih·. Secondary effects of particle coincidence 

result from the skewing of the distribution caused by several smaller 

particles being counted as a single larger particle. As mentioned earlier, 

Adams et al. showed that increased count rates caused size distribution 

to be shifted toward larger sizes because of coincident passage of parti

cles. Harvey and Marr showed that the size distribution obtained by 
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by analysis of undifferentiated pulses ~as broadened at higher count 

rates. They proposed that coincidence of the particles with other 

particles in the aperture led.to the broadening.5 Ho~ever, they found 

that the mode of the distribution did not change with count rate, 

. contrary to the findings of Adams et al. It is our opinion that broaden-· 

ing of the distribution. like that observed by Harvey and Marr ~ere due 

at least partly to coincident occurrence of noise pulses (both positive 

and negative) ~ith particle passage through the aperture, increased 

count rates giving rise to increased noise levels. If such results 

were to be entirely due to coincident passage of particles, the mode of 

the distribution should have been shifted and counts at size levels be

l~ the mode should be reduced ~hile counts above the mode increased. 

On the contrary, their results showed broadening on both sides of the 

mode, requirj.ng that some of the particle-generated pulses be combined 

with negative pulses •. Overshoot of' particle-generated pulses to nega

tive values occurs, possibly in sufficient amounts to cause the observed 

broadening of the. distribution. The observation that integration of the 

pulses before pulse-height analysis led to more narr~ distribution is 

consistent with ot~ proposed explanation, because such integration ~ould 

smooth out high frequency noise. 

Mathematical analyses of coincidence effects have been made .in

attempts to reduce this source of error. 718 

3. New Developments in Technique . · 

Recently, three extensions of the technique of Coulter cotinting 

have been. made 0 

Ful~yler has ·used Coulter counting to sort biological cells by 

volume.9 The new technique consists of electronically measuring the 

volume of particles, isolating each particle in a drop, and placing an . 
electric charge on each drop according to the sensed particle volume. 

The charged droplets then·enter·an electrostatic field that deflects the 

drops into collect.ion vessels. Drops ~ith higher charges are deflected 

to a greater extent by the electrostatic field and fall into collection 
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vessels different from those that the drops with .smaller charges fall i;· :.;-. 

into. Using this technique; human erythrocytes were separated from .mouse 

erythrocytes. 

A techniq~e for improving the resolution of the Coulter counter 

based on pulse-shaping prior to pulse-height analysis was begun in the 

laboratory of Dr. Donald Glaser. 10 Recently, Harvey and Marr made syste

matic studies to determine optimal degrees of differentiation and inte

gration of pulses prior to analysis. 6 Pulse-shaping is used with this 

·work and will be discussed later. 

A third important advance in the technique of Coulter counting 
11 has been made by Spielman and Goren. They have introduced a technique 

called hydrodynamic focussing. The technique consists of feeding the 

suspension to be analyzed into the Coulter aperture along a single stream

line, as shown in Fig. 2. The Coulter aperture is immersed in a particle

free electrolyte and the suspension to be analyzed passes through a small 

hole in a sample vessel and through the Coulter aperture, which is adja

cent to the hole in the sample vessel. · Because all particles pass along 

the same streamline, the trajectory of the particles through the aperture 

is no longer a variable because all particles havethe same trajectory. 

Hydrodynamic focussing gives roughly the same improvement of resolution 

as is obtained by pulse shaping. It has the advantage that much more 

justification is required for an 'empirical technique such as pulse 

shaping. It has the disadvantages that a larger volume of concentrated 

particles is required and that concentration measurements are not possible 

with the focussing method • 

. . 

· .. ' ·. 
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Fig. 2. Diagram of improved particle sizing using hydrodynamic focussing • 
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B. Sizing and Counting of Bacteria 

Kubitschek pioneered the use of a pulse-height analyzer and small-
' 2 ·diameter aperture to sizi~~ and counting of bacteria. He measured the 

size di~tributions of Escherichia coli cells and Bacillus megaterium 

spores, u·sing apertures as small as 10 microns in diameter. 

Swanton and· co-workers compared optical counts, viable counts, 
12 . 

and Coulter counts and obtained only fair agreement. They also found 

that the aperture voltage affected the electronic pulse pattern of line 

cells but not latex beads or dead cells. 

The same group pursued the effect of aperture voltage on viable 

bacteria, called the emf effect, and showed that during certain phases of 

growth, the electronic size of cells decreased with increases in aperture 

voltage. They also found a 1 correlation between plate count and emf 

effect. Plate counts were consistently lower• than electronic counts 

during growth phases when the emf effect appeared and that the reverse 

was true when emf sensitivity was not observed. Emf sensitivity was 

usually greatest before the onset of exponential growth. 

Toennies et al. used a Coulter counter to show that the electronic 

volume of Streptococcus faecalis decreased by 50% over a period.of five 

generation times of exponential growth. Microscopic observation showed 

that much decrease in the chain length. ·Harvey and Marr compared the 

distribution of lengths of E. coli obtained by electron microscopy with 
- ~ . ' 

. the electronic size distribution. By shifting coordinates so that means 

of the two populations were superimposed, they obtained a chi-square 

value of the differences of 9.786 with 14 degrees of freedom, which is 

equivalent to a probability. of 0.778 that the observed·values were due 

to chance. 

Lark and Lark used the Coulter counter in a study of cell wall 

.· synthesis~ volume, and ability to concentrate free amino acids during 

.the division cycle. 15 They reported finding little or no change in cell 
. . 

volume until just before cell division, at which point it increased 

sharply. Their results can,be partly explained as the effects of changing 
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from a long rod into two smaller rods with the accompanying change·in 

electronic sizing due to the shape effects discussed earlier. Increase -· in cell diameter may also be a factor in the observed results. Lark· and 

Lark found that addition of formaldehyde causes some cells in a population 

. to divide. They measured hemocrit volumes a~d compared them to electronic 

volumes, finding that electronic volumes were less than half hemocrit 

volumes. Lark and Lark proposed t~at this was due to intercellular water 

· . in the hemocrit measurement, but that explanation does not seem adequate. 

·to explain such large differences. As will be shown later, electronic · 

sizes are systematically less than optical sizes. 

Allison et al. used the Coulter counts in a studyinto the effects 
. 16 of chloramphenicol. i~ey found that total counts continued to increase 

somewhat after the addition of chloramphenicol to ~· coli cultures in 

. exponential growth: Viable count increased slightly but then began to 

'decrease after about one generation time. Cell conductivity was changed 

: by the addition of chloramphenicol, but not to the point of lysis of 

,the cell membrane; treated cells appeared to be larger than untreated 

cells. 

Ecker and Schoechter correlated the specific growth rate of cells 
I 

with the volume measured. electronically. Agreement was very goo·d for 

carbon limited cultures, larger cells having higher specific· growth rates. 

Coulter counting has recently been applied by Knisely and Throop 

to the determination of lytic activity of the-antibiotic lysostaphin, 

which lyses StaEhylococcus aureus in all growth phases. The method was 

found to be suitable and an improvement ~ver the turbidity method 

formerly used. They ~leo showed that 30% of unfixed cells died after 

10 minutes in a Mcilvaine buffer. ··Lysis was found to follow first-order 

kinetics. 

. : 

' ,· 

' ,· 
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III, DETERMINATION OF THE SIZE DISTRIBUTION 
OF POLYSTYRENE BEAD VOLUME STANDARDS 

A method of calibrating the electronic sizing and counting-system 

developed in our laboratOry was needed. Particles of latex and pollen 

have been us~d as standards in other 1aboratories.l9,20 ,21 , 22 The poly-· 

_ vinyl toluene and polystyrene latex particles manufactured and provided 

by the Dow Chemical Company (Midland, Michigan) were chosen to fill our 

·need for the following reasons: They are 

(1) Very uniform in size and shape, 

(2) Nonreactive and stable.for long periods in the counting 

medium used, and 

(3) Commonly used by other workers as standards. 

To determine the size distribution accurately, photographs were· 

made of approximately 450 polystyrene latex particle~ from a sample of 

Dow Chemical's Run No. LS-464-E, using a Hitachi Hu-llA electron micro

. scope. The average diameter of 1.305 microns quoted by'Dow Chemical for 

the sample was assumed to be correct. The diameter of the photograph of 

each sphere was m~asured with a traveling microscope and the results were 

·analyzed to estima_te the distribution of particle sizes and the statisti-
' cal parameters of the distribution. Figure 3 outlines the steps in the 

determination of the size distribution from the sample. 

1. Sample Preparation 

. * ·A. Methods 

Carbon films mounted on 3.0 mm diameter copper grids were used 

as supports for electron microscopy of the latex beads. Preparation of 

_ the carbon_ films and the transfer of the films to the copper grids are 

described in Appendix I. 

* All electron microscopy was done with the aid of Mr. Larry Ernst of the 
Inorganic _Materials Research Division of the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory • 

.... 

. -· 

I-
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Dow latex beads,: 1.3 microns . 
. in diameter, 10% suspension 

Copper grid,. · · 
: 200 mesh 

.·Graphite electrode. 

·electric /arc 
under { vacuum 

{. 

·. '·. 

·, 

thorough\agitation , 

and ~50: l_dilution \ carbon film 

.2% suspension of beads, carbon 

.· .. / 
film on · 
grid dispersed ~ · . , ~ copper 

fine aerosol ~spray . . / 

beads·spread on carbon 
support on copper grid 

·electron lmicroscope 

at 3500>< 

3-k"x 4-k" photos of beads, . 
20 to 40 beads per photo 

·diameter . I measurement 

~ith a J, traveling microscope 

diameters. of about 450 b·eads, 
measured along one or more of 
four specific directj.ons 

.. Control Data I Corportation 660 
Computer t . System 

size distribution and. statistical · 
parameters of latex beads for use 
as a primary standard in electronic 

sizing and counting of bacteria 

.. ' 

,,. 

... 

... ' 

Fig. 3· Outline of the· steps in the. determination of the· size dietri• 
bution. 



The latex beads have a tendency to stick together, which makes 

the measurement of their diameters more difficult and less accu~ate. 

To disperse the beads for photography, the commerical product, which 

contained about 10% beads in a liquid suspension, was diluted fifty-fold 

with distilled water and shaken for 5 minutes in a vibrating mixer. The 

suspension of beads was then sprayed onto the carbon support in the form 

of a very fine aerosol using a DeVilbiss No. 40 Glass Nebulizer (The 

DeVilbiss Company, Somerset, Pa.). Repeated sprayings were necessary to 

achieve the desired concentration on the carbon supports. The sprayed 

grids were examined with a light microscope after each spraying to deter

mine whether further spraying was required. Even with the precautions 

just described, the latex particles still had a tendency to agglomerate 

somewhat, and the additi.on of various surface -active agents and organic 

solvents did not appear to improve dispersion. 

2. Photograpby and Diameter Measurement 

Seventeen groups of between 20 and 40 beads per groups were 

photographed at magnifications of about 3500x with a Hitachi Hu-lla 

electron microscope (accelerating voltage= 50 keV, pole piece #3, V), 

using current on intermediate lens = 39 rna and 3 1/l+" X· 4 1/4" contrast 

grade lantern slides (Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, New York). The 

photographs are reproduced in Figs. 4, 5, 6, and 7. The images of the 

beads on the photographs were about 4.5 em in diameter. Note that most 

particles in the photographs are spherical and of a uniform size. 

The diameters of the photographic images of the particles were 

measured using a traveling microscope (David w. Man~ Co., Lincoln, 

Mass.) that 'vas equipped with a stage micrometer (Bausch & Lomb Incorpo

rated, Rochester, New York) an~ wap accurate to ± 1 micron, and an 

analog-digital converter (Datex Corporation, Monrovia, Calif.). Gear 

errors were reduced by bringing the cross-hair reticle in the eyepiece 

into coincidence with the image of the particle boundaries from the 

same direction for both sides of the particle. Repetitive measurements 
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Fig. 4. Photographs of polystyrene beads made by electron microscopy. 
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Fig . 5. Photographs of polystyrene beads made by electron microscopy . 
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Fig. 6. Photographs of polystyrene beads made by electron microscopy . 
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Fig . 1· Phot ogr aphs of polystyrene beads made by electron mi croscopy . 
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with the traveling microscope discussed j_n Appendix II had a standard 

deviation of 3·45 microns, or about .08% of the diameter of the images 

of the particles. The accuracy of the traveling microscope was thus more 

than adequate for the measurement of the diameters of the particle images. 

, B. Results 

1 . Astigmatism 

Although the electron microscope was cleaned and adjusted to eli

minate astigmatism just before use, the extremely narrow range of dia

meters made a correction for astigmatism necessary. •ro make corrections 

for astigmatism possible , the. dia.meter of each particle was measured 

only along one or more of the four axes shown in Fig. 8. Correction 

factors for astigmatism were estimated by comparing the 

average of the diameters measured in the X-direction on several groups 

of particles with the average of diameters measured in the other three 

directions for the same groups of particles . Statistically significant 

differences in magnification were found to occur between the four dif

ferent axes, with a maximum difference of 1.3% between the X and YA. 

directions. The calculations are d1scussed in Appendix III. 'I'he dia

meters measured in each direction were then corrected for the observed 

astigmatism as follows. The diameters in the YA-direction were arbi 

trarily assumed to be unaffected by astigmatism, and diameters observed 

in the other three directions were multiplied by the ra tio of the 

averaged diameters in the YA-direction (for a test group) to the averaged 

diameters in the other direction (for the same group of particles) . ·The 

following equations summarize the method used to correct for astigmatism: 

DyA (corrected) ::: DY.A.( observed) 

DX(corrected) = Dx(observed x (nYA/Dx) 

DYB(corrected) = DYB(observed X (DYA/DYB) 

D2 (corrected) = D2(observed) X (DYA/D2) 
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Fig. 8. Orientations of the four axes for diameterme~surements with 
respect to each photographic plate. 
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Di (observed) = observed diameter in i-direction of a given 

particle, 

D1 ( GOr~ected) :· = diameter of same particle in i-direction cor

rected' for astigmatism, and 

J3 /fJi YA 
= astigma·~ism correction factors (listed in 

Table V). 

2. Computer Program 

The analysis, of the particle diameters was done 11sing Control 

Data Corporation 6600 computer system ... ' Figure 9 is an outline of the 

program of operations that were performed on the data with the computer. 

Appendix IV lists the actual program, which was written in the Chippewa 

.version of the Fortran coding language. 

The program calculates the diameters and volumes for ~ach particle, 

correcting for the effects of astigmatism as outlined in the preceding 

section and for variations in magnification from photo to photo as will 

be discussed in the next section. Diameters are also adjusted so that 

the mean diameter of the population is equal to 1. 305 microns. 

The statistical parameters of particle diameters defined in Table 

I are also computed for the particle volumes on each photograph. Volume 

parameters are identified in the program with the corresponding letter 

or letters assigned to diameter parameters, except that a "V" is added, 

e.g., UV(I) =mean volume of the particles on the Ith photo, ·vv(I) = 
variance of the volumes of the particles on the Ith photo, etc. A similar 

set of statistical parameters is computed for the combined data of all 

groups analyzed for both particle diameters and particle volumes. OVer

all parameters are denoted by the symbols UT = grand weighted mean of 

particle diameters, UTV = grand weighted mean of particle volumes, VT = 
grand weighted variance of particle diameters, etc. 

The program also sorts the particle sizes into 500 different 

groups according to diameter by intervals of .01 microns ranging from 0 

to 5 microns in diameter. The number of particles found in each of the 
t • • 

· 500 groups .is then printed. A· similar histogram of ,the distribution of 

particle volum~s is computed for intervals .01 cubic microns .wide and 

printed. 
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READ NUMBER OF PHOTOS 

READ FOR EACH PHOTO 
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER 
NUMBER OF PARTICLES 
MAGNIFICATION FACTOR 
FOR EACH PARTICLE 

Number of Diameters measured 
Diameter coordinates 

DO FOR EACH PHOTO 

I . 

SET STATISTICAL PARAMETERS EQUAL TO ZERO INITIALLY 
DO FOR EACH PARTICLE 

Calculate diameters from coordinates 
Correct diameters for astigmatism 
Compute average diameters 

COMPUTE APPARENT MAGNIFICATION FACTOR(MEAN-ESTIMATED) 
DO FOR EACH PARTICLE 

Correct average' diameter for magnification error 
Compute average volume 
Prepare histograms of average diameters and average volumes 

COMPUTE STATISTICAL PARAMETERS 

DO FOR EACH PHOTO 
WRITE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER 
DO FOR EACH PARTICLE 

Write diameters in four different directions, average diameter 
· and average volume 

WRITE STATISTICAL PARAMETERS 

WRITE HISTOGRAM OF DIAMETERS 

WRITE HISTOGRAM OF VOLUMES 

COMPUTE F~UENCY DIAGRAMS OF DIAMETER AND VOLUME 

WRITE FREQUENCY DIAGRAMS OF DIAMETER AND VOLUME 

COMPUTE STATISTICAL PARAMETERS FOR COMBINED DATA OF ALL PHOTOS 

WRITE OVERALL STATISTICAL PARAMETERS 

·, 
Fig. 9· Outline of computer program for analysis·of·particle diameter 

data. 
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Table I. Statistical parameters calculated for the particle diameters 
·on each photograph 

Name 

m(;lan diameter 

variance of 
diameters 

standard deviation 
of diameters 

momental skewness 

kurtosis 

' -

Symbol in 
.computer program 

U(I) 

V(I) 

S(I) 

A3(I)/2 

(A4(I)-3)/2 

A4(I) 

Definition 

weighted average of diameters 
of particles on Ith photo
graph 

weighted average of squares 
of deviations of average 
particle diameters· from U(I) 
for the Ith photo 

square root of V(I) 

one half the weighted average 
of the cubes of the deviations 
of average particle diameters 
from U(I), divided by S(I) 
cubed · 

see definition of A4(I) 

weighted average of the 
. difference between-the aver
age particle diameters and 
U(I), raised to the fourth 
~power, divided by V(I) 
squared 
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Both histograms are normalized by dividing each value by the 

total number of particles analyzed and the t'Wo resulting frequency dia

grams are then printed. 

C. Discussion 

The magnification of the electron microscope could be estimated 

'Within an accuracy of only about 100/o, making a check of the average dia

meter. of 1.305 microns given by the supplier impossible. It -was thus 

assumed in the calculations that the figure 'Was correct. With this 

assumption, the apparent magnification factors -were calculated indepen

dently for each photograph (denoted as DIAMETER FACTOR in Tables II and 

III). large, statistically non-random variations in magnification appeared · 

to occur as shown by the graph (Fig. 10) of apparent magnification versus 

photograph. The apparent magnification factors are plotted in the same 

order that the photographs 'Were taken, and a fairly regular variation in 

the mangnification factors can be observed. There are three or more 

sources of this systematic error. The changes in magnification between 

photographs were caused, at least in part, by the adjustments. made on the 

microscope to keep the specimen in focus. We 'Were not aware of this 

source of error 'When the photographs were taken and did not record the 

fine adjustments in the microscope that could have been used in conjunc

tion with a calibration experiment to calculate magnification factors on 

each photo. The second likely source of variation in magnification is 

the shift in intensity of illumination of the screen to lower values for 

photography after focusing. A third possible source of error, variation 

in magnification as a function of position of the sample in the electron 

microscope, ·could also be contributing to the observed variation between 

photos. V~riation in the size of the photographs themselves during pro

cessing is unUkely since glass photographic. plates were used rather than 

film. ,/'_ 
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Table II. Comparison of different methods of estimating magnification 
factors 

Method of Standard deviation 
.estimation of diameters (mi

crons) 

Data supp'lied 0.0158 
by manufacturer 

Mean-estimated, 0.01493 
very large and very small 
data removed 

Assumed same for all · o.o4.o41 
photos 

Estimated from smoothed 0.03295 
curve of Fig. 7 

Mean-estimated except 0.01892 
for photos 1, 2, 3, 6, · : 
which were adjusted towards 
normal values by two· standard 
deviations 

Last 5 photos, same factor 
for each photo 

Last 5 photos, mean
estimated factors 

. 0.01326 

. 0.01093 . 

Nature of histogram 
of combined data 

not available 

good>':.· smooth 

poor, ragged 

fair, somewhat 
ragged 

fair, somewhat 
ragged 

fair 

fair-to-good 
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Table III. Comparison of statistical parameters of distributions with 
and without consideration of unusually small and large particles 

Parameter 

mean diameter 
(microns) 

mean volume 
(cubic microns) 

standard deviation 
of diameters 

(microns) 

standard deviation 
of volumes 
(cubic microns) 

momental skewness 
of.diameters 
(dimensionless) 

momental skewness·'·. 
of volumes 
(dimensionless) 

kurtosis of 
diameters 
(dimensionless) 

kurtosis of 
volumes 
(dimensionless) 

., .. 

Without unusual data All data analyzed 

1.305 

1.1641 1.14611 

0.01493 0.11227 

0.039599 ' 0.24735 

-0.3826 ; -2.0748 

-0.31345. -2.7299 

1.326 19.375 

1.150 45.321 
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Smooth curve of data 

± 3 Standard deviation of the 
magnification foetor of a photograph 
with 25 particles on it. 

--o-----
1}---o--~ 

I ~--o----
1 I 

Photograph number 
XB L 6 71-296. 

I 

( 
c'., 

Fig~ 10. Magnification ·factors versus photograph number. 
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Combination of the data from.the different photographs required 

that r'airly accurate estima'tes of the unknown and varying magnifications 

,be available for each photo has the inherent limitation that the mean 

diameter of the particles on a given photograph is not likely to be 

exactly equal to the true mean diameter of the population. When the 

number of particles per photograph is large enough, and when there is · 

no systematic variation of magnification for different points on the 

same photo, the means for the photos will normally be distributed about 

the true mean. The standard deviation of the mean diameters of the 

photos about the true mean can be estimated from the following:.'formilla: 

s = CJ' ·; J"n m p . 

where s = standard deviation~of the sample mean, m 

()' = square root.of the variance of the population, and p 

n ;:= number of particles on each photograph. 

Because each photograph contained between 20 and 37 measurable particles, 

the assumption of a normal distribution of sample means is fairly accu

rate and it can be. seen· that the potential deviation of the calculated 

size distribution could be dispersed from the true size distribution by 

roughly 1/ J25 , or 2\Y{o, and would probably tend to be misshapen somewhat. 

To see if a more narrow distribution could be obtained by esti

mating the magnification for each photograph in other ways, several 

other approaches were tried. They included the following: 

(1) Estimation by assuming that the sources of variation in 

magnification caused a continuous variation in magnification factors 

with photographic order, represented.by the smoothed curve through the 

data in Fig. 10. 

(2) Assumption of the same magnification for each photograph. 

(3) Assumption of the mean-estimated. (the method of setting 

average diameters on each photo equal to 1.305 microns) magnification 

factors, excep~ for those ~howing very wide. deviations from the majority. 
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Adjustment of unusual mean~estimated magnification factors toward the 

majority value by two standard deviation of their respective means. 

(4) Analysis of only the last five photos, assuming a constant 

magnification factor. 

(5) Analysis of only the last five photos, using mean-estimated 

magnification factors. 

Table II shows that none of these alternatives improved the overall 

character of the observed size distribution beyond that originally ob

tained using mean-estimated magnification factors throughout. The fourth 

and fifth methods did reduce the standard deviation, but gave distributions 

of irregular shape compared to the results obtained with the original 

method of using mean-estimation magnification factors. Certainly not all 

. alternatives were exhausted, and use of a method such as variation of 

the magnification factors ·to minimize the value of chi-squared between 

different photos would.probably lead to a significant increase of narrow

ness of the true distribution, but the difficulty of additional manipu

lations of the data is not felt· to be justified by the return. The final 

distributions chosen are shown in Figs. ll and 12, the first being a 

frequency diagram of diameter and the second a frequency diagram of 

particle volume. They were calculated by combining all data (including 

unusually small or large particles) using mean-estimated mangification 

factors. Statistical parameters for these distributions and for the 

same magnification factors with particles of unusual sizes removed are 

compared in Table III. The results are given in complete form for these 

two cases in Tables XXXXI and XXXXII of the Appendix. 

Comparison of the value of the standard deviation of diameters 

(with unusual particles removed) shown in Table III is 0.0149 microns. 

This is in good agreement w1th'.•.the value of 0.0158 microns ~btained on 

the same system by the supplier, Dow Chemical Company. This agreement 

and the relative smoothness of the_size distributions in Figs. 11 and 12 

is felt to be partial confirmation of our belief that the measured dis

tribution is reaonably close· to the true distribution. 
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Fig. 11. Frequency diagram.of particle diameters. 
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volume 

. Fig. 12. Frequency diagram of particle volumes • 
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D. Conclusions 

Photogra'phs of about 450 latex spheres have been obtained with 

an electron microscope and the images of the spheres measured with a 

traveling microscope. The data have been analyzed and_a reasonable esti

mate of the true size distribution and· its statistical parameters has 

been made from the analysis that is in good agreement with values 

obtained by the manufacturer. 

It is sug~ested that in the future, lower magnifications be used, 

so that all particles to be analyzed will be;. on a single photograph, 

eliminating the need to consider vartations -in magnification between 

photographs. 

.. \ 

? 
~·· ....... /' . 

. . 

·. 
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IV. SYSTEM CALIBRATION 

In' this section, the physical and electrical properties of the 

aperture are reported. The linearity of the response of the electronics 

and of the entire system is demonstrated over a wide range of variables. 

Reproducibility of the system is examined. Finally, the effects of 

pulse shaping arerexamined and optimal settings are chosen on the basis 

of resolution. 

A. Characte:r:istics of the Aperture 

1. Physical Characteristics 

Dimensions and appearance of the aperture were determined using 

a phase contrast microscope having a calibrated fine focus adjustment 

for depth measurements. The aperture was examined with an 'oil immersion 

objective and photographed at a magnification of about 720x. Diameters 

were measured from the photographs and computed by comparison to a photo

graph of a stage micrometer made at the same magnification. The diameter 

was found to be 32.1 microns at the outer surface of the aperture. In 

appearance, the aperture seems to be a right circular cylinder with 

slightly beveled edges at either end of .the aperture. The average length 

was measured as_29.5 microns. 

2. Electrical Characteristics 

The conductivity of the electrolyte was varied, and both electro

lyte conductivity and the reciprocal of the aperture resistance were 

measured. The results are shown in Fig. 13 and Table IV. The slight 

nonlinearity of the curve may be due to an electrode resistivity. 

The effect of aperture voltage on·aperture resistance was also 

tested. A circuit diagram is given in Fig. 14. As can be seen, what we 

call aperture voltage is actually the electrical potential across the aperture 

and a 34 kohm resistor in series with it. For the sak~ of convenience, 

·we shall always refer to aperture voltage as defined in Fig. 14. Aperture 

voltage was varied from 0.65 volts to 150 volts and aperture currents 

were measured .. 
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Fig. 13. Aperture conductivity versus solution conductivity. 



Table IV. Effect of Solution Conductivity on Aperture Conductivity 

Electrolyte 
Identification 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

. ' 

Reciprocal of 
Aperture Resistance 

(kohms -1) . 

. 0286 

.0206 

.0182 

.00741 

.00318 

Conductivity of 
Electrolyte 

(lo-3 rrlno/cm) · 

> 17·9 

17.0 

14.6 

5·5 
_, 

2.18 

. -
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Fig. 14. ·· Circuit diagram of aperture. 
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The results a·re shown .in Table V. The first entry in the table 

is a voltage of 0.65 volts 'With no resulting current. This is due to 

polarization of the electrodes. Aperture current is plotted versus 

· voltage in Fig. 15. Deviations from the expected linear relationship is 

evident at voltages above 60 volts. Deviations at higher voltage are due 

to heating in the aperture, leading to a higher electrical conducti~ity 

in the aperture. If heating is indeed responsible, the decrease in the 

overall aperture resistance should be directly proportional to the overall 

po'Wer input to the aperture. Figure·l4 shows a circuit diagram for the· 

aperture system under study. 

·From the circuit in Fig. 14 and from the value of polarization 

voltage, the follo'Wing equations can be derived. 

Overall Aperture 
Resistance 

= 
v - .65 

I - 34 K 

Overall Aperture = (V- .65)I (34)I
2 

Decrease in Overall = lim (R) R 
Aperture Resistance. I~ 0 

,. 

Ro R : = -\' 

= fill 

Values for these variables are sho'Wn in Table V. The erratic values of 

the aperture resistance at aperture voltages below 20 volts are due to 

inaccurac~ in the measurement of current and voltage at small values. 

Power input is plotted versus the decrease in aperture resistance in 

Fig. 16. The correlation is very strong, confirming that changes in 

aperture resistance are due to heating in the aperture. At an aperture 

voltage of 150 volts, the decrease of aperture resistance is-19'/o, sug

gesting a .mean temperature change of roughly~: lO.~C. · Thus:.the:temperature 

rise of the fluid passing through the aperture would be of the order of 

20°C. Such a high temperature rise might str'ongly affect the electronic 

size of cells passing through the aperture by affecting their electrical 

properties, but the residence time of particles in the aperture is short 
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Table v. Effect of Aperture Voltage on Aperture Current 

Overall Overall 
Aperture Aperture Aperture Aperture 
'Voltage Current Resistance M Po'Wer 
(volts) (milliamps ) . (kilohms) (kilohms) ('Watts) 

0.65 0 
(extrapolated) 

1 0.0053 32.0 
2 0.0161 . 49.9 

3 0.0250 -60.0 

5 0.0491 54.6 
10 0.121 43.3 
20 0.225 52.0 0 0.00263 
30 0.341 52.1 .. -0.1 0.00706 
4o 0.464 50.8 -1.2 0.01094 
50 0.568 51.4 . -0.6 ·o.ol49 
60 0.700 50.8 -1.2 0.0248 

70 0.832 '4 4 . 9· . -2.6 0.0342. 
80 0.955 _rJ 

, .. J 49~1 -2 ·9 o.o448 

90 1.092. ' . ; . 47.8 -4.2 0.0571 
100 1.24 '46.1 -5·9 0.0709 
110 . 1.36 46.4 -5.6 0.0858 

.120. 1.53 44.0 . -8.0 0.1030 
130 1.66 43·9 -7·9 o.i2o9 
140 1..80 43.4.· -8-.6 0.1406 
150 .. 1.96 42.2 -9.8 ·0.1621 
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so the change would have to be rapid. Also, heating in the aperture 

could increase the flow rate through the aperture by lowering the vis

cosity of the electrolyte~ Such a change would increase the total count. 

As will be discussed later, increased counts (by about 10% when the 

aperture voltage was increased from 24 volts to 96 volts) followed in

·creased aperture voltages in the case .of plastic beads, but total counts 

of bacteria remained constant. It is possible that afraction of the 

bacteria were lysed at higher aperture voltages, offsetting the increase 

in flow rate. 

Temperature would be less likely to affect inert particles·such 

as polystyrene beads. The overall conductivity change itself should not 

greatly affect the sizing capabilities of the system because of the rea

sons given by Gregg and Steidley, provided that a current sensitive 

low input impedance preamplifier is used. 3 
However, heating in the aperture could be expected to give 

slight improvement of resolution because it would promote plug flow by 

heating regions of low flow rates more; thus decreasing viscosity and 

leading to an increased flow rate there. As will be shown later, reso

lution was improved by higher aperture voltages; the standard deviations 

of both beads and cells being decreased. Also, because the electronics 

unavoidably integrate the pulses to a certain extent, the higher con

ductivities in the regions of longer residence times tend to give pulse 

areas more nearly equal to areas of pulses from particles passing through 

rapidly. Thus the integrated pulses seen by the electronics are more 

nearly equal for particles of the same size. The main disadvantages of 

the increased aperture voltages are that boiling in the aperture is a 

more common occurrence and that the ej_ectronic sizes of bacteria are 

reduced, as will be discussed later. 
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B. Characteristics of Electronics 

Referring to Fig. 1, it will be noted that electrical pulses 

caused by passage of particles are first amplified in the preamplifier 

and then shaped and further amplified by the amplifier before sorting 

and counting by the pulse-height analyzer. The aperture voltage is 

applied with a modified Lawrence Radiation Laboratory Slim Gem Power 

Supply, Mode.l 4V9804 (not shown in Fig. 1). ·The preamplifier is an EC 

1000 low-noise Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 198 system charge sensitive 

preamplifier (number llX 2950· P-1); . The amplifier is a Tranlamp (number 

15X-4845) . The pulse height analyzer is a 128- channel analyzer (manu

factured by Nuclear Data, Inc., Palatine, Ill.), Model 110. A. Nuclear 

Data Model 410 cathode-ray oscilloscope is used to display the memory of 

the analyzer. The analyzer also drives an X-Y recorder (Model 2D-2, 

Mosely Autograf, Pasadena, Calif.) and an electric typewriter paper tape 

punch (Model 33, Teletype Corporation, Skokie, Ill.). The output of the 

analyzer is a graph of the number of counts per channel versus channel. 

The output may be displayed as a picture on the cathode ray oscilloscope, 

a graph plotted by the X-Y recorder, as:·a typed listing of the number of 

counts in each channel, or as a punched record on a piece of paper 

computer tape. 

Because the height of the pulses generated by the passage of 

particles through the aperture is directly related to particle volume, 

it is desirable that the electronic system used to analyze the pulses 

give a linear response to pul'se amplitude. The linearity of the counting 

system was tested using a pulse generator.. The generator can generate 

pulses of a variety of shapes and amplitudes. The effect of pulse 

shape was tested by varying test pulse amplitudes while keeping rise and 

fall times constant. Two types of test pulses were used. Short pulses 

had rise times of 0.05 J.l.Sec.;and decay times of 2.5 ~sec; long pulses had 

rise times of 1 ~sec and decay times of 50 ~sec. 
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These t~o types of test pulses were fed to the preamplifier 

through a 1.5 pF capacitor test input ~hile changing settings of the 

amplifier such as gain, differentiation, and integration. The results 

of these experiments are sho~n in Table VI. Overall gain [channels/ 

(input volt x nominal amplifier gain)] of the system was strongly depen

dent on pulse shape, but linear for a wide range of amplitudes ~hen the 

pulse rise and fall times were kept constant. The longer pulse gave a 

consistently higher gain. Pulse shaping in the form of differentiation 

and integration consistently decreased the apparent.gain (amplitude of 

output pulse divided by amplitude of input pulse). PHA. gain .[channel/ 

(output pulse amplitude)] was a function of both pulse le·ngth and the 

degree of pulse shaping. .Some of these features are shown in Fig. I7, 

~hich. is a graph of pulse height analyzer channel versus relative input 

pulse amplitude for no pulse shaping (integration ~ 0.05 ~sec, differen

tiation = 5000 ~sec) and for some pulse shaping (integration = 1.0 ~sec, 

differentiation= 2.0 ~sec). The long pulses always show a higher gain. 

Also, pulse length affected the results more strongly in the case of no 

pulse shaping. As can be seen from Table VI, the gain for the case of· 

no shaping is significantly greater than for the case with shaping. The 

difference does not appear as great because the amplitude of the input 

pulses ~as adjusted to obtain nearly fu~l-scale readings on the pulse 

height analyzer. Nonlinearity observed in ~he highest datum of the short 

pulse, pulse shaped case is due to exceeding the:linear range of the 

pulse generator. The linearity in the rest of the data is apparent. 



Table VI. Test of linearity of electronics 

A==Nominal .Noise Apparent Gain PHA Gaih 
.ov:rall/ A 
Ga1n 

Gain Pulse Diff. Int. (Input output volts channels channels 
Coarse Fine Length (f!s) . {iJ.s) ·volts) input volts output volts input volts 

100 10 short 1~ 1 0.015 28.6 9·35 2.68 

100 10 long 1 1 . 0.010 40.9 13-5 5.52. 

100 0 short 2.0 0.5 0.0164 23-5 11.7 2.74 

100 0 long 2.0 0.5 0.009 35.8 13.8 5.08 

100 0 short 2.0 1.0 0.022 18.2 11.3 2.06 

100 0 long 2.0 1.0 0.011 30.2 --·.._..--- -:.· 14.5 4.36 

100 o. short 5-0 1.0 0.028 17.8 13.8 2.46 
I 

100 0 long 5-0 1.0 0.013 31.5 15.0 4.71 
[\) 

--J 
[\) 

100 0 short 5-0 2.0 0.022 17.0 13.8 1.66 I 

100 ·o long 5-0 2.0 0.016 26.4 14.7 3.89 

.100 0 short 5-0' 5-0 0.049 7-5 13.1 1.02 

100 0 long 5-0 5.0 0.030 17.8 15.1 2.68 

200 0 short 1.0 5-0 o.o43 6.2 14.7 0.46 

200 0 long 1.0 5-0 0.026 15.0 15·5 . 1.16 

o. short 0.024 17-6 
. 

11.6 4.07 50 5000. 

50 0 long 5000. 0.05 0.019 21.6 14.3 6.13 

... 
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C. Linearity of Response to Particle Sizes 

The first test of linearity was made by analysis of particle 

puises by the simultaneous variation of aperture voltage and amplifier 

gain so that the product of these two variables remained constant. The 

results are shown in Tables VII, VIII, and IX and in Fig. 18. Table VII 

summarizes the results. Aperture resistance was .calculated by the method 

used earlier. Variation in aperture resistance caused an increase in 

aperture current, so that the product of aperture current ~nd amplifier 

gain was not constant. Thus, when two of the distributions (gains of · 

200 and 50) were compared in Fig. 18, they did not superimpose directly 

on top of one another, the distribution at the higher voltage being 

slightly shifted toward larger apparent size. It is also evident that 

the higher aperture current led to better resolution, giving more narrow 

·peaks. Saturation of the preamplifier occurred above channel 45 in the 

case of high gain. Multiple peaks are due to coincident passage through 

the aperture of two or more particles. Tables VIII and IX list the pulse 

height analysis .distributions obtained at aperture voltages of 100 and 

25, respectively. Note .that .the first number printed in each table is. 

the length of time spent analyzing pulses in ten thousandths of a minute. 

Other numbers represent counts per channel accumulated during the counting 

period. 

Another means of testing linearity .consisted of noting the 

channel number at which singlet, doublet, triplet, and quadruplet peaks 

Occurred as 'the amplifier gain was varied. Table X lists the peak posi-

. tions obtained, and Fig. 19 shows the re'sults as pulse-height analysis 

channel versus am~lifier gain. Linearity is demonstrated in two senses 

in Fig. 19. First, a straight line is obtained for each degree of' multi

plets. Secondly, the slopes of the lines are proportional to the number 

of particles in the multiplet. 

From these results, the linearity of the response is established. 
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Table VII. .Linearity test by simultaneous variation of aperture current 
and amplifier gain. 

DC Aperture Aperture 1st Peak 2nd Peak 
Voltage Current Resistance (channel (channel 

Gain (volts) · (milliamps) (kohms) number) number) 

400 : 12.5 0.15 49·3 8 1/2 18 

200 25.0 o'.31' 46.7 10 20 

100 50.0 0.64 44.1• 11 21 

50 100.0 1.39 38.0 
+ 

10 20 

'. 
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Table VIII. Pulse height analysis of 1. 305 ~ polystyrene beads. 

Aperture current = 1. 3 9 milliamps, * 
Gain ; 50, counts per channel by channel 

010000 000000 . 000016. 000571 001484 002059 002375 002891 

006665 017832 024173 020169 013390 008139 004867 003609 

003145 003551 006068 009093 009565 008488 007206 005235 

003387 002671 002506 002907 003565 003930 004387 004846 

004495. 004131 003650 003207 002758 0024-1) 002306 002477 

002709 003024 003122 003141 003104 003135 '003466 003912 

004587 005221 005204 005065 004707 004343 004115 003901 

003618 003134 002193 001081 000433 000165 000102 000092 

000080 000054 000076 000044 000067 000062 000052 000035 

000041 000036 000025 000027 000014 000014. 000018 000017 

000022 000022 000007 000013 000010 000006 000011 000010 

000006 000005 000004 000011 . -000006 000004 000003 000007 

000004 000006 000003 000004 000000 000005 000001 000006 

000004 000000 000002 . 000005 000003 000004 000001 000001 

000000 000002 000004 000001 000002 000002 000001 000003 

000001 000002 000000 000002 000000 000000 000001 000000 

:* 
Counts per channel are listed by channel, left to right, top to bottom, 

beginning ~ith channel 1 and ending ~ith channel l28. 

l • 

. . 
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Table IX. Pulse height analysis of 1.305 I.L polystyrene .beads. 

Aperture current = .31 milliamps, 
* Gain = 200, counts per channel by channel 

010000 000000 000002 000150 000730 002053 004654 006202 

009481 ·. 015261 018166 015817 012585 009940 ·007185 005268 

004031 004537 006135. 007668 008139 007600 006197 005021 

003968 . 003524. 003328 003117 003357 003716 003906 ·oo3981 

003988 003745 003458 003019. 002618. 002307 002277 002418 

002435 002592 002709. 002484 002427 002157 002060 001666 

001574 001432 0014-58 001406 001516 . 001482 .001598 001535 

001424 001438 001234 001179 001082 000994 000942 000918 

001003 000951 000887 000818 000889 000844 000829 000742 

000754 000768 000730· 000669. 000662 000588 000553 000557 . 
000574 000521 000511 . 000488 000477. 000472 000528 000459 

000439 000422 000421 000404. 000346 000370 000357 000353 

000350 000320 000340 000316 000294 000261 000278 000280 

000316 000274 000249 000280 000265. 000226 000235 000229 

000212 000234 000211 000197 000221 000174 . 000198 000164 

000194 000190 000171 000160 000154 00015'7 000145 000149 
-)(· 

Counts per channel are listed by channel, left to right, top to bottom, 
beginning v/i th channel 1 and ending with channel 128. 
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Table X. Linearity check by variation of gain. 

Singlet 
. Peak 

1.305 micron beads · 
Differentiation = 1 ~sec 
Integration = 5 ~sec 

Doublet ' .. :Triplet 
·Peak Peak 

(channel) (channel) (channel) 

2-1/4 4;_3/4 7 

7 12:.1/2 17-1/2 

9 .18 27-1/2 

20-1/2 38-1/2' 58-1/2 

43-1/2 78-1/'2. 

Quadruplet 
Peak 

(channel) 

9-1/2 

23 

37 

75-1/2. 
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D. Effect of Pulse-Shaping on Resolution 

AJ3 mentioned earlier, improved resolution in electronic sizing 

results from shaping the particle-generated pulses using differentiation 

and integration. Harvey and Marr have published results of pulse-shaping 

on the sizing of plastic beads (of the same type used in our work). 6 

Using different electronics from ours, they found that the optimal time 

constants in pulse-shaping were 0.8 ~sec first differentiation and inte

gration and 3.2 JlSec for the second differentiation. The setting of the 

first differentiation was found to have the greatest effect on the reso

lution. They concluded that pulse shaping reduced coincidence by sho~ten-

ing the pulse length. Because we are using a different amplifier and pre

amplifer, we undertook a brief study of the effects of varying differentiation 

and integration. A double-barreled approach was used. Photographs v1ere 

taken of an oscilloscope monitoring the shaped pulses to see the effect of 

pulse shaping. At the same time, the pulses were sorted using the pulse

height analyzer to obtain a size distribution. Table XI surn..'1larizes the 

results of oscilloscope monitoring of the effect of pulse shaping on 

pulses from 2.051 ~ polyvinyltoluene beads. As can be seen from Table XI, 

the linear pulses (differentiation = 5000 ~sec and integration = .05 ~sec) 

were the longest of all pulses, while setting of integration = 1 ~sec = 
differentiation gave the shortest pulse duration. At settings of inte

gration less than 2 ~sec, pulses were somewhat ragged due to high fre-

quency noise. · Rise times were most uniform at the two follow:i,ng settings: 

·differentiation = 2 ~sec, integration~ 5 ~sec" and differentiation = 5 
~sec aiid.integration::: 2 ~sec. Rise times at differentiation= l ~sec= 

integration seemed to be overcorrected and the pulses were somewhat 
/ 

ragged. Results of pulse height analysis were in agreement with the 

information obtained from the oscilloscope traces, as ca'n be seen in 

Fig. 20. -Two size distributions of 2;051 ~ diameter beads are shown in 

Fig. 20. One dist:ribution was obtained with linear setting on the 

amplifier (differentiation := 5000 ~sec, integration = .05 ~sec) and the 

other using optimal shaping settings (differentiation = 2 ~sec, ··inte

gration ::-: 5 ~se.c). · Note that two peal-;:s exist on the singlet peak for 
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Table XI. Effects of pulse shaping, 2.051 /J. spheres. 

Differ- Inte- Gain Rise Time Duration 
entiat ion gration (f..Lsec) (!J.sec) 

(f..Lsec) (IJ.sec) Coarse, Fine . Min. Max. Min. .tfJaX • 

5000 0.05 8, 2.90 7 15 17 27 

5 0.05 16, 3.0 5 8. 12 18 

2 0.01 25, 3·0 5 7 9 17 

2 5 50, 3.0. 6 8 12 16 

5 2 16, 0 7 8 13 18 

5 5 16, 0 6 9 10 15 

1 1 25) 0 3 7 6 12 
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the unshaped case, while the second smaller peak has been eliminated on 

the singlet peak.with pulse-shaping. The reason for the second peak on 

the singlet peak is not clear. Resolution using pulse shaping does not 

appear to be improved very much over the unshaped effect. 

Another feature of the distributions shown is that the doublet 

peak falls at less than twice the abscissa as the singlet peak. Similarly, 

the triplet peak falls at an abscissa less than three times that of the 

singlet peak. This may be the result of severa,l factors. First, the 

diameter of the 2.051 1-L particles considered here are appreciable with 

respect to the diameter of the aperture, which means the limits of 

linearity may be broached on multiplets. Secondly, a shape effect could 

be responsible for the results. However, Gregg and Steidley showed that 

at aspect ratios greater than one, right circular cylinders passing 

through the aperture with center of circular symmetry parallel to that 

of the aperture gave larger resistance changes than those observed with 

spheres of equal volume.3 Thus shape effects would act in the opposite 

direction from that observed. With settings of 1 1-l.Sec on both pulse

shaping parameters, the multiplet peaks are linearly related to one 

another, but much resolution is lost. If the effect is one of particle 

size, smaller spheres should improve linearity in the. multiplet positions. 

Figure 21 shows three pulse-height analysis distributions obtained with 

1.305 1-L diameter polystyrene spheres with and without shaping of pulses. 

Again, settings of differentiation = 2 1-l.Sed, integration = 5 1-l.Sec clearly 

give the best resolution for single particles but settings of differen

tiation = integration c 1 1-l.Sec give better overall .resolution. Further

more, multiplets are now integral multiples of the mode of the singlet 

peak, except for the triplet peak. Resolution at other settings of 

differentiation and integration are not greatly different from the optimal 

settings; as shown by the distribution Obtained at values Of 1 1-l.SeC for 

both shaping parameters. Harvey and Marr proposed coincidence of pulses 

was the major reason for spreading of the distribution, but the decreased 

resolution at shorter pulse lengths (e.g., differentiation= integration= 

1 1-l.Sec) is evi,dence that coincidence is not the only factor affecting 

resolution. 
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Fig. 21. Pulse height analysis of 1. 305 micron beads, with and 
without pulse-shaping. 
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Now that optimal settings of pulse shaping have been determined, 

it is of interest to compare the results obtained using electronic 

sizing with the values measured by electron microscopy. Such a compari

son is made in Fig. 22. It is immediately apparent that even using 

optimal settings, resolution by electronic sizing is limited. Also, the 

electron microscope measurements indicate a strong negative skewness while 

the electronic sizing results show a weak positive skewness. Combina

tion of pulse-shaping with the hydrodynamic focussing technique of 

Spielman and Goren should lead to better resolution. 

E. Effects of Other Variables On Counting System Response 

1.. Effect of Particle Conclucti vi ty 

In addition to the 1.305 ~ diameter polystyrene beads, Dow 

Chemical Company supplied us with 2.051 ~ diameter polyvinyl toluene 

beads. If the conductivities are the same, the relative responses of 

the sizing system to the two types of beads should be proportional to 

their volumes. To a good approximation, that ratio will be given by 

the ratio of the mean diameters cubed. With that assumption, a ratio 

of 3.88 is obtained as the expected ratio. Table XII summarizes the 

results of an experimeBt to determine whether this requirement for 

linearity was met. At three different gains, the modes of the singlet 

and doublet peaks were measured from distributions obtained electroni-

cally. 

of 3.88. 
Then ratios were calculated and compared to the expected value 

As can be seen in the table, the 1.305 1-L beads (polystyrene) 

gave a consistently lower response than did the 2.051 ~beads (poly

vinyl·.toluene), obtaining ratios as high as 5.38. It should be noted 

that measurement of the mode is not highly accurate nor is it neces

sarily representative of mean values. 

Other workers have observed similar results; they proposed that 

the difference was due to different surface electrical conductivity of 

the two types of beads. 
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o Electron microscope 
A Electronic sizing 

. \ 
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Fig. 22. -Comparison of size distribution obtained electronically -with 
size distribution obtained by electron microscopy. 
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Table XII. Response of siz1ng and counting system to different types of 
beads, mixture of l.305 ~·and 2.051 ~beads. 

Singlet Singlets Doublet Doublets 
Particle Gain (channel) Ratio (channel) Ratio 

Polystyrene, 
1.305 f.l 16.0 4 

5·38 9 4.45 
Polyvinyl ·toluene,. 
2.051 ~ 16.0 21.5 40' 

Polystyrene, 
1.305 f.l 25.0 10 4.60 21 4.10 

Polyvinyl toluene, 
2.051 f.l 25.0 46 86 

Polystyrene 50.0 23 3·98 
42-1/2 

1.305 ~ 

Polyvinyl toluene, 
2:051 ~ 50.0 91.5 
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To test for an effect of bead conductivity in a more rigorous 

fashion, a comparison was made of 58 size distributions measured on 

.2 .051 fl beads v1ith 73 distributions measured on 1.305 f.L beads. The dis

tributions were obtained during measurements on bacteria, as will be 

discussed later. Table XIII summarizes the results for six different 

experiments. Overall volume factors were calculated as the product of 

the volume factor required to convert pulse-height analysis channel 

number to the known volume in cubic microns, times the amplifier gain, 

times the aperture voltage. The overall volume factor thus has units 

of (cubic microns x unit amplifier gain x aperture volt)/(channel number). 

The factor converts volumes measured as channel number at unit aperture 

voltage and unit amplifier gain settings to cubic microns. Thus the 

overall volume factor may be directly related to the. response of the 

system to particles and should not vary from one particle size to another. 

Volume factors were systematically lower for 2.051 f.L beads than for 

1.305 f.L beads by an average factor of 6.3%, showing a higher apparent 

bead size and thus a lower bead conductivity. This is in agreement with 

the results discussed earlier in this section where the response of the 

polyvinyl toluene beads was greater than that of the polystyrene beads. 

However, an error in the original measurements of bead diameters of 

only 2% could give the same result, so difference in bead electrical 

conductivity is not the only possible explanation. Further evidence 

that error in measuring bead diameters is responsible for the observed 

differences comes from. the ·results of Harvey and Marr, who found a linear 

response to bead size over:.a range ~rom 0.2 to 20 cubic microns6 using 

beads from the same source. 

2. Reproducibility 

The reproducibility of the measurement of total count and of 

average particle size should be known because they are limitations on 

the results. As was seen in Table XIII, overall volume factors varied 

between experiments even when bead size was constant. Variation between 

experiments could be expiained, for example, as variations in the 
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Table XIII. Effect of bead type on overall volume factor. 

Number of Overall 
::Particle Size Distributions Volume 

Experiment Date (cubic microns) Analyzed Factor 

Counting #2 6/27/66 2.051. 20 355·2 

Counting =/!3 7/1/66 II 20 367.0 

Centrifugation 7/8/66 II 15 374 .L~ 

Sizing 7/9/66 II 
3 374.4a 

Sizing 7/9/66 1.305 14 390.8 

Time . 7/12/66 II 29 377·3 

Counting #4 7/14/66 II 30 397 ·3b 

a Mean overall volume factor, 2 .. 051 f..1. beads == 365.2 
b Mean overall volume factor, 1. 305 f..l. beads == 388.3 
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electrical ·conductivity of the electrolyte due to changes in electrolyte 

temperature or electrolyte-concentration. It is because of those sources 

of variation that a distribution is measured on the plastic beads under 

.conditions identical with those during measurement of each experimental 

size distribution. By studying the variation of volume factors and 

total counts measured on a given day on a given sample at constant electro

lyte composition· and constant bead. size, one can measure reproducibility. 

Measurements of volume factors (factors re~uired to convert channel 

number scale to cubic micron scale, distinct from overall volume factor) 

rna de during counting experiment #3 on 2. 051 J..l. beads are shown in Tab'le 

XIV separated according to aperture voltage and gain.· Aperture voltage 

does not appear to affect the volume factor. An overall standard de

viation of .0069 was observed, corresponding to a value of 4.5% of the 

mean volume factor. 

To estimate the expected error of total electronic counts, the 

counts of the first 17 distributions on the bead solution standard of 

the Time Experiment were averaged and the standard deviation was calcu

lated. An average count of 2.51 x 105 particles/ml was· obtained with a 
. 4 . . 

standard deviation of 1.163 x 10 particles/ml, correspqnding to 4.6% 
of the average concentration. Errors in both electronic sizing and 

electronic counting are thus of the order of 5%· 

3· Effect of Aperture Voltage 

As shown in the previous section (Table XIV),' aperture voltage 

does not affect volume factors, aperture resistance changes showing no 

effect on volume factors. However, standard deviations of measured 

size distributions are decreased by shifting to higher voltages, as can 

be seen from Table XV. Those data show a 26% decrease in standard de

viation of volumes when measured at an aperture potential of 96 volts 

instead of a potential of 24 volts. Values of kurtosis and momental 

skewness also varied strongly with aperture potential. Aperture emf does 

not affect total counts of plastic beads. 
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Table XIV. Volume factors obtained in counting experiment #3· 

Volume Factors 
a 

Aperture Voltage == 24 volts} 
Gain == 100 

.147 

.158 

.152 

.159 

.153 

.151 

.153 

.153 

.156 

.157 

.157 

aAverage volume factor (24 V) == 0.154 
b 

Average volume factor (96 V) = 0.152 

Overall standard deviation.= .:0069 
Overall standard deviation == 4.5% 

b 
Aperture Voltage == 96 voltsJ 

Gain == 25 

.162_ 

.166 

.152 

.150 

.148 

.144 

.141 

.145 

.164 
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Table XV. Effect of aperture v·oltage on standard deviation of 
volume distributions of plastic beads. 

Standard Deviations, cubic microns 

Aperture Voltage = 24 V Aperture Voltage = 96 V 

.82 .60 

.64 .61 

.85 .60 

.61 ·52 

.60 ·i ·58 

.68 ·58 

.64 .43 

-75 ·54 

.72 .56 

· .. Av. .70 cubic microns Av. ·56 cubic microns 

.70/.56 = 1.26 
' ' 

(Data from counting experiment #3) . 
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V. MEASUREMENTS OF BACTERIAL. CELLS 

Preparation for measurements of bacterial cells has been dis

cussed in the foregoing sections. After an introduction and literature 

revievl, measurement of the size distribution of plastic beads and their 

use in calibration of the instrument was described. Because the reso

lution of the system was found to be limited in the case of the plastic 

beads, the same limitation can be expected in the case of bacteria. 

Shape effects, which were also discussed in earlier sections, should 

also play a role because rod-shaped bacteria will be used in this section. 

The first subject discussed in this section will deal with methods used 

in culture of the organisms and in .computerized analysis of the results. 

The ability of th~ system to measure total particle concentrations will 

then be compared with other methods. Finally, the ability of the system 

to measure the size of bacteria will be discussed in light of a theory 

of the electrical. conductivity of the bacterial· cell. 

A. Methods 

1. Organism and Cultivation 

'1'he coliform bacterium Escherichia coli B, strain Hershey, was 

used throughout this work~ It had been obtained from the culture collec

tion.of the Department of Bacteriology, University of California, Berke

ley. Stock cultures of the organism were stored at l0°C on nutrient agar 

slants (3g/2 peptone, 15g/2 agar). During experiments, a daily subculture 

was used to maintain a fresh culture ready for use. Batch culture in 

nutrient· broth (sap1e .composition as nutrient agar except no agar present) 

v1as used exclusively as a growth medium. Overnight cultures were used as 

inocula. Inocula were usually 0.5%, giving an initial concentration of 
6 • ~about 10 _cells/ml. Cultures were usually grown in a 2-liter glass and 

Teflon reactor that·was mixed by magnetic stirring and sparged with nito

gen gas to remove oxygen. The reactor was kept submerged in a 30°C water 

bath except during sampling. Occasionally, when only a small culture 

volwne was required,' cultures were grown in 40 ml culture tubes in a 30°C 

incubator. 
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2. Measurements of Cell Concentration 

For counting, cells were either washed and diluted or directly 

·diluted into a formaldehyde-buffer-saline solution of the following com

position: NaCl, 9g/£;.K2HPo4 , 1.141 gj£; KB2Po4 _, 0.680 gj£; 37% for

maldehyde solution, 2 ml/£. Without formaldehyde, the cells disintegrated 

much more quickly in the buffer solution, being practically transparent 

to the sizing and counting system within an hour after dilution in buffer. 

With the addition of formaldehyde, the cells remained intact for at· least 

7 hours. 

Viable counts were made using the conventional dilution technique. 

Nutrient medium diluted 1:10 in distilled water and sterilized was used 

as a diluting agent and diluted samples were plated in triplicate and 

counted on nutrient agar. Optical counts were made using a Petroff-Hauser 

counting chamber. As has been pointed out by Norris and Powell, large 

·variation in chamber depths occu~. 23 To avoid that difficulty, the 

chamber depth was measured for each slide counted. Depth measurements 

were made with a calibrated fine -focus wheel on the'. ·microscope, and 

total counts were corrected accordingly. Formaldehyde was added at a 

concentration of 0.2% to culture samples taken for optical count and 

optical density measurements. Optical counts were measured directly on 

the cultur·e samples, but optical density measurements were made on wahsed 

cell suspensions. 

Optical density measurements were made using a Coleman Model 9 

nephlo-colorimeter (Coleman Instruments,. Inc., Maywood, Ill.) acting as a 

nephlometer with 19 X 100 mm cuvettes. Readings were converted into Cole

man Nephlos units of turbidity using a set of standard tubes of known 

turbidity .. 

3· Data Analysis 

Electronic sizing and counting data were analyzed using several 

computer programs. To take into account the effects of day-to-day vari

ations in system variables (e.g., room temperature or concentration of 

diluting solution) a measurement of the size distribut~on of a cell 
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suspension 'Was accompanied by a size distribution measurement on a :·' .. 

suspension of plastic spheres of knO\\!n diameter at identical settings of 

all variables. The main computer program, called BUGSIZE, first reads 

the distribution measured on the plastic beads· and then reads the dis

tribution measured on the cells. The distribution on the plastic beads 

is analyzed first and the gain of the electronics system is determined 

from the known mean diameter of the beads. Then the cell.size distribution 

and parameters are calculated in terms of cubic microns on the basis of 

the gain measurement of the spheres. Corrections for background noise, 

live counting time and aperture flO\\! rate are made to convert· the distri

butions into particles per channelper ml values. The program does not 

attempt to correct for the sh?pe of the cells. Both size distributions 

obtained and the parameters calculated from them are printed out. The 

program plots the uncorrected and final corrected distributions for the 

standard size particles and then does the same for uncorrected and cor-

,rected experimental distribution. After all sets of data have been 

analyzed, the data are suwnarized in a table. 

Inspection of plotted distributions was used to estimate points 

where the distribution should be truncated during calculations of total 

count, average size, etc. In the case of the beads that 'Were being used 

as standards, the singlet peak was truncated .on both sides. Distributions 

obtained with bacteria were truncated only on the lower,,side.. These 

truncations were necessary because subtraction of background noise was 

not completely effective in removing background. Once channel numbers 

for the truncation were known, they wer~ read in along with the other 

data and the results were recalculated in the truncated distributions. . . 

In order to correct for ~ackground noise using the main program, 

it was convenient to first fit an equation to the appropriate background 

noise distribution (collected at conditions and settings identical with 

those used in measuring the experimental distribl,ltion). An equation of 

the form 
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A = noise per channel per ml 

where N = channel number and a,~ are constants, was chosen because a 

semilogarithmic plot of noise distribution appeared to asymptotically 

approach straight lines at low and high channel numbers, This can be 

seen in Fig. 23. One could attribute the low channel, high level, and 

steep slope portion of the background distribution to electronic noise 

and the values at higher channels to particles in the solution. 

Also shown. in Fig. 23 is the locus of an equation of the follow

ing form: 

A = 6g4.2 exp(-.04354 N) + 4346.6 exp(-.4198N) 

The equation was fitted to the data using a· program called NOISE using 

the nonlinear least squares technique discussed in the first chapter of 

this thesis. Like the BUGSIZE program, the NOISE program is written in· 

the Chippewa dialect ·Of the FORTRAN computer language. Before fitting· 

the equation, the data are corrected to per ml values. A listing of 

NOISE is given in Appendix V. 

Referring back to Fig. 23, it should be noted that while agree

ment between the equation and the background noise data is good at low 

and intermediate channel numbers, agreement is poor at higher channel 

numbers. Addition of a third term might improve agreement in that region, 

but it is not necessary because the area of greatest interes.t and· of the 

highest noise is at low and interme.diate channel numbers. 

The results shown in Fig. 23 are typical. Coefficients obtained 

. from background measurements are summarized in Table XVI. · For values of 

aperture voltage and amplifer gain different from those shown in Table 

XVI, estimates were made by hand calculations. ·As can be seen, coeffi

cients varied from run to run, ev~n during immediate duplication. This 

. I 
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o Observed noise distribution 

• 694.2 e' 0.04354
" + 4346.6 e "0

•
4198

" 0 0 0 

0 0 Q) 

20 140 
11umber , N 

Distribution ·of background noise. 
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. Table XVI. Coefficients in background noise equation . 

Aperture 
Voltage 

0:1 (31 Ct2 (32 Experiment (volts) Gain 

Counting lf3 24 100 356.2 -.o4947 3·634xio6 -1.393 . 
Time 120 50 ··69J·L3 -.04354 4.347xlO 4 - .~·198 

II II II 689.4 ;..,04636 4.276Xl04 - .. 4629 

" 60 100 2385.4:· ·- .1004 5.184xlo6 .-1.305 
II II 100 2027 ·9 . -.08366 1.223Xl0 7 -1.473 

" 30 200 652.1 -.05018 5·987xlo7 ·9434 
II ·n II . 768.6 -.0535 4.403Xl07 .. 9054 

Osmotic 120 100 2107.6 -.07660 2.338x10 6 .6774 

II It II 1991.4. -.07982 1.451xl06 .6434 

\ 

;, 

. . 
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result demonstrates the need for truncation of distribuM.ons. An alter

native to fitting eq~ations would be direct electronic subtraction of 

background noise from each distribution while .in the pulse-height analyzer 

memory. The drawback to that technique is that it takes too.much time 

for analysis of rapidly decaying samples of bacteria. The scatter in the 

results is also increased by such·a procedure. BUGSIZE and NOISE are 

given in Appendix V, along with a definition of variables and program out

line for both programs. 

B. Electronic Counting of Bacteria 

This ·section .will compare classical bacteriological measurements 

of cell concentration ~ith the electronic method under study. Three batch 

culture experiments were performed with ~· colL Samples were taken at 

about hourly intervals and each sample was analyzed for viable count, 

optical count, optical density, and electronic count and size distribu

tion. Dry weight and packed cell volumes were not measured because at 

the low cell concentrations, very large samples would be required. 

A summary of the results of the three batch culture experiments . 

is shown in Tables XVII to XXV. Electronic parameters were usually 

averages of about 5 distributions. Because each datum represented 

several distributions requiring several pages to print out the results, 

it is not possible to present all that information here. A distribution 

from cow1ting experiment //4 is shown in Table XXVI. 

Figure 24 shows cell concentration versus time for several 

methods used in counting experiment #3· Results of counting experiments 

#2 and #4 were similar, optical counts tending to be higher, and elec

tronic counts tending to agree with plate counts. In the next four 

figures, data from all three counting experiments are pooled. Figure 25 

shows
1 
the fair agreement be~ween optical count and electroni.c count, with 

optical count usually larger than electronic count. Figure 26 shows much 

better agreement between plate counts and electronic counts. Comparisons 

.of electronic variables with turbidity are presented in Figs. 27 and 28. 
•. 
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Table XVII. Conditions of electronic counting analysis, counting 

experiment #2. 

Aperture 
Voltage Diff, Int. 

Set Sample Time, Dilution (volts) Gain (~sec) (~sec) 
\ 

1 1 2 min none 24 100 1 1 

2 " " " 48 50 " II 

3 " " " " " II II 

4 II II II 96 25 II " 
5 " " tfl1 II II tl " " 

6 2 ~ l:l:t: 1:2 ; 24 100 " " 
?5 min . 

~- .. 
7 " " " " " " " 
8 " II. " 96 25 " " 
9 " " " " II " II 

10 3 
2 hr 1:10.5 24 100 ·." II 

40 min, 

11 II II " " II II II ., 

12 II II II 96 25 II II 

13 II " ll " II If:; " 
14 4 4 hr . 1:100 24 100 II " 45 min. 
15 II " " II II II II 

16 II . " II 96 25 II II 

17 II " II II ... II 

" II 

18 5 5 hr 11 24 100 II II 

35 min 
19 II " II 11 " " II 

20 II II 11 ·" II II II 

21 11 II 11 " nil II II 

22 6 6·h~ 1:100 .· 24 100 11. II 

55 min 
23 II " 11 48 50 II II 

24 '~ II " II " " " 
25 

.. II 

" " 96 25 " " 
26 II " II II " " II 

27 Test Data. 



Table XVIII. Suruoarv o! 
results, Countinr. ExPeriment #2 

SUHHAAY OE CALCULATED RESULTS,ALL OlSTRlBUTlONS 

PARTIUES/Hl 

NSH a 1 
BEADS 1.22bdl0lt•O~ 
CEU.S l •. U29283E+Ob 
NSU"' Z . 
BEADS l.Olll403E•05 
c;eu.s a.olb4b4ZE•os 
NSU • 3 
BEAUS l.Olll~Ol£+05 
CELL$ 1.3922~07E+05 
NSC:l .-. -·#.-. . . 
BEADS l.l16SZ28E+05 
CEU.S 8.11~1.50E•05 
HSEJ a 5 
BEADS l.l484l09E~05 
CEU.S 8.2.542QlE+05 ---llisu· ~6' -- · 
BEADS lo3b31Q71E•05 
CELLS l.3<14itl21E+O& 
NSf.!' " l 
BEADS l.~~ll071E+05 
CELLS l.Z018122E+Ob 
HSEl " ... 8 
BEADS l.0857~34E+05 
~LLS lo205b114E+O& 
IIISEl • 9 
BEADS 1.0554525E+05 
~u.s a.z9t7asae•ob 

- --HSEJ -=·····10 

SEAOS ~.992SQ37E+04 

CELLS lol!98819E+OS 
HSEX "' U 
BEADS 8.992~037E•04 
CELLS 3.1Q500l~E•05 
NSET. •. 12 
BEAO$ l.0455•obE+05 
CELLS l.S2~9llE+Ob 
NSH • U 
iEADS l.Ol72594t+05 
'ELLS l.S282973E>Ob 
NSEJ "' ·1, 
BEADS ij.l5bQJlZE•04 
'ELLS l.'oobll37E•QS 
ltSEl • 15 
BEADS 8.1Soalt2E+O~ 
'ELLS 7.392824ZE•US 
NSH ·;. U. 
BEADS 9.88~650BE•O~ 
CE.I.LS l.J80b920E+05 
NSH • 11 
BEAUS 8.S50Z655E+04 

_______ C.ELLS. __ l.U11253E+05 
NSU • 1B 
BEADS 8.5~47~13Et04 
C.fllS s.0237132E•05 
NSH • 19 

VOl.UHE PERCENT 

3.l<!30975E -05 
l.bl11812ZE-O'-

4.S97<18HE-05 
l.~021893E-O<I. 

'o.59l88'o4E-05 
~.710b0b9E-0'-

5. os!>ZJa<ie-Ds 
lo5021832.£-D' 

5.2t891UE-05 
). 5277b30E-04 __ 

b. 220H5ZE-OS 
"'· 040Z23bE -o• 

6. 2204~52E-05 
l.58b81;,lOE-04 

"· 'H 13630E-05 
2.b828710E-04 

'· 7924H1E-05 
3.1Hb352E-Oto 

... 0954222E-05 
] • 5049b09E -05 

4. 09SH22E-05 
9. fJ5745blE-OS 

4. 75 H lblE-05 
2. 3b27303E-Oio 

'o.b20&89ZE-05 
2.45Sl26..2E-O,_ 

1.H,0897E-05 
1.5D7025BE-D .. 

3.ll40897E-05 
~. soztoQ4~ -o• 

4.490b2b8E-OS 
l.2H05o'+E-04 

3.88ZlZU1E-OS 
l • .H07128E-04_. 

3. 91849ZbE-OS 
l.'>Oo9511E-O" 

Alif.VOL.IIW••l~ 

4.5H~645~+00 
l.455504.5~•0Q 

4. 5-<. 1ZZ10.: •OO 
1. 749l3b9E•OO 

~.H7Z270E•OO 
z. 31/oJ 57_4~ +00 

~. 5'o51 b90i: +00 
1. 8SlZ982E +00 

4. Sftit~b 32; •OO 
l.8528b25i:+CO 

4. SbH 3UE ~oo 
2.9l9lbll0~+00 

4.5bHlllE+OO. 
2. 984H BOE +Oil 

'1>.5H7257E+OO 
z. zzszt41E •oa 

'-· 540!>H8E •DO 
Z.4188'o9~;Hl0 

~.S54Zb25E+DO 

3. 12'1742t.E +00. 

~. 55~ZI>25E+OD 
2. 91H902; +00 

... 5442293~+00 
l.S'o91>391;; +00 

'o.542l919i:+OO 
l.I>OoS 380;: •OO 

4.55379Ho•DO 
z. Dta~ a l~c •il 

"· 55H9HE •oo 
Z.032H70i:•llll 

••. 54 30 30 lE •OO 
l.blbJllOE•OO 

~. 5403; 1 OE •OO. 
1.1482872:+00 

4. ss~t ~oat: •oo. 
1. 75l,912E +00 

>'OLUHE FA: TO\ 

t. 58811553E-ll 
1. 5889553E-ll 

l.47b05HE-n 
l.H~0532E-H 

1.~7b0532E.-Ol 
t.H~053ZE-H 

l.4902139E-H 
l.'t90Zl39E-)l 

l.4649621E-Jl 
1.~6~9621E-H 

l.4875bl5E-ll 
1.~875bl5E-ll 

t ... 675b15E-)l 
l.4875bl5E-Jl 

1. H5 8837E-\H 
1.43588HE-H 

l.42469HE-ll 
l.ltHb9~H-H 

1.503930JE-H 
1.50l930:lE-H 

l.5039300E-Jl 
l.S039300E-H 

1. ~tt n 9sse-n 
1. H 7l9S.5E-Jl 

1.~8b4019E-H 

1 ... 86'>019E-H 

1. 7b845llf-()l 
1. 7~H5<llE·l~ 

1. 7b8'oS.llE-ll 
1.76H5-UE-H_ 

l.H325BE-H 
l.H325a3E-H 

t.4832837E-H 
l ... 83Z831E-H 

l.HllHZE-H 
l.Hl3HZE-H 

STO.OEV .1 HJ**ll 

S. H89S25E-Ol 
t.a923l69E•OO 

6.Hil117E-Ol 
t.9Z5l698E+OO 

6. 491111 7E-Ol 
Z.Hl401DH:>J 

6.0791302E-Ol 
l ... B660l9E•oo 

SKEWNESS KURTOSIS 

7.6b01918E-oz -3.:>7bl7Z6E•ll 
z • .r,l~0656E•oo ·-···· 1 .• s~ 7~_2!!..&£•.g.L ___ _ 

3.3739208E-Ol 
2. 0156091E +00 

-9. 3734652E-02 
9. 621300'tE+:>O 

3.3<3920SE-Ol -9.373~652E-02 

t.5&7a54_o;~·o.o.._~ .. t.nsns_:..!J.~---

-3.1880180E-02 
1. Hl 1 zs 7E •oo 

-1.95229H:-J1 
3.2'>63913E+ltl 

6.08069D3E-Ol 1.13~'t946E-Ol -~.24392~7E-Jl 
l.ft540915Et-OO ______ l_,p_~_7.0_Q_BE+OO 3. 17022:>0~ •lO 

8.02H528E-01 
l.6~0l~'o3E+O:l 

2.5Hb932E-Ol 
t.5933190E+QO 

-1.339l75TE-Ol 
7.901l737E•lO 

2.5146932E-Ol -1.3393757E-Ol a.oz nszae-01 
l.615b332E+OO 1._53F969~.•q_o __ . _t._~~.lu;~o ___ , 

5. 734997ZE·Ol 
1.2591l307E•OD 

w 
... l02't6lbE-OZ -3.8590803E-Ol () 
9.6~78488E-Ol 3.~4658J6;+)Q ~ 

5.5862062E-Ol 
l.H2&510E•:>O 

7.2&9249&E-Ol 
1.88681t50E+OO 

7 .2b92~96E-01 
l.blt99795E+OCI 

6.0Z83716E-Ol 
8.3Jl05l ~E-01 

5.823122'tE-Ol 
6.&29'H88E-DL 

7.0398022E-Ol 
lolZ91S7SE•OO 

1;,.3057128E-03 -3.4Z295,.~E-Jl 
7 .l77b369_E_:-.!!!_ __ 1._H_6075lEt-J,_,O~---

3.96:l7113E-Ol 
t.ot.70104E+oo 

-l •• 915ZH~-J2 
3. 78839HE+CI:J 

3.9607173E~Ol -1.49l52~1E-02 
1. 'I>HL~SE•OO ___ 7_._~~-H.Z~~=-~~~- ____ _ 

5.988l590E-02 
t.t9HOHE•:>O 

-'t .0500H8E-:ll 
s. '>16.6H5Et·l0 

9.6l~9330E-OZ -~.28766ZOE-~1 
l. 18~ 124~E•OI?.. ____ 5_._3)_5_!0_5_5~•-Q..CL _____ _ 

t.2&935bOE-Ol 
l.bZ55&9BE•OO 

-7.86306Z~E-l2 
1..5801Hl:O+ll 

7.0398:l22E-Ol t.Zb93560E-Ol -7.6630629E-02 
t.IZ01l_2,.E+.Q.O _____ l"~~9_5_<tlJE.':_O_O ___ l_.~?_? .. E.!E+l"'l"----

5.9J58l39E-01 
8.ZJ87237E-Ol 

8. 658 5007E-OZ 
a. 72871;,3lf-ot 

-~.2983H7E-Ol 
3. 3912701E+~O 

5.5158519E-Ol -8.3378031E-OZ -Z.&6't79~5E-:ll 
8. 5Hl\O>E_-Ql ___ ___!,_p_Z_3~2_E_:Ol Z. 52H8HE•Ji) 

7. 6893420E-Ol 
t.l508380E+OO 

3.185b375E-Ol 
1.8Z2,3llE+OO 

-8.07989LOE-JZ 
l ... ZOlJJSE•Jl 

I 



BEADS 8.3~3027&E+O~ 3. 802~&99E-05 "· ss 7~ol9E +OO 1.4917&79E-Ol 7.5393230E-Ol 3.0"1046ZE-Ol -9.99l5894E-3Z 
ceu.s 1.81&54)~+05 lofoi>98Z1'if-04 l.l!boCI823E +OCI. t.\917o79E-ll l.2CIH939E~aa l.9188199E+OO 1.52l9llo?.E<>Jl 
NSEJ • 20 
BUDS S.l'i!ll8'JbE+.CI4 3. 99M226E-05 -~t. 5448033E t-OO t.392.ZH!>E-Dt &.OZ87555E-Ol -7.197BllbE-OZ -3.21>76805E-Ol ---------C.Ei.LS 1>.20.Zb315Et'05 hOS9'19b5E-'04 t.757H3oO:•D.l 1.3'122\HE-ll 9.5lb8\CilE-Ol 8.32.5b950E-·Ol--·-··z~-6"l50~\2E.+Ja _____ 

NSEi • .u 
BUDS 8.1153bl09E+O't \.OL 7Z.So2E-O!a 4o 53 7\>SSL.E +00 1.""-JUolE-:ll 5.192!>895E-Ol T .469881> TE-03 -3. 75T65HE-CH I 
c;eu.s 8.02874o58E+05 l.44259oOE-O~ lol91>18ft3i: •00. l.H31363E-ll 9.9184H~E-Ol &.9625526E-Ol 2. 7206H8E+>D W 
NSEl • zz . 0 

-----BEADS B.!l13338&ft-Q4 3. M79l51E-OS 4. 55Z3280.E +00 l.571HH2E-:H 6.9Zl6350E-Ol _l.S5251t21E-:Ol ____ -_l~75_21>553E_-_D_l~--
C:Ell!o· -- B.J'H5Zl8E+05 1.9\loZlOC-o• z. l2Ul~3: +00 L.578~432E-ll l.b~CI8910E+OD l.69~&560E+OO 9.~,69029E+l0 

IISfl • Z.ll 
UAOS 8.0Cl9U5&E+04 l. 6385635E-05 ~. 5'-30 Lt.SE +OCI l.ltbl7592E-Jl 5.925911>2E-Ol l.46817b5E-Ol -3.l'o93257E-Ol 
C. ELLS 9.2o2.Z57&E+05 l.929&1>06E-O~ z. oazz rn: +OO l.4&175HE-li. 1.b227201>E+O:l l.59lll1lE+OO 7.985l527E+l0 
NS.E.l • ·H 
B~AOS a.oo\IH5oE+04 3. tal85 &35E- 05 '>• 5430 11>!>:0 +DO 1. '>1>17592 E-:H 5.9259li>ZE-Ol l.'tb87165E-Ol -3. l\9325TE-Dl ---C.ELLS -- -l,;llo28217Eo05 I:.Ol021t93E-0<1> z. b848l<t2: +011 l.it6ol7511ZE-Ji t.82't'>57BE•OO I.078H21E+Oo--·1.:oU9bl~Et-Jll 
IIISEJ • 25 

~- .,. . 

BEADS 'llo3'>1'ii848E+04t 4.2'>301tZlE-05 t,.54tl90b7E+O!l l.43070~t9E-ll 5. 7Z915'tOE-Dl -1~193HO.,E-OZ -3.31>1&9JH-ll 
IOELLS 9.08~1liOE.+05 1.78112liE-O~ t. 9b8HOOe +Oil 1. 1>30 TO't9E-H 1.27U<tl3E+OO a.Haoone-ot Z.03"ZH31E+:IO 
NSE1 • Zb 
BUOS Z.Z900380E•05 lol19o595E-O~ 5.15UH7E+OO 1.1>641>9HE-Jl 2.5282011E+OO -2.-\.SOOSHE-01 -\. 390931>7E-H 

---,ELL.S -· 9.~to~H1e•·os 2.lb83&91E-O'o 2.30&~1>59E+OO 1.6~~69HE-ll l.'tHSOOJE+OO s. Zt\anae-·oi --- -r~ l~>lz!>as·:·.:o·o· 

, .. ._t ;NSH a 27 
t .. ~uus Z.&OOOOilOE+Ol l.0959.4b3E-OB '>• Z1Sll79E +&0 -"· 16 T09&0E-ll 5.700't012E-Ol -5.92l04&0E-D2 -1.1198,.88E-01 

o~ EllS Z.I>OOOOOOE•Ol •• Q959lt&3E-08 4t.Zl51179i:•OO -\..1b109~JE-ll 5. 7JO't0l2E-Ol -S.921Diti>OE-02 -l.ll9843Be-:a 

--------- -······-·-------·--·- .. - .. .. ··- . .. " -- ·------- ----------



Table XIX. Results of counting experiment ff2. 

Viable Count Optical Count Optical Density Electronic Count Electronic Volume 
Sample (cel1s/ml) (ce11s/ml) (Neph1os units) (ce11s/ml) Percent · 

1 - 9.08 x1o7 

(inoculum) 

2 7.50 X 105 8.00 X 105 . 15.4 7.43 X 107 .· . -4 
1.53 X 10 

(10 min) (2 min) .. . (2 min) (2 min) 
.. . . . . . ,-e; 

4.12 X 106 17.8 2.50 X 106 6 -4 3 2:54 x IO - .71 X 10 
-

(1 hr 30 min) (1 hr 25 min) (1 hr 25 min) (1 hr 25 min) 

4 1.81 X 107 {_·._~12':X 107 30.6 l.60 X 107 2.529X 10-3 

(2 hr 45 min) (2 hr 40 min) (2 hr 40 min) 
I . ·• w . 8 

4.90 X 107 7.43 X 107 .0126 
0 

5 1.06 X 10 132.1 +:-
I 

(4 hr 50 min) (4 hr 45 min) (4 hr 45 min) (4 hr 50 min) 

6 5.89 X 107 2.72 X 107 159.8 7.95 X 107 .0144 

(5 hr 40 mi~) (5 hr 35 min) (5 hr 35 min) (5 hr 35 min) 

7 6.11 X 107 _3.18 X 107 170.2 
. ''7 

9.02 x.10 .0196 

(7 ~r 2 min) (6 hr 55 min) (6 hr 55 min) (6 hr 55 min) 
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Table XX. Conditions of electronic counting analysis, counting e,cperi-
ment #3· 

Aperture 
Voltage Diff, Int. 

Set Sample Time Dilution (volts) Gain (IJ.sec) (IJ.sec) 

1 1 5 min 1:1 24 100 1 1 

2 " " 1:2 24 100 " " 
3 

II " 1:2 96 25 II II 

4 2 63 min 1:4 24 100 " " 
5 

II " " II ., II " " .,-

6 " " " ·96 25 " II 

1 " " " II l:ll " " 
8 .3 

~· hz:. 1:10 24 100. " II 

12' min 
9 II " .II .I! " " " 

10 " " " 96 25 II II 

11 " " " " " " " 
12 4 }:hr 1:51 24 100 " " 15 min 
13 " " " " " II II. 

14 II " II' 96 25 II II 

15 " II II II II II II 

16 5 
4 hr 1:151 24 100 it " . 25 min 

17 II II " " II " " 
18 " " II· 96 25 " " 
19 II II II II It II II 

6 5· hr 1:151 24 100 " " 20 
. 35 min 

" II II " " " ·n 
21 

22 " " " 96 25 " " 
23 " " II 'II " " " 
24 7 7 hr . 1:151 24 100 " " 
25 " " II " " " " 
26 " 'II " 96 25 " " 

" " II II II II " 27 ,. 
28 " " II 21+ 100 " " 
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Table XXI. Sumnary or result,, 
counting experiment #3 

·----SUl111ARY OF CALCULATED RESULTS, All DIS-TR IB.UT IONS ____ ·-----. 

__ PlRT_ICI,_ESl_HL _____ '[O_lUIIE PERCENT AVE._VO!-.IHU!•_31 . _!'01,-UHE_F_~CTO_R ST.O. OEV .I>IU!!31. SKEWNESS KURTDS tS 

NSH • 1 
BEADS-. f. 3H765 9H05 1>.15H770E-05 to. 51>1oZD29HOO 
CEllS 5.97305~9E~05 l.31>\0651E-O\ 2.2831>976E+OO 

--- -liSEi ·,o-·--z--------- ----:- ·- -- . ----------·-
. BEADS loJ\77659E+05 

CELLS 2.9777~60E+05 

NSET • 3 

6.1514770E-05 
7.0079190E-05 

4.56'>20Z9E+OO 
Z~35H308E+OO 

BEADS 8.3818390E+O\ ·- 3. 80911>83E::os ·--4:54-\5\96E+OO 
. CEllS 3.3966070E+05 7.0791Z28E-05 Z.08'>l7'>9E+OO 
- --·--:-NSET--.---'>----. --------- ------.------- --

.BEADS 8.'>33271\E+O'> 3.83\3879E-05 '>.5'>1>738\E+OO 
CEllS ·-3~ll81733E>05 1.1175681E-0'>. 3. 763613'-E+OO 
NSET • 5 .. 

. ---BEADS--II.U3271'>Ei0'>-- 3.8H3879E~05 --~,;5~673-a~tEioo-
CEllS •·. Z.91Zl'>71E+05 1.l060952E-0'> 3.79821ZlE+OO 

---n·sEr..:.,._.:;;-· .- -- - -- -------- ----
BEADS 9.3469625E+O'> 

-----CEllS . ·-3.l733351>E+05. 
NSET • 7 

4.ZH51>37E-05 
lo0633904E-0' 

,.5 .. 43Z52E+OO 
3~35tD177E•oo · · 

-~~- .. 7zaos\E-oi ---· s.lla9oo3E-ot , .o9H4ne-ot 1. 678566oe-oz 
. ....l!.~_7__2_8_9_2\E-Ol __ 1.._~_?.Q_D_~97E+Il(! _____ 2! 1503707E +00 _____ l• 27_12 790E+Ol 

1.472805\E-Ol 
1~HZ805'>E-Ol 

8.2189003E-Ol 
l.970S\92E+OO 

\.092H29E-Ol 
2.0513431E+OO 

7.6785b!>OE-OZ 
·t.l27100JE+Ol 

l~6t56tB7E-Ol---6.0357l66E-Ol 5.072\JSJE-03 -~3.2886017E-Ol 
l.!.615b_l!7E-01 -~~!:_517_Q~_!-Il0 ______ l-"l59S438E+O_O ______ ~. ~3_8-p74E+Ol ----------

1. 5756172E-Ol 
1. 57S6_l_??E-Ol 

6.40l'n27E-Ol 
Z.H45689E+0Cl 

z. H 78697E-Ol 
l.0~59523E+OO 

-l.2506937E-Ol 
. 4.Ul21HE+OO 

1~ 57st>t7ZE_:<fC-- ---6;\o39iz7E-Of.. z. H 7S697E-Ol -1. Z506937E-Ol 
1. ~~1>.!!_2E-Ol 2~Q~09067_E+ji_O __ .. t.l~l092'>E +_09 ___ !.~.E~-~~9E+~:J -------

\.6605'll6E-Ol 
1. M05916E-Ol 

6.0665335E-Ol 
1.5H8629E+OO 

1. 2683566E-Ol 
,.H621>76E-01 

-3.1JH&73E-01 
2.\837020E-Ol 

BEADs·· ·--9-:H69625E+O' 4.ZH5U7E-05 ~o;5H325ZE+OO (~-M05'il6E-Ol ·6~066S335E-Of' l.Z683566E-01 -3.l:!H673E-Ol 
CEllS 3.182668'>E+OS l.0563673E-0'> -NSer··-·- a------------·---· · ·· _!.!_.!!_9!_21>7E!:Q<! __ . !-.~60~~lf>E.::_<!! ___ l~_!.301 !6.!'_~~-- -~·~-9~096E-Ol __ _l_.1i~J]_893E-Ol _____ _ 

I 
BEADS 9.05\02\0E+O'> '>.l356828E-05 4.56778'>ZE+OO 

-Z.5185273E+OO. 
l.5242503E-Ol 

-~ ~ 5Z4ZS03E-Ol 
8.5\608i!>IE-Ol 
1;'>686311E+OO 

4.0I~Oll'>E-Ol t.5385985E-Ol ~ 
1.2H8Z60E+OO . !>. 73l3938E.:oo ----- --8. CEllS. 2.5370664E+05 6.3896719E-05 

NSET • 9 
BEADS a.0302178E+04 3. 6\9726~E-05 i,~ 5"t>~9?06E+OO 1. 58S.i96t,E-Ol 6-. H982Zt,E-Cll 

·- ·--·--·1 
t.6701>~92E-01 -6.lt,85472E-OZ 

CELLS 9.2863088E+OS 
---NSEt-e-(C) ____ ·-- l.8967130_~:~ __ 2.0,2't8_32_HO.!J _ ____h~879~E-Ol 1.309\HSE+O~ t.8Bll609E+0~ __ !_._3_7?_U.5_1>~+0_l _______ _ 

BEADS S.856t,630E+04 
_ CEllS -- ·a. 91 7l 977E +05 

-\. 02~902 3E-OS 
1.7016875E-O\ 

\. 5H5933E+OG 
1.895566\E+OO 

1.5Z05896E-Ol 
1. 5205896E-Ol 

5.9939986E-Ol 
l.()Oll,_HE+OD 

-8.03!>8832E-02 
9.9\60567E-at 

-1.532635RE-Ol 
3.27584HE+Cl:l 

NSET • . !1 __ . . _ . . 
BEADS 8.358ZC51E+04 3.79322\lE-05 4.5383238E+OO 1.4977339E-O! 5.Z221272E-Ol -Z.069~993E-Ol -&.8954234E-02 

---~~~~S -~-·-5_9_8 ~05E +OS 1. 5'H315~E_::~'- __ 2 ._0_2 _8_~5!J\E+_O_O __ l_. ~-9_7_73_3_1_E-<!! __ l ~~-2.,_8_4_~£!_00 _____ 11._4_\-~000 1 E:-0_1 __ · _2 ._1_908 !_Q!>_E!_O;_Jc._ ____ _ 

BEADS 7.6571920E~O\ 
CELLS 6.5637\75E+05 
HSET • 13. 

3. 't790913E-05 
1.3090\SOE-0~ 

'>.54 35603HOO 
\.9928380E+OO 

BEADS·--··- -3~069~180E +01>. -- . -3. 67Zll05E-05 ___ ·--·~o-:ssO&SlOE+OO 
CELLS 5.~tt,70369E+05 l.l6ll518E-04 2.1317128E+OO 

-- ·-IISEJ ._--u----·------· ---- ·--· ----·----------
BEAOS 9.0558775E+04 
CELLS ···--5-.5208903E+05 
NSEJ • 15 

'>.ll31785E-05 
t.l0\6708E-O\ 

't.54266HE+OO 
Z.0008925E+OD 

1. 53155HE-Ol 
1. 5315514E-Ol 

6.0063437E-Ol 
1.1331>12\E+OO 

1o9l48512E-Ol 
1.9135060E+OO 

-2.202222\E-Ol 
. --1.661tH97E+Ol 

f.:so49772e=ac· ·-6. a·,~ss-9o-e-..:oi. 3. izzoJ67E.:.ot --·.:r .2osnt6e-oz ______ · 
~~~Q\97TZE-Ol 1. ~Q_H215E+ji_O ____ 2! ~4881>HE!00 ___ ___!_,_8~.1J.92l.E+Ol __________ _ 

1.\7755\0E-01 5.8228062E-Ol 
f~·H75510E~Ol- -- 9.00H32'>E-Ol 

5.5l9~~06E-03 -3.20l\992E-Ol 
9.71537,2E-Ol. -··-3~'397835E+OCl 

BEADS -~.055S775E+04 
CELLS 5.37606~8E+05 
NSET -.;·-n-------

\.ll37785E-05 \.5H66l'>E+OO -- t-:..-ns510E:.;O·l 5.8Z28062E-Ol 5.519HOM~::.:o3 
1.07~-~-!_0~E-~- __ 1_._997~~_8E+OO 1.4_!_!_5Y-l()E-Ol __ 9~14_'1_83HE:-..Q_l __ '!~ 8~386l3E-01 

·.:3.ZOl~<J9ZE-O\ 
~,_ll0_6.~_3E+_O_O ________ _ 

BEADS 7.9266601E+04 3.60\0531E-05 
CELLS 3.898~919E+05. 7.7880555E-05 
IISEJ • 11 

-··-BEADS ... 7.9266601E+04 .. 3.6040531E-05 

_ ____ ~~~~~----r!· sn!~-~·~s ____ r~n6 r_s~~_e_:os 
BEADS 7.7868785E+O\ 3.5280227€-05 
CELLS ·- -3.9887787E>05 7.2048658E-05 
NSEJ • 111 

'>.5\67'>87E+OO 
1. 9917098E+OO 

l. 5335077E-Ol 
lo 533507 TE-01 

6.3634252E-Ol 
l.l285229E+OO 

z. Ol66679E-Ol 
-1.93Z51>'13E +00 

-8.~~8H30E-OZ 

lo855H3ZE+Ol 

4.5'>67487E+OO 1.5335077E~Ol 6.363~Z5ZE-Ol z.Ol6667'1E-Ol -~8.688~·30E-OZ 
.!.·-~_7?_~5_7E•_o_Q_ __ ~~?5J!.7!~_!1_!_ __ !!.!_7_85l67_~_o_o ____ t_!_8_3'122Z~E•oo __ ___!_,_~~~_062_~+_o_t ____ _ 

,.5307278E+OO 
l.806Z837E+OO 

1.435Z'JOlE-Ol 
l.H52901E-Ol 

•• 260009lE-Ol 
- 8.9ll9600E-Ol 

lol81J5l'IE-01 
8~61867l9E-Ot 

-5.2279570€-0l 
z:8950376E+Ol 



\ 

BEADS ·9-~9-866Zi5Et0~ 
CEllS 3.9717250E+O> 
NSET • 20 . 

'>.538Stl2E-OS 
6.89Zl565E_-05 

~~54"l&808E•OO 
1. BZ6881E>OO 

l.HZ1306£-01.- --5~'H37559E-01 

l~'l21~06E-Ol 8.7,~lb83E-01 
7. 3~6l903E-02 
8.6557117E-01 

-4.H~2t7SE-01 

2.921lH'IE•Ol 

, BEADS a.~Z8959ZE+O~ 3.8~103~1E-o; ~.55b9~95E+OO 1.533673~E-Ol 7.~713279E-Ol 3.0650446E-Ol 
·---CELLS · ·s·.-tt6sna5e·•os-- -t.lHZlHE-=o~t--t.-o!>98'>3SE•oa· -- G"s33b-i3u-=-al _____ t.o9o9"l'>t e+oo-- --1. nHsZ9E+oo 

-7.8~3HOOE-OZ 
~~922~351E>Ol 

NSH • 21 
BEADS ---- ·a-_-\-28959ZE•04 ___ -- -3~BH03HE:.:os 

CEllS 3.3951012E>09 6.96ll593E-Ol 
-NSET•-ZZ -·-· -- - ... -· 

-~. 551>9,95EHlO. 
Z.0509430E+OO 

l.533b7lo\E:..·oy ----f.471327?E-Ol 
l.5l31>_7_34E:_Ol_ _ 1.183B695E+OO 

BEADS 8.7ll9139E>04 3.95'>5269E-05 ~.539ll7lE+OO 1.,5~8497E-01 5.~J0'>518E-01 
----CELLS --z-~l67co-.;6-E•i)5 '*• \?950Z3E:..os----z.o763695E . .cf(J--f: ~5-,_s·,.-'HE-~0·1- -· ·9. 35823b9E-Ol -· 

NSEf • Zl 

3.0650~46E-Ol 

t • 1~69 JHE >00 
_;7.8~3bl011E-OZ 
l. HH398E•o1 

4.~938530E-OZ -~.lZlOO,.OE-01 
6.998~65\E-01. -·-· l.HHM6E•OJ ________ _ 

BEADS . --··a,;-tll9l19H04 -. ---3·. 95~5269E.:os·--·-4:-S392l ne·.:oo·· ---·-1 ~it5ftS~97E.:(ll -- .. -5.430~-sliiE--01 4.'>938530E-OZ -~ .lZJOO~OE-01 

CEllS 5.651~16ZE>05 t.1592781E-04 Z.0513055E+OO 1.4548491E-Ol 9.64~3719E-Gl 7.367Z867E-Ol Z.30~0008E+OO itser··.--z-,-· ·---- ------------ -- ----------- -- - -----·--------- ------------------------------- · ------------- · -- ------------
BEADs 8.051HHE+O\ 3.666b2't5E-O.$ 4.5H0581E+OO 1.5551'H1E-Ol 7.Z03H84E-01 

---- -cen·s---to: a at> 760aE•05 ---£~-49ots•ae-o~t -- ·z; t&3796~tEt.oo·- ·1. sssnt 1e=-ca --~:~-t9a2"t•67E+oo 
NSET • 25 

3. 3011766E-01 
1.,.470875E•OO 

--· --·- BElOS·---a;zo750ZOE+04 _____ 3.7420 HOE--05 . ·--~-;·5~9Z898E.--OO ___ t-;-5&9Z649E-O.l" ----7-;611 Z 883E--<il- z •. l904ZBJE-Ol 
CELLS 6.7611099E~05 1.~813153E-O~ Z.19J9353E~OO 1.5b9Z6~9E-Ol t.Zfl7778E•Oo 1.57821\0E~OO IISer·---z,.- --- ------ · ----------·"·--·-· · --------------------- ------ ------ · ·- · 

-~. 950H95E-02 
·-t.0568H4E•Ol 

.. 3~311Hl?E-OZ 
l.ZJ3737SE•Ol 

8EAOS 3.~378\~1E+O~ 3.8323Z9ZE-Q5 4.5~Z~33E+OO t.6~~51SlE-Ol 5.687Z300E-Ol -Z.4~55096E-Ol -~.1J089~6E-02 -·--cecLs----·r..n Z81l5EHJ5 _____ 1.s?os I' 7oe-=-o~t· --- z;Ha9Y&oeo:-oo ____ t-: 6H51ste-=-o1--t-:t·i?86z~·e.-ocf ----6~ aHot7?E-01- --- -~-. sa·~-19~ze.o:f ------·-
Nser ~ z1 . . 

· BEADs''" "·a;~t?:H~lJ"':o'.- -:-·'!'. a3zszgz~-as·:. '· s\Z4433E+oo·-----t~ 6.r,~sute-ot - s. 68723'lOE-ot -z. H55096e-ox .,.1J039~6e-oz 
CELLS 6~76913~9E•05 1.5t59~57E-O~ Z.Z3Za?69E+OO l.6~~5181E-Ol \.0985725E•OO 6.3554245E-Ol 1.42~3511E>Ol I NSET • za _" _____ --- --·--- - --- - ---··- ---- -----·- ----.- -·- . ----w -
8EAOS -J.Y620631E+O\ 1.SJ11253E-05 

-·--cet:cs-·--6~so3tM">e+ao;·· ---l.'>LH'>lJE-o-'t 
~.5492097E+OO 1.57?8l60E-Ol 6.6291266E-Ol 

··2;1 11'>96lE.-OO-- t:5tzaYr.oe::-ol-- t"::i39~8f3E+OO 
1. 97711'>\E-01 ____ ::_l._71_3Z455E-Ol __ -~-q-
1.665985,.E+OO l.3~~119lf•Ol I 

-- ~ -- --- ·--~--- -·· -----·---· ---·---· ~-- --· -----. 

··-·------------- -------- --------- --------

----------- ·- ···--·- -~ 

-------~---------------------------------· ----------- -------

---------- --- -----· - -------- --- -- . ----- -- --- -----

----------------------

--- -- -----------------

--· ----.--- ------r-- ----



Table XXII. Results of counting ·experiment #3. 

Viable Count Optical Count Optical Density Electronic Count Electronic Volume 
Sample ~.".(cells /ml) (cells/ml). (Nephlos units) (cells/ml Percent 

1 1.17 X 108 

(inoculum).·· _...! 

2 6.8 X 105 l.o4 X 106 18~9J(h:~ (5\l)lin) 6.24 X 105 -4 1.39 X 10 

(5 min) (0 min) 9.6 @1:1 . (5 min) 

3 1.49 X 106 . 2.46 X 106 
21.9 @l:~: (1 hr 1.24 X 106 4.40 X l0-4 

(58 min) (58 min) 9 . 9 @J_: 1 .3 min) 

4 1.08 x 107 1.69 X 107 
48.5 @l:~ (2 hr 8.62 X 106 1.71 X 10-3 

(2 hr 5 min) (2 hr 2 min) 19.7 @L:l. 1~ mi~) (2 hr 12 min) •. I 
- ·w 

2. 70 X 106 . 4. 70 X 10 7 111.6 @1:~ (3 hr . 2.~ X 107 0 

5 .00597 . co 

' 
(3 hr 10 min) (3 hr 15 min) 50.2 @L:l 15 min) (3 hr.l5 min) 

6 - 7.18 X 107 107.4 @1:~ (4 hr 5-95 X 107 .0112 

(4 hr 15 min) 51.3 @a:2 25 min) : (4 hr 25 min) 
. . 

8.00 X 107 8 . 
8.40 X 107 .0:i73 7' 1.10 X 10 147.2 @1:~ (5 ~ 

(5 hr 25 min) 
· 35 m1n) (5 hr 35 min) (5 hr 35 min) 70.5 @a:2 

8 8.10 x:_1o7 8 
97.1 ®1.:~ (7 hr) L018 X 108 .0226 1.51 X 10 

(6 hr 55 min) (6 hr 55 min) 46.2 @L:3 . (7 hr) 
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Table XXIII. Conditions of electronic counting anaiysis, counting experi":' 
inent #4. 

Aperture 
Voltage Diff. Int. 

Set Sample Time Dil!Jution (volts) Gain (1-Lsec) (1-Lsec) 

. ' 1 ·'· 

1 (inocu- ·0 1:2000 30 200 1 1 
lum) 

2 It " " " " " if• 

3 
It "' " 60 100 " " 

4 It " II II II " " 
5 2 

l'hr 
1:10 " " " " 

3 min 
6 II " " 1~0 50 " " 
7 

It " " " " " " 
$ II " 

,, 
)0 200 " " 

9 " " " II " " II 

10* " II " 60 100. " " 
11 3 2 hr 1:15 30 200 !Itt II 

12 It " II II II II ' " 
13 

II tf I " 60 100 'II If· 

14 II 1l " " " " " II . 

15 
II II " 120 50 " II 

16 " II " " " 9! " 
17 II " " 30 200 " " 
18 II " "· " II " " 

* " 2 hr '1:15 60 100 " " 19 
20 4 3 hr 1:101 30 200 " " 

• II II . ,,I II " " " 21 ·,;. 

II " " 60 100 II " 22 
II " II " " " " 23 :,• 

24 " " " 120 50 " " 

25 
II " II. " " " " 

26 
4 hr 1:101 30 200 " " 5 5 min 

II II " " " " " 27 

28 " " " " " " " 
......... ... -··· ___ ... _._ .......... 

' . ·- ·-· --··-··-··-

* 2.05 micron spheres mixed with_ cell sample to establish the electrical 
. conductivity of the sample solution. 
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Table XXIII (continued) 

Aperture 
Voltage Diff, Int. 

Set Sample Time Dilution· (volts) Gain (J.Lsec) (f.Lsec) 

29 5 
4 hr 1:101 60 100 1 1 5'-i-mi~ 

30 II " " 60 100 II " 
31 II " " 3::20 ;50 II " 
32 II fl. II II II " II 

33 6· 5 hr 1:201 30 200 II II 

5 min 
;:)t. II II II II II II II 

35 " " .'II 60 100 " II 

36 II II . ' II If . " " II 

37 II II II " 120 50 " II 
f• 

38 " " " II .II " II 

39 " II II II II 11, " 
40 7 

·5 hr II 30 200 II II 

56 min 
41 " II II II II II II. 

42 " II II II " II II 

43 " II II 60 100 II rr 

44 rr II II II " II II 

45 rr II, II 120 50 rr rr 

46 rr rr II II rr lr rr 

• 6 hr 47 8 1:301 30 200 If If 

56 Min 
''48 rr rr II II II II rr 

49 " II II 60 100 II " 
50 " " II " II " II II 

51 " II II' 120:.."; 50 II " 
52 II " II " " II " 



Table XXIV, Summ"ry or results, 
counting experioent #4 

SU~.MARY r•F CALCULATE1 HSUL TS,All DISTPIHJTIQNS 

... ··- -~ -- --·-·--- -----------

PAR TICLF_S/>11 VJll!I'E_ ~E~CE~T 

NSE r * 1 
BEADS 1,b !PBR.b2f+O.S ~. 9'l01774F-05 
CELLS S.22f'H9SE+O\ l.VM516f-05 
NSET -.· -2- -----------------

BEADS 7.bl88R67E•05 8.9~07774E-05 
. c::Ll S 4, 9H371 ~{.-04 -·--1-: i~-77b7SE-05 

NS ET a 1 
REAJS --· b,5740142E+05------F~7+-4~2BE-05 
CELLS 5.47691041'+04 1.U099J9F-05 

-------PiSET a --~-- - ---··--·--- ··--

BEADS 7.7400343E•05 9. 1339582E-05 
CELLS-·--~-:9 550B 5 3E4--0\ ___ z-; is 0 321-SE-05 
NSET a ___ S__ --·- ... :___ _____ _ 
BEADS 7.7400V.3E+05 9.13395BZE-05 
CEllS ·1.50bbl95E•05 3.936H5bE-05 
NSET a 6-- - -- ----------. 

BEADS 7.74Bb996E•05 9.1112B1bE-05 
CELLS 1,5571291E+05 3. 360BOHE-05 
NSET a 1 

AVE.VOt.()!JOO)J 

1.1B00~4SI'•OO 

7_, l110241E•OO 

1.1 B0064SE•OO 
;>.3475H7E•OJ 

1·.17B03bSE+OO 
2. ?IIOR39F+OO 

I.IBOO~Z7f•3!) 
1.091725SE•OO 

1.1B00927E+OO 
2.6l21>832E•OO 

t .175~45bEHlJ 
l.l5f3H9E•JJ 

BEADS . 1, HB69~te+os ·-9-:; liiZBII>E-05. 1.1758<oi>H+JJ 
CEllS 1.4B6138PE+05 3.4118747E-05 2.29S7982E•OO NSET ·;;,·-- 8- ·----- --- ··----- - . . . 

READS 1.J494948E+OI> I. 23599JI>E-Oio 
CELLS S.42b2341E+05 i~4~8B0)9E-05 
NSET • 9 
BEADs 1-.o-~9+<i4-aE+o!>--t:23sB9i6e-o~o 

_CELLS _____ ~ ... 5J!?.2_F~E• 05 __ 6_,__Q)bS_3_4_2~:-..Q5 
. NSET • 13 

READS b.5740142E•05 7.7+4421lF.-05 
CELLS 2. H21·r:feio+o5 ___ 8-_-7i451He-05 
NSET a ll 

1.17760521'+00 
1.lB19404E+O:} 

l.I171>052E• 00 
1.b76]+51E+Ol 

l.I7R031>SE+OO 
3. 79492 I6E • 00 

BEADS --- ·,·.60!>7B_1_o;E-.o5---~.lo5Slb3BI'-05 1.1842~lSE•JJ 
CELLS 1>.21>39717E•05 1.47714141'-0'> 2.35611>47E•OO 
NSET a--i2. ----· ·- --- ... 
BEADS 4.6067RI~E•OS 
C2LLS 6.0253111E.•05 
NSET a ll 

~. 45S71>38E-05 
1 ~47~~9l.3E-Jtt 

1.1B 42 B96E• oo 
l.45l3lB·lE•lJ 

REA'>S -·,:·ss1-io'biE•_0_5 ___ 5~-37h95-ie..:os 1.179711H+OO 
CELLS b.4294170E+05 1.5274085E-04 2.H5bS62E+OO 
NSET •l-4---------------- ·---·-- .. ·- . - . -
BEADS 't.SSB01>7E+05 5.31229S7f-05 
CELLS ·-- b. 3 8442B BE•05 1. 5)513? 5 E-04 
NSET • 15 

---BE,IlS ·- 1·.997071"tEt05. --,.-.b<il'o-llOE-)5 
CELLS 6.4547207E•OS 1.26 12012F-O'+ 

.NSET ·--~~---------------------

BEADS 3.997077tE•05 4. 69l4lOO;o-o5 
CELLS. ~ .4i61~90E•o5--1':27730l4E-o't 
NSET • 17 

1.1 N7114E+OO 
Z.3575JS3E•OO 

loi137IOOE+OO 
!,9B50595E+Oq 

t.l737l01lf;+0:) 
1.9B1't38lE+OO 

BEADS . 't.24240'16E>ii5 .. - -·5-:c0't36S1E-05 1.1791>09\E•O!l 
c=LLS o.113572EE+05 1.47454>ZE-J4 2.333~~9~E+OO N·s·er ~---13 - ------ ----------- - -·- -
BEUS 4.Z'o2409~Et05 5.0J4B51E-05 1.1796J91E•0·1 
CELLS --5-.-,io2t6-5se;o~;---\:42a-2oC7F.-O~ .. 2.'+197'12~E•n 

.!'ll.T • 11 

VOlU~E F.\CrJq Sto.I)EV.I~U .. 31 

1>.'26~022F-02 2.4iJJl'iJ'iE-OI 
"· Z?.~~ozz_; -o_L __ 2·-~.'!'1475~t;_-ol 

6.221>8022E-02 z.~I00339E-Ol 
6.126~022E-Oi-· 9.51 HZS:f!:-01 

b.2637S27E-02 z.25;;755lE-Oi 
b.2537_~?!_F-02 1.n2751ZE-'lt 

6.2~BJ485E-02 2.39B37b7E-OI 
b. 2B804BSE:..-oz--·f:-3o-.fHHF•:JJ 

---------- --··---· ···--
SKEW'IESS ___ !._U~_T_OSI S _. _ 

1.31731Z'>E-Ol ___ -3.qo6i369F.-'of 

-~· ?35!_~~-H:.H \.4645695~+09 ----------

1. 311312'tE-Jl _---=.3__,_3_06 7l61F.-Ol 
6.6525178:-oa 1.5Z59179E•o:J 
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Table "Y::/Y. Results of counting experiment #4. 

Viable Count Optical Count Optical Density Electronic Count Electronic Volume 
Sample (cells/ml) (cells/ml) (Nephlos units) (cells/ml) Percent 

l 1.18 X 10 - - l.o45 X 10 .239 

(o hr) (o hr) 

, - 1.45 X 106 2.30 X 106 4.3 1.517 X 106 -4 
2 3-57 X 10 

(57 min) (52 min) (52 min) (52 min} 

3 9.15 X 106 1.38 X 107 20.4' 
.. 6 ~ 

9.49 x:~o - .00215 

(2 hr 8 min) (~ hr 5 rn:in) (2 hr 5 min) (2 hr 5.min) 

<· 4 3.00 X 107 - 4.52 X 107 62-7 3-.25 X 107 .00668 

(3 hr ll min) (3 hr 6 min) (3 hr 6'min) (3 hr 6 min) I 
w· 

4.82 X 107 6.58 X 107 5.22 X 107 
I-' 

5 106.6 .01099 +=-
I 

(4 hr 7 min) . (4 hr 3 min) (4 hr 3 min) (4 hr_3 min) 

6 5-93 x:1o7 -7.86 X 10 7 91.9 6 .1~9 ~ 107 -.0136 

· (5'hr 10 min) (5 hr 5 min) (5 hr 5 min) (5 hr 5 min} 

7 5.07 X lC} 8.16 X 107 115.4 5.20 X 107 .0119 

(5 hr 55 min) (5 hr 56-min) (5 hr 56 min) (5 hr 56 min) 

8 4.89 X 107 7.38 X 107 141.1 3-36 X 1(? .0156 

(6 hr 52 min) (6 hr 52 min) (6 hr 52 min) (6 hr 52 min) 

.) 



Tabla XXVI. Typical distribution, 
counting axpcrlJnent #4 
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Fig. 24, Cell concentration versus incubation time, counting experiment #3· 
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Figure 27 compares turbidity with electronic count. All but four points 

correlated very well. In Fig. 28, a plot of turbidity versus cell con

centration in percent by volume cells (electronic) shows a somewhat more 

scattered correlation. 

From the preceding, it is clear that electronic counting gives 

consistent results, which show good agreement with two classical means of 

measuring cell concentration and shows fair agreement with a third. 

Aperture voltage did not affect total counts ~n counting experi

ments #2 and #3· 

c. Electronic Sizing of Bacteria 

This section discusses some aspects of the_ accuracy of electronic 

sizing of bacteria. A theory of the electrical conductivity of bacterial 

cells is proposed and discussed in relation to experimental results. 

1. Model for the Electrical Conductivity of the Bacterial Cell 

Working with suspensions of bacteria in electrolytes, Carstensen 

et al. proposed a model for the electrical conductivity of bacteria. 24 , 

Their model postulates that the bacterial cell is an electrically non

conducting core with a conductive shell. The core corresponds to the 

portion of the cell within and including the cell membrane, while the 

shell models the cell wall. The cell wall is permeable to low molecular 

weight compounds and ions and thus has a reasonably high electrical con

ductivity. The cell membrane, on the other hand, forms a barrier to the 

passage of electric current. Carstensen et al. combined the theory with 

measurements of the electrical conductivity of suspensions of bacteria. 

Our results, discussed here, partly confirm the validity of the model by 

the independent method of electro~ic sizing. 

Slight modification of their:model to include the effect of aperture 

voltage is required to explain some of our results • 

. . 
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2. Experimental Results 

Microscopic polystyrene or polyvinyl toluene beads of known .sizes 

were used to calibrate the counting system for sizing. A size distribution 

of the beads was measured using the counting system, and the gain of the 

system was established from comparison of the measured electronic size of 

particles and the known .size of the particles. 

If results are in a'ccord with the theory of Carstensen et al., the 

electronic volume will be consistently lower than the mean cell volume 

measured optically. 

An experiment was designed to test for this effect through all 

phases of culture grawth and also to test for the effect of heat-killing 

cells on their electronic sizing properties. Periodically, samples were 

taken from a batch culture of~· coli B.· Samples were analyzed electroni

cally. Photomicrographs were also made of the cells for optical sizing of 

the cells. The results of the experiment, called the Sizing Experiment, 

are listed in Tables XXVII, XXVIII, and XXIX. Two important results are 

evident in the data of Table XXIX. First, the electronic size of formalin

fixed cells is much smaller than the optical size of the cells. Thus 

the results are consistent with the proposed theory. Secondly, the heat

killed cells are the same size as normal formalin-fixed cells in both 

electronic and optical volume determinations. However, reference to 

Table XXVIII shows that in the second sample (exponential phase cells, 2 

hr 20 min after inoculation) the electronic count for heat-killed cells is 

20 times smaller than the total count on corresponding formalin-fixed 

cells. This result can be explained by the proposed theory as lysis and 

disruption of the cell membrane by the heat killing, thus making the cell 

transparent to the electronic counting system. The optical size of the 

cells remains the same. Less effect of heat killing was observed on the 

54-min sample, where the heat-killed cells registered one fourth the 

count of formalin-fixed cells. Reduction of the count by heat killing 

was not observed in the other samples and the phenomenon thus appears to 

be strongest on cells in the eXponential growth phase. Comparison of 

optical size distribution for heat-killed and normal formalin-fixed cells 
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Table XXVII. Sizing experiment (7/9/66) 

Aperture 
Voltage Diff, Int. 

Set Sample 'Time· Dilution (volts) Gain (IJ.sec) (IJ.sec) 

l Inoc.· 0 1:000 24 100 l l 

2 II II II II II l l 

3 
II " " 24 100 2 2 

4 " " " 96 25 l 1 

5 " " " " " " II 

6 II II II II " 2 2 

7 
II " " II II II II 

s* 1 30 min .. 
: none 24 100 1 1 

9 1 II II ·II II 2 2 

10 II 11 II 96 25 11 II 

* ": " " 11 11 156 25 ·" 
* . ' 

12 II " " " " " " 
* II " " 96 13 ' 

HK 25 1 1 

14* " HK " " 24 200 " " ' 
15 2 

2 hr 1:10 " II " " 20 min 
16 II ·u II " " " II 

17 " " II II 100 2 2 

18 II II " " " " " 
19 II " II 100; 50 1 1 

20 " 11 II " II II II 

21 II " II II II II II 

22 " II " 200 25 " " 
23 " HK " " " 100 50 II II 

' 
24 II HK II " 50 II 2 2 

' 
25 II HK " " 100 50 1 1 

' 
26 II HK " " 200 25 " II 

' 
27 

4 hr 
1:100 100 50 

II " 3 
. \,. 22 min 
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Table XXVII (continued) 

Aperture 
Voltage Diff, Int. 

Set Sample Time Dilution (volts) Gain (IJ.sec) (IJ.sec) 

28 II II " 50 II 2 2 

29 II II " 50 100 1 1 

30 " II " 50 50 2 2 

31 " HK II " fr II II " ' 
32 3, HK 

4 hr 1:100 50 100 22 min 1 1 

33 " " " 100 50 " " 
34 4 5 hr 1:200 50 100 II II 

lOmin 
35 

II t: II II 50 50 2 2 

36 " II " 50 100 1 1. 

37 
.. " " " 50 . 100 " . " 

(a.oo)* (50)* 

38 " " " II 50 " II 

39 " HK II II II II " ··.II 

' 
40 " HK II ·II 50. '100 II II. 

' '· 41 " HK !I l! 96 25 2 2 
' (50)* (50)* 

42 5 
6 hr 

" 50 100 1 1 
15 min 

43 " II " 50 50 2 2 

44 II " II . 50 100 1 1 

45 " " " 100 50 " " 
46 ft " " 96 25 2 2 
J.q 11 " " 200 25 1 1 

48 11 " " 50 100 It " -

* Bad size distributions, not included in . calculations. 
:j: 

Numbers in parentheses indicate instrument settings for cell siz~ distri-
butions if different from bead size distributions.· 



Table XXVIII. Summary of results sizing experiment 
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-- ------------------------------
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Table XXIX. Sizing experiment. 

Ave. * Electronic 
Total Ave. Ave. Volume Ave. Volume 
Cells length 1-lidth (cubic Electronic (cubic 

Type Time Measured (microns) (microns)\ (microns) Total Count microns) 

·Formalin 
5.94 X 107 (Inoculum 0 35 5·13 1.19 5.26 _1.85 

Formalin 54 min 39 4.96 i.07 4.13 6.14 x· 10§ 
Heat killed - - - - 1.54 X 10 

Formalin 2 hr 53 min 70 3-65 1.19 3·63 
. . 5 
9.31 X 10 2.08 

Heat 3 hr 32 min 79 3-57 1.17 . 3.42 4.99 X 105 2.07 

Formalin 4 liT 51 min 78 · .. 2.84 1.17 2.64 , 5.44 X 107 1.84 I 
w· 
w 

147 4.84 X 107 .1.98 
V1 

Heat 5 h:t 22 min 3.27 1.19 3~20 I 

Formalin 5 hr 43 min 147 3.22 1.24 3.40 6.94 X 107 1.95 

Heat 6 hr 16 min 7l 2.94 1.27 3·19 7.38 X 107 1.98 

·Formalin 6 hr 48 min 86 3.22 1.33 3.85 4.13 X 105 2.14 

*calculated with the e~uation V =(nD2/4)(L- D/3), Land D measured optically. 
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is made in Fig. 29, ~hile Fig. 30 compares the corresponding electronic 

size-concentration distributions. The optical distributions are not 

greatly different, but a strong constrast can be seen in the electronic 

distributions due to the reduced count for the heat-killed cells. The 

r·eduction in cell count by heat killing is significant because electronic 

sizing thus offers a single means of detecting cell lysis. Our results 

are in agreement ~ith the .~ork of Kniseley and Throop, who sh~ed that 

electronic counting could be used to detect cell lysis caused by the 
18 '. 

antibiotic lysostaphin. Such a result should prove very useful to 

~orkers in the field of sterilization kinetics. 

Cell size ~as found to vary during different phases of batch cul

ture gro~th. Figure 31 shows ·ho~ mean cell size varied in a variety of 

batch culture experiments. Optical sizes were al~ays considerably greater 

than sizes measured electronically, and they did not reflect the maximum 

sho~n by the.electronic size at incubation times bet~een one and t~o 

hours. · Electronic sizes during the lag phase sh~ed a pronounced maximum 

bet~een one and t~o hours of incubatio.n, foll~ed by a decrease in mean 

cell size throughout the exponential phase. The decrease in mean cell 

size during the exponential phase is similar to results obtained by 

Toennies et al., ~ho sh~ed that the mean cell volume of Streptococcus 

faecalis decreased during the exponential due _to a decrease in mean cell 

chain lengths. 14 Reference to Table XXIX sho~s that decrease in mean 

chain length is also responsible for the phenomenon observed here. At 

the onset of the stationary-phase, cell size showed a slight increase, 

returning to a value hear that of the inoculum, which was also a station-· 

ary-phase culture. 

It is significant that the pronounced cell size maximum observed 

during the lag phase corresponded to the point at ~hich emf sensitivity 

~as also-observed. Emf sensitivity is the term given to'the dependence 

of eiectronically measured cell size on the voltage applied to the aperture. 

It ~as discovered by Curby and co-~orkers •13 .. They~. found that emf sensi

tivity ~as present in all four species of bacteria that they studied, 
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· Fig. 29. ·Comparison·· of opt.:i.cal size distributions of normal formalin
fixed cells and heat-ki1led cells. 
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6 Formalin -fl)(ed (total count~ 9.31 x IO'Iml) 
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Fig. 30. Comparison of electronic size concentration distributions 
of heat-killed and normal formalin-fixed cells. 
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including ~· coli. In some species, emf sensitivity was found to occur 

in all phases of cultUre growth, but in'other species, including ~.:coli, 

emf sensitivity was confined to the lag phase. Curby et al. did not 

offer an explanation for emf sensitivity. 

We have confirmed their results for ~· coli, as shown in Fig. 32. 

The singlet peaks for the polyvinyltoluene spheres were not shifted and 

had identical modes, neglecting the saturation in the preamplifier observed 

at high channel numbers at an ap~rture voltage of 96 volts. Electronic 

.cell size, however, was strongly affected by the aperture voltage, and it 

can be seen that the mean 'cell size was decreased considerably by the 

increased aperture voltage. The hump centered at channel 30 in the cell 

size distribution measured at 96 volts is again due to saturation in the 

preamplifier. 

Emf. sensitivity was found to be reproducible in three separate 

experiments. Because the electronic size of cells is thus dependent on 

the voltage applied to the aperture, emf sensitivity raises questions 

about the accuracy of electronic cell size-concentration distributions. 

Further investigation ·of .the effect was thus warranted.' In making photo

graphs of the cells for optical sizing, it was noted that the cells 

contained vacuoles during the same phases of batch culture as the occur-

. renee of emf sensitivity. An experiment was performed to obtain more 

information about emf sensitivity. The experiment, designated as the 

Osmotic Experiment, was designed to see if the mean electronic cell size 

was affected by the osmotic pressure of the cell environment. Vacuoles 

are reportedly osmotically sensitive. 26 Thus a necessary condition for 

emf sensitivity to be due to vacuoles is that the electronic cell size 

b'e osmotically sensitive. 

Solution osmotic pressure was varied by adding sucrose to the 

standard saline buffer solution diluted by one half. The results of the 

osmotic experiment are shown in Tables XXX and XXXI and in Fig. 33· If 

the cell or its vacuoles act as an osmometer, the following equations re

late the ceil volume to the osmotic pressure: 
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.....--E.coli 8 
(G = 100, APV = 24 V} 
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.~ Fig. 32. Particle concentration versus channel number: emf sensitivity. 
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Table XXX. Conditions of electronic counting and sizing analysis, osmotic 
experiment. 

Osmotic Aperture 
Pressure Time since Voltage Diff. Int. 

Set (atm) Sampling Dilution (volts) ·Gain (!J.sec) (!J.sec) 

, ·2.0 42 min 1:25 120 50 1 1 ..L 

2 2.5 " "· " " I! 

3 3·0 " " " " " 
'.4 4.0 " " " " !! 

5 8.0 " " " " " 
6 12.0 

,---· 
" " " " If 

7 2.0 1 hr 17 min " " 100 !! 11 

8 3.0 " 11 . " " 11 

9 4.0 ·II .. " " " " 
I, 

.10 8.0 " 11 11 " 11 

11 12.0 1 hr 51 min " " " " " 



Table XXXI, Su:n:nnry of results, 
os::1otic experiment 
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Fig. 33· Mean electronic cell volume versus reciprocal osmotic pressure. 



rr(V - V ) = K 
0 

V = V + K/rr 
0 ' 

where V = electronic cell volume, 

V
0 

= non~osmotically sensitive volume of the cell, 

1r = osmotic pressure, and 

K = constant. 

Thus a graph of volume versus the reciprocal of the osmotic pressure 

should give a straight line with slope K and V
0 

as intercept. Figure 33 
shows that fair i:rg·reement is. obtained with the theory, although the 

second group of data fall below the first group of data due to a shift 

in time of the mean cell size towards smaller volume. This time shift 

increases the slopes of Fig. 33, but an osmotic pressure effect can also 

be definitely seen. Values of the intercepts are much larger than was 

expected, but the use of a high aperture voltage (120 v) may have already 
. . 

decreased the electronic size of the cells to a point where osmotic 

effects did not play such a strong role. Another possible source of 

variation is the fact that the electrolyte (potassium phosphate buffered 

sodiuJn chloride) was present at ha.lf its normal concentration. This could 

have caused the cells' size to change. 

One last experiment, called the Time Experiment, was designed to 

study emf sensitivity of formalin-fixed cells as a function of hmv long 

they had been suspended after sampling. It was important to know the 

.. stability of the cells because the time between sampling and electronic 

sizing and counting often exceeded an hour. The effects of time shifts 

could be seen in the osmotic experiment. In the time experiment, cells 

from a 1:3/4 hr culture were suspended in the standard sodium chloride 

buffer solution containing 0.2% formalin. At intervals, samples were 

withdrawn'and analyzed for optical size and electronic size at three dif· 

ferent aperture'voltages. The results are shown in Tables XXXII and 

XXXIII and in Fig. 34. Figure 34 shows that emf sensitivity persisted at 
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Table XXXII. Time experiment (7/12/66) 

Aperture 
Voltage .Diff. Int. 

Set Sample.· Time Dilution· (volts) Gain (1-lsec) (IJ.sec) 

1 1 1 'h 2·r 55 min 1:100 30 200 1 1 
culture 

2 !!· " " " " " II 

3 
II 65 min " 60 100 " II 

4 II " II II " " II 

5 " 80 min " 120 50 " " 
6 " " " : ,H :··\ "" " " 
7 " 

.. 2 hr " 30 200 " " 10 min 
8 " " " " " " " 

9 " 
. g hr 

" 60 100 " " 35 min 
10 II· " " 

,, 
" " " 

11 " 2 hr II 120 50 " " 40 min 
12 " " " II " " II 

.13 " 2 hr 
" 30 200 " " 50 min 

i! '4 hr 
14 !!· " " " " " 15 min ;i 

15 " " " " " " " 

16 " " " 60 100 " " 
17 " " " " " " " 
18 " " " 120 50 " " 

" 
4 hr " " " " " 19 40 min 

" 
4 hr " 30 200 " " 20 50 min 

21 " 
4 hr " " II' " " 

55 min 

" 
6 hr II " " " " 22 45 min 

" 6 hr 
" " . " .11 " 23 55 min .. 

24 " 7 hr " 60 100 " " 
" " " " " " " 25 

26 " 7 hr 
" 120 50 " " 10 min 

" 7 hr " " " " " 27 15 min 
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Table XXXII (continued) 

Aperture 
Voltage Diff. Int. 

Set Sample Time Dilution (volts) Gain (~sec) (~sec) 

28 1-! hr· 
11 hr 1:100 30 200 1 1 4o min culture 

29 tl 11 hr tl tl tl tl tl 

50 min 
.30 tl tl tl 60 100 It tl 

I 

31 tl 12 hr " tl "· " " 
12 hr '' 

32 " ,It 120 50 tl !1 

10 min 
33 11 " " It " " " 

34 " 22 hr " 30 200 " " 50 min 
35 

11 tl " " .If It It 

36 " 11 11 11 " It " 
37 " 22 hr " 60 100 " 11 

55 min 

38 " 23 hr 11, " tl " " 
" 

23 hr " 120 50 " " 39 5 min 

40 " 23 hr It II II II " 10 min 

41 " 29 hr It 30 200 II 11 

30 min 
42 11 11 11 It 11 It 11 

43 11 11 It 60 100 11 tl 

44 It 11 .tl " It tl It 

45 11 29 hr It 120 50 11 It 

55 min 

46 " 30 hr " It It " " 



Tahl~· XXXIII. ~v..~r or rc=r-1lt~ 
ttce cxpo:1ri ..... ent 

SUMMARY Uf CALCULATt~ RESULTS,ALL DISIKIBUIIONS 

PARTICLES/Ill YOLUME PERCENT AVE.YOL. IMJ••JI YJLUME FA: TO~ STO.DEV.IIIU••JI SKEWNESS KU~TJi·IS 

NSEJ z 1 
~I::AUS 2.6906HottG5 3. lo9323dE-O~ I. I 113919E tOJ 6.80&5031E-JZ 2.2~97959E:-Ol l.44~8363E-OI -4.H92933E-:>l C.I::LLS 1.25080jltt04 2. 2~ 72439C:-05 3.09n026:': •UJ 6.80~5037E-l2 t.I~546BH•OO ~.OOZ54Z6E-Ol ~.992331 lE-Jl NSH z 2 
iHADS z.&90ol46E•05 3. lb93231Jt-05 t.l77~919E•Oo 6 .S065031E-JZ 2.2~97959E-Ol 1.44483b3E-Ol -4. 3b92983E-:>t CELLS B.Jd935~7E•u4 2.5981579t-05 3.096966~Et00 6.8065031E-JZ !.179HZ 7Et00 5.9HZ312E-Ol 9.H67ZH':-Jl NSH = 3 
BEAUS l.bi028~0EtU5 3.069~244E-05 1.l759HSEt01) 6.28409BH-JZ 2.0717JSlE-Ol I .0093916E-Ol -1. 73918) lE-Jl CELLS d.HJl't9Bt+Q4 2.2118B9bE-05 2.51LJ512:':t00 b. 2B409di>E-H l.Jl25186Et00 7.1511456E-Ol t.57441BE•JJ NSEJ = 4 
BEAOS 2.olv2850E•OS 3.0<>95244E-05 l.l7~9J452t00 &.26409doE-)Z 2.0717951E-Ol t.009397oE-Ol -l.139l8JlE-OI CtLlS 8.7086536EtO'o 2.1822~321:-05 2.5056789i:t0() _ 6. 28409B!>E-)Z t.Olb9229E>OO 7.66013oOE-Ol l.B22H35E+J~ NSH X ) 

~fADS z.~~ 17905Et.OS 2. 99 ~9l42E -o~ 1.17404~02 +OJ. &.19~76!>~E-JZ 1.9194983E-01 1. &469 729E -0 l -2.2576n~:-n C~LLS 8.7&999BOE+04 l.92~7o1E-05 2.19d~470C +DO b.19o766!>E-)Z 9.933ll8~E-OI 5. 9431 024E-Ol 9.273DB3oE-Jl N~EI X b 
BEA!JS 2 ·<>108709~ .. )5 3.0&1~9~1E-O~ 1. 17~J 440: tOO b. l429H7E-lZ 2.0199565E-OI 2.1759'>52E-01 -l.I>95349SE-Ol CtLLS ll.dl073'HE>Il4 l.'h0~413E-05 2.19118~~4:':+0) 6.1429H7E-)Z l.:l~45~6~E+JJ !>.2833005E-Ol 9.1~18Z>B:-Jt NSH • 1 

I BEADS 2.~oU38b2Et05 3.0145l60E-U5 t. 17736 n::. •oo 6.5557o25E-JZ 2.2010~6oE·-01 1.2594881E-01 -3 .6529b07E-Jl LV Ct:LLS T .'13l£)ildi:+O't 2. 4b094l3E -OS 3.1023396:•00 6.5557b25E-l2 1. nB~896E+OJ S.253J003E-Ol 7.0J7l52!>E-Jl -F f'<SEI = 8 (J:) HADS £ .&5 73250E+Oj 3.1347291E-05 1.1796559: tOO 6.6&2667~E-JZ Z.3616Z85E-01 1. 27084o5E-02 -3.43380Js:-ot I 
CELLS 7o9d932121:t0't 2.6107925E-05 3.2&13528c+OO &.o62687H-JZ 1.2120J30E+OI) 't.BB39583E-01 5.1857978E-Ol N:iEI = 9 
!lEADS l.5411o055E•C) J.OOHlO~E-05 t.l18~154E+OO o.4904454E-J2 2.2839643E-Ol 1. 4536468E-OI -Z.3l77ll8E-Ol CELLS 8.J04.9ll3tt04 2 .ZJ82 940E -05 2.&951451E+OJ 6.490HHE-)Z t.Jrt93892E• JJ 8.2315806E-OI t.8!>27tH:+JJ II!>H = 10 
!lEADS l.-.77l2HEt05 2. 9159711 7E-O> 1.1711131:+00 b. ~65 0094E-H 2.1690410E-Ol ~.Ob32936E-02 -2.67863l7E-Jl CeLLS II.Ol4.9o45EtO't 2. 25 546 T9E -05 2.8140710E•OO i>. 5&5 0094E-JZ 1.0779L05E+OO 8.5037995E-<il 1.86136l3E+lJ NSEI X ll 
BEADS Zo41211114E+05 2. 8329BSOE-05 1. 17'.142 7E tOO. o.286o81JE-)2 1.9363589E-Ol Z.I015837E-Ol -t.767on&E-ot CELLS s.zoao.z5t•O'+ l.d037874E-05 2.1BH&39:•o~ b. 28668DE-)Z t.J35B112Et0J ~.8'>21172JE-Ol I.J~944JBE•Jo NSH z ll 
BEAUS 2·'>12~ll4Et0) 2. d329~50E-05 1. 1141427E+OO b. 286 681 :> E-JZ 1.93635 89E-01 2.1015837E-Ol -t.7&7&146E-JI CELLS 9.lOotiU38E+04 1.95u018BE-05 2.14l2580E+OO 6. 281>&81 J E-)2 t.07BS~o7E+OO 6. 704992oE-Ol 9.8019H2E-H NSEr ~ 13 
BEADS l..tab01eb89E+OS l.90'U729E-O~ 1.1785 T39E •oo b. 802b23bE-lZ 2.2993253E-Ol· I.Z645792E-Ol -~.~l77l70E-:H C.HLS 7.SdU4019E+04 2.~Z443BoE-o5 3. 20}<389: +OU &.8U2o23!>E-JZ 1.1!>7~329E+OO 6.~2)0598E-Ol l.0705HZo+JJ NSH = H 
!lEADS l.ll~9~29EtO; 2. o03ti080E-05 I. 115 J 12 TC. +00 &.59J960Lt-J2 2.010%19E-OI 1.56J3082E-OI -~.5522031E-OI CElLS 7. 7JOd302tt04 2.332316oE~05 1. ott>.9034E •oo b. 590 9601 E- J2 l.l455229Et00 5.390102BE-OI 7.9372H 7E-Jl NSEI = 1.5 
BEAUS loll~'Jti2~Et()5 2.603BO~OE-05 l.llSJ I 27E +01) &.5909o01E-02 2.0L09619E-Ol 1.5603062E-Ol -4.552206LE-Ol CELLS 7.94l&JJ5t•u~o l. 4f.Jl48HE-05 J.lLJT<>42::.•o~ &.5909o01E-oz 1.1430151E+OJ 5.67L0434E-01 8.Hb37HE-H NSH : 16 

. BEADS 2 .Jtio8292E•OS 2.~onone-os 1.1763J46C. >00 6.5t5HB2E-JZ 2.08626o5E-OI 2.3l724HE-OZ -1.24365J1E-H CtLLS 8 .;odoOoo E •o~ 2. HZS!'>tlLE-05 2.7222 140~•00 6.5151432E-J2 l.L101b99E>OO 8.247o496E-01 1. H9903)Etll ~~~EI : 11 
SEAOS l.J~btl2'J£E+05 2. ~077U98E-05 t.17&JH&:•oo b.5L5L462E-J2 2.08626bSE-01 2. 3 I 7244'of-02 -1.243~SHE-H_ CI:LLS 8.47 h944t+O't 2.21t52L5llt-05 2. b4ti4417:': >00 6.5151482E-J2 t.0991221E•OO 1. 9bb 335 7E -01 1.69672ZE+JO NSU a IB 
8tAIJ5 2.4a9-L~9tit•os l.'Jl39LJbE-05 L. L 74!> 11 7E +00 6 .l241t9'J5E-J2 1.98 1o9JZ2E-OI 2.4li019JE-OI -1.~J86952E-Jl CELLS ~.6~d2897Ct04 z.uJ9J044E-05 2. 1021 'to4E •OJ ~-1ZH9~5E-JZ 1. L 167284E+Ol 6.8212849E-Ol 9.80423H:':-Jl NSU • 19 



SEAUS 2.~0'>9749E+O~ 2.82'l3386E-05 1.11o< 524E ·o~ b. 32130 HE-)2 2.1b19462E-01 3. 0159 '•4SE -!H -1.3 7B55SJE-JI CELLS 9.4d90 1t'tli;H)4 2. 1365 8l3E -OS 2.25H812i'+OO 6.3273078E-02 1.12'•1371E+OO 7 .J070672E-I)l 1.05195HE+JJ NSEI = 20 
UEAOS 2.6491070E+OS 3.ll'l7H8E-05 I.I81~3U1E+OO b.S2~470SE-l2 2.5122734E-Ol 1.36?6173E-Ot -4.240~3l~E-JI CELLS 8.17l2702t+04 2.4'•21>4<>/E-05 Z.98<JJI09::+oo b.52547J5t-02 t.I881016Et00 5.9149613E-Ol 8.6JOJ672E-JI NSEI ~ 21 
BEAUS z.o4'1l070t+OS 3. 1297 HSE-05 J.1814JU1i:+OO 6.52547-05E-l2 2.51227HE-01 J.3698178E-Ol -4.2'•063lbE-Ol C:tLLS /,JOL9813t+04 l.260ti1l8E-05 3.09624432+00 b. 52 54 705 E-)Z 1.1514558E+OO ~.5717294E-I)l 1. J3S 35 HE • J.:> NSEI = L2 
BEAUS l.43~4302E+OS z. 8759l4<>E-05 1. 17892<18:' +00 6.2253163E-H Z.HSSBOOE-01 2 .ObJ 7464E-Ol -3.6645895E-J1 C.EllS. . o. YOJ 13o2E+04 2.1740708E-05 3.1491l20E+OO 6.225H~3E-02 1.0609884E+OO 1>.532906 7E-Ol 9.21969l7E-01 NSET = ZJo 
BEADS 2.4J'I4302E+OS Z. 8759146E-05 1.1789Z8<1E +00 b.2253161E-)2 2.3455600E-01 2.0b074b4E-Ol -).6645895E-Ol CtUS 7.15o809lE+04 l. 19928 7SE-05 J.07JJoo1:•oo b.Z2;31~3E-lZ I.J10HS5E+OO b.OSHF1E-OI 3.873~HE-H NSEI s 24 
lHAOS· .. .. 2-1>3191l3~E+OS 2.S7Hoti7E-OS 1.1814917i: +00 r..297817~E-JZ 2.50115'>3E-Ol I. 044 334 JE -Gl -3.2?528HE-)l tELl~ li.l1oo7tl3t•04 2.1369910E-05 2.551119?::•oo I>. 297 <IH~E-JZ l.J~408l(>E+Ol a.S211830E-Ol t.990:>4HE+ll N.SU • 25 
tiE ADS 2.<o319tl39h0~ 2. 873368/E -OS 1.1a14n r::•oa 6.29781 HE-JZ 2.5JL15~3E-Ol l.0443343E-Ol -3.2952834:-n !:EllS 6.1>4:>1~98Et04 2.l18l2dJE-OS z. so~8527c •oo b.29781HE-OZ t.083221>2E+OO 8.3493878E-OI t.957lHSE+JO N~ti 2 26 
bEAUS t.9'•4<>nH•os 2. 28o 7485E-05 1. ~756923E +00 6 .2310227E-02 2.llbll779E-01 b. 4 73 BJ>SE-OZ -Z.038007H-Ol C:tU> 9.75'l5974E+04 l.OHOSJOE-05 2.0810828: +00 b.2310227E-:>z l.1131J94E+OO 7.bH972bE-Gl t.3409351E•JJ NSEI a 27 
BEADS 2.1&7b007E+OS 2.570~>28~E-05 1. I 75 l 90oE +00 b. 177 34l!ZE-l2 t.9892ll9E-OI 5. 37895"T5E-OZ -l.)5)~0'i4E-)l CELLS j.S274o28E>01• l. 19232BSE-OS 2.1570991i:+OO b. 177 3482 E-JZ l.0073(>96E•OO 7.027l956E-Ol l.llb1b57E+J.O NSU s za 
BEADS 1.J7l3459E+Oo 1. ol1?575t:-04 1.175<56bE+OJ S.7281b45E-)2 2.0321782E-Ol 9.38H3l8E-OZ -2.591902t.E-oi 

I tELLS B.L43661Tt:•u4 1.2~8740<lE-05 l.S4-j~68J: +OJ 5.723l(>4'iE-H 8.9119055E-01 t.0440085E>OO J. 250%n: +J:> w NSET = 29 
.j::"" 8EAO~ 1.371345YE+Ob l.<>119575E-04 t.175't'>b~i:+OO 5. 7231645E-JZ 2.J321782E-Ol 9. 38~ 7 3l8E-OZ -2. S919026E-:>t '() CELLS ~.Td~l5~bE+04 9.841ob42E-Ob 1. 7003100:0 +01) 5.7287b45E-)2 9.2343~09E-Ol 9. 7252102E-Iill 2.b~~4JJ'lE+JO I NSET ~ ll) 

BEALJS 1.122BB04E+O& 1.JZ1Y7lLE-04 1.!773036:: +00 6:Ho9~1H-JZ Z.l6&7670E-01 4.12500b1E-OZ -l.0881590E-:>t . CI::LLS 7.9o:J.<bojt+O't l.Jo<I39S6E-05 1. 7ld3d48: +00 ~. 370951 'tE-JZ 1.J2~2099E+Ol 9.~832424E-I'Jl 2.874l812E•JJ NSH ~ 31 
BEAOS l.l22b8<l4E+Oc> 1. Jl1qJ L 1E-04 1.1773031>: +00 6.3709514E-l2 2.lbo7o70E-·Ol 4.1250061E-02 -l.088159JE-Jl 
C:i::LL~ d.IJ414560E+04 1. 379o251E-u~ 1. 715~409: +00 1>.3709S1'*E-l2 9.9529H5E-Ol 1.0144 l'lJE>OO ),08210J3E+J:> NSEI 2 32 •, 
tltAUS 1.2JBOJ98t+Oo 1.'>5b0970E-04 1.17<>1.310:: +00 b.OO)b09SE-J2 2.12JO)b4E-01 2.3900974E-Ol -1.8298037E-Jl CE!.l 5 8.40l4179E+04 1.42l3390t-05 lob92713~E +00 b. 003609SE-JZ 9. 7054399E-01 9.3670009E-Ol 2.24884~2E+OO IISEf ~ H 
BtADS 1.3 I~'JlOOE+Co 1.61990l8E-04 1.1112 8l3E >00 5.9b59129E-JZ 2.1888l28E-Ol 1.3275221E-Ol -1.7Z326~2E-OI CELLS do'J2Q6ol4E+0'• 1. 46 aooOZE -os 1.o4~~d>3: •OJ 5.9~5912JE-l2 9.80l3381E-01 9.2919456E-Ol Z.19~'•7J3i:+JJ 
NSET = 34 
BEAUS L.Zl605dOE+Ob L 4363326E-04 1.18113d2i:+OO b.2961~'.3E-J2 2. 1t(>t>3526E-Ol 1. 7592893E-OZ -2.8494514E-Jl 
tELl> 2.7950o5SE+0'> b.o02B7b1t-Ob 2. 3623332E +00 6.2981b't8E-02 1.2057HOE+OO 7.7228293E-Ol 1. 5248093E +:>0 NSET ~ 35 
B~AOS 1.2160j8UE+Oo 1.4363326€-04 l.l8!1382E•OO b.Z'l816'•8E-JZ 2.4~&3S26E-01 7.7592893E-GZ -2.8494514E-Ol 
CI::LlS /olti6~ll0t+U4 l.Ol8o0 lllE-05 1.43 U024c+OO 6.29dl~'*H-)2 8.2JZ5098E-Ol 1.4349953E+OO ~.'t073019i:t)0 
IISET ~ lb 
BEADS 1.216U58UE+<lb i. 4363326E-04 t.1811J8Z:•oo b. 29811>43 E-oz Z.4~b3526E-01 7. 7592893E-Ol -2 .84945HE-JI 
CELLS 7oo44~1llOE+O .. 1.lJ IJJO~E-05 l.47'1'1271Et00 b.29616',8E-OZ 8.1l5709JE-01 l.3822772E •OO 6.00935?9E+OO 
riSEr = H 
8EAOS 1olb<l4 73ZE +<l6 1. 4d2l028E-04 1. 17)9Ll98E +00 5.9401>97lE-OZ 2.082461>3E-Ol l.5987425E-Ol -l.b08l155E-OI 
CEllS d.3o1'139UE+04 1.17ll5J71E-05 1.39~ar,Jo:•oo 5.9~0bHIE-lZ d. B14't0 BE-01 l. 20H02&E>OO ~.i38775Z::•JJ 
I!SET ~ 3d 
BtAUS 1. 2<>04 1Jl E +Oo 1.48220l8E-O'o 1. Lh9098E +00 5. '1'>01>9 7l E-JZ Z.0824~63E-Ol 1.59BH25E-Ol -1.60B11SS::-OI 
C.HL~ a.~lobll~t•04 1.ZJ40'1~oE-US 1.449034'1:•00 5.940b97lE-)2 9.1230820E-OI 1.2272740E•OO ~.'t329053E+J) 
NSET • 3'1 
BEAO~ 7.J'IIo39•JE•O~ 8. /047117E-05 1.17/643d= +00 5. 682 6400E-JZ 2.Ztc3002E-01 1.11>069/0E-Ol -2.56870Jr.E-Ol 
C.tLLS S .. 't 7·k'*Jl4t:•Olt ~.l:io9919c-os 1. 48 3B<l092 tOO S.6U2o'•<lJE-JZ 8.8099l05E-01 l.l322042E+OO ).347J251E+JJ 
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NSH = '><l 
BEAOS l.J9lo390t+.OS B.71.l47117E-05 1.1776438E +00 S.o826400E-JZ Z.ll63002E-Ol 1. 1606970E-Ol -2.5&870HE-Jl 
C. ELLS ti.S973l9'of+04 1. U<Oa5 70E-OS 1. 1tB86 70~2 +00 5 .6826400E-JZ S.7268021E-Ol 1.1~39638E+OO 3. \583887E +00 I 
N~ET = 41 w 
BEADS l.l2202~4E+OI> 1.3229804E-O~ l.l79l055E+OO 6.38Z7854E-JZ 2.30n925E-01 3.9804216E-OZ -Z.8577SOOE-01 \J1 
CELLS l.ol3:>o0>t.+<l4 1. lObo 71 JE -as 1.45J>oo7: +OO o.3B2785H-l2 d.979~l23E-01 l.56H25ZE+OO 7.1JZJJ5Z:+Jo 0 
N:it.T -= H I 
dE ADS l.l22U254E+Ob l.32298o 1+E-04 1.1 Nl05~E +00 b.3827854E-JZ 2.3098925E-Ol 3.98042\I>E-02 -2.85775JOE-Jl 
C. iLLS 1.d8~0402E+04 l.1S25li>BE-05 1.4609088:+00 6.38278;4E-JZ 8. 7't23946E-Ol 1.4889%0E +00 ~.6S~4022E+J() 

NSH ~ 'oj 

BEAUS t.OB33o51>E >01> 1. 275> 8 74E -04 1. l7l'o302E +0() 6. 209 7952 E-lZ 2.1994802E-Ol 1. 2530258E-Ol -1.7265953E-Jl 
C.HLS a.o4ll044t+O'< 1.20B270oE-OS l.31>6S35B:+OO 1>.209B52E-J2 <J.4l~BS20E-01 1. 3836354E+OO S.5~497HE+JO 

HSH = 44 
BEADS 1.0a33o5bE+Ob 1.l755874E-0'< 1. 1774302: +00 b.20.9B52E-J2 2.1994B02E-01 1. 2530258E-01 -1.721>5953E-Jl 
CELLS 9.v212>17E+04 1.2373798E-OS 1. Hl ;z 77E •oo o.zo.97952E-JZ 9.518~510E-01 1.31>BB006E+OO 5.45792HE+OO 
NSEr = 4, 
HEAllS l.053n iOt+Ob 1.239Zl2ZE-04 1.1757H7:•oo 5.9704:19JE-JZ 2.~84o90'•E-Ol Z.344371>5E-01 -1. 7l7l53o:-Jl 
(;CI.L S ~.U4521HE+04 1. 34509b2.E-05 l. 1oB 7J80oE+OO 5 • 97<H09JE-J2 9.S3222b2E-Ol 1.19l8206E+OO 3.6495359E+JO 
IISEI • 46 
BEADS l.O:d9d70E+Ot> l.Z3'1Zl2lE-04 1. 1751317E +00 5 .9704093E-J2 2. 0846904E-01 2.34437o5E-01 -1. 7171531>E-Jl 
(;fLU o.994Z539t+04 ~.29do09lE-I.l5 l.443~ZJJE +OJ 5.97040HE-ll 9.215Z792E-Jl 1.2l77252E+OO 3.87275H':+)) 
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time experiment. 
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least 7 hrs, with cell size remaining fairly constant. After 7 hrs, the 

mean cell size dropped sharply down to a mean cell volunie of about one 

and one half cubic microns. From 12 hrs on, no emf sensitivity was de

tected and mean cell size was independent of aperture voltage. Also, 

cell volume was nearly constant from 12 hrs onward. 

It is our opinion that the rapid decrease in electronic size be

tween 7 and 12 hrs is due to the rupture of membranes in the cell, includ

ing vacuolar as well as cytoplasmic membranes. The remaining cell wall 

and nonsoluble portions such as the ribosomes that remain behind account 

for the volume observed at times past 12 hrs. Optical volume was constant 

during the entire experiment and only a slight increase in cell count 

with time was observed. 

3 .. A modified Model of the Bacterial Cell 

As stated earlier, modification of the cell model of Carstensen 

et al. is required to reconcile with some of our observations. The 

revised model has the following features: 

(1) The cell wall is an electrically conductive shell surrounding 

the cell membrane and the internal components of the cell. The membrane 

and cell interior are essentially non-conductive in comparison· to the 

cell ·Hall. 

(2) Th~ cell has two types of membranes -- cytoplasmic and vacuolar, 
appEian.ng · 

the latter 1 in the cell only during the late lag phase and early ex-

ponential phase of growth, increasing the length of cells. An increase· 

of cell volume of about 50% is observed during that p'eriod, as shown by 

the sizing and osmotic experiments. 

(3) Emf sensitivity is due to rupture by high ?perture voltage 

of the membranes surrounding vacudles. The effect may show as much as a 

50% reduction in cell volume when the aperture voltage is increased from 

30 to 120 volts, as shown in the time and sizing experiments. 

(4) Cells with disrupted membranes (both cytop+asmic and vacuolar) 

have a residual cell size due to ribosomes and other'content of the cell 

still held together by the cell wall, as shown by the time experiment. 
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(5) Heat killing of exponential phase c'ells lyses the cells, 

causing the cells to become transparent to electronic sizing, as shown 

by the sizing experiment. 
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VI. SUMMARY 

Electronic sizing and counting of bacteria is an important 

·technique in microbiology. It is particularly important to the study of 

bacterial growth kinetics. It was shown here that it also offers a 

means· of studying sterilization kinetics. 

An electronic sizing and counting system was built and calibrated 

using polystyrene beads -as standards. An electron microscope study of 

the beads had established the bead size distribution. Linearity of the 

system in response to particle size was demonstrated. The size distri:.. 

bution of beads measured electronically was considerably broader than 

the distribution .obtained by electron microscopy. 

Electronic counting was compared with the conventional bacterio

logical techniques of optical counting, measurement of turbidity, and 

colony counting. Good agreement was found with colony counts and tur

bidity. Reduction of electronic counts by heat k~lling occurred with 

eA~onential phase cultures. 

The aperture voltage was shown to affect the electronic size of 

cells. The phenomenon appears to be related to vacuole formation in 

the cells. 

A. model for the electrical conductivity is proposed and compared 

with the empirical results. 
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APPENDIX I 

PREPARATION OF CARBON SUPPORTS FOR ELECTRON MICROSCOPY 

Thin films of carbon were prepared by depositing graphite onto 

glass slides 2.5 X 1 X 74 mm that had been chemically cleaned) rinsed 

with a dilute detergent solution) and air-dried. The deposition was 

accomplished by using two graphite rods as electrodes in an electric 

arc in a bell jar. The bell jar was evacuated to a pressure below one 

micron of mercury. The tips of the graphite electrodes in contact with 

the a·rc evaporated and condensed on striking the walls. of the bell jar. 

The specially-prepared glass slides vere placed abou~ 150 mm below the arc 

on the base of the bell jar and thus a portion of the evaporated carbon 

condensed on the slides. After a darkening of the slide surfaces had 

been obtained) the arc was shut-off and the slides were removed from 

the apparatus. The carbon film on each slide was. then cut into small 

squares about 2 to 3 mm on a side using a scalpel and the squares of 

carbon floated-off the slide onto the surface of a large bowl of water. 

Each floating square was then picked-up with a circular copper grid 

(3 ~~diameter) 200 mesh) Ernest F. Fullam) Inc.) Schenectady) N. Y.) 

in such a manner that the square of carbon film lay unwrinkled on the 

grid, covering the maximum possible number of holes of the grid. Capture 

of the films with the grids was accomplished more easily if the grids 

were dipped in ethanol just prior to manipulation. 

The carbon films on the grids were allowed to dry in a dust-free 

petri dish and then examined with a low-magnification light microscope 

to be sure that the film had remained intact during the manipulations. 

The carbon film covering openings in the copper grid is rela

tively transparent to electrons and thus serves well as a support for 

the electron microscopy of small particles such as latex beads or bac

teria. 
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APPENDIX II 

TEST OF THE REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE TRAVELING MICROSCOPE 

Repetetive measurements were made on single particles in both the 

horizontal and the. vertical directions to estimate the random error 

associated with the measurement of the diameters of the photographic 

images of the particles. Data in the first two columes of Table XXXIV 

are the coordinates of the opposite sides of the particle; the third 

col~~~ being the difference of the first two, is thus the diameter of 

the particle image. The fourth column is the difference of each mea• 

surement from the mean of measurements and the last column is the square 

of that difference. The population standard deviation was estimated for· 

both the data obtained in the horizontal and the vertical directions. 

A. value of 3.42 ~ was obtained in the former case and 3-45 ~ in the 

latter case. The mean diameters were 4510.1 ~ and 4464.0 ~' respectively. 

The random error in measurement of the image diameters was thus on the 

order of .1% of the diameter, which is less than 10% of the standard 

deviation of the population particle of diameters that from the data, 

so that the effect of this source of error will not be significant com

pared to that introduced by magnification errors. 

The effects of thermal expansion of the glass plate and/or the 

measuring screw of the stage micrometer did not contribute significant 

error to the measurement of image diameter. 
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Table XXXIV. Reproducibility of the traveling microscope 

HORIZONTAL DIRECTION 

Deviation 
Lo~er coordinate . Upper coordinate Diameter Deviation Sq_uared 

~microns) ~microns2 ~microns2 ~microns) ~ sq_. microns L · 

55316 59830 4514 3·'9 15.2 
55323 59826 4503 7.1 50.4 
55317 59830 4513 2.9 8.4 
55320 59827. 4507 3·1 9·6 
55319 59831 4512 1.9 3·6 
55319 59830 4511 0.9 0.8 
55322 59831 4509 1.1 1.2 
55319 59830 4511 0.9 0.8 

·55321 59827 4506 4.1 16.8 
55320 59835 4515 4.9 24.0 
55319 59830 4511 0.9 0.8 
55322 59831< 4509 1.1 1.2 
55322 59828 .4506 1Ll 16.8 
55321 59830 4509 1.1 1.2 
55321 59827 4506 4.1 16.8 
55320 59827 4507 3·1 9·6 
55320 59833 4513 2.9 8.4 
55316 59832 4516 5·9 34.8 
55321 59833 . 4512 1.9 3·6 
55321 59830 4509. 1.1 1.2 
55320 59833 4513 2.9 8.4 

VERTICAL DIRECTION 
Deviation 

Lower coordinate Upper coordinate Diameter Deviation Sq_uared 
(half microns) (half microns2 (1 . ) (~micron) (~microns sq_) 2 mlcron. 

. 66851 75787 8936 4.0 16.0 
66851 75787 8936 4.0 16.0 
66861 75783 8922 3·0 9·0 
66857 75770 8913 7·5 56.2 
66858 75789 8931 1.5 2.3 
66861 75787 8926 1.0 1.0. 
66857 75789 8932 4.o. 16.0 
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APPENDIX III 

ESTIMATION . OF ASTIGMA.TISM IN PHOTOGRAPHS 

All measurements of particle diameters were made along one of 

the four axes (X, YA, YB, Z) shown in Fig. 5. By comparing the dia

meters of a group of particles measured in any two of the four directions, 

the presence of astigmatism can be detected. 
. ( 

Tables XXXV, XXXVI, and XXXVII show the calculations of the aver-

age diameters in the X- and\'YA~directiorls, the X- and YB-directions, and 

the X- and Z-directions respectively. In every case, the average dia

meters in the directions compared were different from one another. The 

Student's t test for small samples was applied to calculate the proba

bility that the differences in average diameters in the different. 

directions were caused by random variations. The following formula was 

used to calculatec1the value of Student 1 s t for each group of data 

lvhere Dx == 

fi. == 
l 

n == 

mean 

mean 

t :::: 
. obs 

(J5x - JS.) 
a l ljn-1 

diameter of particles measured in 

diameter of particles measured in 

number of particles in group analyzed 

the 

the 

·a standard deviation of population (Table 3) 

v == number of degrees of freedom 

== 2(n ·- 1) 

X-direction 

i-direction. 

The calculated values of t b. are shown in Table XXXVIII. Also shown 
0 s . . 

in Table XXXVIII ar.e the probabilities that t > t b would not occur by 
. - 0 s 

chance. Clearly, in each case, some systematic error existed, and it 

is safe to assume that the dffferences in mean diameters was caused by 

astigmatism. The astigmatism correction in the YA-direction 1o1as arbi

trarily set equal to unity and correction factors for the other three 

directions were calculated with the formula 



D 
X 

(microns) 

4243. 

4343. 

4392. 

4320 . 

. 4551. 

D = 4413.86 microns 
X 

4599· 

4598. 

4513. 

4586. 

4611~. 

3348. 

4579· 

4572. 

4536. 

DYA= 4356·7~ microns. 

-= 
J5 

X 
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Table XXXV. 

DYA 
(microns) 

4202. 

4203. 

4195· 

4110. 

4612. 

4609. 

4607_. 

4501. 

4513. 

4522. 

3275· 

4525. 

4547. 

4573· 



D 
X 

(microns) 

4244. 

4320. 

4551. 

4599· 

4598. 

4586. 

4614. 

4535· 

4536.·' 

4608. 
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Table XXXVI. 

D = 4519.1 microns 
X 

DYB 
(microns) 

4175· 

4182. 

4565. 

4583. 

4605. 

4582. 

4490. 

4563· 

4571. 

4587. 



D 
X 

(microns) 

4150. 
4222. 
4343 .. 
4337· 
4513. 
4582. 
4404. 
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Table XXXVII. 

D = 4329.4 microns z 

D 
z 

(microns) 

4060. 
4194. 
4268. 
4274. 
4521. 
4591. 
4400. 
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Table XXXVIIL 

( :; -1) 
v 

i n t (= 2(n-l)) p (t<t b ) cbs v 0 s 

YA 14 .013116 4.09 26 >99% 

y B . 10 .0064138 . 1.69 18 > 88% 

z 7 .oo8o842 . 2.90 12 > 98% 
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The factors calculated in this way are shown in Table XXXIX. They 

were used in the computer program described in the test to correct 

, for astigmatism. 

Diameter · · 
Direction 

.( i) 

X 

YA. 

YB' 

z 

Table XXXIX. 

Correction 
Factor 

(DYA/Di) 

0.987054 

1.000000 

0. 99'+485 

0.995034 
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APPENDIX IV 

COMPUTER PROGRAM PDDANL AND·SELECTED RESULTS 

Figure 9 is an outline of the computer program written and used 

to analyze the particle diameter data. The main program, PDDANL, the sub

routine PDHIST, which computes the histogram of diameters, and the sub

routine PVHIST, which computes the histogram of volumes, are listed in 

Table xxxx. 
Selected results obtained by analysis of the data are shown in 

Tables XXXXI and XXXXII. The first set of results was obtained by re

moving u.'1usually large and unusually·: small particles from consideration. 

The factors necessary to correct the mean diameter of each photograph to 

a value of 1.305 microns under these conditions was assumed to be the best 

estimate of the magnification in each photograph (these are referred to as 

mean-estimated magnification factors in the test) .. Note that in Table 

XXXXI, MAGNIFICATION FACTOR = DIAMETER FACTOR holds for each photograph. 

The same magnification factors were used in computing the data shown in 

Table XXXXII, which differs from the preceding table by the inclusion of 

very large and small particles that had been excluded from consideration 

previously. Note the large increase in the statistics~ parameters of 

variance, standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis. 

\.. 

,· 
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Table XXXX. Program PDDANL 
r~DANL,l,l00,110000. 

P.UN( S l 
46A001 ,EDWARDS 

Pl)f)ANL. 
7 

PRnGP..AM PDOANL (INPUT,QUTPUTl 
C PQOGRA~ FQq ANALYSIS OF ELECTRON MT~ROSCOPE ~EASUREMFNTS OF S~ALL 
C POLYV1NYL-T~LUENF PARTICLES USFO AS PRIMARY STANDARDS IN FLECTR0NTC 
C SIZING AND CntJ~JTING OF f3ACTF. 0 IA 
C PRnGRAMMED BY VICTOR H. EDWARDS 

1 I=()PMAT(ql/1) 
2 FOP~AT!17H WILL USf ASI~ lS,L7) 
3 FOR"'AT! I4,6F 10.1/4X,4F10.1l 
4 F 0 R MAT ( 1 6 H T H I S I S G R OU P .t 5 , 2<.• H NUMB F R f1 F S PH E R F. S = ,t ~ l 
5 FOR"1AT(53HRFSULTS OF STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF PARTICLF. DIAMETERS) 
~ FOQ~AT!23H PROGPAMMER V.H.Ff)WAP..DS/1 
7 FORMAT(28H NUMREP OF GROUPS ANALYSED =,IS/l 
P0FOP~AT(R6H NO OTAM (XI DIAMlYAl. DIAMIVRI DIAM(ZA) OIAM(Z 

lRl MfAN DIA(Jl MEAN VOL(Jl/1 
c. F1RM~T( J<,2X,5[Flf'l.1 . .1XI ,211X,Fll.6)1 

l(•flF!lPMI\T(2?.H NUMBFP. Dll\ "1EASURED =,I6,11H MEAN Dill =,Fl2.5.13H D!A F 
11\CTOI\ =,E12.4l 

11 FOR"11\T(14H VAPIANCE !Vl=,El5.7,21H STMIDAPD DEVIATION=,Fl5.7l 
12 FOR~I\T(l1H !M3/S**31=,Fl3.6,5X,l2H (M4/S**4l=,F13.6//l 
13 FnRMI\T(52H STATISTICAL PARAMETERS OF DISTRI~UTION OF Dld~ET~RSI 
14 FOR~J.IIT(50H STATISTICAL PARAMETERS nF f1!STR!RIJTION OF VDUJ."'F.SI 
1 ') Ff1P. MP. T ( //l 

C THIS SFCTION OF THF PRD~RA"1 READS THE nATA 
QF.I\1) l,NGPS,~X 

. 0 I M F. N S I 0 ~~ F. A C T f) o ( 2 0 l , ._, V ( 5 , 1 0 , 1 f) I 
LDGIC/IL TFAG!l7l 
0 I M F N S I 0 N N S ( l 71 , I J ( 1 7 I , V C l 7 l , S ( 1 71 , L C 17 ) , A 3 ( 1 7 l , A4 ( 1 7) , I DENT ( l 7 l 
0 I ME: N S F1 N 0 C 1 7, 3 7, 5 I , X1 ( 1 7, 3 7, '5 I , X?. ( 1 7 93 7 , 5 l , ND ( 1 7 .. 37 l , a') ( 1 7, ?o 7 I 
f) I ,v, ~ ~J S I 0 N n E L ( 1 7 , 3 7 I , AV ! 1 7 , 3 7 I , UV ! 1 7 l , V V ! ·1 7 l , S V ( 1 7 l , A 3 V { 1. 7 I 
r1IMENSIDN A4V!l7),M('i,l0,10) . 
"EIID 4,1IOENT(!I,NS(!I,T=l,NGPS) 
O!~ENSTON FMAG{20J 

151 Ff)P~11\T(6Fl<;.8) 

PEAD 151 ,(F~AG! I) ,Y=l ,'-JGPSI 
DO 100 l=1,~!GPS 

NIS=NS!ll 
R.FAD 2, TFAG( I I 
REAI'J 3,{(ND(l,JI,((X1(I,J,Kl,X?.!I,J,Kli,K=l•5)1,J=1,NISJ 

lOP C:ONT!NlJ~ 

DJV.F.NS!ON CORRECT!Sl 
DIMENSION DEFACT!?.Ol 

C CORRFCTfKI ARE FACTORS TO CORRECT FO~ ASTIGMATISM IN THE ELECTPON 
C MICROSCOPE, WHILE FMAG!ll ARf USED TO C0RRFCT MAGNIFICATION FRR8RS 

CDRRFC:T(1J=.qR7054 
U:1P.RECT!?l=l. 
CDRRFC:T(3l=.9033R4R 
C0RRFCT(41=.995033'i 
U)RRF.CT{ '5)=1. 
VSPHERE=3.14159*(1.3n5**3)/6. 
nn 300 l=l,Nf.PS 
'IIS=NS!II 
U( I )=0. 
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L ( I l =C. 
VI T l=(l. 
UV ( I l =(I • 

VV I I l =('. 
C THIS SECTION OF THE PR.OGRA"' CO\.IPlJTF.S AVI:RAGE Dlfi\.IETERS 

D'l 2('0 J=l,NIS 
AD!I,Jl=O. 
00 205 K=lo5 
IF(K-1!201,201,20~ 

201 Of I,J,Kl=IXZ(I,J,Kl-Xl! I,J,K)) 
GO Tr1 205 

2 0 2 D ( I , .J , K l = ( X;> I I , J , K 1- X 1( 1, J, K l l /2 • 
20'5 ·AD( I,Jl=Anf I,Jl+D(I,J,KI*CORRFCT(Kl 

L( I l=LI I l+NOI I ,Jl 
Uf I l=U( I l+ADI I ,J) 
AD! I,Jl=ADII,JI/NO(I,JI 

200 CONTTNLJF 
C THIS PART CnRRfCTS MAG. FR~OR AND COMPUTFS STATISTICAL PARA..,ETERS 

·U(ll=Ufll/LITI 
0 E F t.C T I I l = 1. 30 5/ U ( I l 
Ul I l=l. 305*FMfiGI I l/OEFt.CTI I I 
fl 3 ( I l =C • 
A4 c r > =O. 
A4V(Il=O. 
A3V( I l=O. 
on 210 J=1,NIS 
AD( T,J)=ADI I,Jl*FMM~!Tl 
CALL pnHIST(T,J,AV,AO,NGPS,MX,LrSHOW,IHlGH,Ml 
AV( T,J)=.5?359R*ADII ,Jl**3 
Ct\LL PVHTST( T ,J,AV,NGPS ,MX, LOSHOWV, THIGHV,1-1Vl 
UVI ll=l!V(l)+AV(I,Jl*NO(I,Jl 

210 CQNT!"llJE 
lJV( I l=IJV( T )/FLOAT!l( I II 
FACTOR (I l=VSPHERF./UV( I l 
oo no J = 1, ~n s 
V ( I l = V I T l + I I A D ( I , J I - U !I l l ** ? I * "l D ( I , J l 
A 3 ( I ) =A 3 ( T l + ( (AD ( I , J l -U (I l ) ** 3l *N D ( I , J) 
V V I l l = V V ( I l + ( ( t. V I I , J l -U V ( I l l * * 2 l * N 0 ( I , J l 
AW( l )=A3V( I)-+-( (AV(I ,JI-UV(! ll**3l*NDII ,Jl 
A4VI ll=A4V( I)+( (AV( I ,Jl-UV( I l l** 1+l*NDI I ,Jl 

2 2C A '• I I l =A 4 ( I I+ I I AD ( I , J l -U (I l I **4 l *N 0 I I , J I 
V ( l l =VI I l I ( L ( I l-1 l 
s ( I l = so R. T ( v ( I ) ) 

VV( ll=VV(Il/FLOAT(t!Il-11 
SV(ll=SQRT(VVflll 
/'J.3! ll=A3(!)/(V(Il*Sfll*Lflll 
fllt(ll=A4!!)/(V(II*V(ll*Lfll·l , 
A W I I l =A 3 V C I II ( VV I I l * SV (I l * F L nAT ( L( I l I l 
A4V C l l =A 4V C I l I ( VV (I l * V\1 (I I *FLO!\ T( L( I l l l 
!F(TFAGl GO Tn 230 
GO rn 30(: 

230 on ?.39 J=l,NIS 
DElfi,Jl=O. 

2~9 C8NT!IIllJE 
3f)r~ en NT l NUF. 

C THIS DART PRINTS nUT THE DIAMETER$,V~LUMFS,AND STATISTICAL PARA~ETER$ 



?.40 PRINT 5 
PR PH 6 
PR, !NT 7,NGPS 

D!J 350 I=l,r-:GPS, 
~I IS =N S! l ) 
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PxiNT 4444,!0ENT!Il,NS!II 
4444 FOPMAT(l4HPHOTO NU~5F.R =,I8,22H NUMBER OF PARTICLES =,I~I 

PRINT 152,FMAG<TI 
152 FORMAT!23H MAGNifiCATION FACTO~ =,Fl2.9) 

PRINT 15 
P~!NT 8 
!' R IN T 9 , ( Nf) C l , J I , ( 0 ( I , J , K I , K= 1 , 5 l , AD ( I , J I , A V ( I , J ) , J •1 , N f S I .. 
PRINT 15 . 
PRINT 13 
PRINT l•),l(!l,U!II,DEFACT!II 
P~INT 11,V!Il,S(II 
PRINT 1?,A3!II,A4(II 
PRINT 15 
0 R.INT 14 
PRINT ;:>7,FACTOR(!),UV(!) 

27ClFlJRMAT! l6H VOLUME FACTJR =rE12.4,14H MEAN VOLUME =,F!:f.4, l4H CUBIC. 

1Mlf.RONSI 
PRINT ll,VV<ri,SV(II 
P R I ~IT 1 2, A 3 V ( I I , A 4V (( I 

350 C:f"J~JTT~!UE 
C THI<; DfiRT PRINTS OUT TH!:. Sl ZE OISTR !11UTIOf\JS 

18 F~RMAT(6H Kl =,151 
19 F'JRMAT(45HNUMBER r:JF PA~TICLF. O!A'~EHR.S LESS THAIIJ 2'E'R'J =, 151 
?OuFORMAT!BlH OISTRIBUTIO~ OF PARTICLE D!AMETFRS FROM 0 TO 5MICRONS B 

lY INTERVALS OF .01MICRONSI 
22 F•JRMAT!l0!~X,I511 
23 FDR'I.fiT!45H NUMBER OF PARTfCLF DIAMETERS OVFR 5MICRONS =,!51 

PR TNT 1qrLOSHflW 
DC! TNT 2(1 

no 2 5 K 1 = 1 , 5 
PRINT l8,Kl 
DO 26 K2=1,10 
r R l NT 2 2, ( M ( K 1 , K?., K31 , K 3= 1 ,1 f) l 

26 C'!NTINUE 
25 Ul~'TINLJF 

!' :~ 1 N T ? 3 , I H I G H 
3C F':RI111T(84H f)JSTRI5UTION OF VOUJ"'F.$ FROM~ TO 5 CUBIC MICRON<; BY IN 

lTERVALS OF .01 CIIBIC ,"'ICRONS l 
31 FDRMAT!49H NUMBER OF PARTICLES WITH VOLUME LESS THAN ZE~O = ,I5l 
32 FnRMAT!60H NUMBER OF PAPTICLES WITH VOLUME MORF. THAN 5 :uBIC MICRO 

lN S = , I '5) 
DD,JNT 15 
PRI'H 3l,LOSHnWV 
r R r ~! T 3 0 
nn '35 Kl=l.5 
PRI'IJT l8,Kl 
00 31, K:?=l,l<l 
PRINT 22,(MV!Kl,K2,K3lrK3el,l01 

?of:. CflNTTNUF 
35 CONTINUt 

PRINT 32,!HTr.HV 
... :; 
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!) I M E ~; S l 0 N H I 5 , 1 0 , l(t l , HV ( 5. , 1 0 , lf.l l 
C THIS PMn CO~PUTFS FREQUEN:Y DIAGRAMS FOR !)!AS ANrJ VOLS A~lrJ PR.INTS 

~JSPH[Rf=(l 

r'lO 4(• I =J ,NGPS 
NSDHFRE=NSPHE~E•NS!Il 

41' CilNTINUE 
on 41 K 1"' 1 , s 
on 41 K:>=l, 10 
nn 41 K3=l.l0 
H I K 1 , K 2 , K3 l = F UJ A T I ~. ( K 1 , K?. , K ~ ) l I r l 0 AT ( N S PH E R f. ) 
H V ( K 1, K?., K 3 l =FLOAT I '1V ( K 1 , K2 , K3 l l I FLOAT INS PH ER F l 

41 (ONTINUE . 
4?0~nRMATI51H FRA~TION OF PARTICLES WITH VOLUMF LF~S THAN ZERO =,FlO. 

1 7) 
430F'lPMAT(62H FRACTillN OF PMTICLES WITH VOLLJMF. MORE THAN '3 CU~IC ..,IC 

lRONS =,FJ0.71 
49 FOR"'ATI4flH FRACTION OF PARTICLF OTA'~EHR<:; LESS THAN ZFRrl =,Fll.Bl 
53 FOR~ATI47H FRACTION OF PARTICLE OJAMETERS OVER 5M!CR.ONS •,Fl1.Bl 

HLOW=FLOAT(LOSHOWliFLlli\TINSPHFREl 
HHIGH=FLQAT(IH!GHl/FLOATINSPHFREI 
HLOWV=FLnATI LOSHOWVl IFU1ATI NSPHEREl 
H~JGHV=FLOATIIHIGHVliFLOAT(NSPHE~EI 
PRINT 1,9,HLOW 
Pf{INT ?0 
on 45 Kl=l,5 
PRINT J8,K1 
DO 45 K2=l,JO 
P~ !NT 'T6, (H(K1,K2,K3) ,K?>=1,10l 

45 ((JNTI!\ILJE 
PRINT 53,HHIGH 

46 FORMATI10(2X,F9.7)) 
PRYNT 15 
PRINT 42,HLOWV 
pQ, !NT Vl 
f)fl 47 Kl=1,5 
PRINT l!J,Kl 
r')n 4 1 t< : "' l , 1 o 
r> R. IN T · 4 6, ( HV ( K 1, K2, K 3 l, K 'l =1 , 10 l 

47 CrlNTINUE 
.P~l"IT 43,HH!GHV 

C THIS L~ST PART CALCULATES OVERALL STATISTYCAL PARAMETERS AN~ PRINTSOUT 

101 TL T=n. 
l.JT = () • 
VT=O. 
FT=C'• 
A3T=(l. 
A1tT=t!. 
UTV =0. 
VTV=(;. 
FTV=(!. 
S!JM=O. 
A'>,TV.=(). 
A4TV=(J. 
Dn 1J7 Y=1,N\.PS. 
N!S=NS!Il • 
on 15 6 J = 1, N r s 
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UT=UT+AD( I,Jl*NOC I,Jl 
UTV=UTV+AVCT,Jl*NDII,Jl 
TL T=TL T+NO{ I ,Jl 

156 CONTINUF 
FT=FT+DEFACT( I l*FLOAT(L (I II 
F TV=FTV+FACTOR (I l *FLO t.T ( L (Ill 
SU~=SUM+FLOAT!LCill 

157 CONTINUE 
Uf-=UT/TLT 
UTV=UTV /TL T 
FT=FT/SUM 
FTV=FTV/SUM 
DO 159 I =l,NGPS 
NIS=NSCII 
DO l5R J=l,NI$ 

OED=t\0( I, J l-UT 
DEV-=AVI T ,Jl-lJTV 
VT=VT+Nn(T,Jl*DED**Z 
VTV=VTV+ND(!,Jl*DEV**Z 
A3T=A3T+Nn(T,Jl*OE0**3 
A1TV=A3TV+N~(l,Jl*OEV**3 
A4T=A4T+ND(!,Jl*DED**4 
A4TV-=A4TV+ND(!,Jl*DEV**4 

150 CONT H!UF 
159 CONTINUE 

VT=VT/1 TL T-l.l 
ST-=SORTIVT) 
VTV=VTV/( TL T-1.1 
STV=SQRT! VTVl 
li3T=II3T /ITL T*ST*VTl 
A4T=A4T/ITLT*VT**?l 
A 'HV-=A3TV/C STV*VTV*TL Tl 
A4TV=A4TV/ITLT*VTV**2l 
LTL=TLT 
PRINT 15 

155 FORMAT(42H STATISTICAC PARA~ETERS OF COMBINED GPnUPSl 
r>Q.INT 155 

_,.. P~TNT 13 
PRINT 10,LTL,UT,FT 
PRTf\JT ll,VT,ST 
r>RTNT 1Z,h3T,A4T 
PQ.TNT 15 
PRINT 14 
PRINT lf'J,LTL,tJTV,FTV 
PRINT ll,VTV,STV 
PRINT l?.,A3TV,A4TV 

102 STOP 
END 
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SU~~OUTINE PDH!$T(f,J,AV,AO,NGPS,~X,LOSHQW,IH[GH,M) 
C THIS SUBPilUTTNE CO"~PUTES 'A HISTOGRAM OF DtA~ETERS 

!1I.'1ENSI'1N AV( 17,:.171 ,AOC 17,37l,M(5,10,101 
IF C I .f1R .J .GT .11 GO TO 1004 
VJSHflW= o. 
I HI GH=I). 
on lOr)l K1=1,5 
on 1002 K2=1, 10 
Oil 10t)3 K3=1,10 
M(K1,K2,K3)=0 

1003 CI)~1 THWE 
1002 CI)NT!N\JF. 
1001 C:f1NTIN\JF 
1004 .IF(A[)(!,j))~~R,AR8,M7 

8f37 IF( 5.-ADC J,Jl )777,777,776 
776 K 1 =0 

KZ=O 
K'\=0 
ACE 1=-1. 
AC 1:'2=-. 1 
ACE3=-.01 

1000 ACEl=ACF1+l. 
Kl=K1+1 
IFCMJCI,Jl -ACFll 99A,999,1000 

999 K2=1 
K'\=1 
Gf"J rn 990 

99'3 Kl=Kl-1 
4Cf1=ACE1-l. 

997 ACf2=ACE2+.1 
K2=K2+1 
IFCADCI,JI -ACEl-ACE2l996,'191,997 

9,r,J K 3 = 1 
,. r,o Fl 990 

.996 K?=K?-1 
ACE 2 =A C E 2- • 1 

995 ACE3=4CE3+.01. 
K3=K3+l 
IF!ADCI,Jl~ACE1-ACE2-ACE3l994,q9Q,995, 

094 K3=K~-l 
A C E 3 =A C F. 3- • 0 1 

99C' M!Kl,KZ,K31=MCKl,K2,K3l+l 
Gf"J TO 666 

888 LOSHOW=LOSHOW+l 
GO T0 t-.66 

777 IHIGH=IHIGH+l 
/:.66 PFTURN 

STOP 
'FI\JD 

.. 
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SUAROUTINE PVHISTII,J,AV,NGPS,~X,LOSHOWV,IHIGHV,~VI 
C THIS SURROUTINF COMPUTES A ~ISTOGPAM OF VOLUMFS 

OIMFNSION AVI 17,:'>71 ,"1V( 5,10,10} 
IF( I.OR.J.GT.llGC1 TC1 704 
UlSHOWV=O. 
IHI(;HV=O. 
Ofl 701 K1=1,5 
on 102 K2=1,10 · 
no 10:1 K3=l.lO 
.~1VI Kl,K?.,K3l=u. 

· 703 C'JNT INUE 
702 l.fl~JT l NU!= 
701 CONTINUF 
704 IF! AV! I ,J) }708,708,707 
707 !F!5.-AV!I,Jll607,607,~06 

606 K 1 =<' 
K2=0 
K3=0 
Ar.F.'l=-1. 
IICE?.=-.1 
ACE3=-.0l 

600 ACEl=ACE1+1. 
Kl='<l+l 
l~!AV(I,Jl-ACF.ll 598,599,600 

599 K?.=l 
K3=1 
GO TO <;90 

59R Kl=Kl-1 
AI.El=ACEl-1. 

597 ACF:2=ACE2+.1 
K2=K2+1 
IF!AV(l,Jl-ACE1-ACF.2l596,591,597 

591 K3=1 
G'l TO 590 

596 K?.··K?-1 
A,i:~"2=ACE2-.l 

595 ACE3=ACE3+.01 
K3=K3+1 
IF!AV(!,JI-ACE1-ACE2-ACf31594,590,595 

594.K3=K?-l , 
590 MV(Kl,K2,K,I~MV(Kl,K2,K31+1 

G'l T0 566 
708 LOSHOWV=LOSHOWV+l 

GO TO 566 
607 IHIGHV=IHIGHV+1 
566 RETURN 

STOP 
END 
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Tnhla XXXXI, SiM dist.ribut.ion 
or ln tex beads \lith unusual dntn 
removed 

_F'RACT I_ON __ O_'f_ ~A_R! IC::LE: __ DJAMETERS LESS THAN ZERO • o. ., ·-· ---~·····--·--
OISTRIBUTION OF' PARTICLE DIAMETERS F'ROM 0 TO 5Ml~RONS 9-Y-fNTER-VAL_S_ 0~ ·-;-o ii41i:-,f6N"s ---

Kl . 1 
Oo o. o. o. o. o. Oo 0• o. Oo 

o. o. Oo o. o. Oo 0~ 0 -~ o. 0~ 

' 

o. o. o. o, o, o, o. Oo o. o. 

o. o. o. o, o. o. o. Oo o. o.· 
o. o. o. o. 0. Oo o. 0~ o. o. 
o. o. o. o. o. o. o. Oo o. o; 

o. 0. 0. o. . o. o. Oo 0 ~- o. 0 -~ 

o. 0. Oo o. 0. o. 0~ o. o. o; 
o. o. 0. 0. o. o. 0~ Oo o. 0 ~-

o. o, o. o. o. o, 0. 0~ o. o; 
Kl . 2 

.. 0. o • Oo Oo o. o. 0. Oo 0. 0. 

0• o. Oo Oo o. Oo 0• 0~ 0. o; 
0· Oo Oo ·0049383 Oo ;oo74074 ·0197531 ·0222222 ,Qij)9506 ;1827160 

.3185185 o2271605 o0936272 .oJ7oJ7o o. Oo ·002~691 0• o. o. 

0. o. 0. o. o. o. o. Oo o. o. 
o. o. o. o. o. o. 0. Oo 0. o! 
o. o. o. o. o. o, Oo Oo o. o. 
0. o. o. o. o. o. Oo 0· o. o. 
Oo 0. o. o. 0. o; Oo 0~ 0; o; 

o. o. o. o. o. o; Oo Oo o. 0~ 

Kl . 3 
o. o. Oo 0. o. o. Oo Oo o. o. 

' - 0. o. o. o. o. 0. o. 0. o. 0~ 

o. O; o. 0. o. o. 0. 0. Oo o; 
o. 0. 0. - Oo o. o. o; o; o. o; 

o. o. o. 0. o. 0.' 0• Oo 0. 0~ 

Oo o. Oo 0. o. o. o; Oo o. o; 
0· o. o. o. o. o. Oo Oo o. o; 
o. o. Oo o·, .o. o. o; o; Oo o; 
o. o. o. 0. o. o; Oo o; o. 0~ 

o. o. o. o. o. o. 0 ·- o! o. 0! 

K1 . 4 
o. 0 •.. 'o. o. o. Oo Oo Oo o. Oo 

o. 0. Oo o. Oo o. Oo o; o. o; 

Oo o. Oo 0. Oo o. 0 ._ o; o; o; 
0· o. o. 0. o. o. 0• Oo o. o; 
0. o. ., Q I . o • o. o. Oo 0~ o. 0~ 

0. o. Oo 0. o. o. Oo o; o. o. 
o. o. o. _o • o. 0. o. 0~ o. o. 

0. o. Oo o. o. o. Oo Oo o. o; 
0. o. o. ... o. o. o. o • o; 0~ o; 
0• 

5 
o. 0. ·' 

o. o. o. Oo 0~ 0 ~- 0~ 

Kl • ;) 

0. o. Oo o. o. o. Oo o. o. o. 
0. o. 0. '0. o. o. o. o; o. o; 
0. o. Oo o. o. o. 0. Oo o. o; 
0. o. o. o. o. o. o. o; o; 0 -~ 
o. o. Oo o. o. o. o. o; o. o. 
o. o. o. o. o. 0. Oo o; o. o; 
o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o; o. o; 
o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o; o. o; 
o. o. o. o. o. o. o; o; o; o; 
0. o. o. o. 0. 0; Oo 0~ 0~ o! 

FRACTION 0' PAHTICL.E DIAMETERS OVER !;MICRONS " 0! 

FRACTION OF' PARTICLES wiTH VOLUME L.ESS THAN ZERO . Oo 
_DISTRIBUTION OF'_ V()LUME_S F'ROI't 0 .. !0 ___ 5 _CUBIC MICRON~ BY INTERVALS OF oOl CUBIC MICHONS 

Kl . l 
o. o. o. o. o. o. Oo 

o. o. o. o. o. o. 0• 

o. o. Oo o. o. .o •. Oo 
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o, o, o, o, o, o. o. Oo o, 0! 
o, o. o. o, o, 0; o. o. o. o. 
o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o; o. o; 

... o. o •. Q, Q, Q, Ot Ot oi o. o; 
. 0. o. o. o. o, o. o. 0• o; o; 
.. o. o. o. o. ·o' o. o. o; o. o; 

o. 0. o. o. o, 0. o. o; .002469'1 ;oo24691 

K1 . (! 

0• 0• •002~691 •002~691 o002~691 o009876S t0049383 ·0098765 •0148148 •0024691 
__ .0172840 o OJit5679 ... 0716049 .0641975 o0740hl ol259259 oll3580Z ;135602~ o09l3SBO !06~1975 

.0493827 o04h444 .0197531 • 01721:140 .0~48148 • 0049383 o. 0• o. 0· . 
o. o. .0024691 0. o, o. o. . .0 ~ o, o. 
o. o. o. 0. o. o. o. Oo o. o. 

o. o. o. -. 0. o, o. o. o; o; o; 
o. o. o. 0. o. o. o. o; o. 0~ 
o. _______ - o. o. o. o, o. o. o; o. o. 
o. o. o, o. o. o. o. o; o. o. 
o. o. o. .. 0. o. o •. o; 0. o. 0~ 
Kl . 3 
0. o. o. o. o, .. o. o. Oo o. o. 

Oo o. o. o. o. Oo o. 0• o. 0; 

_____ o. o. o. 0. o, 0· o. 0; o. o; 
0. o. o. 0. o. o. o. o: o. 0; 

o. o. o. 0. o. Oo o. 0~ o. 0. 

o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o; 
o. o. o. o. o. o. o. -o~ o. 0. 

Oo o. o. o. o. o. o: Oo o. 0; 

o. o. o. o. o. o. . 0. 0• o. 0. 

o. o. o. 0. o. o. o. o; o. 0~ 
Kl . 4 . . 
o. o. o. o. o. o. o. Oo o. o. 
0· o. o. 0. o. o. o. o; o; o; 
o. o. o. o. o. o. .o. 0• o. o: 
Oo o. o. o. o. 0. o. 0• o; o; 
Oo o; 0. o. o. o. o. o: o; o: 
o. o. o. 0. o. Oo o. Oo o. 0 ~-

o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o; o; 0~ 
o. o. o. 0. .. 0. o. o. 0. o. 0. 

o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o; o. o; 
Oo o. o. 0~ o. o. 0~ 0! 0~ O! 
Kl . s 
o. o. o. o. o. o. o. 0! o. o. 
o. 0. o. o. o, o. 0. o. o. o; 

o. o. o. 0. 0. Oo 0. o: 0. 0~ 

Oo o. o. o. o. o. o. 0! o; o. 

o. o. o. 0. o. o. o. 0 •. o. o; 
0· o. o. 0' o. o. o. 0• o. o: 
o. o. o. o. o, 0. o. 0• o. 0~ 

o. o. o. o. o. o. 0. Oo o. 
o. o. o. J. o. o. o. Oo o. o. 
0· o. o. •: 0. o. o. o. o; o. o!. 

. I"RACT!ON Or PAI'IT !C(.ES IIIITM VO(.UME.' MORE TMAN 5 C1,1~1C MICRONS . Ot 

STATISTICAl. PARAMETERS OF' COMBINED GROUPS 
STATISTICAl. PARAMETE~S or rl!STR!BVTION Of DIAMETERS 
NUMBER lllA MEASURED . 585 M~AN D!A . 1•.30500 DIA F:ACTOR • Zo916'rE•04 
VARIANCE (V) • t!o2278414E•04 STANDARD DEVIATION• io49ZS95SE•Oi! 
(M3/S 0 •3)• •o765137 (M4/SU4) • 5,652131 

·', 

.. STATISTICAL. PARAMETERS OF OISTR!BUT!ON OF' VOL.UMES 
NUMBER IliA MEASURED . 585 MEAN DIA . 1·16413 DIA FACTOR . 9o9961E•OI 
VARIANCE (V) • 1o5680787E•03 STANDARD OEVlATION• 3o9S98974E•02 
(M3/S*•3)• ··626894 (M41S••41• 5.299528 
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L>TSTRU lJTI O"OrtrA"RTI Cl:.T.UTAlo1ETERS--rROJoiOIO-s>ITCRONS-·B"Y-lNTERV Al.-s-o,...-;·oTM I CRO~-----··-·----····---
Kl • 1 . 
o. o. o. · ··-o • 
0. 0. 0. 0. 

0. 
0. 

·• 0 •. 

0. 
. o10Cl?3it74 

,<)0<'3 .. 74 
0. . .. 

,t\fl(l3474 

K 1 • 2 

o. 
o. 
o. 
o, 
o. 
.o.o23~o7_ .. _ 

o. 
o. 

.. a·. o·. 
n, o. 
Oo Oo 
o. n, 
n • Oo 
o. o, ... 
o. o. 
oOQn47.~ ... (1, 

. ··-·o·, 
o. 

o. 
o. 
o, 

---~----- ... -·- __ o_, 
• oui?J-.74 

o, 
·a~-

• 0023• .,. 

o. 
o, 

n,·. 
o. 
o, 
n, .. 
0. 
o. 
o. 

.0023474 

•ll011j6948 
· ;uo?34"74 

oU023474 
,jo7.Alb9 

o. 

Oo 
o. 

0. ·o. Oo 
0 •·· 

.oo~~~-~~ o. ·o, · o ~ 
Oo Oo oll04bll'O~ 

. ;·zl;,llb-24 ..• oii92.oi"il o03!">21i3. 
Oo ~0070•23 

o. 
.0. ··-
o. 
o. 
o. 
Kl a 

0 ~--
Oo 
o. 
o. 

.. o •. 
o. 

o. 
·o, 

··-···-··-·--0····--··-·· 
Oo 

_o ~ 
o. 

. ... 0. 
0. 
0 •. -
Oo 
Oo 
o. 

0. 
0. 

.. 0. 

..... 0. 
0. 
0. 
o. 

..... 0. .. ... 3 -·- ;·o·az:i474- o. . 0 ~ 0. 
0 • ..•. /,,. ______ ... 0 0 
0. . o, .. 0. o. 0. o. ·-·-----··---·o ~ ··--~------···o-.·······---··· 

0. 
o·. 
o. 
·o' 

____ o. _______ _._ _______ o_, __________________ o. 
0. 0. 0. 

Q t 0 I 0 I 0 I 

---o·;·------···--···a·~----------- '()" ~----------- o. 
I 01 0 I Q 1 Q I 

.--·Kl .-·--·--4 -·------- ·····--· ·----·.-· 

0. 
o. 
0. ···--·--·-·o·.····-· 

________ .. __ -~!.. .. 

6: -· ···-· -·-····· ~: ···--·-·-········- -~-: ·---------~-:-···-··----·-· ~:-
o. o. o. o. o. --·a·.---··.--- ·a·. ------···-··-·o~----o. --~-------·-···a. 
o. o. o. o. o. o. o.------------~·o.- ---·-·----o~---··----·-··~ ·a~ 

a. o. o. o, o. o. ············-·---o ;· ·----· -o: ------·--o ;- --·--·-- · o, 
o. o. o. o. o. 

-ci·~-------o·;···-----·o-;--·---·--a-;------··--·- ~~ 

Kl • 5 

Oo 
• 0023•74. 

o. 
o. . o •. 
o_._ 
o. 

. o •. 
o, 
0 ~-

. o •. 
Oo 
o, 
o. 
o. 
0. 

0 '· 

o. 
0~ 
o. 
o; 
0. .. 0; 

. ... _o •... 
o. 
o. 
a·~ 

·-·a-•. - ··--·-···----0·~----·· ---·--·-··a·~--·····-· o~--------·-······ o.-- ··a·~-· 

o. o. o. o. o. o. --o. ··-··-------·-a -;-------·a· ;··-·--·----·o·.--·-·-- ··· --·o -~ ·--····------··a-;···· · 

Oo 
o • 

o. 
o. 
o. 
o • 
Oo 
Oo 
o. 
o. 
o. 
o; 

o0187193 
; 0023471o 

Oo 
Oo 
Oo 
0. 
Oo 
o. 

o. 
o. 
o.· 
o. 
Oo 
0. 
o. 
o. 
0 ~. 

0~ 

o. 
o; 
Oo 
o. 
0 ~-
o. 
o. 

Oo · 

o00234h 
Oo .. .. o; 
o; .... o; 
Oo 
o; 
0~ 

Oo 
o; 
.•02112~8 

0• 
o_! 
0•. 
Oo 
0 '· 
o_! 
0! 

Oo 
Oo 
0 -~ 
Oo 
a;· 
o; 
o-; 
o; 
o-; 
o! 
Oo 
o; 
Oo 
g; 
Oo 
o; 
o •. ..... 
0~ o. 

o. Oo 
0 ;· 

.. 
0~ 

o. Oo 
Oo Oo 
o;· 0-; 

o. o. o_! ____ . __ o_. _______ ., __ o_. _____________ o. o. o. 
-o~-----o·, a. a. o, ·o~· o.-·--·· ···········a; 

o. o. o. o. o. o. o. 0• 
·--o~-------o~-------o-;··------i:i~----- .. ----o·;··-·-·-----· a·. · ·· ----······ o; ·· ·---····---a~· 

o. o. . o. o. o. n. o. O• 

.. 

----o-.------------·o·;·--------···a·;·---·----·-a··.-------·-· o. ····-·-·- ---·-(;;·-----··-- ·····o;-·- ······· · o; ...... 

-FB;crToN-OF-g.;fitTc"UCi51~:,E"tE>lS-o·vt:2\·t-4ici<oNs·~'o,-· ---- 0
·'··-··-- ··· .. O~ ·0 -~-

·- ·-· -···--·- ---- -··-------·-··----····-·--·---·-------··· . -----·····-· ··-- ·-·-· ·--'·----
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APPENDIX V 

COMPUTER PROGRAMS BUGSIZE AND NOISE 

A. General Remarks 

The name BUGSIZE is the name of the computer program used to 

analyze electronic sizing and counting distributions. A source listing 

of the program is given in Table XXXXI'II. Section B of this appendix 

outlines the computer program and Sec~ '.C of this append:Lx lists defini

tions of the variables and constants used in the program. Program NOISE 

is listed in Table XXXXIV. 

B. • Outline of Computer Program Bugsize 

DIMENSION Subscripted Variables 

READ AND PRINT NSETS 

DO THE FOLLOWING CALCULATIONS FOR ALL SETS OF DATA 

Read data for set number = NSET 

Calculate ALIVES and ALIVE 

(= MS(l) and ME(l); .live counting time is stored in the first channel) 

Calculate CORS and CORE 

Shift original standard ~nd experimental distribution 

back one channel (live time .is stored in the first channel prior to 

the operation) 

" Calculate smoothed distributions 

(S(N,2), E(N,2)) 

from original distribution (MS (N), ME(N)) 

Convert original data (MS(N), ME(N)) to floating point 

(S(N,l), E(N,l)) 

Calculate background poise 

(ANOISE(K,N)) from empirically measured coefficients , 

Calculate new distributions (S(N,3) and E(N,3)) by correcting original 

distribution (S(N,l) and E(N,l)) for flow rate, live counting time, 

and background noise 
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Table XXXXIII. Prop,rnm BUGSI7.E 
. PROG~A~ BUGSIZEI !NPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE 3=0UTPUTl 

c 
CCH!PPEW~ FU~TRAN P~OGRAM BUGS!lE 
c 
CCESIGNED FOR USE IN THE ANALYSIS AND INTF.~PRF.TATION OF DATA OBTAINED IN 
c 
CTHE ELECTRUNIC SIZING AND COUNTING U~ SUSP~NSIONS Of MICROSCUPIC 
c 
CPARTICU:S 
c 
CPRCGRA~MEC BY VICTOR H. EDWARDS 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

ODIMENSION MSI128l,ME(l28l,Eil28 1 3l,S(l28,3l 1 ANOISE12,12Rl, 
1ST 0 ( 10 l , EX PT ( 10 l, X ( 2, 4 l, A lD ( 2 C l , AM-( 2, 4 l , TC ( 2 l , TP V (2 l , VMA X ( 4) , 
2YP(l28),XP(128),A(ll2 1 4) 

5 FURMATI25H NUMBER OF SETS OF DATA =,16) 
RI:AC S,NSETS 
PHINT 5,NSHS 
CO 9999 NSET=l,NStTS 
READ 3,(AIDI1l,I=l,20l 
Rt:AC l,DIA 
READ l,FLUWS,fLUWE 

l FCR~AT(6FlO.~l 

3 FCRI"AT ( 10A1l 
RlAD 3, ISTDI ll.X=l,lOl 

4 FCRMATIR(I6,2Xll 
REt..C 4,(MS(Nl,N=l,l28l 
READ 1, (X( l.Il.I=l,4) 
READ 2,NMINOS,NMAXS 1 NMINS,NM 

.7. FCRMATI6Il0l 
READ 3 1 (EXPTtll,I=l,l0l 
READ 4, (ME(N),N=l,l28l 
RFAD l,(X(2.Il.I=l,4l 
REAC 2,NMINOE,NMAXE 

FLOWS IS THE FLUWRATE IN ML/MIN DURING THE STANOARU RUN AND 

FLOWE IS THE FLOWRATE IN ML/MIN DURING THE EXP~RIMENTAL RUN 

~SIN) IS T~E DISTRIBUTIU~ U~TAINEO WITH THt STANDARD AND M~(Nl 

IS THE DISTRIBUTION OBTAINED WITH THf UNKNOwN 

ALIVES=MS(l) 
ALIVEE=ME( 1) 

CCRS;lOOOO./(FLOWS•ALIVES) 
CCRE=lOOOO./(FLOWE•ALIVEEl 
CC 45 N=l, 127 
~S(N);MS.(N+ll. 

ME(Nl-=~lE(N+l) 

45 CONTINUE 
DC 55 N;2,126 
S(N,2J;FLOAT(M$(N-ll+MS(N+ll+2•MS(Nll/4. 
E ( N, 2 l; FLO AT I ME ( N-ll +ME ( N + ll + 2•M E ( N l l/4. 

55 CGNTINUE 
Sll,2l=FLOAT(,~SI2l+2 .. MSI lll/3. 
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Sll27r2l=FLOATIMSI 126)+2•MSI 127) )/3. 
E ( 1, 2 l =FlOAT I ME I 2) +2*1"•~ I l l l /3. 
E! 127,2 l=FLOATIME( 126l+2•ME( l27l l/3. 
DC 85 N=l,l27 
S ( N, 1 ) = ~S ( N ) 
E!N,ll=f-IE!Nl 

85 CCNT INU E 
CC 145 K=l,2 
CC 140 N=lr127 
T=N+l 
ANOISE(K,Nl=X!Krll•EXP(X(K,2l•Tl+X(K,3l•EXP!XtK,4l•Tl 

140 CCNT INU E 
145 CCNT !NU E' 

DC 165 N= 1-.1.27 
S!N,3l=S(N,1l•COf~S-ANOISE( l,Nl 
E!Nr3l=E!N,ll•CORE-ANOISE!2,Nl 
S(N,3l~AMAXl!S!N 1 3),0.l 
E ( N, 3 l '=AM AX l! E( N, 3 l, 0. ) 

165 CCNT INU E 
c 
C THIS SECTION COMPUTeS THE MEAN PARTICLF. OIAMET~R BY DETERMINING 
c 
C THE SCALE FACTOR FROM THF STANDA~D AND FROM THE DATA CORRECTED 
c 
C FOR BACKGROUND NOISE AND COUNTING VOLUME 
c 

DO 210 L=1r2 
TC!Ll=O. 
T PV! L l = 0. 
CC 210 M=1r4 
AC!L,I-Il=O. 
AI''(L,I-'l=O • 

. 210 CCNTINUE 
!F(NMAXS.GT.Ol GO TO 214 
St-'AX=O. 
EI"AX=O. 
CC 200 N'=8,127 
S/-'AX=AMAXl!SMAX,S(N,2ll 
Et-'AX=AMAXl(EMAX,E(N,2ll 
If!S(N,2J.EQ.SMAXlNMAXS=N 
IF!E(N,2l.EQ.EMAX)NMAXE=N 

200 CCNTINUE 
Sf-'!,~=S!NMAXS,2l 
Nt-'=FLUAT(NMAXSl•l.9 
DC 20~ N=NMAXS,NM 
SI-'IN=AM!N1!SMIN,S(N, 2l l 
IF!SIJIN.EO.S!N,2l lNMINS=N 

205 CONTINUE 
Sf'IINC=lOOOOO. 
EI-'INC=lOOOOO. 
DC 211 N=lrNMAXS 
SI'INO=AMINl!SMINO,S(N,3l) 
I F ! S I" IN 0. f Q. S ! N, 3 l l N M IN 0 S =N 

211 CCNTINUE 
UC 212 N=lrNMAXE 
E~I~O=AMINl!EMINO,E(N,3ll 
IF!EMINO.EO.E!N,3ll NMINO~=N 



c 

21.? CCNTINUE 
2 H CCNT INU E 
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C L=l FUR STANCARD ANU L=2 FOR UNKNOWN. M=l FOR MEAN,=Z fOR VAR. 
c 
C =3 FOR THIKD MOMENT, AND =4 FOR FOURTH MOMENT. TC!Ll=TOTAL COUNT 
c 

c 

t\I'INOS=I-IAXO! l,MINO(NMINOS,l27) l 
t\I'!NCE=MAXOCl,MlNOCNMlNOE,l27ll 
NI'AXS=MAX0(3,MINO!NMAXS,l27)) 
NI'INS=MAX0(4,MINO!NMINS,l27l l. 
NI'AXE=MAX0(3,MINO(NMAXE,l27l) 
NT=O 
CC 21~ N=NMINOS,NMINS 
TC! 1 l=TC! 1 l+S!~,3l 
NT=NT+l 
A C C 1, 1 l = Af)( 1, 1 l +S ( N, 3 l * (FLOAT ( N) ) ** ( O. 333 3 333 3 l 
All( 1,1 l=A~! 1, 1l+S(N, 3l•FLOAT!N l 

215 CCNTINuE 
AC( 1,ll=AC! 1,1 l/TC! 1 l 
A II ( 1 , 1 ) =AM ( 1, 1 lIT C ( 1 l 
AVOLS=O.l666666•3.14159•UIA••3 
PRINT 4,NMAXS,NMAXE,NMINS,NM 
PRINT 7,DIA,AVOLS,AM(l,1l,TC!1),TPV(ll,ALIVF.S,COKS 
PRINT 213,NMINOS,NMINUE 

213 FCRMAT!9H NMINOS =I4,9H NMINOE •,I4) 
PRINT 7, (X( 1, I), I=l,4l 
Pf<INT 7,(X!2.Il.I=l,4l 
IF!AC(l.ll.LE.O.l FACTS=!. 
IF!AC(l,ll.GT.O.lfACTS=O.l666667•3.14159•lDIA/AD(1,11l••3 

C FACTS IS THE CORRECTION FACTOR RFOU1RED TO CONV~RT CHANNEL NO. 
c 
C TO VOLUME IN CUBIC MICRONS. AVOLS IS THE MEAN VOLUME OF THE STANDARD 
c 
C SINGLETS. TPV!Ll IS THE PERCENT BY VOLUMf PARTICLES 
c 

220 

225 

FACTSC=DIA/AD! 1,ll 
CC 220 N=NMINOS,NMINS 
CC 220 M=2,4 
DELO=FACTSD•!!FLOAT!Nl 1••1.33333333l-ADI1,lll 
DEL=FACTS•!FLOAT(Nl-AM( 1,1)) 
Al'(l,M)=A~(l,~l+S!N,3l•OEL••M 

A C ( 1 , M l =A C ( 1 , M l + S ( N, 3 ) *DEL C• * 1"1 
CCNTINUE 
AC!l,ll=DIA 
A~(l,l)=AM( 1,1l•FACTS 
T PV I l l = ( 1 • 0 E-l 0 l *AM I 1, 1 l * TC ( 1 ) 
DC 22~ ~<'=2,4 

AC! l,Ml=AD! l,M l/TC! 1 l 
A II I 1 , M) =All. ( 1 , M l/ T C ( ll 
CCNT fNU E 
SSD=SQRT! AD! 1,2) l 
ASKEWSD=AD! l,3l/12.•AD( 1,2l•SSDl 
A KURT S D= 0. 5 * (A C ( 1, 4 l I (AD ( l,?. l ** 2 ) - ~. ) 
SS=SCKT!AM(1,2ll 
ASKEWS=f.,'1! 1,3)/(Z.•AM! 1,2l•SSl 
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AKU RT S=. 5 * (AM ( l, 4 l I (AM ( l, 2 l ** 2 l- 3. ) 
CC 230 N=NMINOc,l27 
A/" ( 2,1 l-=AM( 2,1 l +E( N, 3 l•FLOAT(N l 
AC ( 2, l l = AC ( 2, ll +E ( N, 3l * {FLOAT( N l ** ( • 33 3333 l ) 
TC!?.l=rct2l+E(N,3l 

230 CCNT I NU E 
AI-' ( 2, 1 l =AM ( 2, 1 l /TC ( 2 l 
AC(2, 1 l=AC( 2 1 1 l/TC( 2 l 
OC 235 N=NMINUE,l27 
cc 235 1-':=2,4 
CEL=FACTS,.tFLDAT(N)-AM(2,lll 
OELO=FACTSD• ( (FLOAT( N l l** (. 333333)-110( ;i, 1 l l 
AC(2,Ml=A0(2,Ml+E(N,3l•DELD••M 
A~(2,Ml=AM(2,M)+E(N,3l•DEL•*M 

235 CCNT INUE 
ACt2,ll=AC(2,ll•F~CTSD 
A~(2;ll=AM(2,ll•FACTS 
DC 240 ,...=2,4 
AC(2,Ml=AC(2 1 Ml/TC(2) 
A~(2,Ml=AM(2,Ml/TC(2) 

240 CCNT INUE 
T P V ( 2 l = ( l • 0 E-1 0 l *AM ( 2, 1 l * T C ( 2 l 
SE=SQRT(AM(2,2l l 
SED=SQ~T(A0(2,2ll 
ASKEWE=AM(2,3)/(2.•SE,.AM(2,2ll 
AKURTE=.5•(AM(2 1 4)/(AM(2,2l••2l-3.l 
ASKEWED=A0(2,3l/(2.•SEO•A0(2,2l l 
AKURTl0=.5•tAC(2,4l/(A0(2,2~••2)-3.) 

12 FCRMAT(31H TOTAL ~ARTICLE CONCENTRATION =,El4.7,4H /ML,2X,30H PERC 
lENT BY VOLUME PARTICLES =,El4.7l 

130FC~MAT(23H MEAN PARTICLE VOLUME =,El4.7,14H CUHIC MICKONS,2X,t4H V 
lCL. FACTOR =,El4.7l 

140FCRMAT(21H VARIANCE OF VOLUME =,El4.7,2X,21H STANDARD DEVIATION =•. 
1El4.7,14H CU~IC MICRONS) 

15 FCRMAT(20H MOMENTAL SKEWNESS =,El4.7,2X,11H KURTOSIS =El4.7l 
200FCRMAT(25H MEAN PARTICLE DIAMETER =,E14.7,8H MlCRONS,2X,lHH'OIAMET 

1ER FACTOR -=,El4.7l 
210FCR,...AT(23H VARIANCE UF DIAMETER =,E14.7,2X,?.lH STANDAkD DlVIATION 

l=,El4.7,8H MICRONS) 
PRINT 11 

11 FORI>' AT ( lHl l 
PRINT lh,NSET 

16 FCRMAT( l7H THIS IS DATA SET.I6) 
PRINT 3,(AIC( I l.I=l,20l 
PRINT e ' 

8 FCRt>~AT (I I l 
PRINT 3,(STDtrl.I=l,l0l 

10 FORMAT(jH FLOW =,Fl2.6,7H ML/MIN,2X,l4H COR. FACTdR =,Et6.6,/l 
PRINT lO,FLOWS,COKS 
PRINT l9,ALIVES 

19 FORMAT(21H LIVE COUNTING TIME =,Fl0.4,15H /10000 MINUTES) 
PRINT 9 

9 FCRtJ,AT (I i 
PRINT 17 

17 FCRMAT(44H O~SERVED PULSE-HEIGHT ANALYSIS DISTRIBUTION,/) 
PRINT 6,(MS(N),N=l.l27l 

6 FCRMAT(10(3X,l7) 
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PRINT 9 
PRINT 12,TCI l),TPVI ll 
PRINT l 3, M~ ( l ,1 l , FACTS 
PRINT l4,AM(l,2l,SS 
PRINT 15,ASKEWS,AKUKTS 
P'RlNT 20,AD(l,ll,FACTSD 
PRINT 21,!10( 1r2lrSSt; 
PRINT lS,ASKEWSD,i\1\.U.RTSD 
PRINT 18 

18 FCR~AT(/,51~ DISTKIBUTtDN AFTtR CURRlCTION FOR NOISE AND VULU~E,/l 
PRINT 7,($(N,3l,N=l,l27l 

7 FlRMATI5(3X,El3.5ll 
PRINT 8 
PRINT 3,(f:XPT!ll.I=l.l0l. 
PRINT lO,FLOW~,CORE 

PHINT l9,ALIVEc 
PRINT 9 
PRINT 17 
PRINT 6,(ME(N),N=l,l27l 
PR!:--.JT 9 
PRINT 12,TCI2l,TPVI2l 
PRINT l3,AM(2,l),FACTS 
PKINT 14,AM(2,2l,S~ 
PRINT 15,A$K(Wc,AKURTE 
PRINT 20,A0(2,l),~ACTSD 
PRINT 2l,A0(2,2l,SED 
PRINT 15,ASKEWED,AKURTED 
PRINT 18 
PRINT 7,(f.(N,3),N=l,l27) 
PRINT 8 

c 
C THIS SECTION COMPUTES PLOTTING PARAMETERS AND PLOTS DISTRIBUTIONS 
c 
C BGTH BEFORE AND AFTER REMOVAL OF NOISE AND CORRECTION TO /ML VALUES 
c 

DC 245 L=l,4 
YI'AX!Ll=O. 

245 CCNT INU E 
CC 250 N=l,l27 
Y I' AX I 1l-= M~AX 1 ( Y MAX ( ll, S ( N, 1) l 
Y fJ AX ( 2 ) =AM AX 1 ( Y MAX ( 2 l , S ( N , 3 l ) 
Y t'AX ( 3 l =AM AX l( Y MAX ( 3 l , E: ( N, 1 l l 
YfJAX(4)=AMAX11YMAX(4l,EIN,3ll 

250 CCNT INU f 
YY=l.S~SINMAXS,ll 
1 F ( YfJ.AX ( ll.GT .YY l YMAX( ll=YY 
YY=t.5~S(NMAXS,3l 

IFIYMAX12l.GT.YYl YMAX12l=YY 
YY=l.5<>EINMAXE,ll 
IF(YMAX(3).GT.YY) YMAX(3)=YY 
.YY=l.5~F(NMAXE,3l 
IFIYMAXI4l.GT.YY) YMAX(4)=YY 
Yr-'IN=O. 
X fJ. I N=O. 
X fJ AX= 12 7. 
NUM= 127. 
CC 260 l=lr2 



I F C L • E Q. 1 ).K::: l 
IFCL.EQ.2)K=3 
OC 25~ N=l,l27 
XPCNl=FLOi\TCNl 

YPCNl=SCN,Kl 
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lFCYPCNl.GT.YMAXCL)) YPCNl=YMAX(L) 
255 CCNT INU E 

YI'=YMAXCLl 
CALL PPLTCXP,YP 1 XMIN,XMAX 1 YMIN,YM,NUM) 

260 CCNT li~U E 
DC 270 L=3,4 
IFCL.EQ.3lK=l 
IFCL.EQ.4)K=3 
CO 265 N=l,127 
XP!Nl=FLOAT!Nl 
YP!Nl=E(N,Kl 
IFCYPCNl.GT.YMAX(L)) YP(Nl=YMAX(L) 

265 CCNT INU E 
YI'=YMAX!Ll 
CALL PPLT!XP,YP,XMIN,XMAX,VMIN,YM,NUMl 

270 CCNTINUE 
c 
C THIS SECTION IS'USED TO SUMMARIZE THE DATA 
c 
C 3 F ALL DISTRIBUTIONS ANALYSED IN THE FORM OF A TABLE 
c 

CH~fNSION ZCl4,80l 
L(l,N::>ETl=TC(ll 
Z(8,NSETl=TCC2l 
Z!2,NSETl=TPVC ll 
Z ( 9, NS ET l =T PV ( 2 l 
l ( 3, NS E T l =AM ( l, l l 
l ( 10, NS ET l =AM ( 2, l l 
Z ( 4, NS ET l =FACTS · 
Z(ll,NSF.Tl=FACTS 
ZCS,NSETl=SS 
Z ( 12, NS ET l = S E 
ZC6,NSETl=ASKE:WS 
Z C l3,NS ET l=ASKEWE 
Z ( 7, NS ET l = AKU K T S 
ZC14,NSETl=AKURTE 
lFCNStT.LT.N5ETSl GO TO 9999 
P R I NT 3 0, ( II I D ( I l , I= l., l 0 l 

30 FCki'ATC lHl.lOAl,/l 
.PRINT 31 

31 FCRMATC9X,4~H SUMMARY OF CALCULATED RESULTS,ALL DISTRIBUTIONS.//) 
PRINT 32 

32 FCRI'ATC8X,l3H PAKTICLES/ML,1X,l5H VOLUML PERCENT,2X,l6H AVE.VOL.!M 
1Uc<>3),2X,l4H VULUI".E FACTOR,2X,l6H ST[).DtV.IMU*"3l ,4X,9H SKEWN!:SS,9 
2X,9H KURTOSIS,/) . 

CC 37 N=l,NSETS 
PRINT 33,N 

33 FORMATC7H NSEf =.14) 
PRINT 34,(Z(I,Nl.{=l,7l 

34 FCkMATC6H BEAOS,7!2X,El5.7ll 
PRINT 35,!ZCI 1 Nl,l=8,14l 

35 FCRMAT(6H CELLS~7!2X,El5.7ll 



37 CCNT INU E 
9999 CCNT INU E 

STOP 
EI'\D 
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SU~ROUTINE PPLT (X, Y, XMIN, XMAX, YMIN, YMAX, NUl~) 

THIS SUBROUTINE, GIVEN .A SET OF N X-Y COORDINATES, lo\ILL PLOT 1HEM 
ON A ~1-101 X-Y GRID, THUS MAKING APPARENT THE CHAKACTEKISTICS OF 
THE ECUATION FROM WHICH THEY WERE 08TAINtD OR RtPRcSENT 

DIMENSION X(ll, Y(ll, XGRIDClllt YGRID(Il), GR1D(10ll 
DftTA ELNK,XXXXXI1H ,lHXI 

.T1= (XMAX-XMINl/10. 
T2 = (YMAX - YMINl I 10. 
XGRIC!ll = XMIN 
Y G R I C ( 1 ) = Y M AX 

·oc 25 I= 2, 11 
XGRlC( I l = XGRIC( I - ll + Tl 

25 YGfHOI I) = YGfUC( I - 1 l - T2 
WRrTE (3, 35) 

35 FCRMAT ( lH l l 
DC 40 I = 1, 3 ·. , 

40 WRITE {3, 45) 
45 FCRMAT (20X, lH•~ 10(9.X 1 lH•)) 

L = 1 
M = 1 
DC 65 K = l, 10 
DC 50 I = 1, 10 1 

50 GRID(Il = 8LNK 
A= FLOAT(M) 
C = (YMAX * (51.- Al + YMIN * (A- 1.))/ 50. 
DC 53 IL = 1 1 NUM 
IF IABS(Q- Y( Ill)- (YMAX- YMINl ~ 100.) 41, ~3, 53 

41 IXP = 100." (X(ll)- XMIN) I (XMAX- XMINl + 1.5 
GRID! IXPl = XXXXX 

53 CCNTINUE 
WRITE (3,75) YGRID(LJ,(GRID(l), I :: 1, lOll 
N = M + l 
M = N + 3 
DC 60 J = N, M 
DC 55 I = 1, 101 

55 GRID! Il = BLNK 
A= FLOAT(J) 
Q = (YMAX "(~1.- Al + VMIN *(A- l.lll 50. 
IL = 0 

'700 IL = I L + l 
IF !A8S(Q- Y!ILll- (YMAX- VMINl I 100.) 46 1 57, 57 

46 IXP = 100. * (X( IL) - XMIN) I (XMAX - XMINl + 1.5 
GRIOIIXPl = XXXXX 

57 IF(IL .LT. NUMl GU TO 700 
60 WRITE (3,76l(GRID!I), I= l, lOll 

M = M + 1 
65 L = L + l 

DC 66 I = 1, 10 l 
66 GRID! I-l = BLNK 

DC 7 2 I L = 1, NUM 
IF (ACS(YMIN- Y!ILll- (YMAX :- YMINl I l.CO.) 69, 72,72 

69 IXP = 100. * (X(!L)- XMIN) I (XMAX- XMINl + 1.5 
GR!D(!XPl = XXXXX 



'-· 
72 CCNT INU E 

i• 
WRITE (3,75) Y GR IO I lll , ( GRID I I l , . I 1 ' lCll = 

75 FCRMAT (lOX, 1PE9.2, lXr 10 lA ll 
76 FORMAT ( 20X, · 10 lA ll 

cu 80 I = l, 3 
!30 WRITE ( 3, 45) 

WRITE (3,85) IXGRID!Il, I :: l, lll 
85 FCR~AT ( l6X, ll( lPE9.2, lX ll 

RETURN 
EI\D 

'\',,.: 
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Table XXXXIV. Prop,ram NOISE 
PROGRAM NOISE! INPUT,OUTPUTl 
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DIMENSION Nl128l,AN(l28l,CC(4),B(l2U,4),W(l28),AID(20l 
DIMENSION ACI 128l,CI 128) 

1 FCKMAf!8116,2Xll 
2 FCRMATI5El6.ol 
3 FCRMAT!6Fl0.4) 
4 FCRMATI6Il0l 
5 FCRMAT(5(3X,El3.5ll 
o FCRMAT ( 10A7 l 
7 FORi'v\Ar(lHl,lOA7,/,lOA7,/l. 
80FCR~AT! 14H IST CHANNEL =• [4,2X,7H FLOW =,Fl2.6,8H Ml/MlNt 2X,l4H C 

lOR. FACTOR =,El6.6,/). 
9 FCRMAT(53H TABLE OF CUUNTS/ML, BY PULSE-HEIGHT ANALYZER CHANNEL,/) 

~=0 
READ 4,MAX 

100 READ 6,(AID!Il,I=l,20) 
READ l,(N(ll,I=l,l28l 
READ 3,ANl,Al,AN2,A2 
READ 3,FLOW 
READ 4,NINNY 
MdT=ANl 
Af\2I=AN2 
A l!= A l 
A2I=A2 
CCR: 10000./( FLOW• fLOAT ( N ( 1) ll 

C THE LOOP DO 30 CONVERTS UBSf~VED COUNTS TO COUNTS PER ML BASIS 
C BY C1VIDING BY FLOW THROUGH APlKTUR~ AND LlV[ COUNTING TIME 
c 

c 

CO 30 I=l, 128 
IF(I.LT.NINNY) AN(ll=O. 
IF( I .GE.N!NNY l AN( I l=COK•FLOATIN( Ill 
IF!l.GE.NINNY.AND.AN( Il.GT.O.l W!Il=l./AN(ll. 
IFIAN!ll.LE.O.l W!Il=l. 
IFII.LT.NlNNYl W!ll=O. 

30 CONTINUE 
PRINT 7,(AID(J),J=lo2Cl 
PRINT 8,NINNY,FLOw,COK 
PRINT 9 
PHINT 5,(AN!ll,I=l,l28l 
PRINT 1l,ANl,AN2,Al,A2 
DC 21 I=l.128 
Ct-<NO=! 

20 FCRMATI3El0.3l 
21 CONTINUE 

C THE LOOP DO 31 CALCULATES NOISE VALUES IN EACH CHANNEL 
C FROM THE LATEST ESTIMATES OF THE COEFFICIENTS IN THE. NOISE EQUATION 
C IT ALSO CALCULATES VALUES FOR AN OVEk-DETERMINEO SET OF EQUATIONS 
C OF THE FORM B•CC=C, WHERE CC ~RE THE COEFFICIENT CORRECTIONS 
c 

K=O • 
33 DC 31 I=NINNY,l28 

Fl=Al•FLOAT( I l 
F2:: A2 ctFLOAT ( I l 
AC! I l=ANl •EXP ( Fll+AN2•EXP ( F2l 

. . . 



Rf.:= S CI<T I W C I l l 
L=I+l-NINNY 
CCL l=l<h'<>( liN! I l-AC( Ill 

· B!L,ll=EXP!.Fll•RW 
l:l!L,2l=EXPC F2l<>RW 

'B(L,3l= FLOAT! ll•ANl*B(L, ll 
8 ( L , 4 l = FLU AT ( I l *AN 2 • 8 I L , 2 ) 

31 CCNTINUE 
NINN=l28-NINNY+l 
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CALL LSQS ( 8, CC, C,NINN, 4, l,KF.RI<, 9) 
IF!KEKR.EQ.Ol GO TO 32 
PRINT 15 

15 FORMAT(//,20X,36H THE SYSTEM WAS FOUND TO OE SINGULAR) 
CO 40 I=l,NINN 
PRINT ?,(A( I,Ll,L=l,4l,C( Il 

40 CGJT INU E 
GC TO 999 

32 PRINT 10, CCC!Ll,L=l,4l 
lOOFCRMAT( llH DELTA Nl =,El2.5,2X,tlH DELTA N2 =,El2.5,2X,/,llH DELTA 

1 Al =rE12.5,2X,llH DELTA A2 =,El2.5l 
OCHECK=ABS!CC!ll/ANtll+A8SICC(2l/AN2Il+AUS(CCI3l/Alll+ABS!CCI4l/A2I 
ll 

Ai'\l=ANl+CC!ll 
I\N2= AN2 +CC ( 2 l. 
Al=Al+CCC3l 
A2=A2+CC(4) 
K=K+ l 
PRINT ll,ANl,AN2,Al,A2 

llOFCRMATC5H Nl =,El6.6,3X,SH N2 =,El6.6,3X,5H Al =,El6.6,3X,5H A2 =, 
Hl6.6l 

E qR= 0. 
IF!CHcCK.GE.5.l GO TO 999 
IFCK.GT.lOOl GO TO 999. 
! F ( C li [ C K • G E. • 0 0 ll GU T 0 3 3 
Cl-' I=O. 
NC AT A=O 
DC 34 I=l, 128 
F 1 =A 1 * FL 0 AT ( I ) 
F2= A2 "FLOAT I I l 
AC! I l=ANl<>EXP( FlJ+AN2•EXPIF2J 
IFCI.LT.NINNYl GO TO 34 
U C = ( A C ( I ) -AN ( I l l ** 2 
EKR= EI<R+UC 
Ct-'I=Chl+UC<>W( I l 
NCATA=NCATA+l 

34 CCNT INU E 
IfRE:E = NDATA-4 
PRINT 13, ERR, CHI, IFREE 

130FCRM.AT( 1Hl,23H ERROR SUM OF SQUARES =,El6~6,3X 1 14H CHI-SQUARED =, 
1El6.6,3X,6H WllH , I4,2X, l9H DEGREtS OF Ff<EfOOM,/J 

PRINT 14 
14 FCRMATC44H TABLE OF CALCULATED BACKGROUND NOISE VALUES) 

PRINT 5 , , ( A C ( I l , I= 1 , 12 8 ) 
999 M= ~1+ l 

IF(M.LT~MAXl GO TO 100 
STOP 
El\0 
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Change negative va.lues. of S(N,3) and E(N,3) to zero values 

Set initial values of certain variables (TC(L), TPV(L), AD(L,M), 

AM(L,M) to zero 

If not already 'read in as da'ta, calculate NMAXS, NMAXE, NM, NMINS, 

1TMINOS, and NMINOE 

Make values of NMAXS, etc. just calculated fall within realistic limits 

Calculate average diameter AD(l,l), average volume.AM(l,l), and total 

concentration of singlets and print out along with NMAXS, etc. and 

values of coefficients of noise .equation 

Calculate factor (FACTS) required to convert average volumes from units 

of channel number to units of cubic microns and similarly calculi3.te 

FACTSD for correction diameter distribution 

Calculate higher moments of standard-distribution, in terms of microns 

or cubic microns. From these calculate SSD, ASKEWSD, etc. 

Calculate average diameter AD(2,1), average volume AM(2,1) and total 

count TC(2) for experimental distribution 

Calculate higher moments of experimental distribution. 

Then calculate SE, SED, ASKEWE, etc. 

Print out calculated results first for standard distribution and then 

for experimental distribution 

Determine parameters needed for plotting subroutine, e.g., YMAX(I), 

XP(N),. YP(N) 

Plot results of original standard distribution, corrected standard 

distribution, original experimental distribution, and corrected 

experimental distribution 

Calculate storage parameters Z(J, NSET) for use in summarizing results 

If this is not the last data set, i.e., if NSET < NSETS, go on to next 

set. Otherwise print out table summarizing results 

STOP and END 



MS(N) 

ME(N) 

S(N,l) 

E(N,l) 

S(N ,2) 

E(N,2) 

S(N,3) 

E(N,3) 
ANOISE(l,N) 

ANOISE(2,N) 

STD(I) 

EXPT(I) 

X(2,I) 

AID(I) 

AM(L,l) 

AM(L,M) 

TC(L) 

TPV(L) 

YVJ.AX(L) 

YP(N) 

XP(N) 

AD(L,l) 

AD(L,M) 

NSETS 

DEFINITION OF VARIABLES IN PROGRAM BUGSIZE 

= Value of standard distribution in Nth channel 

= Value of experimental distribution in Nth channel 

= MS(N - 1) 
= ME(N - 1) 
= Smoothed value of. S (N, 1) 

=_Smoothed value of Nth value of E(N,l) distribution 

== Value of S(N,l) corrected to per ml values and for noise 

= Value of E(N,l) corrected to per ml value and for noise 
I 

- Nth value of background noise for standard distribution 

= Nth value of noise for experimental distribution 

= Label for standard distribution 

Label for experimental distribution 

= Ith coefficient of experimental background noise equation 

= Label .for group NSET 

= Mean vollime for standard (L = 1) and experiment (L = 2) 
distributions 

= Mth moment about the mean volume (M = 2,3,4) for standard 

(L = 1) and experimental (L == 2) dist;ibutions 

= Total concentration of standard singlets (L = 1) and entire 

experimental distribution (L = 2) 

= Total percent by volume of standard singlets (L = 1) and 

·entire experimental distribution (L = 2) 

= Maximum value of Lth distribution (L = 1, original standard; 

L = 2, standard corrected; L = 3, original experimental; 

L ~ 4, corrected experimental) 

= Nth value of distribution to be plotted . 

· = Abscissa of Nth value of distribution 

== Mean diameter for standard, (L = 1) and experimental (L = 2) 

distributions · 

= Mth moment about mean diameter (M = 2,3,4) for standard 

(L = 1) and experimental (L == 2) distributions 

= Number of data sets ., 



NSET 

DIA 

FLOWS 

FlO HE 

NMINOS 

Nl'.UNOE 

l'i'MAXE 

A LIVES 

ALIVEE 

CORS 

CORE 

SM.AX,EMAX;, 
SMIN,EMIN, 
SMINO,EMINO 

DEL,DELD 

SSD 

ss 
SED 

SE 

ASKEWSD:, 
ASKEHSj 
AS.KEVJED, 
ASKEvJE 

= Index of data set being analyzed 

= Mean diameter of standard particles 

= Flowrate through aperture during measurement of standard 

dist;ibution, ml/min 

.- Flowrate through aperture during measurement of experimental 

distribution, ml/min 

= Channel number of lower limit of singlet peak of standard 

=Channel number:mode of singlet peak of standard 

= Channel number of upper limit of singlet peak of standard 

distribution 
. . 

= Channel number of lower limit of experimental distribution 

= Channel number of mode of experimental distribution 

= Live counting time spent in accumulation of standard 

distribution 

.. ,.... .. 
-' ... '' 

= Live counting time spent in accumulation of experimental 

distribution 

= Factor to correct counts per channel for flowrate and 

counting time, standard distribution 

= Factor t·o correct counts per channel for flowrate and 

counting time, experimental distribution 

=Dummy variables for use in determination of NMAXS, NY~XE, etc. 

= Dummy variables used in calculating higher moments 

- Standard deviation of diameters of standard 

- Standard deviation of volumes of standard distribution 

= Standard deviation of diameters of experimental distribution 

= Standard deviation of volumes of experimental distribution 

= Momental skewness of standard diameter distribution, standard 
volume distribution, experimental diameter distribution 
and experimental volume distribution, respectively. 
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1 third moment about·mean 
2 

(standard deviation) 3 

AKURTSD,AKURTSi Kurtosis 
AKURTED, AKURTE-

= 

yy 

= ~ (fourth moment _ 3) 
2 ( . )2 ; var~ance . 

= Dummy variable used to calculate scale on computer plots 

of distributions 

= Dummy variaples set up to store various calculated vari

ables of all NSETS groups for printout in a summary of 

results, 



EXPERIMENTAL 
DISTRIBUTION 

~~ZE PROGRAM 

~ 
DISTRIBUTION PER 
ML PER CHANNEL 
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+< 

I 
BU~IZE 
PROGRAM 

I 

w 
EXPERIMENTAL 
DISTRIBUTION 

SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF 
BACKGROU!Il]) NOISE . 

NOIStOGRAM 

.fy' 
NOISE EQUATION 

corrected for noise 
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GENERAL SUMMARY 

For engineers to design processes for the production of bacteria 

and their products, they need models that relate the rate of production 

to the important variables of the system. Modeling is difficult because 

there are many potentially important variables in a culture, and it is 

necessary to select a few critical variables to make the model mathemati

cally tractable. 

To assist in the development of a conceptual view of a bacterial 

cell culture, various schemes for the classification of pure culture fer

mentation 'process·es are presented. . The development of the modeling ·of 

bacterial kinetics is outlined with a literature survey of mathematical 

models of bacterial kinetics. 

A. generalized version of the logistic equation is proposed for use 

.in the measurement of rates of growth and metabolism in batch culture, and 

a computer program to fit the equation to the data is pres.ented. The 

program is shown to. successfully fit both synthetic and real batch kinetic· 

data, including correct prediction of the derivatives of the fitted depen

dent variables. 

To obtain kinetic information for the design of processes using 

sulfate-reducing bacteria to remove sulfate from sodium chloride solutions, 

rate studies were made on ·a strain of sulfate-reducing bacteria able to 

tolerate high concentrations of sodium chloride. Effects of all components· 

of the growth media op batch culture growth were studied to determine 

optimal concentrations of each component. A computer was used to fit 

equations of the type just discussed to the batch data, thus permitting 

more accurate determination 'of the metabolic rates. 

Mixing, reduced sulfide concentrations, and pH control were shown 

to increase rates of growth and sulfide production. A continuous culture 

system vias- built and used to measure the grow:th kinetics in continuous 

culture. Anomalous specific growth rates observed during washout of the 

continuous reactor system could be explained by postulating wall growth 

by bacteria. Most batch and all continuous culture data could be corre

lated by the l~gistic equation. 
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Batch culture and continuous culture- data ~ere correlated by 

plotting specific rate of sulfide production versus specific growth 

rate, but the straight line predicted by the Luedeking-Piret model gave 

only rough correlation. The data indicates a division into three dis

tinct regions: (1) A region at low specific growth rates involving un

usually large mean cell size due to accumulation of cell reserve material; 

. (2) A region at intermediate specific growth rates of constant rate of 

specific sulfide formation per cell dry weight; (3) A region of very high 

specific sulfide production rates at high specffic gro~th rates, pre

sumably due to uncoupling of energy production (sulfide production) and 

biosynthesis (specific growth· rate). 

It was not possible to ·obtain a completely satisfactory and 

general correlation of specific growth rates and specific sulfide produc

tion rates with the system variables. However, the Luedeking-Piret type of 

linear correlation seems satisfactory over a sufficient range to be useful 

for preliminary scale-up of systems using these organisms for sulfate 

reduction. 

Electronic sizing and counting of bacteria is particularly impor

tant to the study of.bacterial growth kinetics. It was sho~n here that 

it also offers a means of studYing sterilization-kinetics. 

An electronic sizing and counting system extending the Coulter 

counting technique ~as built and calibrated using polystyrene beads as 

standards. An electron microscope study of the beads had established the 

bead size distribution. Linearity of the system in response to particle 

size was demonstrated. The size distribution of beads measured electroni

cally was considerably broader than the distribution obtained by electron 

microscopy. 

Electronic counting was compared with the conventional bacterio

logical techniques of optical counting, measurement of tnrbidity, and colony 

counting. Good agreement was found with colony counts and turbidity. 

Reduction of electr.onic counts by heat killing occurred with exponential 

phase cultures. 

'· 
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Several system variables were shown to affect the electronic size 

of cells. A model for the electrical conductivity of the bacterial cell 

is proposed and compared with empirical results obtained with the counting 

system. 

I:; 
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